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1 Introduction
1.1

Purpose and Scope

The Cultural Heritage Baseline Report document presents the results of numerous studies
that characterise all elements of Cultural Heritage in Roşia Montană. The geographical
scope of these studies focussed on areas directly affected by the proposed mining activities
as defined by the limits of permitted Project development (Figure 1, Project Location Map).
Although local legislation may vary from country to country, cultural property may be a place,
region, physical structure or remains to which community members ascribe significance.
The World Bank defines cultural property as including:
“Sites having archaeological (prehistoric), paleontological, historical, religious, and unique
natural values. Cultural property, therefore, encompasses both remains left by previous
human inhabitants (for example, middens, shrines, and battlegrounds) and unique natural
environmental features such as canyons and waterfalls.” (World Bank O.P. 11.03).

In addition to providing an inventory of cultural property, this report will also include elements
of “intangible cultural heritage.” The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organisation (UNESCO) defines intangible cultural heritage as follows:
Embracing all forms of traditional and popular or folk culture, i.e. collective works
originating in a given community and based on tradition. These creations are transmitted
orally or by gesture, and are modified over a period of time through a process of
collective recreation. They include oral traditions, customs, languages, music, dance,
rituals, festivities, traditional medicine and pharmacopoeia, the culinary arts and all kinds
of special skills connected with the material aspects of culture, such as tools and the
habitat (UNESCO, 2003).

The significance of cultural heritage in this report will be evaluated through public
consultation and through expert opinion in various fields including archaeology,
anthropology, Romanian history and architecture. The inventory and significance of cultural
property in this report will form the basis for protective measures implemented by Roşia
Montană Gold Corporation (RMGC) as detailed in Roşia Montană Project Environmental
and Social Management System (ESMS) Plans, Plan M, Cultural Heritage Management
Plan. Together, these documents form part of RMGC’s Environmental and Social
Management Plan. Discussion of potential impacts of the cultural heritage of Roşia Montană
is in Section 4.9 of the Roşia Montană Project Environmental Impact Assessment.
On July 12th and 13th 2004, representatives of the Parliamentary Assembly Council of
Europe conducted a site visit to Roşia Montană to assess the ongoing cultural heritage
programme. In addition to the rapporteur for cultural heritage, the chief of the Secretariat
also attended this visit for Culture, Science and Education. On September 9th 2004 the
Assistant Director General of Culture from UNESCO made a site visit to Roşia Montană to
assess the ongoing cultural heritage programme. Late in 2004 the Parliamentary Assembly
Council of Europe published its report and the full version can be found on Parliamentary
Assembly’s website (http://assembly.coe.int/default.asp).
The report concluded that three types of cultural heritage are at stake in Roşia Montană: (a)
moveable objects such as are collected and displayed in museums locally (including a new
mining museum in Roşia Montană) andin Bucharest; (b) surface structures: protected
buildings including churches of architectural importance which are not affected and
significant archaeological finds such as the Roman circular funerary monument which are
being preserved in situ; (c) underground: excavation continues of the Roman galleries, a
visitable section is at present preserved at Orlea but has an uncertain future, a
representative section could and should be excavated and preserved at Catalina Monulesti.
The question then arises as to how that representative section should be determined.
Section 1: Introduction
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The report also determined that at the time, it seemed that measures were in place to ensure
that all three aspects of the cultural heritage are adequately covered at present or as the
project may develop. Furthermore it concluded that the RMGC project would appear to
provide an economic basis for sustainable development of the whole area with positive
benefits on environmental and social as well as cultural grounds. From the cultural heritage
point of view “it might be seen as an exemplary project of responsible development” and that
“the funds currently made available by RMGC for research (archaeological, ethnological,
architectural) are many times what could be expected from the Government”.

1.2

Baseline Context

This is the first time that such a comprehensive and best practice approach has been
implemented in Romania and this approach will substantially improve the management of
cultural heritage in Roşia Montană, as well as for future projects in Romania.
As a direct consequence of the level of study required for an EIA, the knowledge
surrounding all aspects of cultural heritage in Roşia Montană has increased. This new data,
although essential for forming the basis for future management of cultural heritage, presents
a danger of overstating the apparent importance of aspects of cultural heritage in
comparison to areas that have not seen this level of investigation. This problem has been
further compounded by the fact that a project of this scale and adhering to international best
practice is unique in Romania.

1.3

Project Summary

RMGC is proposing to develop a gold and silver mine around the village of Roşia Montană,
in the comuna of Roşia Montană in Alba County, Romania. Alba County is in west-central
Romania, in the “Golden Quadrilateral” region of the Apuseni and Metaliferi ranges of the
Carpathian Mountains. The development of the Roşia Montană mine will involve a wide
range of activities, including:



Continued open pit mining, processing operations, tailings management facilities,
and various support facilities;
 Management and mitigation of the environmental and social impacts of mining
activities;
 Restoration and rehabilitation of mined areas and historic monuments;
 Assistance in the closing of the current government-subsidized mining operations;
 Resettlement and relocation activities; archaeological surveys, assessments and
other cultural heritage preservation activities;
 Mitigation of environmental impacts caused by past mining operations; and,
 Support for various local and regional community development planning efforts.
A more detailed scope of the Project is in Chapter 4 of the Roşia Montană Project
Environmental and Social Impact Assessment.
1.3.1

Designated Cultural Heritage

The following sections detail cultural patrimony in Roşia Montană specifically protected by
local, national or international laws or regulations.

Section 1: Introduction
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1.3.1.1 International Designations
At present, Roşia Montană and the elements of its cultural heritage have not been
designated as being of international importance and UNESCO has not identified the Project
Area as a World Heritage Site.
1.3.1.2 National Designations
The following is a short summary of the cultural heritage features in Roşia Montană that are
afforded special status under Romanian law. Each of these features have been evaluated in
detail in this report and are dealt with in further detail in their respective sections.
Law 5/2000 recognises that Roşia Montană possesses areas of cultural value. This law
does not establish defined boundaries for these values, but is a master plan that establishes
areas of national patrimony that require protected zones be established by local and regional
planning boards.
Additionally, 41 18th to 20th century buildings in Roşia Montană and the Greek Catholic
Church are sited as historical monuments under the provisions of Law 422/2001, as
identified on the List of Historic Monuments issued in 2004 by the Ministry of Culture and
Religious Affairs. Corna has no historical monuments.
The Orlea massif contains both surface and underground archaeological remains and is also
preserved under Romanian Law. Two landscape features, Piatra Corbului and Piatra
Despicată, are also afforded special preservation status under Romanian law, and are are
dealt separately in the Landscape Section of the EIA (Section 4.7).
Recently, an archaeological reserve in Roşia Montană on the Carpeni hill was zoned as a
protected zone. Also, as a result of this baseline work, the funerary monument at Hop-Găuri
has also afforded preservation status.
The Cătălina Monuleşti consists of a Roman-period mining working that is accessed through
a modern working. The gallery is the location where a set of waxed tablets from the Romanera was discovered by chance and this discovery has resulted in the special status of these
workings.

Section 1: Introduction
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Table 1-1.

List of Cultural Heritage Features in Roşia Montană with Special Status
under Romanian Law

Law no. 5/2000 of 6 March 2000 regarding the approval of the National Townplanning
Documentation PATN – Section III – Protected Zones published in the Official Gazette no. 152 of 12
April 2000





Piatra Despicată, Comuna Roşia Montană 0,20 (Annex 1, no. 2.8)
Piatra Corbului, Comuna Roşia Montană 5,00 (Annex 1, no. 2.83)
Historic Centre Roşia Montană, village Roşia Montană, county Alba (Annex 3, section g – Urban
assemblies, position g)3.)



The Roman galleries of the auriferous mining exploitations , Comuna Roşia Montană, village Roşia
Montană, county Alba (Annex 2, section l – Industrial architecture, infrastructure, position l)1.)



Houses – 18th – 20th centuries - Comuna Roşia Montană, village Roşia Montană, county Alba
(Annex 3, section m – monuments of folk architecture, position m)2.)

List of Historical Monuments (issued by MCC and published in the Official Gazette no. 646 bis of 16
July 2004, pp. 13-15, no. 140-146)
Archaeological sites







The Roman settlement from Alburnus Maior, Orlea zone (LMI code AB-I-m-A-00065.01)
The mining Roman exploitation from Alburnus Maior, Orlea massif (LMI code AB-I-m-A-00065.02)
The Roman vestiges from Alburnus Maior, Carpeni zone (LMI codeAB-I-m-A-00065.03)
The Roman funerary monument from “Hop-Găuri”zone (LMI code AB-I-m-A-00065.04)
The “Cătălina Monuleşti” gallery from the protected zone of the historic centre of the locality (LMI
codeAB-I-m-A-00065.05)



The Roman galleries from Cârnic massif, "Piatra Corbului" area (LMI code AB-I-s-A-20329)
Historical buildings



41 historical houses, a Romano-Catholic Church and a Greek Catholic Church

1.3.1.3 Local Designations
The County Directorate identifies historical buildings using the Official List of Historical
Buildings issued by the Ministry of Culture and Religious Affairs. As such, no local
designations for historical monuments exist, nor are there any other local cultural
designations in the Project Area.

1.4

Regional Historical Context

To provide a context for the baseline investigation of cultural heritage in Roşia Montană, the
following section outlines a brief history of Transylvania, and more specifically, the mining
history of Roşia Montană. Mining was an integral part of Roşia Montană for almost 2,000
years and was the primary influence on its development as a community. The presence of
ore in this region resulted in a large number of nationalities either invading or immigrating to
this region including the Romans, Austrians, Ottomans, and Saxons.

Section 1: Introduction
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Table 1-2.

General Timeline of Romanian History in Transylvania

300 - 50 B.C.

Together with kindred tribes, known later to the Romans as Dacians, who lived in the
mountains north of the Danubian Plain and in the Transylvanian Basin, the Gaetae
developed a distinct society and culture by the second half of the 4th century B.C.

1st century B.C.

A strong, independent Dacian Kingdom arose, centred in the Orăştie Mountains of southern
Transylvania, where it developed its political, economic and military centre at
Sarmizegetusa.

84-88 AD

Wars between Roman Empire and Dacians end in peace-treaty with King Decebalus

101-102 A.D.,
105-106 A.D.

Roman empire goes to war with Dacia, with the second war, under Emperor Trajan,
resulting in the transformation of parts of Dacia into a Roman province.

168-169 A.D.

The Marcommani wars broke out and a coalition of Germanic and Sarmatian tribes
attacked Dacia and the gold-bearing region.

271-275 A.D

Under Emperor Aurelian, the army and the authorities evacuate Dacia leaving behind a
Romanised population that formed the basic nucleus of the Romanian people.

rd

th

3 - 6 centuries

Frequent incursions into Transylvania by Ostrogoths (from modern Ukraine) and Visigoths
(from around the Danube) caused the Romans to evacuate the region.

374-453

The Huns, a Fino-Ugric tribe with origins in the Eastern plains of modern Russia, ended the
rule of the Goths in 375. The Huns under the leadership of Attila were a major military
force in central Europe and their rule covered much of modern Hungary and Transylvania.

552-796

The Avars, another Asian-Turkic tribe from the east, took control of parts of southern
Russia and Eastern Europe from the Huns and Slavs.

6th -10th centuries

The Slavs occupy large parts of Romania during this era. By the 6th century, the Slavs
were the largest central European race. Their early origin is not known, but from 1 A.D.,
they were thought to have lived in the marshes east of Russia. Little remains nowadays of
Slavic Romania apart from some placenames and possibly the voivode, administrative
regions of the Romanians inherited by the Magyars in Transylvania.

680

The Bulgars, a Slavic eastern tribe, forced from their Black Sea kingdom, formed the First
State of Bulgaria, as rulers of the Slavs. Their kingdom covered the Danube plain to the
north (modern Romania) and south (modern Bulgaria). For a brief year, the Bulgarian rule
th
extended into Transylvania (9 century).

th

th

10 -12
centuries

The seven Magyar (Hungarian) tribes sweep into the Carpathian Basin, the region now
known as Transylvania is occupied.

13th-14th centuries

Walachia (Southern part of modern Romania) is drawn in to a series of struggles against
Hungary.

1327 - 1328

The king of Hungary, Carol Robert of Anjou initiates a series of mining reforms that
generated a new rhythm of development for mining exploitations.

15th century

The Ottoman Empire began to extend their conquests northward. Walachia was forced to
capitulate to the Ottomans, although its leadership, territory, and religion did not change.

1526

Ottomans defeated the Hungarians at the battle of Mohács resulting in direct Ottoman rule
in Walachia. As a vassal, Transylvania paid an annual tribute and provided military
assistance; in return, the Ottomans pledged to protect Transylvania from external threat.

End of 16th century

Michael the Brave leads a revolt against the Ottomans and succeeds in bringing Walachia,
Moldavia, and Transylvania, the three territories that were to form Romania, under his rule
for a very brief period (retaken by the Ottomans in 1601).

1686-1688

Habsburg imperial troops invade Transylvania, resulting in the eventual Habsburg control of
the region and the Transylvanian Diet, which renounced Ottoman suzerainty and accepted
Austrian protection.

Section 1: Introduction
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1688-1848

After the defeat of the Ottomans at the Battle of Vienna in 1683, the Habsburgs gradually
began to impose their rule on the formerly autonomous Transylvania.
Apart from strengthening the central government and administration, the Habsburgs also
promoted the Roman Catholic Church, both as a uniting force and also as an instrument to
reduce the influence of the Protestant nobility. In addition, they tried to persuade Orthodox
clergymen to join the Greek Catholic Church. From 1711 onward the princes of
Transylvania were replaced with Austrian governors and in 1765 Transylvania was
declared a grand principality.

1848-1849

Transylvania allies itself with the Austrians during the Revolution of 1848, during which
Hungary succeeded for a short time in unifying Hungary and Transylvania. However,
Avram Iancu's anti-Hungarian Rumanian forces retained their position in the Apuseni
Mountains.

1849

After quashing the revolution, Austria imposed a repressive regime on Hungary and ruled
Transylvania directly through a military governor.

1916-1918

King Ferdinand declares war on Germany and forced enemy troops from Walachia. The
king returned to Bucharest on November 30 and Romanian units occupied most of
Transylvania by December 1. A mass assembly later that month in Alba Iulia (southern
Transylvania) passed a resolution calling for unification of all Romanians into a single state.

1919

The Versailles Treaty recognizes the new boundaries of the Romanian Kingdom after the
First World War.

1940

The Soviet Union occupied Basarabia and the North of Bucovina, while Germany and Italy
decided by the Vienna Award that the northern part of Transylvania would be ceded by
Romania to Hungary. The Kadrilater, Southern part of Dobrogea, was ceded to Bulgaria

1941

In June, Romania enters the war waged by Germany against the Soviet Union, aiming at
gaining back Basarabia and Northern Bucovina.

1944

After succumbing to Allied attacks, Romania withdraws her alliance with Germany and joins
the United Nations.

1947

Under the 1947 Treaty of Paris, the Allies refused co-belligerent status to Romania.
Northern Transylvania was, once again, recognised as an integral part of Romania, but the
Soviet Union was allowed to annex Bessarabia and Northern Bucovina; renamed the
“Moldavian SSR,” they became independent only in 1991, under the name of Moldova.

1948

The new National Assembly proclaims the creation of the Romanian People's Republic and
adopts a Stalinist constitution.

1989

Ceauşescu’s communist government is overthrown in a people’s revolution.
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1.4.1

Local History of Roşia Montană

The history of Roşia Montană was shaped largely by its ore reserves, which attracted
various foreign interests dating back as far as the Romans. This mining heritage has
defined Roşia Montană and has resulted in it evolving differently from neighbouring nonmining communities in Transylvania.
As early as the 16th century, people showed a particular interest in the ancient remains found
by chance in Roşia Montană. Various chroniclers, antiquaries, foreign travellers, political,
and diplomatic and military missions, and scholars, all showed increasing interest around the
start of the 17th century.
In Roşia Montană, sites of archaeological importance, such as galleries, mine shafts and
mining facilities (ancient or medieval), sacred places, ancient cemeteries, and traces of
habitation reflect the extensive mining history in the region, dating back to the Roman period.
The first evidence of the archaeological interest in this region dates back to mid-18th century,
when a chance discovery of a funerary Roman altar and stele (usually a carved or inscribed
stone slab or pillar used for commemorative purposes) was made around Tăul Găuri (Găuri
Pond). At the end of the 18th century, wax-coated tablets dating from the 2nd century A.D.,
preserved Roman legal texts written in cursive Latin, were found in several different galleries
in Roşia Montană.
The discovery of the wax tablets was probably the pivotal moment in creating considerable
interest in the history of Roşia Montană, among both scholars and the general public. The
wax tablets currently reside in the National History Museum of Romania in Bucharest, in Cluj
National History Museum of Transylvania, in the National Unification Museum in Alba Iulia,
and in a Roman Catholic Metropolitan collection in Blaj, while the majority are located in
museums in Vienna and Budapest. In spite of the interest this discovery generated, all
publications concerning the history of Roşia Montană have only been based on chance finds
and not on any systematic investigation. As a result, only a partial history exists of the
evolution of this mining community. For instance, although the waxed tablets represent clear
evidence of Roman presence and their involvement in the region’s mining, it is unclear
whether they actually lived in Roşia Montană, or a neighbouring locality.
1.4.2

Pre-Roman/Dacian Period (Before 100 A.D.)

Roşia Montană was known under several names throughout history, including Alburnus
Maior, Albournon Megale (Greek), Roşia Abrudului, Roşia de Munte (red mountain in
Romanian) or Verespatak (Lecca, O.G., 1937). The ancient name “Alburnus Maior” is of
Dacian origin, formed by adding a Latin termination to the Dacian root “alb” (Russu, I.I.,
1969). The first recorded use of this toponym was on a waxed-coated tablet, discovered in
the Ohaba – Saint Simion gallery, on the southern slope of the Cârnic massif in Roşia
Montană .
Although Transylvania was part of the Dacian empire before the Roman period, the last 6
years researches did not identified any Dacian finds in Roşia Montană.
1.4.3

Roman Period (106-300 A.D.)

The first documentary reference to Roşia Montană was under the name of Alburnus Maior,
whose first mention is preserved on a Roman-period waxed tablet dated February 6, 131
A.D. This attestation was discovered among 25 waxed tablets found in several mining
galleries in Roşia Montană. These 25 waxed tablets were discovered between 1786
and1855 and represent sale-purchase contracts, payments of services, loans, lists of prices
and expenses, agreements of association, etc.
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The settlement name appears on nine waxed tablets in either Latin as “Alburnus Maior” or in
Greek as “Albournon Megale” (IDR).
Alburnus Maior is mentioned on one of these tablets as a pagus (rural commune) in the
Roman Empire, comprising districts with Illyrians brought from the south of Dalmatia.
Administratively, Alburnus Maior was subordinated to the General Procurator in Ampelum,
known today as Zlatna. It is likely that during this period Alburnus Maior was a small mining
market town subordinate to the district administration (C. Domergue, 1990). It has been
suggested that Roşia Montană was a rural trading settlement with limited infrastructure
consisting of a central square, a few public edifices and a few scattered houses along the
road (L. Marinescu, 2002).
It is interesting to note that in both Ampelum and Alburnus Maior, more votives (consisting of
or expressing a vow, wish, or desire) exist than funerary artefacts. Additionally, the
Ampelum monuments are more carefully crafted and the inscriptions have more information
than Alburnus Maior monuments. Consequently, it is more difficult to date the latter. Also,
the Alburnus Maior inscriptions do not mention any soldiers or clerks from the imperial
mining administration. The Alburnus Maior inscriptions only mention private persons, yet
there are also votive inscriptions dedicated by the consular beneficiaries (L. Marinescu,
2002).
According to the epigraphic material (inscriptions, waxed tablets), 70% of the population
colonized at Alburnus Maior had Illyrian names (A. Kerenyi, 1941; I.I. Russu, 1943; D.
Rendič-Miocevič, 1981; A. Stipcevič, 1974; S. Mrozek, 1968). In addition to the Illyrians, 4
votive altars and 2 waxed tablets attest to the presence of Greek-Orientals (I.I. Russu,
1984). Based on the shape of some letters, such as sigma lunar, epsilon lunar and omega,
the inscriptions were dated between the second half of the 2nd century and the start of the 3rd
century A.D. (I.I. Russu, 1965).
However, chance find artefacts uncovered before and during the recent archaeological
programme (2000 to present) indicate a degree of quality consistent with a significantly
Romanised society. Another indication of this is the mention of Roman gods on some of the
votive altars on display in the mining museum in Roşia Montană. It is likely that a significant
Roman administrative presence was in Roşia Montană for this degree of Romanisation to
have occurred. As it is unclear whether this presence was in Roşia Montană, or in a nearby
settlement, this is clearly one of the interesting research themes that could be further
clarified as a result of the archaeological programme.
It is clear that the Roman presence in Transylvania was related to the existence of gold in
the region. The importance of gold mines was highlighted on three of the waxed tablets
(Corpus Inscriptiones Latinarum, III, Tab. Cer. VI, VII,), which refer to slave sales and
purchase contracts.
A situation similar to that from Roşia Montană exists approximately 20km southwest of
Abrud where gold exploitations were concentrated on Crişul Alb Valley and gold was
extracted from galleries and also obtained from the gold-bearing sands. Roman gold
exploitations were found in Ruda, next to Brad, and in Barza. A Roman gallery, and even a
wheel used to pump the water out of the mine, were discovered in Sf. Ana gallery. Stonecutting tools, oil lamps, and coins were found in Ruda. A Roman cemetery was also found in
the same area, 1km away from Ruda, on the site known as “La Petreneşti,” located on Ruda
mound. A funerary board crowned with profiled lions, a lion head and pedestals of funerary
monuments were also discovered there. In the diggings carried out between 1977 and
1981, the archaeologists found 126 cremation burials (the bodies were burnt there, without
delay) belonging to an Illyrian population. The funerary inventory includes ceramic
fragments, oil lamps, iron nails and spikes. On the same site, a funerary board and a coin of
Iulia Domna were discovered, the coin being minted between 196 and 211 A.D. (A. Russu,
1995).
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The last date on the waxed tablets that refers to Roşia Montană is from 167 A.D. This would
seem to indicate that the Marcommani wars occurred soon after this date, likely between
168 and 170 A.D. It is also probable that the invasion of the coalition of Germanic and
Sarmatian tribes disrupted mining during this period.
In spite of the epigraphic sources that provide information regarding the names of some
settlements in the area and even their organisation, in the absence of systematic and
widespread diggings, it is difficult to discover what type of buildings existed. In principle,
there must have been public, as well as private edifices in Alburnus Maior. Given that the
mining administration headquarters were in Ampelum, it is not likely that a procurator’s (an
officer of the Roman empire entrusted with management of the financial affairs of a province
and often having administrative powers as agent of the emperor) officium was in Alburnus
Maior, though a building must have belonged to the mining administration.
It is likely that some mining administration offices, and even some of the more important
houses, had central heating systems (hypocausts). It is certain that warehouses, smelters,
one or several buildings for college meetings existed in Alburnus Maior. The great number
of altars discovered in the sacred grove from Hăbad-Brădoaia in Roşia Montană leads us to
believe that such sacred places normally surrounded by stone walls were actually
substitutes for temples. Finally, it is assumed that there would be soldiers that would live in
a small camp or military post in the area (L. Marinescu, 2002). In Abrud Roman military
camp was discovered which may have served this purpose while also supervising the road
from Zlatna and also from Brad.
Most houses from Alburnus Maior were probably similar to those from Domavia (another
Roman settlement), where at least 120 small houses were excavated; they were very close
to one another, on terraces, consisting actually of a single room of 5 x 3 m. Given that gold
deposits were mainly exploited at the surface, it is possible that the miners settled close to
such deposits and, once they exhausted the gold ore, would relocate.
After the Roman period, a significant gap occurs in the documentary history of Roşia
Montană including the period known as the Age of Migration. In spite of this lack of
documented sources, mining in Roşia Montană may have continued during this period. This
is another area of research that was addressed by the archaeological programme conducted
in association with the proposed Roşia Montană Gold Project.
1.4.4

Age of Migration (300-1100 A.D.)

The age of migration and medieval periods are not documented for Roşia Montană. After
the withdrawal of the Roman administration and military, it is possible that the Apuseni
Mountain Region continued to be populated, as indicated by archaeological evidence found
in neighbouring areas such as Alba Iulia, Cluj-Napoca, and Turda. However, there is no
archaeological or documentary evidence that proves that Roşia Montană was inhabited
during this period.
1.4.5

Medieval Period (1100-1500 A.D.)

During the Medival Period, the place became known as Roşia Montană, with several
variants, including Valea Rosie (Red Valley), Verespatak, Roşia de Munte (also Red Valley)
(O.G. Lecca, 1937). The name of Rubeo Flumine (the Red River) is attested since the end
of the 16th century. Up to this time, there was no clear distinction between Abrud and Roşia
Montană.
Only after the Hungarians had conquered the Romanian principalities and dukedoms, did
gold mining in the region increase dramatically in scale as German miners colonized the
area. Traced back to 1238, at Cricău and Ighiu (nearby settlements), German colonists
received the right to extract gold from Chernech, which is identified with Cârnic Massif in the
southeast of Roşia Montană (Wollmann, et al., 1982a, 1982b). In 1271, King Stephen
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donated “the land of Abrud and Zlatna, with several communes, with local voivode’s (the title
of a military commander in various Slavonic countries; afterwards applied to governors of
towns or provinces) knowledge and consent” to the archbishop in Alba Iulia (P. Binder,
1980).
In addition to some exploitations sited from the mid-14th century, references were found to
the ‘Chernech’ mine, which is evidence of mining activity in what is now known as the Cârnic
Massif. In the early 14th century, the mines in the area belonged to local patricians.
1.4.6

Late Medieval/Modern Period (1500-1900 A.D.)

The information on mining in Roşia Montană from this period is derived primarily from three
sources (Pošepny, 1868a; Sântimbreanu and Wollmann, 1974; and Wollmann, 1998). In
addition, the entire known history of the mine as presented in the RoşiaMin mining museum
is in the volume published by Sântimbreanu (Sântimbreanu, 1989).
Hungarian kings took various measures to stimulate gold mining, as did the Austrians in the
18th century. These measures resulted in a wave of settlers from the Habsburg Empire
(Hungary, Austria, and Italy).
A testimony from 1579 indicated that some town dwellers from Abrud had stamps and gravel
washing machines on Valea Cornei and Valea Roşiei. In 1592, the first documentary
attestation of Roşia Montană was made as part of Abrud.
In 1642, documents mentioned “Cetate, the famous gold mine at Roşia Montană,” half of
which was purchased by Ladislau More from Ştefan Fodor, together with his hayfields and
stamps (P. Binder, 1980).
The revival of mines was due to several measures taken during the reign of Gabriel Bethlen,
prince of Transylvania, and later, king of Hungary. In 1618, the Transylvanian diet provided
several facilities with one-year exemption from taxes, exemption from military service,
assistance for disabled miners, and freedom of circulation. Consequently, the number of
stamps in Roşia Montană rose from 77 in 1676 to 119 in 1757, and 226 in 1772
(Sântimbreanu, 1989).
With Transylvania under Austrian administration, the 18th century was characterized by
several measures taken to stimulate mining, to diversify exploitation (lead, zinc, copper), to
construct storage lakes required for stamp mills (Appendix E, Photograph 1), and to set up
of new mines with waged labourers and private capital participation. The first private drilling
works started at Roşia Montană in 1746, when the Sfânta Treime gallery (Vercheşul de JosRâzna) were opened. Excavation of the Sfânta Cruce de Orlea gallery began in 1783
(Wollmann et al., 1982).
In the same period, mining specialists from Austria and upper Hungary began to settle in the
region. They changed the ethnic composition and aspect of the place by bringing in
elements of Western culture, such as Central-European homes, elements of baroque
decorative art, German clothing, furniture ironware, chinaware, and Vienna glassware.
In 1733, during the religious conscription, Bishop Klein mentioned the place as Rosije. Yet,
in 1760-1762, according to the Bukov conscription, the commune was called Verespatak. In
1744, at the request of Inochentie Micu Klein, goods of the Abrud churches were inventoried.
On occasion, churches possessed donated stamp mills, such as those belonging to the
church of Roşia, donated by Jurca Dumitru and Lupea Achim (Panait, 1992).
In 1773, the Habsburg Empress Maria Theresa signed the statute of mining activity in Abrud.
The memory of the empress is still alive in the memory of the Roşia Montană and Corna
inhabitants. They still remember the donation made to the Catholic Church in Roşia
Montană, including the icon of the Virgin Mary with a necklace of black pearls, which belongs
to the ecclesiastical objects of the church. In the same period, several modernisation works
occurred in Roşia Montană for the mining facilities in the area, probably the most important
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one being the modernisation of Tăul Mare (the largest artificial lake that provided the water
for the stamp mills in Roşia Valley).
As early as 1781-1782, the people of Roşia Montană lodged a complaint against compulsory
labour hours with the authorities (Wollmann et al., 1982). In the uprising that followed, led by
Horea, Cloşca and Crişan, people from villages of the Arieş Valley burned the Hungarians’
houses, the Catholic Church and a few mine entries; however, the imperial authorities
suppressed the uprising.
Early in the 19th century, movements of literary, political, and national revival emerged
among the peoples who inhabited the multinational Habsburg Empire. These movements
awakened a keen sense of national consciousness, which led to intense national rivalries
resulting from assertions of national pride among Hungarians, Rumanians, Slovaks,
Croatians, Serbs and others. These conflicts also led to the Rumanian-Hungarian
confrontation, which began in 1840 and reached its climax in the Revolution of 1848 (Body,
P., 1983). The people in the region of Roşia Montană were conscripted in Iancu’s army,
commanded by local heroes George Gritta and priest Simion Balint, who was later prefect of
the Legion of Arieş. His funerary monument still lies in the cemetery of the church The
Descent of the Holy Ghost in Roşia Montană.
In 1850, Roşia and Corna, spelled Korna at the time, first appeared in the Romanian
language. The administrative separation from Abrud began in 1857, with Roşia receiving an
official statute in 1860. As of 1854, Roşia Montană continued to have a second Hungarian
name, Verespatak-Roşia. After the Great Union, it was called Roşia de Munte (O.G. Lecca,
1937).
In winter 1918, during the Romanian unification process, the Roşia Montană populace sent
six delegates to the Great National Assembly at Alba Iulia: priest Nicolae Cosma, Aron
Diuţă, priest Pompiliu Piso, Dr. Simion Henzel, Alexandru Vasinca, Alexandru Bucureşteanu
and Aron Griuta (R. Manta, 1999). The families in Roşia Montană and Corna still preserve
the names.
1.4.7

Modern/Contemporary Period (1900-present)

During World War I, most mining activity halted. After the war, a short period of prosperity
followed due to the Romanian government’s attempt to improve the economic situation in the
Apuseni Mountains.
The urban aspect of the place was evident in Roşia Montană, in particular, leading up to
World War I. Brazi Street was also called Sicilian Street, on account of its stone paving.
Italian artisans arrived in the area at the end of the 19th century, and some settled there.
Before electricity was brought to Roşia Montană, the streets were lit with oil street lamps.
After World War I, mining activity redeveloped and was based on associations of individuals
and small share companies. Concessionary companies mined the deeper deposits and
individuals the shallower ones, often on steeper slopes. Several families in Roşia Montană
still have “cuxa certificates,” which designate the specific areas of the underground mine
where their family had the right to mine, either during the Austro-Hungarian era or in the
period before nationalisation.
In the interwar period, a cinema opened in an urban-like great building and radio sets
appeared. In 1930, Mica Company built the flotation plant at State Mines in Dealul Crucii.
Industrial gold ore exploitation started, with Californian-like stamps (Appendix E,
Photograph 1). However, Roşia Montană continued to use rudimentary gold ore
exploitation and its inhabitants would employ hydraulic stamps, called stamp mills, or simply
stamps. During this period, share-holding associations supervised mining activities.
Exhaustion of gold veins, low capital and post-war changes on gold market caused the
degradation of mining activity in the 1940’s, which precipitated the decay of the place. Most
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miners and their families migrated to other mining areas in the country, particularly Valea
Jiului.
After nationalisation in 1948, the private exploitation of gold ore was forbidden. For the Roşia
Montană population, a hard period followed, whose memory was preserved and evoked by
the older generation who cannot forget the reprisals and tortures they suffered to force them
to tell the places where they had hidden the gold for hard times. From 1960, a series of
surveys was initiated in the Cetate and Cârnic massifs (gallery squares).
Underground mining ceased completely by the start of 1970, replaced by a surface
exploitation in the Cetate massif that brought about the damage of the old, more spectacular
works.
The gradual decrease of the economic level of households in Roşia Montană and the
persecution of former owners of mine entries, stamp mills, stores and taverns, made some
people leave the villages. This resulted in buildings being deserted at an unprecedented
rate, which then underwent rapid degradation and decay.
1.4.8

Ethnology of Roşia Montană

As an industrial town, Roşia Montană has been a “melting pot” of various populations
originating from the whole Habsburg Empire, in addition to ethnic Romanians. Hungarians,
Germans and Italians migrated to the area from the 12th century to the first half of the 20th
century. This has impacted the culture in the area in terms of religion and architecture. In
the 19th century, a Hungarian school and a German one operated separately. However,
interviews gathered in the framework of a detailed ethnological study undertaken by RMGC
indicate that Roşia Montană has never been divided in ethnic neighbourhoods. Diverse
ethnic groups had good inter-relations and no geographic separation has ever occurred
(Popoiu et al., 2004).
In addition to the ethnic difference of new residents who immigrated to Roşia Montană,
miners from old and prestigious families living in the centre of the commune (Roşia Piaţă,
Berg, Brazi) were very cautious of accepting the side-settlers (lătureni), people who lived
outside Roşia Montană or people coming from different regions of the country (viniturile).
Lured by the fame of the place, non-natives (viniturile) attempted to embrace mining and to
get rich very quickly (Popoiu et al., 2004).
Romanians, Hungarians, Germans, Slovaks and Jews have lived together in harmony in a
community where at least five religious denominations (Orthodox, Roman Catholic, Greek
Catholic, Unitarian and Lutheran) exist. The increased number of interethnic and
interdenominational marriages account for the harmonious situation in Roşia Montană.
Nevertheless, this relationship was strained during difficult times such as during World War
II, where there was a rise in interethnic tensions (Popoiu et al., 2004).
According to the 1992 census, the communal population included 3,808 individuals declaring
themselves as ethnic Romanians (91.8%), 104 as Hungarians (2.5%), 228 as Rroma (5.5%),
and 6 as Germans (0.1%). However, according to the Local Council, the Rroma population
in the Dăroaia locality is 378. Only 4 Rroma reside in Roşia Montană; however, they
represent a far more significant percentage of the population in Gura Roşiei.

1.5

Cultural Landscape

This section describes the cultural landscape in Roşia Montană. Cultural landscape is a
broad term that encompasses the natural environment of a region and its interaction with
past and present socio-economic factors. In other words, cultural landscape is a reflection of
how a community interacts with its environment. Cultural landscapes often reflect specific
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techniques for the utilisation of natural resources, taking into account the features and
limitations of the environment (UNESCO, 1996).
The term cultural landscape was first mentioned in 1972 during the World Heritage
Convention and the Charter from Venice on Conservation and Restoration of Monuments
and Sites (1964), which referred to the context and the neighbourhood of monuments or of
the historic monument ensemble. However, the concept of cultural landscape did not
receive special consideration until 1992 when the World Heritage Committee international
committee acknowledged that cultural landscape could meet the criteria of “outstanding
value,” and revised the convention accordingly. This change in the guidelines gave cultural
landscapes a value that is independent of scientific and perceived scenic qualities of a
landscape.
The European Landscape Convention (Florence Convention) is a convention aiming at
protection, management and planning of all landscapes, and to raise awareness for the
values of a living landscape. The text of the European Landscape Convention was adopted
by the Committee of Ministers in July 2002, and was signed by Romania July 2004.
Cultural landscapes of “outstanding universal value” are included in the UNESCO World
Heritage List based on a set of criteria for both culture and nature. The sites in Romania
currently in the World Heritage List are:









The Wooden Churches of Maramures;
The Dacian Fortresses of the Orastie Mountains;
The Historic Centre of Sighisoara;
The Churches of Moldavia;
The Monastery of Horezu;
Villages with Fortified Churches in Transylvania; and,
The Danube Delta.
Roşia Montană is not declared a World Heritage Site, and there is no indication that it is
under consideration by UNESCO.
Since mining was an integral part of the development of Roşia Montană for over 1,900
years, it represents an important example of the cultural landscape of a mining community in
the Carpathian Mountains and in Romania. It is also a community where settlement patterns
and land use potential were defined by the physical landscape of this mountainous region.
The presence of ore allowed for the transition from low-density rural living to a more
centralised dwelling pattern, which persisted from ancient times until the 19th century, when
a quasi-urban centre was established.
The disappearance of the traditional mining industry during the 1950’s and the extinction of
private property in the gold-mining industry, compounded by surface exploitation in the
1970’s, also significantly impacted the cultural landscape.
The population of the Roşia Montană comuna has decreased recently (about -0.7%/year
between 1992 and 2002), and in fact during the whole 20th century. A similar decrease
pattern is observed in Abrud and Câmpeni, albeit to a lesser extent. The birth rate is low as
in the rest of Romania, and the result is an aging population with women largely predominant
in the oldest categories (female widows). Several factors explain this trend: general rural
depopulation over the 20th century, a succession of industrial crises having affected gold
mining, and depressed economic conditions after the end of the communism.
At present, some households are deserted, used as summer residences or rented for
commercial purposes. The decreasing population in Roşia Montană (additional detail
provided in the ESMS Plans, Plan L, Resettlement and Relocation Plan) resulted in
significant modifications to both the village’s economy and appearance. Many houses of
both common and patrimonial value are in states of disrepair or were demolished.
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The existing environment has highly polluted rivers from historic mining and is becoming
increasingly isolated from the national economic and social context due to the lack of roads
linking the localities of the settlement. The yearly reduction in staff of the non-profitable
state-owned mine, RoşiaMin, has also significantly contributed to poor economic conditions
and a decreasing population size in the region.
1.5.1

Physical Landscape

Roşia Montană’s physical landscape has five valleys radiating out from the area of highest
elevation immediately east of the RMGC concession area. The terrain, through past mining,
overgrazing by domestic animals and forestry activities (Appendix E, Photograph 2),
although still exhibiting considerable natural beauty, was heavily degraded. There are no
areas in this region that can be considered pristine and unaffected by these activities.
No wetlands exist in the Project-affected area, nor is the area considered a UNESCO World
Heritage Landscape or Natural Environment.
The main two populated communities of Roşia Montană and Corna are in two deep valleys
that hold the Roşia and Corna Streams, respectively. These two valleys will be impacted by
the proposed development. Ridge tops surrounding these valleys tend to be well rounded in
profile with only occasional craggy outcrops and slopes, which tend to be evenly graded.
These ridges run east-west and north-southwest to join the main north-south running valley
of the Abrud River. These ridges and peaks form a natural bowl around Roşia Montană,
isolating it from the wider landscape to the east, north and south.
The well-defined peaks and deep steep-sided valleys (Exibit 2, Local Topography) including
the peaks of Piatra Corbului (1159 m), Cârnic Massif (1081 m) and Curmătura (1256 m)
were carved by a hydrographic network formed during the Quaternary age. Valley
development was also influenced by neo-tectonic movements that resulted in the formation
of fluvial terraces that favoured human habitation since very early times. The valleys are
hydrologically characterised as surface water dominated rapid runoff systems and no
evidence exists of any deep groundwater movement. Drinking water sources are derived
either from tapped springs from the shallow weathered shale aquifers on the sides of the
valleys or from hand dug wells near the valleys’ bottom.
The Roşia and the Corna Streams have variable flow depending on the hydrographic
accumulations in the artificial lakes and on precipitation events. The aesthetic value of both
brooks has been reduced considerably by the disposal of household refuse and pollution
from historic mining activities.
The water courses crossing the settlement are mostly rivulets flowing into the Roşia valley:
Blideşti Rivulet, the Large Rivulet, Gărilor Rivulet, Râpa Albă Rivulet, Cârnic Rivulet, Brazi
Rivulet, and on the northern side of Roşia Valley the following rivulets: Ţarina Rivulet, Orlei
Rivulet, Tufe Rivulet, the Porcului Rivulet, Cioreşti Rivulet, Bobar Rivulet, the Oilor Rivulet.
Underground waters resulting from the gold exploitations also flow into the Roşia brook
through Main Level 714.
The lowest levels in the area are on the Aries Valley (550 m) and Abrud Valley (577 m). Due
to these pronounced differences in elevation and hardness of rocks (grit stones, different
types of volcanic rocks), erosion is an extremely active phenomenon, resulting in massive
deposits of alluvia, including gold-bearing alluvia on Abrud and Arieş valleys.
Between these two valleys in the 1970’s and the Communist era, large open pit operations
mined the Cetate and Cârnic Mountains. The Vaidoia and Cetate massifs were almost
entirely destroyed by mining works, and the Cârnic massif has been significantly affected by
surface exploitations and blasting on the higher side, made by RoşiaMin. The state-owned
RoşiaMin is still undertaking open-pit mining in these mountains. Additionally, waste rock
now spills over the side into the Roşia Valley from the open pit operation and several past
mine adits (Appendix E, Photograph 1). This waste rock has also completely filled the
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valley that earlier was between the Cetate and Cârnic peaks. The view up the Corna Valley
also shows a similar view of waste rock that has completely filled the valley between the
Cârnic and Cetate peaks.
Recent mining activities continue to have a profound impact on the visual landscape of the
region, with the creation of over 100 artificial lakes, five of which still exist today. The use of
over 300 stamp mills in Roşia and the Corna Valley between 18th and mid-20th centuries
have resulted in a physical landscape characterised by mounds of overburden covered with
grassy vegetation (Appendix E, Photograph 3). Stamp mills also required water to be
channelled to the milling area, which also shaped the current physical landscape. This
terrain is mainly in Tsarina (between the Orlea and Jig Massifs) and at the head of Corna
Valley, around the Tăul Mare.
1.5.2

Natural Monuments

The designation under law 5/2000 of Roşia Montană as a site containing areas of cultural
patrimony included two natural features, or natural monuments. The designation of these
two features was also affirmed through Alba County Council Decision No. 20, issued on
October 27, 1995, which established and nominated as protected zones, certain complex
landscape, geological, speleological, palaeontological and botanical reserves, as well as
flora and fauna species protected in the County. The two geological featrues, which lie in
the Project Area, are two rock outcrops, and include:



Piatra Despicată - a block of andesite rock on the interfluve between the Roşia and
Corna Valley streams, and
 Piatra Corbului - an outcrop of dacite and polymictic breccia on a hillock between
Ghergheleu and Curmatura Hill.
The appearance of these rock outcrops is relatively diminuative in the overall landscape and
their setting on the degraded slopes of Cetate and Cârnic, which are characterised by
excavations and waste rock, minimizes their aesthetic quality.
1.5.3

Climate

The climate is mild, continental, and typical for average heights (850 m): long cold winters of
4-6 months/year and short summers; average annual temperature ranges between 6-8°C,
and average temperature of the extreme months is -4°C in January and 15°C in July.
Average volume of rainfalls ranges between 800-1000 mL/year, and air humidity is between
72-91%.
Precipitation occurs as rainfall for most of the year; peak rainfall occurs in the spring and a
significant proportion of precipitation falls as snow in winter. Evaporation rates are highest in
the summer.
1.5.4

Geology

Detailed information concerning the geology of the Apuseni Mountains can be found in
Ianovici et al., (1976), and Săndulescu, (1984); however, Seghedi (2004) provides the most
recent image of the geological evolution of the Apuseni Mountains with emphasis on
precious metals metallogeny. The structure, geology, mineralogy, and ore deposit genesis
of the Roşia Montană ore deposit are also presented in a series of recent contributions
(Tămaş, 2002, Leary et al., 2004, Ciobanu et al., 2004, Tămaş et al., 2004, Bailly et al.,
2005, Hewson et al., 2005, Manske et al., 2006). Additional information on the geological
characteristics of Roşia Montană is in Section 4.5 of the Roşia Montană Project
Environmental Impact Assessment.
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1.5.5

Land Uses

The topography and geology of the area dictate to a significant extent the nature of the
existing land-uses in the study site. The predominant land uses in the study area are
mining, agriculture and forestry. Other human-related land uses in the area include housing,
related infrastructure (including roads and community buildings), agricultural pasturelands
and forestry.
The mountain territory restricts agriculture to low output farming with grazing of stock and
hay production conducted on the steep hillsides. Access for farm machinery (should this be
available) is severely restricted due to the terrain. Consequently, most land work is done by
hand with transport by horse-drawn cart.
The primary land uses in Roşia Montană are a mix of residential, pastureland, small farms
(mainly in backyards), conifer plantations for firewood, and mining. The present forests are
mainly primary successional forests that reflect extensive harvesting of wood used as fuel for
domestic dwelling and logged in saw mills.
The other major land use is mining associated with the current state-run mining operation.
This occupies the ridge between the Corna and Roşia valleys, and consists of both the
current workings and a large area of historic activity. Much of the historic area is now
considered to be semi-derelict and possesses no land available for farm use.
A land use map is in Section 4.7 of the Roşia Montană Project Environmental Impact
Assessment.
1.5.6

Settlement Patterns

At present, ribbon development along the narrow valley floors includes domestic dwellings
and farm buildings. The main centres of population are in the Roşia valley, with a smaller
settlement at the head of the Corna Valley. Settlement patterns are clearly reflected by the
“built areas” shown on the land use map (Exhibit 3). Roşia Montană itself is a larger
settlement with shops, houses and associated facilities. Settlement is generally restricted to
the valley floors - with only farm buildings and occasional domestic dwellings higher up the
valley sides.
Population density in the area is, on the average, higher than in other regions in the Apuseni
Mountains area as a result of mining industry employment. The National Institute for
Statistics provided the following 1992 data:




Roşia Montană village - 1,556 inhabitants; and,
Corna - 358 inhabitants.
The relief in the Project area and its vicinity is organised around the main south-north valley
of the Abrud River, which receives the three following valleys of right-bank tributaries flowing
from the east:





Roşia Valley;
Sălişte Valley; and,
Corna Valley.
River valleys have traditionally been used as corridors for communication and transportation.
Homes and towns were built along these transportation routes, with the confluents becoming
important crossroads and the sites of many towns in the area. Because the river valleys are
narrow, towns have developed in linear patterns. On the valley floor, where land is relatively
level, the building pattern is quite dense. On the steep hillsides, fewer homes are built and
the pattern of occupation is scattered. The land on the hillsides has traditionally been used
more for growing hay in the lower part and summer pasture in the upper part. Within the
settlements and on prominent knolls within the valleys, churches, some of considerable age,
have been constructed. Again, the architecture of these structures is characteristic of the
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area and forms a visual focus in various sections of the valleys, further enhancing the overall
landscape setting.
Human settlement tends to be organized along these valleys, the most densely inhabited
areas. In addition to the influence of relief, the organization of human settlements in the
Project area seems also to result from a combination of agro-climatic and industrial factors:



Most homesteads are in the lower part of the valleys, for obvious climatic reasons but
also because stream water was required in large quantities for gold washing;
 Those households that are (or were) less mining-oriented and more agricultureoriented tended to settle in higher areas such as Ţarina or Săliştea, where the
preferred exposures are to the south or to the west.
Roşia Montană locality is a longitudinal settlement with two centres: Roşia Piaţă in the east
(the main town square), and Roşia Biserică in the west (with the administrative centre - the
town hall and the headquarters of RoşiaMin).
Other homesteads are scattered on the hills and their inhabitants are called side-settlers,
their main occupation being agriculture and raising cattle. There are also some temporary
houses for summer in the hay land, where cattle stables and one-room buildings can be
found.
The three hamlets of Corna - Tăul Cornei, Corna Centru, Corna Vale - are situated along
Valea Cornei brook, in a natural amphitheatre with altitude difference of about 500 m,
following Valea Cornei to west, south-west, for 6.5 km. 122 permanent and seasonal
households are scattered on the hills between Cârnic and Cetate peaks, and towards the
village of Bucium Poieni. Households are concentrated only in the Corna Centru area,
where there are the two churches - Greek Catholic and Orthodox - with their cemeteries,
school, club, and old tavern, and a department store. The settlement pattern in Corna is
typical for Apuseni Mountain rural settlements with the household and outbuildings situated
in the middle or as extensions of the property, perpendicular with the road and dependent on
the relief. There is no regular street network and small streets wind through properties
following the uneven sinuous relief.
The principal element of the road network in the vicinity of the mine is the National Road
74A, which travels from Alba Iulia to Câmpeni through Abrud. The National Road runs
north/south along the Abrud Valley and forms part of the national transport route through the
mountains. All existing access to the mine area is via minor roads leading off this principal
route. All three valleys in the study area have access roads along their floors.
In addition to this primary road system, there is an extensive network of tracks generally
passable only by all-terrain vehicles, horse-drawn cart or on foot. These tracks lead to
isolated dwellings, farm buildings or to woodlands and pastures on the valley sides and
ridges. Access to the wider countryside is unrestricted with paths through woods and
pastures. The forest is used as a source of wood for fuel and building, food in term of
mushrooms, etc. and for hunting.
Due to the geographical configuration of the area, the relief establishes the limits of
settlement development. With no possibility of extension, the living perimeter has been the
same for 200 years. Demographic increase made the development of the village possible by
property division and reduction in size of individual plots.
1.5.7

Afforested Zones

The forest areas are predominantly deciduous woodland dominated by beech (Fagus
sylvatica) with areas of coniferous plantation. The conifers are generally on the mineralised
zones above the old mining areas. These are understood to be plantations used to stabilize
the ground above the mines. The woodland cover is widespread across the area and forms
a patchwork pattern with the alpine meadows.
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The pastures are both on the steep valley sides and on the broad, rounded ridge tops. The
traditional methods of farming, with no use of fertilisers or chemicals and most work
conducted by hand, has resulted in species-rich meadows that have a high landscape value.
Hay is also cut and placed in small haystacks in the traditional fashion, these being left in the
fields prior to carting to the farm building to provide winter feed. Farm buildings, constructed
both in the valley floor and higher up on the valley sides, are also of traditional design and of
wooden construction. This simple form of agriculture, with wildflowers and herb-rich
grassland, traditional wooden buildings and haystacks, significantly enhances the landscape
character of the area.
Additional detail on the vegetation distribution in the region and the associated biodiversity is
in the Biodiversity Baseline Report of the EIA.
The area has been heavily deforested, both for firewood and to create pastureland. It is
likely that with the decreasing employment from the state-owned mine, increased reliance on
forestry and agriculture for subsistence will result in increased deforestation.
1.5.8

Employment

Although employment is considered in detail as part of the Resettlement and Relocation
Action Plan, the following summary illustrates some key issues reflected in the cultural
heritage of Roşia Montană.
The local history of Roşia Montană has shown mining is the dominant influence on the
development of the region’s cultural heritage. However, the present decline in the region’s
mining industry has further contributed to a decreasing and aging population with a youth
that see little economic prospect outside of mining in the area (Resettlement and Relocation
Action Plan). The reduction in population in Roşia Montană resulted in many historic
buildings entering into states of considerable degradation and churches being deserted.
Mining sector employment remains the main source of cash in the local economy, but
subsistence agriculture and gardens are critical as a safety net to the poorest in the
community, particularly female pensioners (Resettlement and Relocation Action Plan).
1.5.8.1 Regional Economy
The Apuseni Disadvantaged Zone was declared via G.D. 813/07.10.2001 as a mining zone
and has a total area of 108,497 ha, comprising 12 localities, of which are 3 towns and 9
villages, e.g.: Zlatna, Almaşu Mare, Abrud, Ciuruleasa, Bucium, Sohodol, Mogoş, Roşia
Montană, Baia de Arieş, Bistra, Lupşa and Sălciua. Due to its designation as a
disadvantaged zone, many businesses investing in the Apuseni Mountains area have closed
(Reg. Dev. Plan, 2003).
Based on these local resources, the mining and construction, material industries and an art
specific to the region in wood, clay (pottery) and metal processing have appeared and
developed as from ancient times (Reg. Dev. Plan, 2003).
The landscape variety of the mountains, ethnography, traditions, customs, historic and
architectural monuments and museums have rendered the “Central” region into the
Romanian culture and civilization areas and also into the traditional tourism zones with large
development opportunities (Reg. Dev. Plan, 2003).
As a result of the topography and environment factors, diversity and beauty of the
landscape, industrial and cultural development, the “Central” Region may be attractive for
fans of excursions or alpinism, hunting or fishing, ski or ice skating or for those interested in
natural, historic or architectural monuments or in traditions and customs (Reg. Dev. Plan,
2003).
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Although the national roads have been upgraded and repaired to a certain extent, we cannot
say the same about the country roads, which due to the acute lack of funds, are poorly
maintained (Reg. Dev. Plan, 2003).
1.5.8.2 Local Economy
Livelihoods in the area are derived from wage-earning activities related to the mining sector
and some small-scale agriculture. Also, as in other Eastern Europe societies experiencing
transition, non-monetised activities play a role in people’s livelihoods. Formal employment is
essential, but does not account for the residents’ entire livelihood. Informal subsistenceoriented activities are critical as a “safety net” for the poorest in the community.
The two main formal sector employers in the Roşia Montană comuna are, by far, Minvest
and RMGC. In general, 350 Minvest workers live in the Roşia Montană comuna, while the
total number of households is 1,362. On average, one Minvest employee is in one fourth of
all households. As of July 2004, RMGC has approximately 168 permanent employees from
the community and 202 temporary employees employed by the archaeological programme.
Although mining or construction activities have not yet begun, these employees manage
tasks including transportation of RMGC staff, secretarial duties, permanent archaeological
staff, and community development. The State and local governments are also significant
employers.
Out of the 247 households surveyed, 189 (77%) keep a variety of farm animals in various
quantities, and 219 (89%) have an agricultural production of variable significance, although
only about 15% of households declared themselves as primarily farmers. The Roşia
Montană comuna is typical of a transitional semi-urban society; with survival strategies
based on both wage-earning activities and small-scale subsistence agricultural activities.
Public administration,
health and education
5%
Transport and
telecommunications
8%
Trade, hotel and food
activity
4%
Construction
3%

Others
2%
Agriculture, forestry,
hunting
20%

Electricity and gas
1%

Extraction +
Processing Industry
57%

Figure 1.1.

Distribution of Active Population, 1992 - Census (entire comuna)

Figure 1.1 clearly shows the dominance of the extraction and processing industry in the
Roşia Montană comuna. This trend is even stronger in Roşia Montană village, in Roşia
Centru and Roşia Piaţă, where the current mining industry in Romania is in decline; gold ore
exploitation, gold ore processing and different forms of trade accounts for 95% of
occupations in these villages.
Mining
From 1948-1960, incomes obtained from gold ore exploitation were variable in Roşia
Montană, with mine and stamp owners getting higher incomes than day labourers and goldSection 1: Introduction
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bearing sand washers. Mining incomes allowed the purchase of most products necessary
for rural livelihood including food, domestic utensils and ornaments. This type of local
economy differs significantly from other comuna villages and other places in the Apuseni
Mountains area, which specialized in various trades including woodwork, agriculture and
cattle raising and where most products were made at home or by local artisans.
Mining in Roşia Montană resulted in a considerable reduction in the reliance on traditional
occupations and trades for income. The illusion of gold veins and the myth of the “lucky
pickaxe blow” have contributed to a complex psychological profile in the area (M. Beniuc,
1997).
During the communist regime, the government developed several ore deposits with little
consideration of economic and environmental costs. This policy resulted in the overexpansion of the mining sector through substantial financial support from the State. After
1989, successive governments have gradually withdrawn this support; subsidies diminished
from US$528 million in 1990 to US$100 million in 1999. As a result, out of 278 mines in
operation in Romania in 1989, only 35 are today considered to be economically viable. In
August 1999, Romania obtained a credit of US$44.5 million from the World Bank for a Mines
Closure, Environmental Rehabilitation and Social Mitigation Project. This ongoing Project
aims to establish a financially viable and environmentally sustainable mining sector with
strong private sector involvement.
There are six state-owned mining companies in Romania. Minvest is headquartered in Deva
and currently accounts for 80% of the copper production and 50% of the gold production in
Romania. Minvest operates four mines in the Golden Quadrilateral, including Roşia
Montană. Between 1995 and 2000, Minvest closed 18 mines and two processing plants,
and reduced total employment by approximately 65%, from about 36,000 to 12,600.
RoşiaMin’s progressive closure has already resulted in the loss of over 800 jobs and,
compounded with the additional loss of 500 more jobs, this will have a significant social,
environmental and economic impact on Roşia Montană and Abrud. Another local mining
operation, the copper mine “CupruMin,” located in a nearby valley, is also reported as being
slated for closure in the near future. The closure of the two mines will have a serious
negative impact on the economic vitality of the entire region.
A significant difference between Roşia Montană locality and Corna and Bunta, is the
significantly greater reliance on agriculture in Corna and Bunta (25% of active population).
The situation in Roşia Montană differs from other villages in the comuna and the Apuseni
Mountains area, which rely on specialization in a variety of trades and represent the source
of the majority of produce and other products required in Roşia Montană. As a result of the
income provided by gold mining in Roşia Montană, many products were bought in from
these surrounding areas, and thus local trades did not form a dominant part of the village’s
income.
Agriculture and Cattle Raising
Agriculture and cattle raising are two occupations with a long tradition in the Apuseni
Mountains area as well as in the high areas of the Romanian Carpathians. The cultivation of
poor soil on the gentle slopes of the mountains, sometimes as high as 1200 m, represents a
vital necessity for rural communities. Under the influence of the demographic increase, the
area destined for agriculture and cattle raising is frequently extended by deforestation. As a
rule, the young people, when they marry, receive a strip of land on the mountain peak. To
make the cultivation possible, the new family then has to remove the trees. The specificity of
geography in the area accounts for mixed occupations, with neither agriculture nor cattle
raising becoming the dominant one. The most frequent crops in the Apuseni Mountains area
are wheat, rye, barley, oats, maize and potato (Lucia Apolzan, 1943-1945).
About 15% of households declare themselves as primarily farmers. This proportion is higher
in the Corna valley where about 25% of households are predominantly farmers. However,
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about three quarters of all households keep farm animals of various kinds in various
quantities, and almost 90% have an agricultural production of variable magnitude.
Crops are mainly subsistence-oriented, with little produce sold. The main crops are fruit
trees, grown by 85% of households, vegetables (80%), hay (49%), and nut trees. 74% of
households have poultry, 33% have cattle and 38% have pigs. However, less than 10
households in the entire comuna derive their main livelihoods from animal husbandry. Milk
is mainly self-consumed, as fresh milk or transformed into butter, cheese or sour cream.
Many households are self-sufficient in dairy products and poultry. Wood is another income
source as it is sold for heating, cooking purposes and furniture production. Over 99% of
households use wood for heating and about 60% use wood for cooking.
Other Local Trades in Roşia Montană
The part of Roşia Montană’s economy that consists of local trades differs from other villages
of the comuna and other places in the Apuseni Mountains area, which rely on specialization
in a variety of trades, and represent the primary source of goods and services. As a result of
the income provided by gold mining in Roşia Montană, many products are bought in from
surrounding areas, and local trades have not formed a dominant part of the village’s income.
Thick wool destined for dwellings or winter clothing has never been woven in Roşia Montană
because oxide-bearing water would have reddened the rough white wool. Since water was
not even suitable for felting machines, Roşia Montană inhabitants have relied on artisans in
Vadu Moţilor, in Valea Lăzeşti, which served a broader region. Weekly markets in Câmpeni
and Abrud provide good opportunities for such commerce.
Traditional trades related to woodwork and dwelling construction are present in Roşia
Montană and its architecture was adapted to the various ethnic and economic influences.
House builders and joiners (a person whose occupation is to construct articles by joining
pieces of wood) were recruited from Sohodol, Păltiniş, Hârtop, and Muşca, while specialists
in straw roof construction were hired from Mogoş.
Mining also requires auxiliary workers such as blacksmiths, stonecutters, joiners and
waggoners, who were included in the larger group of miners as early as the Middle Ages
(David Prodan, 1979a, 1979b). One joiner from this period specialized in gallery
reinforcement and was known for roadside crosses. For instance, Constantin Jurcă was an
artisan who carved roadside crosses in 1933 and 1957.
Under feudalism, iron ore exploitation in the Apuseni Mountains area was the job of
Romanian serfs (Valeriu Butură, 1964 and Mihai Sofronie, 1969-1973). From 1960-1970, 45 blacksmiths lived in Roşia Montană. The only present-day blacksmith is Constantin Boia,
who served his apprenticeship at age 16, learning under an elder blacksmith, Ceapa Vasile,
for three years. The workshop building is one room of 6/4 m, with chiselled stonewalls
erected without binding material. The interior contains a melting furnace at the right of the
door, an anvil in the middle, and hammer racks, horseshoe boxes and a workbench
positioned along the walls. Orders sent to the smithy include plough, harrow and axe repair,
but the usual activity consists of ox and horse shoeing.
Under the influence of contemporary reality, traditional means of transport have steadily
declined. With the diminishing use of carts, wheelwrights reduced their activity. At present,
nobody has this occupation in Roşia. Constantin Boia had to take up the task of
wheelwrights, making whole carts or wheels at request. In front of his smithy, he laid the
stone table for wheel-setting.
Among urban trades, bootmaking was the best represented. A shoemaker with a shop in
Roşia Montană, Zlaczi Coloman inherited the trade and shop from his father, who learned
bootmaking after the gold recession in the 1930’s; however, he has since moved to Zlatna.
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1.5.9

Existing Tourism

Roşia Montană is south of the region of the Apusenia Mountains, well known for its tourism
potential that stems from picturesque mountains, hiking trails, skiing and biking. Current
levels of tourism in the region are measured in the 1992 census, where the trade, tourism
and food industry accounted for 7.5% of employment of the active population (NSI,
Population and Buildings Census, 1992).
In the Roşia Montană comuna, the combined total employment of trade, hotel and food
activity, and culture, sport, tourism, and associated activities in 1992 was 4.4% (NSI,
Population and Buildings Census, 1992).
As previously mentioned, Roşia Montană’s landscape has been heavily degraded by mining,
resulting in an absence of local artisans in Roşia Montană. Both factors contribute
negatively to existing tourism potential. Furthermore, the road infrastructure leading to Roşia
Montană from major urban centres such as Alba Iulia and Cluj is in a major state of disrepair.
In terms of the potential for Roşia Montană’s archaeology to contribute to tourism, the
archaeological programme conducted as part of this baseline investigation will be extremely
useful in revealing the extent and significance of Roşia Montană’s archaeological heritage.
Presently, some elements of Roşia Montană’s industrial heritage are displayed in an openair museum includes Roman votive altars and 20th century mining equipment. However,
arrangements must be made in advance for the guide to show the museum and there is no
curator for the museum.
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2 The Cultural Heritage Research Methodology
2.1

The Archaeological Research Team

The archaeological heritage investigation team consists of a team of Romanian and
international experts from diverse backgrounds who conduct the archaeological investigation
of the Project-affected area. Although Romanians provide the lead role on the team,
international expertise in underground works and modern archaeological practices was
drawn on to create the first archaeological programme of this scale in Romania. The benefit
of this expertise is clearly evident in the results of this archaeological programme and will
result in extensive benefits in terms of capacity building and development of best practice in
the field of Romanian archaeology. The team includes authorised specialists in historical
monument conservation as required by Law no.422/2001 and was strengthened throughout
the research programme to address deficiencies and to adapt to new information.
The archaeological programme was formally initiated in 2000 when a team from the Union
Museum in Alba Iulia (MNUAI) and the Design Centre for National Cultural Heritage
(CPPCN), now called the National Institute for Historical Monuments (INMI), undertook an
evaluation study of the cultural heritage, including an archaeological survey to determine the
location of sites of scientific interest, in the Project Area.
The involvement of locals in the excavations was a major consideration of the archaeological
programme. In addition to providing economic benefits, the involvement of 180, 350, 200,
280, and 70 local workers in each year from 2001 to 2005, allowed locals to participate in
uncovering the research of their own history and culture. In 2000, surfaces, and particularly
underground mining remains, were investigated by archaeologists from MNUAI and CPPCN,
geologists from the Department of Geology - Mineralogy of the Babeş-Bolyai University in
Cluj (Romania) and geologists from Munich Technical University (Germany).
As a result of their extensive experience in Roman underground mining works, it was
decided that a French team headed by Beatrice Cauuet would investigate the underground
works at Roşia Montană. The French Team included researchers from The Unit for
Archaeology and History - U.T.A.H. (Unité Toulousaine D’Archéologie et d’Histoire) at Le
Mirail University in Toulouse, associate researchers from other French institutions.
During their research, the French team benefited from the support offered by both the
Romanian state-owned mining company, and by RMGC. Thus, they had access to modern
plans available on site, copies of such plans, preparation of certain heavy equipment and
access to underground mining networks inside the Cetate massif and other surrounding
networks.
Accepting that mining archaeology is a new research domain in Romania, the French team’s
involvement offered an opportunity for cooperation and training of Romanian archaeologists.
Thus, since 2001, an archaeologist from the Deva Museum (Museum of Dacian and Roman
Civilisation) worked together with the French team. Meanwhile, there were several periods
where the specialists from the National History Museum of Romania cooperated with the
team of Dr. Cauuet, especially on the theme of the ancient mining workshops in the Roşia
Montană area. Also commencing in 2002, four students from the Babeş-Bolyai University in
Cluj, Department of Geology and Mineralogy conducted their summer practical requirement
together with the French team; and in May 2004, two of them were chosen for future
specialisation in Ancient History at the UBB Cluj, Faculty of History and Mining Archaeology
at Toulouse University in France. As a result of this cooperation, by the end of 2006 or the
beginning of 2007 a Romanian-French exhibition will be organised to present the results of
the Mining Archaeology Programme in Roşia Montană to the public.
In 2001, as a result of direction from the Ministry of Culture and Religious Affairs, the entire
research programme was placed under responsibility of the National History Museum of
Romania under the the direction of Dr. Paul Damian.
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The National Research Programme “Alburnus Maior” has involved the following institutions:
























The National Museum of History of Romania, Bucharest (MNIR) - coordinator of
the program, archaeological researches, interdisciplinary studies, movable heritage
restoration
The National Museum of Union, Alba Iulia (MNUAI) - archaeological researches,
movable heritage restoration
The National History Museum of Transylvania, Cluj Napoca (MNIT) archaeological researches, movable heritage restoration
The Museum of Dacian and Roman Civilization, Deva (MCDR) - archaeological
researches, movable heritage restoration
The “Vasile Pârvan” Institute of Archaeology of the Romanian Academy,
Bucharest (IAB) - archaeological researches, movable heritage restoration
The National Institute for Historical Monuments, Bucharest (INMI) archaeological researches, architecture studies
The Institute of Archaeology and Art History of the Romanian Academy, Cluj
Napoca (IAIA) - archaeological researches
University of Bucharest, the Faculty of History (UB-FIB) - archaeological
researches
The Bacău County Museum, Bacău, (MJI) - archaeological researches in 2001
The University “Le Mirail,” Toulouse, France, Unite Toulousane de Archeologie et
Histoire (UTAH) – mining archaeology, underground topography and 3D modelling,
archaeo-metallurgical researches, paleo-environmental researches
The Technical University of Munich, Germany – geology, mineralogy, physical
and chemical analyses
The "Babeş-Bolyai" University, Cluj-Napoca, Faculty of Biology and Geology
(UBB) – geology, mineralogy, petrography
Centre National de Recherche Scientifique, France (CNRS) – aerial survey, aerial
photography and photo-interpretation
The Museum Complex Bucovina, Suceava, (CMB) – wood restoration in 20012002
The Institute for Cultural Memory, Bucharest (CIMEC) – administrator of the
database and the digital archive of the programme
The Romanian Centre for the Use of Remote Sensing in Agriculture, Bucharest
(CRUTA) - digital mapping, GIS and 3D modelling
University “1 December 1918” Albă Iulia, The Research Centre with Multiple
Users, Alba Iulia (BCUM), renamed since 2004 as IAS – Institute of Systemic
Archaeology - archaeological topography, digital mapping and geophysic studies
The Centre for Cultural Management and Education, Bucharest (CMC) and the
“Dimitrie Gusti” National Village Museum - for ethnographical and ethnological
studies
S.C. OPUS - Atelier de Arhitectură S.R.L., Bucharest - architectural evaluation,
record cards for the historical buildings, project restoration of the Roman precinct and
other historical buildings
Geophysics studies performed by The National Institute of Marine Geology and
Geo-Ecology, S.C. Gei-PROSECO S.R.L., S.C. Intel91 S.R.L. and S.C. NHN EcoInvest S.R.L.
S.C. INTERGIS S.R.L, Bucharest – aerial survey and aerial photography
S.C. Doris Art. S.R.L., Bucharest – stone restoration (at the funerary precinct at
Tău Găuri)
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Due to the evolving complexity of the Project, the expertise of Dr. Lucia Marinescu was
added to the team as a consultant in 2002. Dr. Lucia Marinescu is the former director of the
National History Museum of Romania and provided a great deal of information pertaining to
Romania’s ancient history with a focus on Roman history (L. Marinescu, 2002).
2.1.1

Government Involvement

Given the importance of the national cultural heritage in Roşia Montană, the value
Romanians place on their history, the economic significance of the investment project and,
based on the preliminary assessment conducted in 2000 by the Design Centre for the
National Cultural Heritage (now the National Institute for Historic Monuments), the Ministry of
Culture and Religions established the National Research Programme “Alburnus Maior”
by Order no. 2504 in March 2001. Since 2001, the representatives of the Ministry of Culture
and Religions have monitored the programme.
Further monitoring was instituted in 2001 under the supervision of the Alba County
Directorate for Religious Affairs and National Cultural.
2.1.2

Surface Archaeology Investigation Team

In 2000, around 35 specislists, supported by 80 local workers joined the archaeological
programme. In 2001, over 100 specialists and 180 local workers carried out archaeological
excavations over an extensive area. All archaeological digs involved local residents of Roşia
Montană under the supervision of trained archaeologists.
It is very important to stress that, in 2000-2001, the archaeological team benefited from the
knowledge and information provided by Dorin Tomuş, a local resident of Roşia Montană.
Mr. Tomuş was an employee of the former state mining company in the 1980’s, and he
worked with Aurel Sântimbreanu and Volker Wollmann to set-up the first mining museum in
Roşia Montană. Very interested in archaeology and history, Dorin Tomuş provided
important information to the archaeological team regarding the location of chance finds
made in the last two decades in the Roşia Montană area. Mr. Tomuş also helped identify
ancient place-names used in the late Medieval and early Modern documentary sources.
This information helped guide the location for archaeological trenches in the earlier stages of
the archaeological programme.
Similar programmes were conducted in 2002 and 2003 with over 80 specialists and 350
workers in 2002, and over 80 specialists and 200 workers in 2003. In 2004 and 2005, there
were 280 and 70 local workers and 185 119 specialists, respectively.
2.1.3

Underground Mining Works Investigation Team

In 2000-2001, the French mission joined together several French researchers (mining
archaeologists, speleologists and students), including Bruno Ancel, a specialist in
underground topography, who coordinated the exploration of the mining system. The team
also included Christian Rico, a lecturer at Le Mirail University in Toulouse, who participated
in the excavations.
On site, three geologists joined the French team including Călin Tămaş, from the University
in Cluj-Napoca, and Gerhard Lehrberger and Vladimir Ruttner, two German geologists from
the Technical University in Munich.
In 2001 the French team was supported in the underground research by 10 miners provided
by RMGC (some of the team being miners on the site for more than 20 years, and thus
having an extensive knowledge on the main characteristics of the underground networks).
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Since 2002 up to know, the number of supporting miners grew to 23, all of team beign hired
by RMGC.

2.2

Architecture and Urban Setting Investigation Team

In 2001 – 2002, OPUS, a Bucharest-based architectural company, investigated the
architecture and urban structure present in Roşia Montană and produced a detailed set of
record cards for all buildings including historical buildings (known as historical monuments in
Romanian legislation). OPUS improved and used the preliminary documentation drafted by
CPPCN in 2000. Since 2004, OPUS was involved in preparing the required information for
the PUZ for the Protected Zone: Roşia Montană Historic Centre. Furthermore, in 2004,
OPUS was engaged to implement restoration for the in situ conservation of the funerary
circular monument from Tău Găuri.

2.3

Churches and Cemeteries Investigation Team

Between 2000-2001 CPPCN and afterwards 2001-2002 OPUS conducted a detailed
investigation of the architecture and a brief history for each of the churches in Roşia
Montană and Corna. In order to inventory the movable heritage, paintings, and other
adornments of the churches in Roşia Montană and Corna, RMGC hired an independent
company to prepare an inventory of each church. S.C. Construction Projects Services S.A
(CPS) undertook this work and subsequently issued an independent report (B. Wilson,
2003).

2.4

Ethnological Investigation Investigation Team

Dr. Paula Popoiu from the National Village History Museum in Bucharest conducted the
ethnological study of Roşia Montană, Corna, and Bucium. The investigation included a
detailed review of the literature available on the region, in addition to interviews with village
elders and photographic documentation.
The results of this investigation were published in a non-technical, reader-friendly format
entitled Roşia Montană Ethnological Study (P. Popoiu, 2004) and will be followed by an
additional two volumes in 2006.

2.5

Oral History Investigation Team

An oral history of the life and memories of residents of Roşia Montană, Corna, and Bucium
was recorded as a digital archive. The two institutions responsible for this undertaking were:




The Centre for Oral History of the National Broadcasting Company, represented by
Silvia Angelescu (2001-2002)
The Centre for Cultural Management and Education, Bucharest, represented by team
of specialists conducted by Georgeta Stoica, Ph.D., Paula Popoiu Ph.D., Doina
Işfănoni Ph.D., and Mircea Dumitrescu (2001-2003).
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3 Funding and Legislative Compliance
The French government financed the archaeological mission in 1999 and provided 60% of
the funding in 2000, with RMGC providing the remaining 40%. The remainder of the
archaeological programme from 2000-2005 was funded entirely by RMGC, who will also
continue to fund future explorations.
Funding by RMGC was provided in compliance with the Romanian government’s
requirements as set out in the Alburnus Maior National Research Programme, instigated by
Order no. 2504 in 7 March 2003. Under this programme, RMGC fully complied with the
requirements of Law 462/2003, Article 5, 6, 11 and 23 on Discharge and Competency
issues, and has received official discharge certificates for the majority of the industrial zone.
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4 Research Methodology
This section describes the methodology for the various investigations undertaken to provide
an understanding of the various components of Roşia Montană’s Cultural Heritage and their
significance on a local, national and international scale.

4.1

Architecture and Urban Setting

The Roşia Montană comuna has been shaped by a history of mining in the region that
brought many different cultures to the region, including that of the Austro-Hungarian Empire,
whose influence is expressed today in much of Roşia Montană’s architecture.
The rules that govern the protection of historical monuments (historical buildings) are
outlined in Law 422/2001 on the Protection of Historical Monuments.” Under this law,
historical monuments are defined as:
“Immovable assets, constructions and lands located on the territory of Romania or outside
its borders, Romanian state property, that are important to national and world history,
culture and civilization.”

Under current Romanian legislation, the list of historical monuments includes a series of
documented criteria for their designation, based upon an expert opinion. As a result,
CPPCN and OPUS undertook a significantly more detailed cataloguing of the Roşia
Montană buildings between 2000 and 2001 to better characterize the significance of
architecture and settlement patterns.
This investigation of all historical monuments listed under Romanian Legislation was further
examined by OPUS, a Bucharest-based architectural company. The investigation began
with the consultation of the CPPCN inventory, followed by the assimilation of information
from the preliminary ethnological study and sketches of the buildings created by the Străjan
Designing Office from Alba Iulia. The sketches conveyed the building layout/architectural
configuration, building techniques and general observations made by the OPUS team of
specialists.
The evaluation of significance of buildings was determined in accordance with the List of
Historical Monuments (Ministry of Culture and Cults, 2004), which included categories of
significant buildings as monuments of architectural value or of ambient value. In addition to
using the List of Historical Monuments, buildings were also evaluated in the field based on
the CPPCN inventory. This work focused on the typological, historical and architectural
features of the buildings. An example of the record card produced for each monument is in
Appendix A.
This field investigation was extended to include the various elements that contribute to the
originality of a building, including: cemeteries grouped around churches, additional buildings
added to a property and unique adaptations to the landscape.
The selection of monuments and typology of vernacular architecture was established
according to the following criteria:



The increased role of the master mason and the influence of urban
architecture. Artisans and urban models were used for house building more
extensively than in other ethnographical areas in the country. This has resulted in
the use of elements borrowed from a variety of architectural styles (neobaroque,
neoclassical, romantic and eclectic) characteristic of Europe in the 19th century and
at the beginning of the 20th century.
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The house and the degree of its originality. As a secondary criterion, the
historical context of the building was included.
The influence of a mining history of almost 2,000 years in Roşia Montană has resulted in a
village that is different in many respects from villages of similar size in the region. As a
result of this being an atypical village in this regional context, flexible selection criteria were
used and were adapted in light of local conditions. Thus, the originality of house, a criterion
usually neglected when vernacular architecture is analysed, was taken into account.
Although based on similar models, the houses of Roşia Montană reflect the owner’s
personality and prosperity, and are illustrated through a variety of decorations and
proportions.
All older buildings in the study area were considered for classification as historical
monuments, including written documentation that incorporated drawings and pictures. A
detailed and careful selection study was made to evaluate the significance of each building
(historical and architectural).
The declaration of the Protected Zone has taken into account the following criteria:



Planimetry related to elevation and architectural appearance of the front side.
Elements that provide the house originality are also marks of social status.
 Building typology: Buildings considered models in a typological series, reproduced
in the settlement. This criterion is relative, since models are confirmed by
researcher’s experience after a long process of analysis of horizontal and vertical
comparison. The present local population may reject an old model, prestigious in the
past, which no longer suits today’s style.
 Age of the monument. This criterion was applied selectively along with the level of
preservation of a building.
 Buildings made after urban models. This criterion was used for buildings that
clearly used elements of acknowledged architectural style on the front facing side of
the building.
 Materials and engineering. Although traditionally wood was commonly used for
construction, specific economic conditions allowed some locals to use more durable
materials, such as stone and brick, which are not characteristic of Romanian
vernacular architecture.
As a second step of evaluation, the historic approach for each vernacular monument had to
undergo the following criteria:






4.2

Planimetry;
Elevation. This is an important consideration in terms of its influence on the
relationships between the three basic volumes of the building: foundation, walls and
roof;
Elements of house structure;
Ornamental work; and,
Building materials and engineering.

Churches and Cemeteries

The investigation of churches began with the detailed photography of the inside and outside
of each religious house. CPS undertook this work on June 28 and July 1, 2003. RMGC
made available a footprint plan of all churches and prayer houses. Additional information in
the CPS report includes an inventory of religious items, the condition of the church, church
dimensions and accessibility.
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Beyond architectural investigation, RGMC acknowledged the need for pastoral care and
addressed it through extensive consultation with formal and informal Church representatives.
RMGC has also inventoried all cemeteries, including private cemeteries on residential lots.
This inventory includes a map of all cemeteries, a photograph of the marker or gravestone,
the ownership of the grave, and a copy of the death certificate (if available). If a death
certificate was not readily available, RMGC conducted extensive research to locate the
death certificate, including a State archive review in Alba Iulia.

4.3

The Archaeological Programme

Archaeological investigation is an “essential working tool in developing strategies for the
protection of the archaeological heritage. At the same time, inventories constitute primary
resource databases for scientific study and research.” The archaeological heritage includes
all traces of human existence and consists of places relating to all manifestations of human
activity, abandoned structures and remains of all kinds (including subterranean and
underwater sites), together with all the portable cultural material associated with them.”
(ICOMOS, 1990)
From the start of the proposed mining Project, the Ministry of Culture and Religious Affairs,
the National Commission for Archaeology and the National Museum of History in Bucharest
considered the archaeological investigation as a “rescue archaeological project/salvage
archaeological project.” As it is generally accepted in this type of work, the archaeologist’s
role is to locate and record as many sites as possible before being potentially impacted by
Project activities. Proper liaising with RMGC allowed the archaeological survey to occur in
advance in areas impacted by the mining project: Roşia Valley and Corna Valley. The early
commencement of the archaeological programme was required for site development plans
to be altered. This was a key advantage of beginning the archaeological work at the earliest
stage possible in Project development.
Before 2000, in spite of numerous indications about the region’s potential archaeological and
historical value, the only archaeological investigation in Roşia Montană was the rescue
excavation in 1983 and 1984 of the sacred grove from Hăbad-Brădoaia. For further details
on the situation prior to year 2000 see Appendix G and H. The archaeological programme
that RMGC began in 2000 represents an archaeological undertaking of unprecedented size
and scope in Romania. The archaeological programme constitutes a unique opportunity to
demonstrate Romania’s ability to conduct an archaeological programme using modern
archaeological methodologies and a programme consistent with the legislative and best
practice requirements of the European Union, to which Romania is currently applying for
membership.
The first step in managing archaeological projects is the assessment of the Project area.
The results of this assessment are critical in defining the objectives and scope of the
subsequent archaeological evaluation and investigation programme. The archaeological
assessment was undertaken in Roşia Montană in early 2000, and formed the basis of the
archaeological investigation and evaluation to be undertaken from 2000-2006.
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Mitigation (In situ
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Cultural Heritage
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Relation of Archaeological Programme to EIA Documentation

Archaeological Assessment (2000)

4.3.1.1 Literature and Historical Map Review (Background)
Evaluation invariably begins with a background or literature review-oriented study
supplemented by field study, as required. The purpose of such fieldwork is to define to the
extent possible the likely nature and extent of the archaeological deposits under
consideration. The assessment report produced represents a digest of information on the
character and significance of the deposits under review. And forms the basis for any
additionally proposed action.
The first stage of the assessment involved consultation of the Alba Iulia and the Câmpeni
State Archives’ existing inventories. The review included a significant amount of reference
material from both Romanian and Hungarian sources; however, the information was often
vague and contradictory. Additionally, some cited material is quite old and was not able to
be located in spite of considerable effort.
The primary sources that dealt with Roman mining in Roşia Montană were Pošepny 1868a;
Sântimbreanu and Wollmann 1974; and Wollmann 1998. The research by Pošepny
included a map (Appendix B) that indicated Roman underground works areas, as well as
funerary and habitation areas. These underground works were located at their intersection
with modern works and were identified based on their characteristic trapezoidal-shape. The
work dedicated to the mining museum of Roşia Montană (Sîntimbreanu, 1989) is the only
document that presents the entire history of the mine.
Besides literary information, trenching sites were also selected based on valuable local
knowledge provided by Mr. Tomuş. Mr. Tomuş was an employee of the former state mining
company in the 1980’s and when he worked with Aurel Sântimbreanu and Volker Wollmann
to set-up the first mining museum in Roşia Montană.
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In 2000, the archaeological assessment (also called the “Roşia Montană. Feasibility Study The repertory of the archaeological heritage”) was initiated. To ensure a comprehensive
investigation, the research methodology for the archaeological investigation, although based
on the archaeological assessment, was progressively improved based on results of the
archaeological programme.
4.3.1.2 Aerial Reconnaissance
Aerial photography is an important tool used in modern archaeological programmes.
Although photo archives from aerial reconnaissance do not themselves reveal
archaeological sites, interpretation and analysis by archaeologists can help narrow down
where searches should be concentrated.
The Roşia Montană site photo archive contains three sets of aerial photographs: the 1960
archive, the 1984 flight (part of the former Romanian military archive) and the autumn 2000
flight (paid for by RMGC). INMI (former CPPCN) performed the interpretation of these three
photo archives in 2000 as part of the archaeological assessment (CPPCN, 2000).
The 1984 and 2000 flight photo archives include oblique and vertical photos. The vertical
photos have overlapping stereoscopic pairs of prints, enabling a scene to be examined in
three dimensions, allowing for added confidence in their interpretation.
Although the information in the analysis of the existing photo archive, together with the 2000
archaeological field survey, has allowed determination of areas with high archaeological
potential, it must be known that the assessment of aerial photography was limited in its
usefulness by ground conditions. Tree cover, pasture, and disturbed ground have all
obscured the visibility of surface and subsurface archaeological features. Air photography
has traditionally been useful in archaeological survey within arable cultivation and especially
on gravel terraces.
4.3.1.3 Field Reconnaissance
The completion of the background review and the plotting of archaeological features from an
aerial survey (1960, 1984 and 2000), allowed the identification of all known archaeological
sites and features, which were then plotted onto a map.
Based on this map, the secondary-stage field survey was undertaken over a two-week
period to locate the known archaeological sites on the ground, and to add any additional
locations that local people reported as having archaeological remains. Land suitable for field
walking was subjected to a search for any artefactual evidence or other features so that any
new sites could be plotted. Within the Roşia Montană industrial zone, only approximately 43
percent of the area was available for surface archaeological research. Areas were excluded
due to excessively steep slopes, forest cover, water, or the presence of a built structure.
These areas are displayed in Figure 4.3.
Assessment of the results of stages 1 and 2 allowed those sites with high archaeological
potential to be identified: 19 locations were selected for ground investigation (Table 4-1).
These locations were then reconsidered since 2001, during the archaeological investigation
(Section Investigation and Evaluation 2000-2006).
4.3.1.4 Geophysics
In 2000, a magnometry survey was performed at the Tăul Cornei and Ţarina locations based
on guidance from CPPCN. Part of the reason for the limited use of geophysics was due to
poor results attributed to interference from A/C power used extensively by RoşiaMin’s mining
operations. Nonetheless, additional geophysical investigation was performed as part of the
archaeological investigation and evaluation.
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4.3.1.5 Ground Sondages
Ground sondages included test pits or trenches (1m wide x 20m long) dug to determine if
archaeological artefacts existed in an area.
4.3.1.6 Maps and Plans
Each archaeological sondage was mapped at 1:2000 on a geological and general location
map while archaeological features were plotted on a separate map at 1:500. The
topographic surveys were conducted by CPPCN to locate all archaeological sondages.
Table 4-1.

Archaeological Sondages during Archaeological Assessment (2000)
Area name

Landowner

Carpeni archaeological site (Roşia Montană)

Coroi Nicolae

Carpeni archaeological site (Roşia Montană)

Coroi Nicolae

The settlement at Găuri (Roşia Montană)

State Mining Exploitation Roşia Montană

The necropolis at Hop (Roşia Montană)

State Mining Exploitation Roşia Montană

The settlement at Hăbad Brădoaia (Roşia
Montană)

Catholic Church Roşia Montană / Oprisa fam.

The settlement at Hăbad Brădoaia (Roşia
Montană)

Catholic Church Roşia Montană / Oprisa fam.

The Roman road in Hăbad and Găuri area (Roşia
Montană)

Romanian State / Romsilva

The necropolis at Tăul Corna (Corna)

Dumitras Ioan

The necropolis at Tăul Corna (Corna)

Dumitras Ioan

The site at Ţarina Kapolna (Roşia Montană)

Catholic Church Roşia Montană

The site at Ţarina Kapolna (Roşia Montană)

Manta Ruxandra

The site at Ţarina Kapolna (Roşia Montană)

David Ioan

The site at Tăul Secuilor - Marc II (Roşia Montană)

Marc Aurel

The site at Balmoşeşti (Roşia Montană)

Soit Alexandru

The necropolis at Tăul Secuilor (Roşia Montană)

Ioachim Tomus

The site at Balmoşeşti - Marc I (Roşia Montană)

Marc Aurel

The site at Islaz (Roşia Montană)

Roşia Montană commune

The site at Islaz Hill (Roşia Montană)

Roşia Montană commune

The site at the Catholic Church (Roşia Montană)

Catholic Church Roşia Montană
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4.3.1.7 Underground Survey
The underground survey performed by the UTAH team took place in July 2000 in the
following mountains: Cârnic, Cârnicel, Orlea and Ţarina, Cetate and Văidoaia. It’s important
to note that, in 1999, this team made a primary survey in the galleries in the Roşia Montană
area with scientific co-operation between MNUAI, UTAH, UT Berlin and UBB Cluj /
Department for Geology and Mineralogy.
A total amount of 35km of galleries were evaluated by the French team, out of which 6km
were determined as being late medieval, while only 2km were considered as “ancient”. The
remaining galleries are a mixture of various periods that resulted from intersection of older
works by more modern works.
The following steps were undertaken for the underground works assessment study:



Archive investigation (Alba Iulia and Câmpeni State Archive, Minvest Archive in Deva
- the Pošepny Map (Pošepny, 1968) and RoşiaMin maps of underground galleries);
 Synthesis study based on already published information on the Roşia Montană site
(main references: Russu, I.I., 1975, Wollmaan 1996, and the Archaeological
Repertory of Alba County);
 Archaeological evaluation of the photo archive of Roşia Montană site (1984 aerial
photography);
 Surface survey and field-walking on the Roşia Montană valley and Corna Valley to
determine accessibility to underground works; and,
 Information from local miners.
Results of the 2000 underground survey are in the CPPCN 2000 report.
4.3.2

Investigation and Evaluation (2000-2006)

Based on the results of the 2000 archaeological assessment, an archaeological investigation
and evaluation was launched for the 19 areas with archaeological potential selected in 2000.
The exception was the site at Balmoşeşti, which, due to a Project change, became outside
of the Project Area.
As of 2001, a more comprehensive approach was undertaken for the archaeological
programme as a result of the new guidance from the National History Museum of Romania
in Bucharest. This new team, under the guidance of Paul Damian, recognised that the
methodology employed in the 2000 assessment and the first year of the investigation and
evaluation contained gaps, and as such, undertook a more comprehensive methodology to
ensure that the archaeological programme would comply with international standards of best
practice. This approach ensured that, in addition to the investigation of all known
archaeological sites, the programme was extended in scope to areas of level land, which
may have been previously occupied or used for other human activities.
Part of this improved methodology required including a broader area of expertise and as a
result, a number of institutions were added to the team as shown in Section 2.1.
4.3.2.1 Surface Archaeology
The surface archaeological programme made use of a variety of methodologies and
investigative tools consistent with modern archaeological research, including:






Archive study
Fieldwalking, ground reconnaisance and archaeological survey
Underground survey
Trial trenches and sampling
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Extended excavations in the areas with archaeological potential – ground and
underground
 Aerial survey and aerial photo interpretation
 Geophisics studies
 Interdisciplinary studies
 GIS project
 Digital record archive:
• alphanumeric information
• geographic information
• graphic information
The general methods for identifying individual sites in the Roşia Montană area included
consultation of documentary sources, aerial reconnaissance, local knowledge and place
name evidence, but relied primarily on first-hand field investigation.
Topographic Survey
From 2000-2002, INMI conducted a topographic analysis consisting of recording the location
of each trench using a Total Station LEICA TC302 (Appendix E, Photograph 4).
Since 2003, the Archaeological Systemic Institute (ISA) from Alba Iulia undertook the survey
of the archaeological excavations. This company specialises in geophysics and topographic
survey and provided a greater level of detail. A GPS LEICA 510 and Total Station LEICA
TC302 system was used to perform the survey. Survey information acquired in the field was
then processed using the following software:





Leica Survey Office
Liscad Plus 5.0
Leica SKI-Pro. Version 2.1
A topographic survey was conducted each year to register each trench so that it could be
incorporated into the GIS software with geographic coordinates. The survey team recorded
the corner of each survey trench.
When an entire archaeological complex was uncovered, a topographical survey was used to
record the location of details such as the location of an individual stone. GIS software was
then used to import and display detailed information.
Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
GIS refers to special software (Arcview 3.2) that processes data gathered on a site by
remote sensing and field survey by borrowing geography-developed techniques. Today,
GIS is no longer a single programme, but a complex system with facilities for handling four
principal areas of work (subsystems):
1. Data input and preparation: digitising maps, converting survey data and lists of
finds to a standard grid;
2. Data storage and retrieval: creating layers of spatial data (such as contours, landuse, archaeological site locations) derived from maps and creating databases from
their content;
3. Data manipulation and analysis: producing digital elevation models for contour
data to display sites in different ways and combining such displays with various
archaeological data; and
4. Reporting and data output: selecting lists of data for statistical tests, printing
versions of digital elevations models with selected layers of data for publication.
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A GIS system was developed for the Roşia Montană archaoelgocial investigations and has
been in use since 2003. The system was developed by specialists from the following
institutions:



CRUTA - The Romanian Centre for the Use of Remote Sensing in Agriculture,
Bucharest - digital topography and data processing
 BCUM University “1 December 1918” Alba Iulia, The Research Centre with Multiple
Users, Alba Iulia - archaeological topography, digital mapping and geophysics
studies
 CIMEC - The Institute for Cultural Memory, Bucharest – databases
All archaeological excavations and finds from Roşia Montană since 2001 have been
integrated into the GIS system; however, the results were more comprehensive from 2003
as a result of the more comprehensive surveying programme.
Geophysics
In 2003, geophysical investigation was undertaken using an automated resistivity imaging
system (Scintrex SARIS) and Cesium vapour gradiometry (Scintrex SmartMag SM 4G). The
automated resistivity imaging system was used to create vertical profiles to identify potential
finds. The Cesium vapour gradiometry was used to generate horizontal profiles intended to
help to identify structures.
Ground Reconnaissance (Archaeological Survey)
Based on indications from archaeological assessment made in 2000, the archaeological
rescue investigation initiated in 2001 started with a systematic survey. The area to be
searched was divided into sectors, which were then systematically walked by the
archaeologists and topographers. In this way, no part of the area was either under- or overrepresented in the survey. Additionally, small excavations (trial trenches) were carried out to
supplement or check the surface data, or to test hypotheses that had arisen from the survey.
Sector creation was based on toponymic and topographic information rather than a predefined sector size. Sectors were assigned a code, which had property information and the
specific archaeological section number, to identify any artefacts uncovered in a sector.
The entire archaeological team assisted in the ground reconnaissance. Conducted from the
end of April to early June each year, the survey occurred in various areas of the Project
Area, according to a timeframe established between MNIR and RMGC. After each team of
archaeologists finished their survey, a report was drafted and submitted to the scientific
coordinator. Following a review of the report, a general meeting between the coordinator
and the research team determined the future strategy of the research programme.
For preliminary reconnaissance, a field-walking survey group performed a visual surface
inspection. During the field-walking survey, team members are equally spaced apart, with
each member responsible for systematically walking and surveying a transect. By walking
back-and-forth across a field or quadrant in this way, the team hopes to detect and collect
any artefacts or to detect minor fluctuations in ground topography that indicates an area
worthy of further investigational archaeological traces (usually pot shards or stone tools) that
happen to be visible on the surface. Supporting documentation for this type of evaluation
includes drawings, section profiles, photos and plans.
Markers laid out in lines or a grid guided the teams of walkers and ensured that the ground is
inspected evenly. All finds were recorded and plotted on an overall plan to show the
distribution of the results. In some cases, fieldwalking was supplemented with a sondage, a
more detailed investigation.
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Figure 4.2.

Example of Automated Resistivity Imaging System Vertical Profile

Figure 4.3.

Example of a Cesium Vapour Gradiometry Horizontal Ground
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1 x 10m trench excavations were made in all areas with archaeological potential to better
determine the extent of a certain site, or to provide a sample from a given depth to allow for
radio-carbon or dendrochronological dating.
Aerial Reconnaissance
In addition to the aerial reconnaissance conducted as part of the archaeological assessment,
an added evaluation was undertaken in later stages of the archaeological programme. A
French specialist from CNRS performed a second evaluation of the present photo archive
(flight 1984 b/w, 2000 colour) in November 2003, with similar conclusions being drawn as
during the original interpretation. This second evaluation was necessary to assess the new
information uncovered during the archaeological programme to date. Following
recommendations made by the French specialist, a new flight was undertaken in the
summer of 2004.
S.C. EXPERCO - ISPIF S.R.L, performed digital processing of the 1984, 2000 and 2003
aerial photography.
In 2004, permits were obtained that allowed the acquisition of satellite photography of Roşia
Montană. This photography helped assess the areas characterised by deposits of historic
waste rock covering any potential archaeological finds. This assisted in maximising
archaeological research in 2005 and 2006 by ensuring areas buried by large quantities of
waste rock were not investigated.
The satellite imagery also allowed for better topographic maps to be created and were also
utilised by the GIS.
Archaeological Trenches
Based on the initial survey of Roşia Montană, conducted as part of the archaeological
assessment in 2000, a programme of exploratory archaeological trenches was undertaken
starting in 2001. Archaeological trenches are used as investigative tools to determine the
location of any underground cultural property of interest (Appendix E, Photograph 5). If
any remains are uncovered, the trench is then widened to ensure that the complete artefact,
building or burial structure is properly investigated and to determine if additional relics are in
the area. If such a find is determined to be significant, further actions such as restoration
and in situ preservation may be undertaken as part of the ESMS Plans, Plan M, Cultural
Heritage Management Plan.
Additionally, where significant discoveries are made, additional trenches are dug close to the
initial trench. This results in some areas with a high concentration of trenches, whereas in
other areas where no archaeological remains were located, or expected as a result of the
archaeological assessment, this concentration is much lower. This difference in
concentrations of trenches can be seen visually in Exibit 5.
Locally employed workers under the supervision of trained archaeologists performed all
excavations manually. Staff from the museums in Deva, Cluj, Alba Iulia, and Bucharest
supervised the excavations. The following sequence of events was undertaken for all
discoveries:
1. Topographical team surveys the trench and determines the geographical coordinates
of the corners of the trench;
2. Excavation of the trench with shovels;
3. When remains are uncovered, the supervising archaeologist is notified immediately;
4. Excavation proceeds at a much slower pace with smaller implements such as a
pocket knife;
5. Photographs and drawings are made during this excavation;
6. All artefact pieces are put into plastic bags and given a record number reflecting the
sector, property, and specific trench;
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7. The artefact is then sent to the respective museum for further removal of earth and
restoration;
8. A detailed technical report is then made;
9. The artefact is registered in the archaeological database ; and,
10. The artefact is returned to Roşia Montană and stored with its associated reference
number.
When a significant structure is uncovered, the artefacts are left in place to allow for
evaluation of the site as a whole once completely uncovered (Appendix E, Photograph 6).
If it is impossible to complete research on an exposed trench or archaeological site, the site
is covered and protected for the winter until research can be resumed the following year.
When a potential artefact is uncovered, a trained archaeologist conducts all further
uncovering of the artefact. However, after four years of archaeological training, some
workers could assist in this undertaking.
The use of excavation implies the necessity of making a selection of evidence to be
documented and preserved at the cost of losing other information and possibly even the total
destruction of the monument (ICOMOS, 1990). However, in light of the change in land use
and construction and excavating activities associated with the Project, this tool was
determined to be essential to provide a detailed inventory of cultural property.
Excavations were conducted in accordance with the principles embodied in the 1956
UNESCO Recommendations on International Principles Applicable to Archaeological
Excavations and with agreed international and national professional standards.
Archaeological investigations conducted to date include:
The 2001 Archaeological Campaign:







The Găuri - Hop - Hăbad - Tăul Ţapului Zone
The Cetate Massif
The Nanului Valley Zone
The Carpeni Hill
The Corna Valley (survey)

In 2001, the archaeological campaign involved the large-scale excavations on areas with
archaeological potential located in Roşia Montană area on Carpeni Hill, Nanului Valley, HopGăuri and Hăbad sites, Cetate Massif, and a survey in Corna Valley. (Exibit 5).
The 2002 Archaeological Campaign:








The Corna Valley
Tăul Cornei
Hop-Găuri zone (continued) and Tăul Găuri
The Carpeni Hill
Gura Roşiei-Piatra Albă Zone
Sălişte Valley
In 2002, the archaeological campaign consisted on large-scale excavations on areas with
archaeological potential situated on Carpeni Hill, Tău Găuri area, Hop-Găuri site, Cârnic
Massif and Gura Roşiei, the entire Corna Valley, and Tăul Corna zone)
The 2003 Archaeological Campaign:




Jig-Văidoaia Massif,
Ţarina perimeter,
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The Carpeni Hill
Gura Minei – Balmoşeşti zone
In 2003 the archaeological campaign consisted of large-scale excavations in areas with
archaeological potential located on Carpeni Hill, Tău Găuri area, Jig Massif, Ţarina and Gura
Minei – Balmoşeşti zone).
The 2004 Archaeological Campaign:






Jig Piciorag area
The Historic Centre – Tăul Anghel area
Ţarina area
Pârâul Porcului – Tăul Secuilor area
In 2004, the archaeological campaign consisted on large-scale excavations on areas with
archaeological potential situated on Jig – Piciorag area, Ţarina – continuation of the
excavations in the Roman cremation necropolis identified in 2003 campaign, Pârâul Porcului
– Tăul Secuilor area and the Tăul Anghel area.
The 2005 Archaeological Campaign:




Ţarina area
Pârâul Porcului – Tăul Secuilor area
In 2005, the archaeological campaign consisted on large-scale excavations on areas with
archaeological potential situated on Ţarina – continuation of the excavations in the Roman
cremation necropolis identified in 2003 campaign and Pârâul Porcului – Tăul Secuilor area –
continuation of the excavations in the Roman cremation necropolis identified in 2004
campaign.
Exploration of the entire Roşia Montană valley was impossible, as it is heavily inhabited and
also covered with waste dumps. However, representative sampling consistent with best
archaeological practices was implemented.
From 2006 to 2008, continuation of research is planned for previously identified
archaeological sites in the following areas:




Orlea Massif
Pârâul Porcului – Tăul Secuilor area
Although the 2007-2008 campaign will largely focus on the Orlea Massif, it will also involve
the investigation, where permitted, of private property in lower part of Roşia Valley (from the
City Hall zone to the Gura Minei zone) which are owned by RMGC, after the existing
constructions will be demolished. Excavations in yards will help determine if the existing
settlement of Roşia Montană was constructed on top of historic villages, possibly dating back
to ancient and medieval times. These excavations will include vacant properties with
earthen floor. Also as a future investigation area has to be considered the Roşia Montană
Historic Centre, an area where it is highly possible that vestiges from ancient and medieval
periods are present. The Roşia Montană Historic Centre area was not included in the areas
investigated between 2001 and 2005 because it will not be affected by the future mining
project, being designated as a Protected Zone.
Investigations conducted during this period will also concentrate on any promising areas
identified during the 2000-2005 campaigns that require additional excavations to get a
clearer picture of an area’s historical function and significance.
Site development plans for the Project will not result in impacts or construction activities in
the Orlea area, which will be investigated starting 2007. As a result, construction activities
will not begin in these areas until proper archaeological investigation consistent with
Romanian law and international best practice is concluded.
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Radio Carbon Dating
Radiocarbon dating is an important technique that establishes the age of an archaeological
artefact or structure. Radiocarbon dating is based on the fact that all living organisms
absorb 14C until their death. As a result, based on 14C’s known rate of decay, the time of
death of a plant or animal can be determined by the amount of remaining 14C.
Most organic materials are dateable; however, the lower the carbon content, the larger the
sample required. Radiocarbon age estimations required careful examination before
convertsion to calendar dates. Some key aspects considered when analysing a set of
radiocarbon data included: possible sources of contaminations, number of samples, whether
a reference series existed and the calibration curve used. Consideration was also given to
how samples were related to the objects or contexts that they are going to date.
During the surface archaeological excavations, very few researched archaeological
complexes provided sufficient quantities of material for radiocarbon dating (samples were
recovered from cremation graves from the Roman necroplis from Ţarina). Additionally, the
artefacts being uncovered were from a short time period (approx. 100 A.D. to 300 A.D.) and
dating was possible using other methods such as based on the type of potery found. It is
nonetheless important to mention that radiocarbon dating was used in the investigation of
underground works and the methodology is explained in Section 4.3.2.3. If any suitable
material is uncovered in future campaigns, the same methodology will be applied to the
surface archaeological campaign.
Dendrochronology
Dendrochronology is a dating method that uses the growth rings of wooden material and
their relative spacing to date material. This method requires a reference system of known
dated material currently unavailable in Romania. Using other reference databases from
other countries would not result in such an accurate dating.
Sufficient material for dendrochronological dating was not found between 2000 and 2005.
However, if sufficient material is found in future investigations, this procedure will be used to
date the material and also to create a database of dated material for Romania and a
reference scale.
4.3.2.2 The Database for Recording the Archaeological Discoveries from Roşia
Montană
Since 2001, as part of the archaeological investigation, a system of recording discoveries
was implemented that would be used for the assessment and all future archaeological
explorations made for the Project. This system of recording includes an electronic database,
digital maps, mainly based on GPS measurements, and a special GIS application. All these
will contribute to the development for the first time in Romania of a structured management
system for an archaeological programme.
The Roşia Montană archeological discovery database is an application developed under
Microsoft Access 2000.
This system stores information in four tables with the data and has a three-level hierarchical
structure:





Location-Sector: a table with data regarding the discovery’s location, the
archaeological sector’s name and the research staff’s information.
Section-Square: a table with data regarding the discovery’s precise location,
technical section data and research cassettes.
Complex: table with information about the archaeological complex-location, type and
dating.
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Object: table with data regarding the excavated objects, if they are discovered in a
complex or not, respectively their location, type and dating.
A record from the table “Location-sector” might have as subordinated records in the table
“Section Square,” which also might have different subordinated records in the tables
“complex” and “object.” The database information is searchable using a list of provided
terms.
Before starting work, the site is recorded including photographs, mapping, and written and
other graphic records.
4.3.2.3 Mining Exploration, Investigations, and Researches
This section describes the methodology used to explore the past mining works in Roşia
Montană, known to date back as far as the Roman period. A general undergound survey of
the mining networks from Roşia Montană was performed in 2000. Based on the conclusions
of this preliminary evaluation an extensive mining archaeological research programme was
innitiated for a comprehensive study of the ancient galleries existing in the Cetate, Cârnic,
Lety, Jig-Văidoaia, Ţarina, Orlea and Păru-Carpeni mining sectors.
Priority was given to the Cetate, Cârnic and Jig Massifs, which were investigated between
2001 to 2006, as the Orlea Massifs would not be affected until year 7 of the Project. The
extensive mining archaeology research of Orlea and Ţarina areas will be undertaken
between 2007 and 2012.
Concerning the underground research - mining archaeology -, it was a first for Romanian
archaeology. Thus, between the years 1999-2000 an ample diagnosis study and a prospect
study of mining galleries networks of the Cetate, Cârnic, Cârnicel, Jig-Văidoaia, Ţarina and
Orlea mountain massifs has been conducted.
The main conclusions of this diagnosis were the following:




These remains are mostly modified by modern construction work
The expansion and relative repetitiveness of some types of mining exploitation
architecture does not justify the will to preserve them entirely
 The costs of preservation work in the case of a very large underground mining site
are an important element to consider
 The destruction following the research of the superior areas of the deposit will allow
discovery and ultimately, access for the continuation of the scientific study at inferior
levels whose actual lack of access raises the possibility of an excellent preservation
state; this can only be done with the logistic means of a modern mining exploitation,
only partially used in the initial phase of the research, but who may later allow
important discoveries within the site.
 Through salvage diggings, any exploration or modern exploitation provides the
occasion of a gradual study of the majority of the site.
Considering this diagnosis study, an extensive site investigation was undertaken, which
included the following areas;







The Cetate mountain massif (2000-2002);
The Cârnic mountain massif (1999-2003), with detailed topographic measures for a
three-dimensional model in 2004 and 2005;
The Jig Văidoaia mountain massif (2003-2004);
Exploration in view of archaeological research and arranging for public access of the
Cătălina-Monuleşti gallery (2002-2005);
Exploration and preliminary research in the area of the Ţarina and Orlea mountain
massifs (2004 - 2005)
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Priority was given to the Cetate and Cârnic Massifs, as the Jig and Orlea Massifs would not
be affected until year 7 of the Project. The research of these areas will be undertaken
between 2004 and 2006.
Before understanding the research methodology to be undertaken, it is important to
understand that archaeological investigation is inherently a destructive science and that the
once researched, an underground works can no longer be considered undisturbed and
therefore its historical significance is reduced. This is particularly the case when
underground works are collapsed and have to be cleared, dewatered, filled once explored to
research new galleries and new structures put in place to ensure safe access.
During the underground works investigation at Roşia Montană, before commencing any
excavation or exploration of underground works, a speleological approach was undertaken
for accessible cavities. Access to underground areas was made through either partially or
entirely open past mine workings that intersect with the ground surface. Vertical cavities
were equipped with ropes, wooden stairs and a gas detector performed the examination of
poorly ventilated areas.
The topographical study of the old and modern networks explored was conducted upstream
and parallel to the excavation of the works. To do so, a GPS is used to locate the accesses
from the surface and then more precisely mapped by a laser theodolite. In underground
areas, plans and sections of the recognised networks are made, drawing up a systematic
survey of the mining workings encountered.
Mining archaeology is a branch of archaeology closely related to other research fields. It is a
multidisciplinary approach that involves the contribution of earth sciences (geology, ore
deposits, geomorphology, mineralogy, petrology, and sedimentology), physics and chemistry
(metallurgy, geophysics, and geochemistry), ecology (palinology, anthracology) and human
sciences, respectively history, more precisely history of technology, history of economy,
toponymy, and surface and underground archaeology. Practising archaeology in a mining
environment implies exploration and digging techniques adapted to the underground, partly
taken from speleology.
Underground exploration techniques
Before proceeding underground to investigate archaeological diggings it was necessary to
explore the mining workings. Exploration was done by means of speleological progression
through accessible underground cavities. The access to the underground is possible either
by past mining workings, partly or completely opened, or by modern or recent mining
workings that intersected older mining workings. Vertical shafts were provided with cords
while the underground areas were tested with gas detectors. The topographical survey took
place before and during archaeological diggings. First of all, the underground access
passages were localized with a GPS, and then they were more precisely mapped with a
theodolite. The detailed topographical survey of underground mining workings (plan and
cross-sections) was carried out by precise topographical surveys.
The topographical survey
The topographical survey began with a traverse (measuring) and a detailed drawing (cavity
drawing) carried out in the underground. As far as was possible, a horizontal traverse was
acquired using lasermeter. Measurements were taken with a measuring tape and the
stations are recorded on the walls with paint. Directions and slopes between the stations
were measured with Topochaix compass (with incorporated magnetic needle and
clinometer). The traverse precision was increased by frequent closings (error less than 1%).
The survey’s scale was 1/200.
The topographical survey and the field measurements (x, y, z) were later recorded and
processed on a computer (Limelight – Toporobot software), which resulted in the creation
the plan, profile and 3D traverse. The traverse route was used as reference point for setting
the context for the different underground pits according to the drawings carried out
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underground. After a previous in situ examination, these graphical documents were redrawn
on a computer, processed with Adobe Photoshop software and eventually the synthesis was
elaborated with Adobe Illustrator. Graphical documents or synthetic plans were later utilized
as an underground orientation map. They also allowed the positioning of geological and
archaeometrical observations, such as the examination of lamp notches in unsearched
(undug) mining sectors. These maps did not represent final documents and were frequently
corrected and/or completed, as the diggings advanced and further information was aquired.
General plans made during the first exploration stage comprise only the accessible cavities
at that particular time. Backfilled mining workings pointed out during diggings, such as G31
sloping gallery from Cârnic 2 network, discovered during 2003 mission diggings could not
appear in the first plans. Similarly, the evacuation of the backfill out of some cavities
revealed connections between different mining workings/networks, faces or arrangements
(stairs on the floor, sloping galleries, lamp notches, abandoned galleries access ways)
initially blocked by the backfill. Archaeological diggings proved to be indispensable to
providing a complete/complex understanding of a certain area or for highlighting the existing
junction points among different mining workings. The limits of the exploration stage were
imposed by safe access and the ability of mining speleologists’ to advance.
Archaeological diggings technique within underground mining workings
Targets of diggings within past mining workings
The diggings, undertaken in series, provide an initial view of the underground sites conveyed
by the exploration. These initial excavations allow dating of remains while extending the
exploration area. They also provide an overall view of the cavities required for the geological
and metallogenetical study of the networks, for the archaeometric study of lighting-related
arrangements (lamp niches, terraces, reutilised geodes), for the study of historic water
evacuation (drains, pit sump) and of underground works propping (timbering vestiges, beam
notches) and for the interpretation of all these data to establish a dynamic analysis of the
exploitation. This dynamic analysis of the exploitation included evaluation of the following:








The direction of miners’ progress and when direction was altered (evident from the
orientation of trace tool markings on the walls, in the various prominences left on the
ceiling, on the basement and on the facings);
The nature of research, exploitation, and ancillary (access or connection galleries,
bypass, ventilation shaft) workings through analysis of shape, size, length and their
location in the network and by examination of levels of mineralisation in the surfaces
of the workings;
The relative chronology within the workings of crosscuts and extensions of workings;
Analysis of the miners’ approach related to the identification of the mineralisation
markers and to the nature of the rock; and
The choice of excavation technique, either by sharp tools or of fire cutting, was
reserved for workings close to the surface as a result of ventilation problems at lower
depths.

Identification of ancient mining workings to be archaeologically studied
The mining archaeological research of the underground workings began with the searching
for and identifying ancient mining workings, situated either at the surface in areas where
there are clues about their existence (identificating and looking for mining exploitations by
excavator or manually), or in the underground, beginning with directly accessible areas that
included past mining workings themselves or indirect access through more recent workings.
Ancient workings includedr both ancient mining vestiges and those supposed to date back
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before XVIIth century (date when gun powder blasting spreads in mines from Europe).
Ancient mining workings were identified by using different characteristics among which the
most obvious were:







The shape of the workings (i.e. a trapezoidal section is a feature of ancient works);
Their relative width of drifts, descents, shafts, ascending workings and stripped
areas;
The presence of small special arrangements, cut by sharp tools in walls such as:
small niches for setting a lamp, slight excavation of geodes for lamp setting (use
confirmed by the presence of lamp black) and adjacent notches used for support
frames; and
The traces of sharp tools (pick and/or wedge, handled or simple squared-edged
chisel) left on the walls.

Activity strategies
After a first assessment made during explorations, significant mining remains are selected
for further excavation and research. This excavation requires the clearing of cavities of
waste rock that were deposited as part of past operations upon completion of exploitation of
an area, or in subsequent modern operations. Where the access to surface is close to the
area of investigation, it is preferable to completely remove waste material to the surface to
advance into cleared cavities, thereby considerably facilitating the comprehensive
topographical and geological research of the area.
When networks are situated too far from the surface or are too steep to allow for material to
be easily lifted to the surface, the excavation material must be stored underground by best
utilising the empty areas, such as modern mining works close to digging areas. This
situation was frequently the case in underground works in Roşia Montană. The worst
solution required refilling old mining workings already studied so as to deal with other new
research areas.
It was further noted in 2003 that it is often necessary to turn to areas already studied, either
for geological analysis of the facings and rock sampling intended for analysis, or for a better
understanding of a sector whose staged research allows for global comprehension only at its
complete and final stage.
The intervention strategy implies different choices being made in the selection of areas for
investigation, areas to store excavation material, and of determining passageways between
these areas. It also includes the establishment of different security arrangements, such as
the placing of wooden propping as support or balustrades to avoid cave-ins. Ancillary
equipment is also necessary, including wooden or metal skids to facilitate the evacuation of
overburden towards areas where transport by wheelbarrow, stretcher or bucket is possible.
Safety and access
Passage between different intervention areas often requires building and installing wooden
ladders, establishing cord handrails, fitting ceiling or high platforms or digging steps through
modern rubble. Although these arrangements can delay research, they are imperative for
the workings to investigated under safe conditions and in the most profitable and effective
way possible. All these local arrangements must be regularly checked and rebuilt or
strengthened, or supplemented as required.
In certain networks, the presence of water or noxious gas, generally a result of confinement
or a lack of ventilation requires heavy equipment installation. In such areas, a pumping
system capable of supporting several pumps must be installed. This was the case when
three pumps, placed in series, were required to evacuate stagnant water sited 35 metres
below ground at the bottom of descent G31, in Cârnic2-Upper. Similarly, when the multigas
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detector detected the existence of noxious gas, the team had to set a ventilation system. In
2003, a CMV (Controlled Mechanic Ventilation) system was connected to extendible
aluminium pipe. This relatively light and easily transportable equipment was installed at the
bottom of the network D10-P10 (Cârnic1-Lower), in the large descent Gallery 31 (Cârnic2Upper), and, in the descent G20 (Cârnic3-Lower).
The use of pumping and ventilation equipment requires power supply. In 2002, and at the
beginning of the 2003 mission, generator power was supplied to digging sites. However,
after a very short time, their use proved noxious and even dangerous as it caused a
considerable release of underground toxic gas. This occurred in spite of the machines being
placed in large modern galleries situated as far as possible from the excavation areas.
During the 2003 mission, heavy equipment was required and was supplied by the mining
company with power supply by cables from the surface. This hard work could be done only
for certain digging areas of obvious strategic interest (in Cârnic1 and Cârnic2) would not
have been possible without participation of the support team of mine workers. Power
installation in digging areas was of great help for work, because it allows a better-quality
lighting (more intense and non-polluting) than that supplied by individual lighting of carbide
lamps or battery lamps.
Archaeological surveys, description and photography of mining workings
During underground archaeological diggings are taken stratigraphic sections (scale 1/20,
sometimes 1/50) within mining backfill. In order to do this, remarkable locations are chosen
for pointing out the type of filling, its nature, its origin (modern or ancient backfill, natural
erosion because of infiltration waters etc.) and the connections among different stratigraphic
sections and the artefacts discovered during the digging (mainly Roman lamp fragments, in
Cârnic massif), or wood remains, charcoal which take them in. The description of
stratigraphic units is done directly on the drawings made in underground. These descriptions
have to contain information about the nature, colour, texture and components of the
highlighted stratigraphic units (matrix and rock fragments), archaeological elements
discovered (objects, wood, charcoal or others…) within the backfill and also information
about particularities such as sintering and oxidation. The regular carrying out of stratigraphic
sections allows to precisely determining the belonging of artefacts discovered within
stratigraphic units, noted also on plastic bags used for temporary stocking the found objects.
The accurate survey of a mining working, which implies drawing up the plan and some
typical longitudinal and cross sections comes after the complete backfill-evacuation and the
total wall-clearing of the same working. The general topographical surveys are realized at
scale 1/50 while the detail presentations are realized at scale 1/20 or even 1/10 if there are
any wood remains (stairs remains etc.). Longitudinal and cross sections, plans will later be
used at carrying on the mining network’s 3D presentation. Topographical surveys performed
by putting horizontal and vertical axes within the mining working which serve as benchmarks
as follows:



Utilizing a lasermetre or a water level and in order to horizontally and vertically
wedge the chosen axes
 Threads and measuring tapes stretched and attached between the ends of the axes
which are marked by nails (first of all one has to make some holes with a powerful
borer with accumulators where to insert wooden dowels which are useful to fix some
needles).
The first elements represented in the drawings done in the underground are threads and
measuring tapes stretched between the axes; further on they stand for reference system for
the surveys. The axes are attached at the measuring points made by the preliminary
exploration and survey team (marked with blue paint), a compulsory operation with a view to
the final general wedging. The horizontal and vertical axes are used as reference systems
for the graphical rendering of the cavities’ outlines, sector by sector, on both sides of the
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axes by measuring some representative points compared to every axe (the measuring tape,
the meter, the plumb line or the laser – for inaccessible points in the roof, are used). Every
axe allows the plan or section representation of a part of the mining working. On different
sections of the plan representations are marked the locations of the stratigraphic, cross and
longitudinal sections. The elevations and the direction of the supporting axes
(measurements done with Topochaix compass) are later transcribed in Excel files. The x, y,
z values obtained are processed by Visual Topo programme which allows the reconstruction
of some plan or 3D images in movement of the axes used for the surveys. After making the
outlines of the underground mining working, the latter is used as a base for putting together
different executed parts (plan and sections) in order to obtain a general representation.
After finishing the initial excavation, an initial description of the mining workings, preferably in
situ, was performed so that all remarkable elements of the mining area were registered. This
description allowed the technical documentation of the diggings’ development, of the
workings’ progress and also the difficulties encountered and/or the discoveries made. The
notes taken underground were later used as a reference base for the final description of the
researched mining workings, which appeared in the final report. The various stages of
archaeological investigation were recorded as of 2003 by digital photography.
The photographs were taken to illustrate the following:






State of remains prior to any intervention;
Images taken during the excavation to document results and methodology employed;
Detailed images showing the stratigraphic sections and artefacts; and
Final images showing the ensemble of works in a certain area, each remarkable
sector and significant details, such as lamp niches, working faces or even drainage
channel.
This photographic archive constitutes an important database of the studied vestiges. It
serves for the drawing-up of the final report and enables interesting editing with panoramic
view for a high-quality rendering for publications and conferences.
The processing of archaeological objects and analyses
The archaeological objects discovered were brought to the surface, washed, marked,
photographed and drawn. The organic remains, mainly wood fragments (splints, boards,
different fragments) and charcoal were drawn for radiocarbon analyses. Remarkable pieces
were photographed, drawn and kept within plastic thin sheet for possible preservation at a
later time.
The most remarkable objects that merited stabilization were preserved either underground,
in special protected zones, wrapped in plastic, or in temperature controlled rooms at the
surface. Depending on the quantity of organic remains discovered, a selection was
performed in order to sample the largest fragments for analyses. Radiocarbon analyses
were carried on by Archéolabs laboratory (Saint Bonnet de Chavagne, Jura, France). This
laboratory also identified the wood species where the wood or charcoal fragments came
from.
Beginning in 2004, once the first wood sample cores were drawn, the dendrochronologic
study of mine wood found at Roşia Montană was undertaken, especially from the water
drainage sector Păru-Carpeni. This work resulted in the creation of a reference scale
available for future archaeological since at the time, there was no existing reliable reference
curve for Romania.
If during diggings, remarkable objects needing separate analyses were discovered,
specialized laboratories undertook these analyses. For instance, during 2003 mission in
Cârnic 13, a litharge roll-shaped fragment (lead oxide, called processing lead) was
discovered. This type of waste, typical for lead metallurgy, is characteristic to Antiquity
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indicating the treatment of an argentiferous galena ore-type in order to separate lead from
silver. Such an object can only come from a metallurgic workshop situated at the surface, at
a higher altitude of Cârnic massif. This object is presently being subjected to chemical
analyses (type ICP-MS) which will precisely clarify its nature and composition.
Geological and ore deposit studies
The initial purpose for the geological study of the ancient mine of Cârnic was the recognition
of the ore type. This objective was attained through a variety of different research methods.
A detailed geological map was drawn using topographic survey and information obtained
from laboratory analysis.
Gold-silver grades1 observations and photographs on thin sections2 and on polished
sections3 supplied further information regarding rock types, hydrothermal alterations, ore
type, mineralogy and metal grades. Several gold-panned concentrates showed the
abundance of gold in the ore bodies explored by the ancient miners.
The geological-metallogenetical approach done during the 2003 campaign had two main
objectives:



To accompany the exploration/assessment of the mining workings in Cârnic Massif;
and,
 To complete the archaeological diggings by information on the geological context.
The second purpose for the geological investigation was to give a detailed picture, in
geological and metallogenetical terms, of the researched areas. This objective was attained
having recourse to old mining works as well as more or less recent outcroppings. The
geological and metallogenetical researches were conducted through fieldwork as well as
different types of analyses.
A thorough field observation (surface and underground areas) is the first condition for
discovering the geology and mineralogy of a mining sector. The field observations point to
interest areas in terms of the metallogenic potential. During the researches, many types of
rocks were identified (dacite, fissured dacite, stockwork areas, breccias), alteration facies
(potassium metasomatosis, silicification) and various types of mineralised structures (veins,
stockworks, breccias). At the same time, an intensive sampling programme was carried out.
All this work is recorded in site notebooks, where sketches of researched areas; rock
sample-taking points, necessary site descriptions and comments are noted.
The first analyses, namely the quantitative analyses conducted by the RMGC laboratory,
show the gold and silver grades for various mineralised structures of Cârnic massif. The
geological and metallogenetical study was reinforced by microscopic analyses (thin sections,
polished sections - polarizing transmission and reflection microscopy) and X-rays analyses
to better describe the process of hydrothermal alterations and was carried out in the
laboratories of the Faculty of Biology and Geology, Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca.

4.4

Oral History Archive

To date, the recent history of communities of the Apuseni Mountains has not been studied in
Romania, nor an oral history archive been attempted for the region. In the Apuseni
Mountains, the historic presence of mining has led to a community of miners that are subject
to a different set of socio-economic influences than other communities in the region.

1
2
3

S.C. Roşia Montană Gold Corporation S.A., Roşia Montană , Romania.
Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca, Romania.
Technical University of Munich, Germany.
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Therefore, the oral history project “Roşia Montană - History and Present-day Reality” came
into being with the purpose of studying this interesting community of miners.
The main research themes were:



Identification of the problems of a mining community subjected to repeated changes
for 60 years, as well as supplementing existing historical information on the Apuseni
Mountains area;
 Economic history of the pre-war, communist and post-communist ages;
 Occupations, mining enterprises for gold extraction, types of property, nationalization
of mines and pestle stamps, and the pattern of everyday life in a mining community;
and,
 Anticommunist resistance and organizations including armed groups hidden in the
mountains, the Black Coats (1945-1946), Dabija’s Group from the Great Mount
(1948-1949), other forms of resistance, and the refusal to pay the product tithe
resulting in people fleeing to improvised shelters in the woods.
The oral history archive contains over 100 hours of interviews recorded with local people
from Roşia Montană, Corna and Bucium villages. All interviews are in digital format and are
identified with a specific record card that gives information about name, age, sex, and
address of the person who was interviewed, main topics of the interview, duration, etc.
At a later stage in compiling this archive, a general database was developed to better
manage this type of information. The archive is stored at the The Center for Oral History of
the National Broadcasting Company, the National Village Museum in Bucharest, the National
History Museum of Romania in Bucharest and in the offices of the Patrimony Department of
RMGC. This archive is part of the future collection of the Mining Museum in Roşia Montană
that will be established by RMGC in collabotration with relevant Romanian institutions.

4.5

Additional Documentary Research

As a result of the evolving complexity of the Project, in 2002, Dr. Lucia Marinescu, the former
director of the National History Museum of Romania, was hired as a consultant on the
Project. Dr. Marinescu provided a great deal of information pertaining to Romania’s ancient
history, ethnology, and in particular, Roman history. Dr. Marinescu also provided the
research team of the “Alburnus Maior” National Research Programme with a report entitled
“Roşia Montana, Alba District - Historic Study” (L. Marinescu, 2002). This study included a
detailed review of documentary, epigraphic, and cartographic sources.
In addition, a documentary study was undertaken in 2004 by Mihaela Simion to identify
Romanian and international sites known to possess evidence of Roman mining. This
information would be invaluable in putting into context the discoveries made in Roşia
Montana.
Also an archive study was undertaken in 2004-2005 by Cristina Rişcuţa, an archive study
upon the contemporary history of Roşia Montană (1918-1945).
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5 Results
This section presents the results of the investigations undertaken by the cultural heritage
team to inventory the elements of cultural heritage in Roşia Montană. Sections 5.1-5.5
document tangible cultural including:






Architecture;
Churches and cemeteries;
Archaeological heritage; and,
Industrial heritage.
The following section details aspects of intangible cultural heritage including:





The oral history archive;
Spiritual Life Aspects: Ceremonials, Festivities and Feasts; and,
Local trades.
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) defines
intangible cultural heritage as:
“The practices, representations, expressions, as well as the knowledge and skills,
that communities, groups and, in some cases, individuals recognise as part of their
cultural heritage. It is sometimes called living cultural heritage, and is manifested
inter alia in the following domains:







oral traditions and expressions, including language as a vehicle of the
intangible cultural heritage;
performing arts;
social practices, rituals and festive events;
knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe; and
traditional craftsmanship.

The intangible cultural heritage is transmitted from generation to generation, and is
constantly recreated by communities and groups, in response to their environment,
their interaction with nature, and their historical conditions of existence. It provides
people with a sense of identity and continuity, and its safeguarding promotes,
sustains, and develops cultural diversity and human creativity (UNESCO, 2004).”

After presenting the inventory of cultural heritage, the last section (Section 5.6) provides
information of how locals perceive their own cultural heritage. This section is based largely
on public consultation efforts undertaken by RMGC.

5.1

Architecture and urban setting

This section presents the results of the Architectural investigation conducted by OPUS as
detailed in Section 2.2. It should be noted that the architecture of churches is in a separate
section (Section 5.3).
5.1.1

Urban Setting of Roşia Montană Village

The urban development of Roşia Montană was largely in relation to economic development,
physical landscape and historical conditions. Due to its structure and the specificity of
buildings, Roşia Montană looks like a market town rather than a village, which separates it
from similar-sized villages in Transylvania.
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The village has two separate zones easily distinguishable by a significant difference in street
networks and the associated urban structure. The first zone stretches from the western
boundary of the village and extends to the public square/market place. This zone is
organised in a linear fashion along the axis created by Roşia Brook and the road that
connects the village to the town of Abrud and Câmpeni via Gura Roşia. This zone is
predominantly characterised by a single row of houses facing the main road. This zone also
includes a Greek Catholic and Orthodox Church. Households in this area all have small
subsistence vegetable gardens and a few fruit trees. Also in this zone are a series of four
apartment buildings that housed mining workers and the RoşiaMin mining museum and
headquarters.
5.1.1.1 The Town Square
The second zone extends eastward from the first zone and stretches towards the northern,
southern, and eastern limits of the locality. The second zone is also organised around
several secondary poles and, as a result, has more of a “pretzel” shape than the linear
configuration of the first zone. This configuration is largely a result of the conditions imposed
by the topography of the Jig and Cârnic Mountains. The town is centred on a polygonal
square; around which there are stone and brick urban-like buildings with plaster decorations
(geometrical and/or vegetal motifs), elements of baroque influence and iron-wrought trellises
in some windows. As a result of the mining influence in the village, the occupational symbol
of mining, two crossed hammers, is placed in a cartouche on the front of several houses.
Although many buildings were demolished, some of which were replaced with newer ones,
the square still preserves the features of the old settlement.
The public square/market place (Appendix E, Photograph 7) forms the main nucleus of the
locality and is the convergence point for a number of roads that connect Roşia Montană with
the upper reaches of the village, including the Brazi and Berg districts, where the
professional elite used to reside. The Piata of Roşia Montană was also used as a weekly
market on Saturdays, a practice that no longer continues today.
Once the Ajtai palace disappeared, the square’s structure underwent a major change: the
built/unbuilt balance was altered by the increase in public space obtained by joining the two
nuclei of the square. Concurrently, the space built in the Northeast extremity of the Văidoaia
zone was diminished in size following a change in the zone’s function from industrial to
agricultural.
5.1.1.2 Dwellings
Houses in and adjacent to the market square (Roşia Piaţã, Berg, Roşia Centru) tend to be
larger than in other neighbourhoods and typically have the secondary rather than front side
of the house facing the road. These dwellings are also enclosed with high stone or plastered
brick walls resembling a small fortress. Stucco rural baroque decorations are on frames of
main gates and include vegetal and geometrical motifs (the occupational marks of mining
(two crossed hammers) are placed within a cartouche on the front of the houses (Figure 7).
Due to the rapid deterioration of the economic situation in Roşia Montană, especially since
1989, many households have been deteriorating, ranging from minor cracking and fractured
facades, to completely uninhabitable buildings with severe cave-ins.
Dwellings constructed in the last 10-15 years represent another group of buildings, some
possessing impressive dimensions (ground floor and 1-2 levels) that reflect the owners’
prosperity. This prosperity was derived from revenues generated from mining before the
nationalisation of mining under communism. These buildings, although reflecting relative
wealth in the village, are not of significant architectural or cultural significance. The blocks of
flats built during the communist regime in Roşia Montană Centru (Roşia Montană Centre)
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and Roşia Montană Piaţă (Roşia Montană Market) are also not considered to be of
significant architectural or cultural significance.
Dwellings in Roşia Montană have been bought and sold at a rate not characteristic of other
villages in the Apuseni Mountains area. This occurrence has resulted in successive
modifications being made to the function of buildings, such as from dwelling to commercial
usage. This has led to changes in building elevation and to the architectural appearance of
the front facade. On account of the rapid deterioration of the economic situation in Roşia
Montană, especially after the fall of communism in 1989, many houses became either
uninhabited or derelict.
Other buildings may be seen in lătureni (roughly translated as side-settlers) neighbourhoods,
including Ţarina, Susaşi, and Gura Minei. These areas possess a way of living that
resembles a more traditional lifestyle, with occupations more characteristic of the Apuseni
Mountains such as cattle raising and farming. The slow rate of development in this region
has left many dwellings unpopulated or merely used for fieldwork.
The layouts of the common houses in the area are predominantly very similar in layout and
design. It is relevant to note that all the great ethnographers who visited Roşia Montană,
including Romulus Vuia, Valeriu Butură, and Tache Papahagi, were only interested in the
gold extraction and processing procedures, without paying any special attention to the folk
architecture of this settlement.
5.1.2

Corna Village

The type of rural households in the village of Corna, part of the Roşia Montană village, is
more characteristic of typical villages in the Apuseni Mountains area. The village of Corna
lies along the Corna Valley, bordering on the north of the town of Abrud, and southeast of
the village of Roşia Montană, and to the northeast of the village of Bucium Poieni. The
village lies next to the Cârnic and Cetate Mountains, and was formed by the unification of
several hamlets: Tăul Cornei (currently made up of 15 households), Bunta (10 households),
Corna Centru (50 households), currently under the administration of the commune of Roşia
Montană and Corna Vale (Gura Cornei), currently under the administration of the town of
Abrud.
These households are arranged as a natural amphitheatre, with height differences of up to
500m with the decreasing axis following the Corna Valley to the west-southwest along 6.5
km. The 122 permanent and temporary households are spread out along the ridges
between the Cârnic and Cetate peaks, as well as towards the village of Bucium Poieni. The
structure of the settlement is typical of the “moţ” rural settlements with the dwelling and
annexes in the middle and prolongation of the properties vertical to the road axis according
to the relief along the Corna Brook.
According to ethnographic and architectural studies, the upper part of the settlement, the
actual Corna locality, looks like a “scattered” settlement (a pattern common for the area of
Apuseni Mountain). The constructions are in different sized and shaped plots, with the only
quasi cohesion-point being the orthodox church area, around which the public edifices of the
settlement are located (the school, the orthodox parish house, the shop, the cultural center
and the local pub).
This is a settlement where Romanians are predominant and differs in this regard from Roşia
Montana, an ethnic and religious melting pot.
The general aspect of the settlement is that of a typical rural mountain locality in the Apuseni
Mountain region, with households and domestic areas on various plots of land, alternating
between wide-open spaces, orchards, yards and pastures.
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5.1.3

House Typology in Roşia Montană and Corna

Typological cataloguing of buildings showed an evolution from traditional forms characteristic
of the Apuseni Mountains area, to specific forms characteristic of market town architecture.
The primary house typology in Roşia Montană was as follows:



Single-room house, with or without terrace in front of the entry, is the oldest type of
dwelling in Roşia Montană and Corna and is also in other villages in the Apuseni
Mountains. These wooden houses have high, shingled roofs, which represent twothirds of the height of the house and are characteristic of dwellings in the Apuseni
Mountains area. The dimensions are limited (4.5 x 5 m), and the height of walls is
1.95 m. The terrace (4.5 x 1.10 m) is along the front side. The house lies directly on
the ground without a foundation. Under the floor of the house, a layer of stone plates
protects beams against humidity.
 House with one living room and pantry is common in Corna, characteristic of the
Apuseni Mountains area, but not typical of Roşia Montană. These houses were
raised on top of a cellar, in accordance with the slope of the ground. Walls were
made of fir beams, corner timbering (blockbau), with dovetail joints. Walls were
plastered and whitewashed. The front side of these houses have terraces. The
living room and pantry are not joined and are accessed through separate entrances
from the terrace. Access to the terrace is provided from the courtyard by wooden
stairs, covered by a roof extension. The roof is shingled.
 House with two rooms and pantry built on raised foundation. This is the most
common house type in both Roşia Montană and Corna, and looks like a two-story
house. This type of dwelling typically has a terrace along the front side, sometimes a
front porch and is accessed from a courtyard by large staircases, either at the middle
of the terrace or sidewise from its end. A roof extension or a separate roof may
cover the stairs. Characteristic of the area’s architecture, these staircases may be
the principal site of ornamentation of the front side of the house. Stone foundation
raising was used on account of irregular relief and to provide a cellar that included a
water basin for gold washing.
Modernizations, such as the addition of further living or storage rooms and extension of
levels, were usually added to houses with two rooms and a pantry and built on raised
foundations. Known as the house with a front porch, this type represents an original element
in the architectural landscape of the area. The front porch of a house is a reflection of social
differentiation and economic prosperity of the owner. Added to the building, the front porch
serves mainly as a decorative function, connecting access stairs from the courtyard to the
terrace. The front porch also provides conditions necessary for the construction of another
cellar under the raised bottom. The front porch has a separate roof with a triangular beam in
the front. Typically, the two rooms have separate entries from the terrace; the pantry lies at
the end of the terrace, and the access stairs from the courtyard are under the extension of
the roof.
Besides traditional types of dwellings, Roşia Montană also has houses less common to the
Apuseni Mountains area. These two-story houses have commercial rooms or local trades
workshops on the ground floor and are built with stone, brick or stone and wood. These
types of houses are characteristic of small market towns or urban areas (buildings in Roşia
Piaţă). Sometimes the ground floor preserves the design of the traditional dwelling, namely
two rooms with a separate entry from veranda (the old terrace with window panes) and
pantry with different positions (behind the living room or at the end of veranda, the traditional
position). The design of the traditional dwelling represented the core of modern dwellings,
around which other living or food storage rooms have been added according to the
economic needs of the family. The addition of these rooms and the modification of the
terrace created an L-shaped house. In the 19th century, German-influenced roofs replaced
the existing style of roof. Another type of roof is the broken roof, of Hungarian influence, and
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is used in the construction of modern houses. Aside from being a more decorative design,
the broken roof is better suited for managing heavy rain.
The modernization of dwellings in Roşia Montană began earlier than in the neighbouring
regions as a result of gold mining prosperity. Most dwellings possess an urban appearance
and include decorations influenced by architectural styles common to the second half of the
19th century. Some decorative elements, such as wrought iron trellises with flower-like
decorations (Appendix E, Photograph 8), were brought from Vienna or ordered from
specialized artisans in urban workshops in Transylvania.
Outbuildings in both Roşia Montană and Corna are relatively small in dimension. This is
because the main occupation of the inhabitants was mining, which did not require the largersized outbuildings of regions more dependent of agriculture. The most frequent outbuildings
are the stables for 1-2 cows, with or without shed, oven, pigsty and/or hencoop.
Some houses also have summer kitchens, separate one-room additions with a room for a
bread oven on the wall opposite to entry. Other additions include two-room stables, where
one room is used as a tool shed or garage. Access to the stable and shed is through
separate entrances from the courtyard.
A more developed type of three-room dwelling, in Ţarina, uses the middle room as a shed
and has whole-hip roof with straw covering. This type of dwelling is characteristic of the
agricultural area of the village.
The administrative and recreational buildings of Roşia Montană are characteristic of
prosperous Transylvanian settlements and are situated in the civic centre of the village.
Public buildings are relatively large compared to village dwelling and have front side
decorations primarily of neoclassical and baroque influence that are characteristic of nearby
towns, particularly Alba Iulia. Dominant building materials used for these buildings are stone
and brick, which are clear indications in this region of an affluent community.
The town hall building, constructed in 1896 in Roşia Piaţă, is presently a bakery. This Lshaped building with two stories is on an artificial terrace, built 2m above street level and
overlooking the market entry. This building has an almost Classic architecture consisting of
portico and columns.
Denominational schools reflect the ethnic diversity of the population of Roşia Montană,
although it is important to note that Roşia Montană was never divided into ethnic
neighbourhoods. Diverse ethnic groups have had good relations and no strict separation
has ever been desired. The Hungarian school and the German school are both in close
proximity to the market centre. The five churches in the village provide another illustration of
good interethnic and interdenominational relationships: Catholic, Greek Catholic, Orthodox,
Unitarian and Protestant.
5.1.4

Building Materials and Engineering

Construction building materials in Roşia Montană and Corna are primarily stone, wood, earth
and straw. In Roşia Montană, and less frequent in Corna, modern materials were used,
including brick, stone for dwelling walls, tile, plate and roofing board.
Building engineering and front side decoration is characteristic of rural areas in Transylvania
and can include modern-styled additions.
Foundations were built using building rubble stone with predominantly clay mortar, lime or
cement as binding material. Foundations are typically 0.50m deep, with increasing depth
required for two-storey houses. The high basement is built of stone or brick and can be
plastered or not. Especially in older buildings (the first half of the 19th century), the
basement may remain unplastered since the practice of finishing basements represents an
urban influence.
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Traditional house walls are made of wood beams (fir tree, beech, common oak) arranged in
horizontal wreaths, typical of northern vernacular architecture. Wood beams are round, and
in older houses cut with an axe, while more recent houses have chiselled beams. Outside
wood walls are unplastered, and more recent houses are plastered with yellow earth daub
placed on a level of broken nut tree twigs. An older system of plastering uses wood nails.
Spaces between inside beams are filled with yellow earth and water and walls are
whitewashed.
Stone has been often used for dwelling walls, in this case cut or chiselled rubble stone, with
or without clay or lime binding material. Stone walls of different thickness are plastered both
inside and outside. Stone has been used less commonly in the construction of living rooms.
Rather, it was used for outbuildings and ground floors, where commercial spaces were
arranged. The use of stone was limited, as it was not suitable for local climatic conditions.
Stone walls are still used for public buildings, churches and funerary monuments.
Building materials for roofs. The typical roof is the whole-hip roof, although the ridge roof
is still used. The framework is made of wood (fir tree, beech, common oak) and is
homogenous in terms of a triangular opening that is characteristic of whole-hip and ridge
roofs. For roof covering, a wider variety of materials have been used, unlike the rest of the
Apuseni Mountains area where straw remained the covering material. Straw is the oldest
covering, frequently used until the end of the 19th century. Straw is currently only used for
outbuilding covering in Roşia Montană. The traditional use of straw consists of long barley
straws being arrange in a layer of about 70 cm over which another layer of birch tree
branches is laid, thereby ensuring resistance to strong winds. This procedure is repeated,
alternating straw layer with birch tree branches until the end of the rafter is reached. At the
end of the rafter, a wooden cross is erected for double purpose: to repel evil and to prevent
water infiltration. Specialized artisans from the village of Mogoş renewed the roof covering
every ten years. Another type of covering used is shingles, used for most houses in the two
villages. Shingles are made from fir trees, are typically around 40 x 9 cm in dimension and
are of simple design. Shingles are bought from traditional markets in Abrud and Câmpeni or
ordered from specialized artisans.
The more prosperous a village is, the more modern the covering material. In this way, the
owner reveals his economic status and imitates urban models. As a result of the prosperity
in Roşia Montană, zinc-plated sheet and brick coverings became more frequent in the first
half of the 19th century.
The following are the primary building materials used in Roşia Montană and Corna:



Stone is used for foundations and for walls and makes use of natural stone quarried
out from pits or of flagstone. Traditional building material has been obtained
following brief rock processing by means of simple tools. Stone has also been used
for enclosing walls and monumental stone gates (mauri).
 Wood represents the main building material for house walls and outbuildings, for the
house framework, shingle covering, ceilings, floors, beams, and terrace parapets.
 Clay is used as binding material and for finishing.
 Brick is an artificial building material made of clay mixed with water and sand. Made
in brickyards, it reached the rural world rather late and only through towns. Brick
made by artisans has been seldom used.
Building materials for walls can be mixed with stronger material being used for the footings,
the ground floor and the basement. House building required the participation of several
artisans including the designer, carpenter, brick mason and cabinetmaker. The designer
and the owner made the design of the house, taking into account the foundation soil and the
number of family members.
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5.1.5

Historical and Protected Buildings

The centre of Roşia Montană includes several buildings of local historical interest, some of
which are classified as legally recognised historical monuments. Most of these buildings are
of 19th century date and represent various periods or influences in Austro-Hungarian
architecture. These buildings were inventoried and described in detail by specialists as part
of the cultural preservation effort initiated by RMGC. A list of the historical monuments in
Roşia Montană is in Appendix C.
On the basis of ethnological investigations in Roşia Montană, many buildings in Roşia Piaţă,
Berg, Brazi, Roşia Centru and the village of Corna have architecture that illustrates rural life
and civilization and a way of life similar to that of a market town. This similarity is a result of
local inhabitants’ occupations in the mining industry radically changing their social status.
This change in status resulted in them considering themselves different from their
neighbours, the side-settlers, who were dependent on agriculture and other occupations
characteristic of rural life, including: forestry, smithery, joinery, etc.
It is important to note that a process of acculturation took place in Roşia Montană during the
18th-20th centuries, a feature that can be identified in certain historical buildings by a mixture
of architectural styles and historical influences. This assessment is based on direct on-site
observation and monographic investigation, which was helpful in the identification of social
group (ethnic, denominational, occupational) characteristics of the local residents, such as
income level, social rank, religious denomination, etc.
In February 2002, based on the specific documentation submitted by RMGC and the Ministry
of Culture and Religions, declared the formal boundaries for a Protected zone in the historic
centre of the locality. In 2006, the documentation for the PUZ of the Protected zone will to
be submitted to the Commune Council of Roşia Montană and the Local Council of Alba.
As of November 2005, RMGC owned 14 historical buildings in Roşia Montană.

5.2

Churches and Cemeteries

This section presents an inventory of Roşia Montană churches and cemeteries and also
details their significance and context within the community. Churches and cemeteries are
key elements of cultural heritage and are significant elements of communities in terms of
their religious significance, visual contribution to the cultural landscape, as well as
representing an integral part of the sociological fabric of a village by acting as a meeting
place.
Romanian Orthodox Christians represent the majority of religious belief in the area as with
the rest of Romania, although several other Christian denominations can also be found:
Greek Catholics, Roman Catholics, Protestants, Unitarian Christians, and Baptists. The
diversity in religious groups is a result of the diversity in ethnic groups that have migrated to
Roşia Montană (Table 1-1).
The Romanian Orthodox Church belongs to the Eastern Orthodoxy and is the secondlargest Orthodox Church in the world. Like other national orthodox churches in Eastern
Europe, it is a self-governed Church, currently under the authority of the Patriarch.
Romanian Orthodoxy can be considered as the ethnic Romanians’ original religion, and
today, 80% of the Romanian population recognize themselves as Romanian Orthodox. This
proportion is lower in the Project-Affected Area due largely to the lengthy rule of the AustroHungarian Empire. This empire was predominantly Catholic and Calvinist, and restricted
Orthodox freedom of religion and the immigration of non-orthodox foreigners.
The Roman Catholic faith was introduced in the area after the invasion of Transylvania by
the Hungarian Catholic kingdom in the 11th century. Hungarian Catholic dioceses were then
set up, in place of the Orthodox dioceses.
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During the 16th century, most Transylvanians of Saxon (German) origin, as well as some
Hungarian Transylvanians, moved from Catholicism to Calvinism. The Unitarian Church was
created around 1570 in Transylvania, then under Hungarian rule. It is estimated that about
80,000 Unitarians are in Romania and Hungary. The Greek Catholics (also called Uniats)
are Christians of Byzantine rite (like the Romanian Orthodoxy) that recognise the Pope’s
leadership rather than the Orthodox Patriarch’s. The Uniats were established in the 17th to
18th centuries in Transylvania and Galicia (Western Ukraine). This occurred when the
Roman Catholic Habsburgs ruled these regions and pressed the locals into accepting papal
hegemony, which some did, while keeping Byzantine liturgy (a rite or body of rites prescribed
for public worship) (Merriam-Webster, 2004). In Transylvania, Uniats recognized the Pope
as their leader and were recognized by the Pope around 1700. The Greek Catholic Church
was banned in 1948 and was re-established in 1990 after Ceauşescu was overthrown.
Some of its properties and churches were taken over by the Orthodox Church, which was
also persecuted by the Communists, but not banned.
The end of Communism in Romania and the re-establishment of freedom of worship
(particularly for the Greek Catholics) resulted in disputes over some churches or church
properties. This is representative of the situation in Roşia Montană; one church is subject to
a dispute over ownership between the Orthodox Church and the Greek Catholic Church.
Another recent phenomenon is the active proselytism of neo-protestant churches.
The number of churches in Roşia Montană comuna is not only a reflection of its spiritual
diversity, but also of the wealth that was accumulated by some of the miners. A legendary
figure, Michael Gritta, who amassed a considerable fortune, assisted in the funding of seven
churches in Roşia Montană and other nearby locations (P. Popoiu, 2004).
There are seven main religious denominations in Roşia Montană and Corna including:



The Romanian Orthodox Church has the largest congregation, with ( 370 families)
and a Church Council of 15 members; the Priest lives in the locality (Roşia Montană
- 587 registered parishioners and Corna - 196 registered parishioners)
 The second largest congregation is the Greek Catholic Church with 90 registered
parishioners (70 in Roşia Montană , 20 in Corna), and a Church Council of 8; the
Roşia Montană priest lives in Cluj & the priest from Corna lives in Câmpeni.
 The Roman Catholic Church has 45 registered parishioners, and a Church Council of
4. The priest lives in Alba Iulia;
 The Reformed Church with 1 congregant;
 The Unitarian Church with 21 members;
 The Baptist Church with 35 members;
 The Pentecostal Church 82 members.
The ethnic diversity that has shaped present day Roşia Montană is further demonstrated by
its total of 7 churches and 3 prayer houses and 12 cemeteries (not including private
cemeteries on private property). However, with the current predominance of the Romanian
Orthodox Church in the region and Romania at large, some of these churches are now
deserted or in need of restoration works.
There are a total of five (5) churches and a prayer house in Roşia Montană village. Three
(3) of these churches are outside of the legally protected zone and include:





The Romanian Orthodox Church;
The Greek Catholic Church; and,
The Pentecostal prayer house; and
Churches within the protected zone include:




The Roman Catholic Church (1866);
The Unitarian Church (1796) (abandoned); and,
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The Reformed Church (early 19th century).
In addition to the churches in Roşia Montană, there are also two churches and two prayer
houses in Corna including:







The Romanian Orthodox Church (1719);
The Greek Catholic Church (1841); and,
Two Baptist Church prayer houses.

5.2.1.1 Orthodox Church - Corna
The Orthodox Church (Appendix E, Photograph 9) is at the centre of the Corna Village
settlement and is surrounded by the nucleus of the community, predominantly of Romanian
ethnology. The steeple tower and pyramid-shaped roof visually dominate the area and the
general view of the village.
The Church is considered to be in very good condition with only minor external damage.
The plaster exterior coat is broken in various places at ground level, but does not detract
significantly from the church’s appearance. While the broken render may have allowed
water to enter internally, there is no clear evidence of it as high back church seats cover the
interior to a height of 1.5 metres.
The internal paint system shows stencil patterns overlaying the background colour on all
walls and the roof. The wall patterns cover approximately 340 m2 and the roof patterns
cover approximately 340 m2. The entrance hall has a full size mural of Adam and Eve
covering approximately 8.5 m2. The mural on the entrance wall to the altar with 10 figures,
including angels, covers approximately 45 m2. The roof of the altar annex is fully painted
with a mural pattern without figures and covering an area of approximately 20 m2.
In addition to the stencil patterns, the church has a number of movable items, which include:











Church bell;
Altar;
Hanging light fixtures (3);
Tapestries;
Wall hung paintings and icons;
Mezzanine supports and timber facia guardrail;
False timber wall to altar with swinging doors;
Seating for parishioners (timber and wall-mounted); and,
Miscellaneous tables with cloth covers.

5.2.1.2 Greek-Catholic Church – Roşia Montană
The Orthodox Church (Appendix E, Photograph 9), also known as the Descent of the Holy
Spirit Church, was constructed in Roşia Montană in 1741 and later converted to Greek
Catholic. In 1948, the Romanian Orthodox resumed ownership of the Church; however, the
Greek Catholic Church regained ownership in 2004.
The Church’s history is related to the Greek Catholic archpriest Simeon Balint, who also later
became Avram’s Iancu’s prefect in the Revolution of 1848. Simeon Balint is buried in the
Church’s cemetery.
This Church also has a parish fair day for the “Assumption of the Virgin” held on September
8. The 2004 List of Historic Buildings includes this his church as historic monument (code
2004 - AB-II-m-B-00269).
Items of cultural value inside the church include:
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Silver-threaded standard for religious processions (representing the lament of Jesus);
Wood icons dated from 1817; and,
Wooden imperial doors with gold stucco dated from 1750.
The Orthodox Church appears to be in excellent condition and is marginally smaller in length
than the Corna Valley Orthodox Church although possessing a similar internal plan. It is our
understanding that its internal painting is also quite similar to both other Orthodox churches
and has similar furnishing.
5.2.1.3 Romanian Orthodox Church - Roşia Montană
Externally the Romanian Orthodox Church (Appendix E, Photograph 9) appears sound.
However, internally there are many cracks (Appendix E, Photograph 13), some of which
are quite structurally substantial. This cracking is most likely a direct result of the daily
blasting that occurs as result of existing mining operations by RoşiaMin. It is also likely that
this cracking will become more extensive with the continued blasting, in particular as it
encroaches on the church’s location. There is also some paint degradation due to water
infiltration.
The plan of the church is wider by one metre internally and is approximately three metres
higher than the eaves from the Greek Orthodox Church. The mural paintings have also
larger to accommodate larger surface area in this church, although there is no entrance
hallway mural. This church also has a wall-mounted pulpit with stairway.
The church also has a number paintings and murals (Appendix E, Photograph 12)
including:
Stencil on walls (600 m2);
Sky patterns on ceiling (175 m2);
Mural on entrance to altar (50 m2); and,
Mural on ceiling (main hall) (60 m2).
The mural painting on the entrance to the altar is a watercolour painting made by the miner I.
Dumitraş in 1972. The church also has two princely doors that have three levels of icons
(The Annunciation and the Evangelists) and are surrounded by gold-plated and moulded
stalks. There is also a silver-threaded embroidery above the doors representing “Mourning
Jesus.”






The pulpit is suspended on the first pilaster of the church’s northern wall and was
constructed into the brickwork. There are panels with Christian symbols brought out of the
plasterwork in bold relief on two sides. The church also possesses a large bell constructed
in 1923.
The one outstanding difference with this church is that it has twenty-one external mural
portraits comprising approximately 34 m2.
5.2.1.4 Greek Catholic Church - Corna
The Greek Catholic Church in Corna village (Appendix E, Photograph 10), constructed in
1841, is in very poor condition, with severe interior and exterior degradation. The external
render has broken away in large areas, exposing the walls to direct weather conditions. This
resulted in moisture contamination throughout the interior of the church.
The interior exposure to moisture contributed to a collapse of roofing render, eroded the
internal wall render throughout, and resulted in extensive damage in particular up to one
metre from the ground. Water has also damaged several religious paintings hanging in the
church. Although several items are damaged, the items that may still be of local interest
include:
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Painted alter with icons;
Hanging paintings;
Hanging tapestries;
Curtains;
Miscellaneous tables and covering cloths;
Timber seating for the parishioners; and,
Church bell, if one is still in place.
The church does not currently have vehicle access and is very difficult to visit as the only
available access is via unstructured pathways up a steep incline to the church, which is on
the crest of a hill. The church presently holds services only twice monthly.
5.2.1.5 Roman Catholic Church - Roşia Montană
The Roman Catholic Church (Appendix E, Photograph 10) was built in 1866 on the hill that
towers over the central market. This church represents the reconstruction of the first known
Catholic Church in Roşia Montană, which was destroyed at the end of the 18th century
during the upraisal of Horea, Cloşca and Crişan, and, together with the Unitarian and
Protestant churches, it forms a unitary group. The church is enclosed with a graveyard,
preserving funerary architecture dated to the mid-19th century, belonging to important
families in Roşia Montană, of different ethnic groups and denominations, which reflects the
acculturation of the settlement.
The Roman Catholic Church is in the legislated protected zone of the proposed project. This
church appears on the 2004 list of historical monuments (Ministry of Cults and Culture);
however, it is classified as a house. The church is in excellent condition.
The church has an elaborate lighting system with individual lights that are either wallmounted above or below hanging paintings or symbols. Although a complete inventory of
items was not conducted now, the following known objects are in the church:



Church altar in marble and with painting (the altar has many components and is 10m
high)
 Ancillary altar components including candlesticks, tables and small icons;
 2 marble barriers to the altar;
 Priest’s pulpit with stairway access;
 2 icons in timber frames (3m high);
 Suspended crystal chandelier;
 Icon in timber frame (4m high);
 “Built in” icon of Mary (4-5m high);
 20 + hanging paintings;
 Numerous hanging tapestries;
 Church organ;
 Church bell;
 Icon of Jesus in burial chamber (front room, right hand side);
 Padded timber seating for parishioners;
 Inner entrance doors in timber and lead lined glass;
 Floor carpets and rugs; and,
 Miscellaneous furniture items.
The icon of Mary is perhaps the most significant cultural feature of the Church and is thought
to have been a gift from Empress Maria Theresa of Austria in the 18th century.
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5.2.1.6 Unitarian Church - Roşia Montană
The Unitarian Church (Appendix E, Photograph 10), constructed in 1796, is in the
Protected Zone. The church generally appears structurally sound. However, superficial
damage exists externally and internally, primarily due to water infiltration (Appendix E,
Photographs 12 and 13). There is minor damage to external render and heavy staining of
paintwork over the side entrance roof (possibly a moss residue).
Internally, there are watermarks, from what appears to be a rising damp covering of
approximately 50% of the wall area to a height of 1.5 m. There are also some stains or
minor render problems at the wall-ceiling joints.
The internal appointments of the church include:












Church bell;
Wall mounted pulpit with stairway;
Pipe organ;
Hanging light fixture;
Wall-mounted plaque;
Numerous wall hung plaques;
Organ balcony facia guardrail;
Floor rugs and tapestries;
Heavy timber seating for parishioners; and,
Miscellaneous small items.
Within the church, some distinctive paintwork on the ceiling and column decoration exists,
which appears to be gold leaf.
5.2.1.7 Reformed Church - Roşia Montană
The Reformed Church (Appendix E, Photograph 11) was constructed early in the 19th
century and is in a very poor state of repair, with extensive damage to the external render,
structural damage to the entrance stairway and floors, and water or mould degradation
internally surrounding the mounted pulpit.
Other damage includes broken louvres in the bell tower, broken or missing windows, and
lifting roof sheeting. The church is in the protected zone of the project. The movable
heritage in the church includes:






Church bell dated 1833;
Wall mounted pulpit with stairway;
Heavy timber seating for parishioners; and,
Upper balcony timber facia guardrail.

5.2.1.8 Baptist Prayer House #1 - Corna
The recently erected Baptist prayer house (Appendix E, Photograph 11) was built due to
the revival of the Baptist neo-Protestantism after 1990. It was in existence since the
beginning of the 19th century, after some locals who had left for the United States in search
of their fortune, probably working in gold mines, returned to their native home.
The new Prayer House in Corna Village is a single level structure of 63 m2 of which 50.7 m2
comprises the Prayer assembly hall. The building is in excellent condition with no obvious
defects inside or outside. The interior appointments include:




Wood burning heater;
Electric organ;
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Pulpit;
Seating for parishioners;
Wall-hung pictures in frames (6 or 7);
Coat hangers;
Carpets and rugs;
Curtains;
3 suspended lights with fans in main room; and,
Miscellaneous items.

5.2.1.9 Baptist Prayer House #2 - Corna
The older of the two Prayer Houses in Corna (Appendix E, Photograph 11) is a single-level
structure encompassing 28 m2, excluding the entrance foyer. The building appears to have
been well maintained and there are no obvious external defects. This Prayer House is quite
remote and does not have vehicle access.
CPS was unable to gain access to the interior of the prayer house, but have assumed that
most, if not all of the Prayer House accessories were moved to the new, larger Baptist
Prayer House in Corna Village.
5.2.1.10 Pentecostal Prayer House - Roşia Montană
This prayer house is a simple structure of a single-level construction, although it has a
significant storage area beneath the main level. The prayer house appears in excellent
condition with no obvious defects and is extremely well maintained.
The interior appointments include:













Wood burning heater;
Pulpit;
Keyboard and speakers;
Seating for parishioners;
Paintings (2 hangings)
Musical instruments;
Carpet and rugs;
Coat hangers;
Curtains;
Lights with fan in main room (2); and,
Miscellaneous items.
Twelve cemeteries exist inside the proposed footprint of the Project Area: 6 in Roşia
Montană locality and 6 in Corna/Gura Cornii locality. In Roşia Montană specifically, the
cemeteries are the following:





One cemetery owned by the State – Ţarina cemetery;
One cemetery owned by the Romanian Orthodox church – Orlea cemetery;
One cemetery owned by the Romanian Orthodox church – in the courtyard of the
Romanian Orthodox Church;
 One cemetery owned by the Greek Catholic Church;
 One Roman Catholic cemetery (in the protected zone),
 One Unitarian cemetery (in the protected zone).
In Corna/Gura Cornei, there are:
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Three Romanian Orthodox cemeteries;
One Greek Catholic cemetery;
One multiconfesional cemetery;
One Baptist cemetery.
There are also a number of private cemeteries that together with the twelve cemeteries,
brings the total number of graves to 1855.
Private cemeteries consist of individual or small groups of graves on private plots. Two
cemeteries in Roşia Montană are in the protected zone, other three are in the footprint of the
Project, while the remaining one will require grave relocation.
In the cemetery surrounding the Greek Catholic church in Corna, there are a significant
number of stone-carved funeral monuments (crosses) with trefoiled arms that can be dated
on the second half of the 19th century. The Orthodox cemetery is at the very limits of the
central area of the village and not around the church, having a relatively small number of
graves humbly marked by a concrete-cast cross. Considering that the village’s houses are
scattered and very difficult to reach during the rainy season, the authorities allowed for
entombment of the family members on the land of the respective family's household, a
practice that is still upheld today.
An inventory was undertaken for each cemetery that included mapping of the cemetery and
the individual graves, and individual record cards for each grave including photographs.

5.3

Archaeological Heritage

This section presents the archaeological, mining and industrial heritage of Roşia Montană
based on the archaeological investigation and evaluation conducted by RMGC and the
inventory of artefacts stored in the existing RoşiaMin Museum in Roşia Montană.
Archaeological resources consist of subsurface artefacts, structures, and related materials in
a spatial and stratigraphic context that constitute a unique scientific, artistic, and cultural
record of the past societies that created them. Furthermore, where modern day records are
non-existent or incomplete, archaeological remains may represent the only record of the
people that created them.
Interest in the ancient remains at Roşia Montană began as early as the 15th century. The
fortuitously discovered epigraphic and sculptural material is significant in comparison to the
relatively limited geographical extent of the historic mining exploitation at Alburnus Maior.
These artefacts became objects of study for the scholars as early as the late Renaissance
period, when the first discoveries concerning the Roman period were made at Roşia
Montană. These artefacts contributed significantly to the understanding of the social and
economic history of the province of Roman Dacia.
Roman artefacts were discovered by various chroniclers, antiquarians and foreign travellers
that came to Transylvania on political, military or diplomatic missions as early as the 16th-17th
centuries. The 19th and 20th centuries represent the period when the majority of the
discoveries from this area were introduced into the scientific literature, even though these
were restricted to archaeological chance discoveries and a few trial trenches/sondages. A
summary of the archaeological discoveries made in the Roşia Montană area prior to 2000 is
presented in Appendix G.
Also, the toponyms present on the wax tablets provoked a series of discussions concerning
the urban evolution of the economic centre at Alburnus Maior. From this point of view one
can distinguish two main interpretations. The first theory suggests the generic toponym
Alburnus Maior covers a series of permanent or temporary settlements related to the
presence of Illyro-Dalmatian colonists, specialized in the extraction and primary processing
of the gold ore.
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Certain items of information supported by epigraphic sources support this theory. Thus, the
mention of a vicus Pirustarum, of the Ansium settlement, of a statio Resculum, the formula
K(astellum) Baridustarum, as well as the whole discussion on their location and on other
toponyms mentioned on the wax tablets or inscriptions, suggest the presence of an
autonomous conglomerate of settlements that had their own administration, illustrating the
“Dalmatine system” of organizing and exploiting gold mines.
The second theory tends to view Alburnus Maior as an autonomous structure, with a so far
uncertain juridical status, and the above-mentioned toponyms as names of the various
districts or ethnic groups in the same unitary settlement. What is certain is that the
information offered by the analysis of the epigraphic sources indicates a densely populated
area – in a relatively short time span all through the 2nd century AD, if we consider the
chronological information offered by the wax tablets – that concentrated a variety of nationes
among which the Illyro-Dalmatian element was predominant. Based on epigraphic sources,
Vasile Pârvan, a pioneer in Romanian archaeology, concluded that Roşia Montană was a
densely populated area that underwent a progressive evolution with important demographic
variations and compared the gold mines to a “California of Antiquity”, giving the settlement at
Alburnus Maior an exceptional historical-literary importance as a “Californian town of an
international civilization”, comparable to the gold rush in North America in modern times.
Prior to 2000, it was especially difficult to distinguish the status of the settlement at Alburnus
Maior in the juridical framework of municipal life in the province of Dacia and neither of the
two aforementioned theories has been confirmed
Information on the ancient gold exploitation centre has been enriched with time, especially
on the occasion of the discovery of the wax tablets and the approximately 75 epigraphic
monuments (Appendix G). Most of the information concerning their discovery remains
fragmented, with information being vague or restricted to oral information.
With regard to archaeological research, in 1983, during salvage excavations undertaken by
V. Wollmann in the north-eastern extremity of the Hăbad Massif, at the Brădoaia reference
point, a Roman sacred area was discovered (sacellum, lucus); it contained approximately 25
votive altars made of limestone, entirely or partially preserved, as well as part of their bases
(see V. Wollmann, AIIAC, 27, 1985 – 1986; RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 24; V. Wollman,
Mineritul ..., 1996, p. 195, 296, pl. XIV298, pl. LI.).
It is important to note that even though present-day Roşia Montană has been seriously
affected by recent and historic gold mining activities, until 2000 no funds were allocated for
archaeological research. Specialists only conducted a small number of sondages in order
to try to recover particularly valuable materials, to be exhibited in the RoşiaMin Museum in
Roşia Montană.
In the absence of other clues, the overall understanding of ancient Alburnus Maior was
exclusively based on the information gathered from the epigraphic monuments and
knowledge of typical Roman settlements in the province of Dacia. The archaeological
research undertaken starting in 2000 on the site at Roşia Montană has shown the limits of
this type of historical-archaeological interpretation and has allowed for a much clearer
understanding of the site’s ancient history.
The Alburnus Maior National Research Program (2000-2006) began with an archaeological
assessment in 2000, which laid the foundation for the remainder of the archaeological
programme and resulted in the following conclusions:





All sites identified in the Roşia Montană area are totally or partially impacted by
earlier human activities or due to natural processes such as erosion;
A rescue archaeological programme should be organised before the beginning of the
exploitation proposed by RMGC;
Without a coherent and sustainable programme immediately following the
archaeological assessment, the archaeological heritage will be adversely impacted.
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5.3.1

This adverse impact includes impacts from the existing State-owned mine and
current habitation in the Roşia Valley (agricultural works);
The final decision of the Ministry of Cultural and Religious Affairs with respect to the
archaeological heritage and the proposed Project should reflect the opportunity for
research and preservation of this area, which has never been subject to a complete
archaeological investigation;
The Ministry of Culture and Religious Affairs must nominate a scientific coordinator
for a cultural programme that will determine the type of permitted activities on the
Roşia Montană site;
An archaeology department must be established by RMGC to provide the financial
resources for an archaeological programme as required by the law in addition to
implementing a cultural heritage management plan in the future years if the Project
goes forward.
Archaeological Structures

This section provides an inventory of buildings from the ancient and medieval period that
were uncovered during the surface archaeological programme. No structures were
discovered from the age of migration. Any structures that were uncovered during
exploratory trenching would then undergo extensive archaeological excavation and if
determined of significant importance, restored and preserved in situ accoding to the ESMS
Plans, Plan M, Cultural Heritage Management Plan. Based on the historical and cultural
heritage significance of the structure uncovered during this excavation, an appropriate
management strategy would then be undertaken (ESMS Plans, Plan M, Cultural Heritage
Management Plan).
The surface archaeological programme to date has revealed remains, mainly from the
Roman age (2nd and 3rd centuries) including cemeteries, sacred areas, a funerary
monument, habitation areas and a small number of buildings.
5.3.1.1 Habitation
There were four Roman-era inhabitation areas in the Project area discovered in:






Hop Găuri;
Hăbad;
Tăul Ţapului; and
Carpeni.

Habitation structures of the Găuri-Hop-Hăbad-Tăul Ţapului site
The area is situated in the immediate vicinity of the Cetate mountain massif (the southern
slope), which has been seriously damaged by mining operations undertaken of a significant
period of time. Evidence of historic mining can be seen clearly through the presence of
dumps and other primary waste products of processed ore. Furthermore, the opening of the
surface mining quarry in 1970 has permanently modified the topography and has irrevocably
destroyed most of the archaeological patrimony of the Cetate mountain massif and the area
around it.
The undertaking of the National Program of Research Alburnus Maior in 2001, a global
archaeological has been implemented that simultaneously investigates the surface and
underground archaeology of the ancient Alburnus Maior.
The archaeological surface research component of this program has taken place in the
areas partially preserved following the opening of the Cetate quarry in the 70’s, in
conjunction with the underground archaeological research.
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As early as the 19th century, the Roşia Montană area was recognised in socialarchaeological literature as the origin of a series of epigraphic documents, part of them
engraved in the entrance wall to the “Ferdinand de Sus” (Upper Ferdinand) Gallery. Also,
relying on personal observations made in mid 19th century, the geologist Fr. Pošepny,
indicated with greater precision, traces of a Roman necropolis near the Găuri area.
In the vicinity of the Cetate mountain massif, the discovery in 1983 of important epigraphic
material in an archaeological context (named by the author of the research “open air
temple”) opened discussions on the possibility of locating in this area one of the habitation
nuclei or an administrative structure dating back to the Alburnus Maior settlement.
The results of the archaeological campaigns between the years 2000–2003 have delimited
the archaeological potential of the area around the Cetate area and around traces of ancient
mining exploitation researched at Găuri. At this point in the archaeological campaigning, an
image of a unitary archaeological ensemble began to emerge, showing elements which
indicated specific forms of habitation, a cremation necropolis, sacred areas, possible
communication networks between various points of interest, all of which were related to
extraction sites and, most likely, to primary ore processing sites off the south-western slopes
of the Cetate mountain massif.
In the immediate vicinity of the mining exploitation area, a series of habitation structures as
well as traces of the ancient road network have been identified and investigated. The
habitation structures include two buildings with stone walls bound with earth that are
presently in a precarious state of preservation (the sites at Găuri and Hop Botar).
Archaeological research has also revealed the presence of an early phase of settlement in
the same time period, consisting of wooden dwellings of a rudimentary form. The
archaeological inventory is relatively poor and specific to habitation areas including habitat
ceramics, grinders, lamps, nails and spikes.
Southeast of these complexes segments of a local road network (with a variable width of
2.60-2.80m and 3.40 – 3.55 m) were identified.
The traces of civil dwelling on the Hăbad Brădoaia are part of the same structure, although
in the archaeological perimeter, several elements belonging to a building complex have been
identified (building with a foundation made of stone walls bound with earth, divided in five
distinct rooms, two separate functioning phases; dimensions: 25.00m x 9.50 m). The
archaeological artefacts associated with this structure were rather poor and included ceramic
vessels, two fibulae and iron objects. The habitat complex is associated with part of a
Roman road (width 2.00 m), identified in the same area.
The research of this ensemble has been complemented by information provided by the
investigation of another complex of buildings of civil function, from the Tăul Ţapului site. The
research of this area was part of the investigation of a much larger area, between Seliştea
Valley and Nan Valley, using the Tăul Ţapului artificial lake as a landmark. The
neighbouring lake area has been investigated (by trial trenches) on a series of private
properties. After further investigation, only a limited area was determined to be of
archaeological interest. The traces have been identified and studied, consisting only of
foundations of a dwelling complex, dating from the Roman period and consisting of a
rectangular central building (16.20 x 13.40 m) and another building, probably annexed to the
former (22.00 x 13.00 m). Artefacts in this area were scarce, and very little of the constituent
elements of this archaeological ensemble has been preserved.
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Habitation structures on the Carpeni Hill
Carpeni Hill is situated in the central area of the present-day commune of Roşia Montană.
Of the areas investigated, this area yielded the largest number of archaeological remains of
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good quality and judging by their state of preservation, these finds can be considered
significant. Here a Roman fortress was supposed to have existed based on previous chance
finds prior to 2000. Interesting indications of archaeological objectives relate to the central
area of the plateau, known as “Bisericuţă”. Although the discoveries made here (epigraphic
monuments, bricks) have been documented extensively and some materials originating from
a building with a hypocaust installation were briefly mentioned, this information is incomplete
and sometimes imprecise. Most of the times, the tegular material found here was related to
the presence of the Legio XIII Gemina at Alburnus Maior, without any direct supporting
evidence. Recent archaeological research (2000-2001, MNUAI and MNIT) on Carpeni Hill
has distinguished elements of habitat and a funeral area including a small number of pit
dwellings (ancient houses dug into the ground) and a group of graves (8). The two buildings
with hypocaust installations were found in the central part of the plateau (named E1) and in
the southwestern extremity (named E2) of the Carpeni Hill area. There are indications that
additional remains could be in the northern area of the mountain massif, on the property of
the Bădău family and in the area of what now is the stadium, along with the southern part of
the hill. However, the archaeological context and integrity of the site has been affected in
the 1950’s by the construction of this stadium and in the 1970’s by the building of a block of
flats in the northern part of the Carpeni Hill.
It is hard to set chronological or functional relationships between the three archaeologically
investigated sites. Information regarding the ancient road networks was not available prior to
the archaeological investigation and the topography of the area as been significantly
modified by the depositing of waste rock from modern mining activities. Furthermore,
difficulties in conduction field research and subsequent evaluation or results was
compounded, the majority of the hill presently being covered by forest.
There is a clear relationship between the two buildings E1 and E2, given that both were
complete with hypocaust installations, built out of tegular material marked with the stamp of
the Legio XIII Gemina, and the wall-building technique also being similar (walls bound with
mortar and plastered). It seems likely that these buildings were of the same or similar period
although the duration of their use appears to differ.
In the two buildings an impressive quantity of bricks, tegulae and tegulae mammatae
(Roman construction tiles) was discovered, more rarely imbrices or tubuli (other elements of
Roman construction). Out of all the tegular stamped material, only relatively small fragments
were preserved, due to which a categorisation could only sporadically be made where the
thickness of the brick could be determined. The materials in question have been discovered
in levels of debris, and thus it was not possible to obtain additional information regarding the
dating of this type of stamp.
The archaeological topography of the Carpeni Hill indicates the existence of certain
elements of habitation in the western area and possible religious buildings or evidence of
collegia (religious funerary association in ancient times) in the northern and southern areas.
In the central and eastern areas lie E1 and E2, both hypocaust buildings. The function of
these edifices may be connected to administrative or fiscal activities of the mining area or to
other public activities. Further archaeological investigation will hopefully locate the
encampment area of the Roman legionaries that are likely to have participated in
construction activities, at least in the first half of 2nd century A.D. For now, the discoveries of
military equipment in these buildings are the only clues that directly support this theory.
In the western extremity of Carpeni Hill, another funeral ground was uncovered (eight
Roman cremation graves were investigated), as well as modest civil habitation structures
dating from the same era.
As a result of the archaeological finds uncovered in the Carpeni area from 2000-2003, the
Carpeni Hill area has been classified as an archaeological reserve.
Appendix E, Photograph 16
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5.3.1.2 Sacred Areas
There were two sacred areas found in the Project area:




Hăbad Brădoaia and
Nanului Valley

The sacred area from Hăbad Brădoaia
Excavations undertaken on the Hăbad-Brădoaia plateau have confirmed the existence of the
sacred areas investigated through archaeological trial trenches in 1983-1984 by V.
Wollmann. Teams from MCDR and IAIAC undertook research on the property of the GrecoCatholic Church and on the property of the Oprişa family as part of the 2001 campaign. This
research revealed seven Roman buildings in a poor state of preservation (in certain cases
the original trajectories of the walls was identified only on the basis of the imprint left by the
wall), very likely made of wood, with stone foundation bound with earth, as well as part of the
road that crossed the area in Roman times.
One of the buildings belongs to a category of apse-shaped structures encountered in Roman
Dacia as well as in other parts of the Empire. In Dacia, this type of buildings is found at Ulpia
Traiana Sarmizegetusa, Porolissum and Germisara (ancient cities in Roman-Dacia). These
structures have been interpreted as temples, or more recently as buildings pertaining to the
collegia-headquarters (meeting place of the collegia) type. In the case of the building
uncovered at Hăbad, either of these two functions is possible given the type of inscriptions
discovered.
Another building was shaped by three walls that formed a layout which can be interpreted as
similar to that of a classic temple. The building was rectangular with the long side being
oriented north-south. It is likely that the perimeter wall enclosed a yard. The epigraphic
altars uncovered at this site belonged to a temple garden and were oriented westward,
according to the established rules (Vitruvius IV, 5, 2). Such plans of temples are also found
in other centres of Roman Dacia. Concerning three other hypothetical buildings (only the
walls at the northern and western extremities of the plateau remain), nothing could be learnt
about their function due to their poor state of preservation. It is possible one of the buildings
may have belonged to the consular beneficiaries mentioned in the inscriptions found on the
Hăbad plateau.
According to the authors of the research, the complexes in question may not only represent
sacred areas, but also a domestic structure, positioned on either side of the road. Artefacts
uncovered in this area included four epigraphic votive altars found together with fragments of
altars, ceramics (amphorae, pitchers, lamps, pots, cups, bowls), metal pieces (spikes,
fragments of a dagger, pieces of a pickaxe, a hatchet with covering for handling),
fragmentary fibulas (made of bronze and iron).
Also, on the Vasinca property, about 100m west of the Hăbad plateau, a possible sacred
area has been identified and investigated (5 votive altars, out of which three were
epigraphic).
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The sacred areas from Nanului Valley
The area is limited to the north and east by the Găuri Brook riverbed and to the west by the
peaks of the Nan Valley. The village road between Roşia-Tăul Ţapului-Sălişte-Abrud marks
the southernmost point of the area. This part of the Nanului Valley is identified on the
Pošepny map under the name of Curisiul Monului. Geologically speaking, the hills, with a
maximum altitude of 815 m, have the same volcanic origin as the Cetate mining perimeter.
The area is presently unpopulated and currently approximately 45% of the surface s covered
with deciduous forests. The terrains are used for grazing and as hay fields with small areas
having bee terraced for agriculture. On such a terrace, five votive altars were discovered in
1936 (IDR III/3, nos. 388, 399, 400, 403, 409).
The entire area is crossed by underground mining galleries and on the north-eastern limit of
the investigated perimeter, there are entrances to two important exploitation galleries from
the end of the 19th century: the Miskolcs and Ferdinandul de Jos(the Lower Ferdinand)
Galleries. Vegetated old waste rock dumps, some of impressive dimensions, cover the area.
Archaeological investigation has lead to the discovery of four religious buildings (temples),
on the Dalea, Szekely, Tomuş and Drumuş properties. These poorly preserved buildings
have a spatial organization typical of the temples of the Greco-Roman world, built of stone
walls bound with earth. These apparently modest structures, with a character specific to the
sacred architecture of Dacia, as well as the epigraphic finds, are the features that integrate
the site into the larger provincial Roman religious context. The archaeological investigation
within these areas has lead to the enrichment of the epigraphic archive of Roşia Montană
with 35 well-preserved and fragmentary votive altars dedicated to the main divinities of the
Greco-Roman pantheon, as well as to specific local divinities. Relatively large amounts of
carbonised wood found in particular adjacent to ancient walls, certify the wooden
superstructure of the buildings.
Another sacred area was found in the area, on the Drumuş and Szekely properties where
four Roman cremation graves were uncovered and investigated. However all were partially
dertroyed by subsequent interventions. Except for these points of archaeological interest, no
other archaeological remains were uncovered in this area.
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5.3.2

Funerary Structures

Initially, the Romans depended on cremation as the dominant method of disposing of the
dead. The deceased’s ashes were placed in a glass or pottery urn. Pagan Roman
cremations entailed a variety of different objects being placed with the burnt bones including
coins, a lamp or small pots.
5.3.2.1 Necropolises
There were five necropolises and two funerary zones uncovered in the Project Area:






Hop-Găuri;
Carpeni – funerary zone;
Tăul Corna;
Jig-Piciorag;
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Ţarina;
Pârâul Porcului-Tăul Secuilor;
Nanului Valley – funerary zone.

The Roman cremation necropolis from Hop-Găuri
The toponym Hop refers to two hills in the Găuri and Tăul Găuri artificial lake area. The
necropolis is situated on the right side of the road coming from Roşia towards the “Cetate”
surface quarry. Documentary and cartographic sources from the 19th century give clues to
pinpointing the location of a Roman necropolis near the Deak Ferencz Gallery. Also, this
necropolis is very likely from the same period as the circular funeral monument of the Basil
Cozma site, researched in the 2002 campaign. Since the 2000 archaeological assessment,
4 cremation graves have been identified and researched. In 2001, a team from the National
Museum of Union in Alba Iulia started the systematic research of these sites. Along with
those identified in the 2000 assessment, 169 funerary archaeological complexes (cremation
graves) were fully researched (published preliminarily in the first volume of the Alburnus
Maior monographic series). In 2002 a group belonging to the Romanian National History
Museum resumed the archaeological excavations in the Hop area on the lower western
slope of the hill and another 86 funerary complexes were researched (81 cremation graves,
5 complexes of uncertain function). The graves investigated between 2000 and 2002 are
divided into two distinct categories, cremation graves with on-the-spot cremation and ad
ustrina cremation graves (where the cremation of the corpse took place in a different location
than the grave itself). Certain criteria differentiate the graves, such as the size of the pit,
remains from the funeral bed, structures and outer layouts of the pits of the graves, and the
presence of funeral urns or stone cistae. These apects were all considered in the
assessment of the graves, and the graves uncovered were as follows
1. Graves with cremation remains laid directly in the pit, without separating the calcined
bones from the residues of the pyre. Most of the researched graves belong to this
category, irrespective of the type of cremation (on-the-spot or on a pyre located
elsewhere). The pits of the graves are rectangular with varying sizes and depths. The
cremated remains have been discovered scattered on the bottom of the sepulchral
pits. In some cases, artefacts were then deposited on the cremated remains, after
which the funeral complexes were sealed.
2. Graves with cremation remains contained in various types of recepticals. Four graves
of this type were discovered and consisted of graves where the remains of the
cremation were laid in stone cistae or ceramic urns after removing the residues from
the pyre (coal and ash, elements of primary funeral furniture).
3. Complexes with uncertain function are represented by small, shallow holes located
near some of the graves. They are dug in the ground and were usually of a circular
shape. Ceramic objects and fragments of glass were discovered in two of them.
In addition to the standard shallow graves, this necropolis also included a ring of small
stones and more complex features like funerary precincts. It is possible that these rings
grouped together graves belonging to the same family. In the Hop necropolis three funeral
precincts were discovered together with graves with rings of stones.
Few artefacts were uncovered in the graves and consist only of ceramic objects of different
shapes, sizes and functionalities (cups, pitchers and lamps), glass recepticals (unguentaria)
and metal objects (clothing accessories).
Following the preliminary analysis of the archaeological material found in the investigated
complexes (coins, ceramics and other types of artefacts with dating potential) it was
established that the necropolis at Hop-Găuri functioned as a funeral space in the 2nd century
A.D. and based on the analysis of artefacts, this necropolis was only used during the 2nd
century A.D., in particular during the reigns in Rome of Emperors Hadrian (117-138) and
Antoninus Pius (138-161).
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The investigation of this area was part of the research made on a much larger area, between
Găuri Valley and Corna Sat, which did not uncover any archaeological remains, with the
exception for the location of a stamp mill from the interwar period.
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The funerary zone from the Carpeni Hill
See above Carpeni Hill.
The Roman cremation necropolis from Tăul Corna
The area in the vicinity of Tăul Corna was known in documentary sources as the origin of
some epigraphic pieces and funeral architecture dating from the beginning of the 19th
century. It should be noted that the area where the necropolis was uncovered was most
likely affected by construction work and upkeep of the artificial lake, known to exist as early
as the 18th century and in the 20th century by dwellings annexes and gardens.
During the archaeological research campaign of 2002, the area west and south of Tăul
Corna was investigated. The area investigated, approximately 7.000 m2, represented
approximately 95% of the necropolis, with the remaining 5% being inaccessible or destroyed
by modern interventions.
Three hundred and twenty four funeral locations were discovered and investigated.
Generally, the sepulchral pits were burnt and the remains of the cremation (charcoal, ashes
and calcined bones) were laid on the bottom of the sepulchral pit. The pits of the graves are
generally simple, rectangular, although in a small number of graves, a stepped-pit was
uncovered. Part of the graves had outer stone rings. Also, very rudimentary funeral
precincts were discovered. Funeral architecture elements (funeral lions) were rarely
discovered. The artefacts uncovered included lamps, glass recepticals, fragments of
provincial pottery, iron nails, coins, pieces of funeral architecture – funeral lions or other
fragments of figurative monuments. Following the preliminary analysis of the archaeological
material from the researched complexes (coins, ceramics or other types of artefacts with
dating potential) it was determined that the Tăul Cornii necropolis functioned as a funeral
space in the 2nd century A.D.
At the same time, the entire area of the current Corna village was investigated. The results
of the research underlined the fact that, aside from the Roman cremation necropolis,
eccentrically positioned and related to the Cârnic mountain, the area was occupied at the
earliest during the Hapsburg era.
The results of the archaeological research of the Tăul Cornei necropolis will be published in
a future volume of monographic series Alburnus Maior.
The Roman cremation necropolis from Jig-Piciorag
In total, 34 plain and barrow-shaped funeral complexes were uncovered, identified and
investigated. Theis area is located south-west of the Jig mountain massif. Most of the
funeral complexes are on-the-spot cremation burials (bustum type), and were usually
oriented north-west – south-east. Twenty-nine graves were simple pits and five were
stepped pits. Five of the graves had preserved stone rings. More than half of the funeral
complexes had been disturbed and as a result, the artefacts uncovered here were not
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exceptional and consisted only of common pieces (ceramic containers, illegible, precariously
preserved coins and highly corroded metal fragments, the function of which is not clear). No
glass objects were found in any of these graves.
The necropolis has a direct chronological relationship with another investigated area, which
may have been an ore exploitation and processing area. The elements of this ensemble
consist of a very poorly preserved building with perimeter walls and a distinctive dividing
wall, but no remains of a covering structure. The presence of certain complexes related to
ore extraction activity (canals, traces of extraction through fire), as well as the existence of
complexes related to ore processing activity (grinding mortars, large central hearth) suggests
this was an industrial area.
It has to be noted that, in the south-eastern extremity (the Câmpean property), the
necropolis is seriously affected by the presence of certain seasonal living structures dating
from the modern and contemporary period.
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The Roman necropolis from Ţarina
Archaeologically speaking, the area of interest uncovered in this area is a perimeter located
on the southern extremity of this sector. This area relates to a site bearing the local toponym
Kapolna (Hungarian name for chapel). The toponym referred to the actual property of the
Roman-Catholic parish and the property of the Jurj family. The location of this Roman
necropolis was identified through various epigraphic funeral monuments, disparate elements
of funeral architecture, vague references in scientific literature, as well as results of
archaeological trial trenches undertaken in the 2000 campaign. As a result of the amount of
information regarding this site, the research of this area was given high priority in addition to
the simultaneous and systematic investigation of the rest of the perimeter.
Research was undertaken from 2003 - 2005 (on the properties of the Catholic Church, Bara,
Gligor, Manta, Kovacs, Trifan and Jurca) and has lead to the identification and investigation
of 495 funeral complexes. To date, the cremation necropolis at Ţarina is the largest found at
Roşia Montană, in surface as well as in number of funeral locations. The southern, western
and eastern boundaries have been generally identified; however, the northern limit remains
to be identified, largely as a result of present-day cemetery of Roşia Montană that resides
there.
The funeral rite in these areas consists exclusively of cremation with the presence of both
types of ritual – on-the-spot- cremation as well as ad ustrina, which is more dominant. The
pits of the graves are generally simple, rectangular, although, in a small number, the
stepped-pit grave is also present (bustum-type graves). It is worth mentioning the presence
of exterior funeral layouts (three precincts) with constructive elements similar to those
investigated in the cremation necropolis at Hop – Găuri. Also, elements of funeral
architecture were uncovered, generally not discovered in their original positions (two funeral
steles, fragments of funeral steles, a funeral crowning element and different funeral
monuments and medallions). The artefacts found in the necropolis were typical for such an
area and consisted of ceramic recipients of different shapes and sizes, glass recipients,
lamps, a few golden jewels, and a gem. Coins were relatively rare and in a poor state of
preservation, but they still allowed for, together with other dating objects, a more exact
dating of the necropolis.
In the vicinity of the cremation necropolis, towards the south and to the east, a possible
primary gold ore processing area was identified including elements suggest it is from the
Roman period (stone grinding mortars, grinding tables, and a canal system), that the
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southern limit of the cremation necropolis was overlapped by traces of a modern settlement
and contemporary items.
Concerning the rest of the area (northern Ţarina), the original landscape has been
significantly disturbed by activities related to gold processing. The archaeological material
was scarce, mainly consisting of contemporary artefacts. This area was characterised by
the presence of waste rock dumps in addition to a canal system related to the local artificial
ponds network. The few ceramic fragments and fragments of Roman artefacts were
discovered in secondary position, with the material moved during the various works that
have modified the ancient configuration of the terrain.
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The Roman cremation necropolis from Pârâul Porcului – Tăul Secuilor
The site is located in the northwestern part of the current commune of Roşia Montană.
Geographically, the perimeter where the funeral complexes were identified and investigated
is positioned on a plateau, at between 740–810m of altitude and stretching approximately
10.000 m2). The entire area is known by the toponym Tăul Secuilor. The name comes from
the presence in the eastern extremity of the site, of a former artificial lake that has almost
disappeared. The watercourse named Pârâul Porcului, which flows northwest to southeast,
marks the northwestern extremity.
The area where the archaeological investigation was concentrated consists of a succession
of small plateaus, which follows the orientation of the slope in a north-south – south-west
direction. The entire ancient configuration of the area suffered an human intervention
generated by:



The construction, in the modern period, of the Tăul Secuilor artificial lake and of the
drainage system connected to this arrangement;
 Construction of a local road connected the Ţarina area to the dwellings of the Tăul
Secuilor area (the road practically crosses the cremation necropolis and partially
destroyed a series of funeral complexes);
 The recent construction of a number of dwellings with annexes or stables;
 The construction in the recent years of a water adduction pipe, that resulted in the
formation of swamps, thus affecting archaeological research in this area.
The current function of the space, aside from the works mentioned above, is as a grazing
area.
The information regarding the archaeological potential Tăul Secuilor area was supported by
the chance discoveries documented in several specialized publications, as well as through
trial trenches undertaken in 1984 and 1986 and in 2000. Chance archaeological discoveries
are documented starting in the 19th century, with such attestations existing throughout the
next century in various locations within this archaeolgogical perimeter.
The archaeological research campaign conducted in 2004 represented a systematic
investigation of the entire perimeter in order to complete a full investigation of the necropolis
area. The investigation of this area revealed that the necropolis uncovered encompasses a
greater area than was described in the literature. For this reason, this archaeological
perimeter enlarged to include Pârâul.
To date, 287 cremation graves have been identified in this area (out of which 277 have been
investigated), consisting of either on the spot or ad ustrina cremation tyes.
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Generally, the sepulchral pits are burnt, rectangular, and the remains of the cremation
(charcoal, ashes and calcinated bones) are laid on the bottom of the sepulchral pit. More
than half of the investigated graves have outer layouts composed of a ring of stones, placed
in a single row. In most of the cases, the graves with stone rings are barrow-shaped. In rare
cases, the buried pits were covered with small rocks. In more than two thirds of the cases,
later interventions (pits) of 0.80 – 1.20 m. diameter, were discovered over the graves.
The funeral inventory is made up of pieces characteristic of necropolises of Roman Dacia,
including ceramics, metal and glass objects. The coins are generally in a poor state of
preservation, and the ones that could be identified are from the 2nd century A.D. This was
confirmed by the preliminary analysis of the ceramics. Additinally, the marks of the lamp
producers (CAI, CASSI, FESTI, FORTIS, OCTAVI, SEXTUS, LUCIA, VETTIUS) fit perfectly
from a chronological point of view with the 2nd century A.D.
A building with elements that indicate a possible sacred function dating back to the Roman
times was identified and partially investigated, but was in a poor state of preservation.
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The funerary zone from Nanului Valley
See Section The sacred areas from Nanului Valley.
5.3.2.2 Funerary Monument at Tău Găuri
An important archaeological objective was identified and investigated in the immediate
vicinity (450 meters to the southwest) of the necropolis at Hop-Găuri. It is a circular funeral
monument, with two on-the-spot cremation graves (Appendix E, Photograph 15). The
remains of the cremation were sealed in brick rooms. The main funeral monument and the
graves inside deteriorated as a result of at least two different historical eras of destructive
interventions. Outside the monument, approximately 3 meters to the south, two other Roman
cremation graves with the cremated remains laid directly in the pit, were discovered and
investigated. The western extremity of the monument, as well as the two exterior graves
was partially destroyed by a modern intervention.
This funeral complex is dated to the a period ranging from 140/144 A.D to approximately 180
A.D., during the reign of Emperors Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius respectively, and it
represents, without any doubt, the funeral manifestation of the local elite characteristic of the
group of colonists located at south of the Cetate mountain massif (Kastellum Ansium). The
objective’s preservation and restoration is under way.
(Appendix E, Photograph 15). This structure will be restored and preserved in situ as
outlined in the ESMS Plans, Plan M).
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5.3.3

Roman Artefacts

This section presents a summary of the artefacts found during the surface and underground
portions of the archaeological programme. A complete inventory of the artefacts uncovered
during the 2000-2001 portion of the programme is in Alburnus Maior Volume I (editor P.
Damian, 2003), as well as a complete inventory of the Circular Funerary Monument from
Tău Găuri is published in the Alburnus Maior Volume II (Mihaela Simion, Virgil Apostol,
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Decebal Vleja, 2004). Future volumes will elaborate on artefacts uncovered from 20022006.
During the investigation of the underground mining works, few artefacts were uncovered,
consisting of a few abandoned pieces of wood (sticks, boards etc.) preserved in the humid
environment of the mine, wood charcoals and fragments of Roman lamps. No tools have
been found to date and datable items consist only of miners’ oil lamps. A unique discovery
was made in summer 2005, respectively on the Păru-Carpeni mining sector was found a
Roman hydraulic system made of wood.
C14 dating on various wood or charcoal samples point to activities during the 1st and 3rd
centuries A.D. Pottery or other relevant items have so far been absent, failing to confirm this
important dating information. If we were to limit our interest solely to the pottery discovered
so far (lamp fragments of the 2nd century), we would have a very narrow and unreliable
chronological overview on the activity in this massif.
Although archaeological excavation was not performed on the site at the time, in 1981 a
mining museum was created in Roşia Montană near the entrance of a former Roman gallery
under the Orlea Massif. This museum was created with the help of local enthusiasts and a
team from the Alba Iulia museum to preserve and exhibit some of the chance finds from
Roşia Montană area. This open-air museum stored over 50 Roman stone monuments
including votive altars, funerary stelae, aedicule and sarcophagus lids from the Roman
period, in addition to mining tools made of stone and wood, and other items.
Many Roman period artefacts were uncovered by chance from the 18th-20th centuries during
agricultural work. These chance finds include the votive altars, some of them being now
stored in the RoşiaMin open-air museum and elements of funerary architecture.
It is important to note that because an archaeological campaign was not conducted before
2000, the chance finds found before this investigation were moved before examination could
be undertaken in situ. This resulted in a significant loss of information that could have been
acquired from these artefacts. Additionally, many stones that carried inscriptions were used
as construction material (L. Marinescu, 2002).
During the archaeological campaigns undertaken during 2000-2005, over 7,000 artefacts
were found, including:










Pottery;
Bronze and Silver Coins;
A variety of Bronze objects (buckles, belt ornaments, handles, vessel handles etc…);
Mirrors (metal);
Glass objects;
Funerary stela (stone statuettes);
Funerary Lions; and
Wood mining equipment.
All these items have been gathered, restored, preserved and recorded in general inventory
database, according to the provisions of Law 182/2001. All these processes were funded by
RMGC according to the regulations of Law 378/2001, completed by Law 462/2003. The
artefacts are preserved in the warehouse of the archaeological office in Roşia Montană
under the temporary custodianship of the National Museum of History in Bucharest. The
restoration process of the artefcats is ongoing for the artefacts found during the 2004-2005
campaigns. The restoration is made by the specialised departments of the National History
Museum of Romania in Bucharest.
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5.3.3.1 Medieval Age and Modern Artefacts
Very few artefacts were uncovered from these periods, and included Late Medieval and
Modern pottery shards and a medieval spur (Damian, 2001).
5.3.4

Significance of Archaeological Finds

5.3.4.1 Epigraphy
Although Roşia Montană was already internationally acclaimed for the wax tablets found in
the 18th and 19th centuries, the quantity and quality of the inscriptions on altar stones
develops our understanding of the importance of the Roman exploitation of the area.
Roman citizens are included, and, together with the wax tablets, the epigraphic evidence
shows that clerks, slaves and freed slaves were all involved with mining and that many were
of Illyrian and Dalmatian origin. Specific place-names are given and property rights
distinguishable.
The abundant evidence provided by the inscriptions demonstrates the implantation of a
highly literate and romanised community during the 2nd and 3rd centuries A.D.,
supplementing the probable implication of this that could be derived from the portable
evidence of the wax tablets hidden in mining galleries.
These stone inscriptions are relevant and of scientific importance because of the sheer
quantity discovered in the area.
5.3.4.2 Infrastructure
The discoveries are important in that nearly every aspect of the Roman period is
represented at Roşia Montană. Roads and stamped tiles demonstrate a military involvement
in surveying, establishing the settlement and communications, and access to military
resources and know-how. This supports a conclusion for the imperial administrative status
of the occupants of at least one building, but it is also noteworthy that there is an apparent
absence of soldiers themselves, which would normally be apparent through personal items
such as military brooches, buckles and belt fittings, as well as coins.
A stone building with hypocaust heating arrangements was found, which appears a type of
administrative building. In contrast, timber buildings were identified for the majority of the
population.
Sacred edifices, altar stones, burial sites and a mausoleum demonstrate adherence to the
Graeco-Roman pantheon of gods, and that the Roman religion was well organized and wellunderstood in the community. The of a large numbers of cemeteries conforms to Roman
law specifying that burial grounds had to be outside the main centre of occupation. The
mausoleum is very classical in form and rare in Romania; at the least, this would have been
associated with the most Romanised upper class of the community, perhaps those
associated with its organization and administration, controlling the Roman enterprise in the
area. For the Dacia province international scholarship has identified isolated rural temples
and temple complexes as particularly rare in Romania, and thus the results from recent work
are directly relevant to this lacuna in knowledge.
5.3.4.3 Dating
The Roman occupation has been shown to fit within two major episodes: the initial period
during the early 2nd century when the settlement and mining infrastructure was established,
followed by a hiatus which would seem to fit with the final dates on the wax tablets around
160 A.D., and then a resurgence in the later 2nd and early 3rd centuries.
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A sub-Roman episode is eluded to, perhaps best illustrated by what would appear to be the
deliberate pushing over face-downwards of the altar stones excavated at the Dalea property
in the Nanului Valley. Very little physical evidence was found of the centuries before or after
the Roman occupation of the area, some medieval pottery of the 14th-15th centuries has
been found.
5.3.4.4 Summary
It appears, therefore, that the results of the archaeological programme have produced
valuable and signifcant data to expand previous knowledge of the Roman occupation of
Roşia Montană. These discoveries have also benefited Roman scholarship in a national and
international context.
Several discrete locations were identified for:






5.4

Roman period settlement and administration on Carpeni hill;
Habitation areas of the colonists at Hop, Hăbad and Tăul Ţapului sites;
Ancient workshops related to mining activities at Jig Piciorag and Ţarina sites;
Roman cremation necropolises and funerary areas at the Găuri Hop, Carpeni,
Nanului Valley, Tăul Corna, Jig-Piciorag, Ţarina and Pârâul Pocrului – Tăul Secuilor
areas; and,
Religious complexes on the Hăbad Brădoaia site and along the Nanului valley.

Industrial Heritage

This section presents the results of the investigation of Roşia Montană’s mining history,
which has developed over almost 2,000 years and has produced a distinctive industrial
mining heritage. This industrial heritage is preserved in the historic mining works,
architecture (Section 5.1) and oral history of the village (Section 5.6.1).
5.4.1

Underground Mining Works

At the time of this report, the underground investigations from 2000-2005 have been
completed for the Cetate, Cârnic and Jig massifs; however, future investigation will continue
as required to properly research all relevant areas, mainly located in Ţarina and Orlea
massifs. The areas investigated to date are shown in Figure 10.
Mining activities may have been undertaken in the Apuseni Mountain since the Bronze Age
and before the Roman conquest; however, to date, no archaeological information supports
this position for the Roşia Montană site. It is also probable that exploitation began at the
surface where high-grade veins were exposed and that underground ore exploitation
occurred only at a later stage. It is possible that the extensive superficial excavations might
have been carried out in the Cetate massif beginning in the Dacian age. Unfortunately, this
site area has been heavily impacted by recent mining activity and therefore this information
has been lost.

5.5

The Past Mining Works at Roşia Montană

Over 70km of underground workings from all periods have been actually visited at Roşia
Montană , three quarters of them in the Cârnic and Cetate massifs. When we went along
the recent galleries (20th century), we were able to recognize more than 10km of modern
works and overaround 7km of ancient works. The so-called modern workings date
approximately from the 17th century to the beginning of 20th century. It should be noted that
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several of these galleries have mining cart rails that are in more or less good states of
preservation.
The main conclusions determined concerning the underground works by the coordinator of
the team headed by Dr. Beatrice Cauuet were:










5.5.1

Most galleries have been affected by modern works, but there are still portions that
have been preserved and date back to the Roman period;
The extent of the ancient works and the pattern identified in the architecture of these
works suggests that in situ preservation is not required for the entire underground
network;
The costs of preservation of an underground site should be taken into consideration
by RMGC;
Future open pit exploitation will give the opportunity for future discoveries, access,
and to the continuation of scientific research dedicated to the lower levels that are
currently inaccessible;
The opening of a modern mining exploitation proposed by RMGC will give an
exceptional opportunity for a modern and internationally recognised research
programme dedicated to the underground network from Roşia Montană;
Before the beginning of the exploitation proposed by RMGC, a rescue archaeological
programme should be organised for the research of the underground network of
Roşia Montană;
The massifs of Cârnic and Orlea-Ţarina have significant underground archaeological
remains, and thus special attention should be given to the archaeological rescue
research in these sectors; and
RMGC should provide the financial means and support for the underground
archaeological programme.
Gold Extraction and Processing Techniques

The extensive history of mining in Roşia Montană provides a unique opportunity to see the
evolution from Roman age to modern-day mining practices. This component of cultural
heritage is often referred to as “industrial heritage.” Additionally, the evolution of mining
techniques has directly shaped the cultural landscape (Section 1.5) of Roşia Montană.
Primary deposits from the Western Carpathians, as well as secondary deposits along the
creeks of Roşia and Corna Valley, are perhaps the most important gold-bearing resources in
Europe (Valeriu Butură, 1978). From a geological point of view, three categories or levels
define the evolution of gold-bearing soil in Transylvania. The types of gold are based largely
on the type of rock they are in and the type of extraction method is also accordingly different.
The three types of gold sources are:
1. Volcanic rock (primary gold), which after cooling and solidification, forms a lode
(ore deposit). Lodes occur in mountainous areas including the Apuseni Mountains
and are exploited through winding shafts and galleries.
2. Sediments, sand layers and gravel, formed by erosion of lode-bearing rock, which
is then carried by flowing waters and deposited as gold sediment. These are the
types of sediments sought after during the famous gold rushes in North America.
They may be also found around the Sebeş area in Romania (Michael Acker, 1964);
3. Alluvial deposits, formed when gold bearing sediments are carried by creeks or
rivers and deposited in areas where the water slows.
Bronze tools made possible the penetration of mountain walls and the digging of the first
galleries (I. Russu Abrudeanu, 1933). During the Roman period, gold was extensively
extracted from the hills of Roşia Montană, particularly from the Cetate Massif. Traces are
still visible at three excavations called Roman Fortresses and in mines.
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Roman-era mining techniques included these three methods:
1. Gathering gold-bearing sand from rivers and brooks, which was then pounded,
ground, and washed under water until the gold grains were separated;
2. Digging shafts of 1 x 1.3m into the gold-bearing rock. The hole was then gradually
enlarged and deepened by means of stairs dug into the stone. Whenever room and
airing permitted, gold-bearing rock was intensely warmed and then sprinkled with
water and vinegar to enlarge the cracks. Boulders thus extracted from the shafts
were broken in peas-shaped pieces, ground and washed.
3. The third method comprised opening galleries. Sometimes galleries branched out in
different directions and on several levels and were excavated with pickaxes and
spikes. Dimensions of galleries varied according to their use; when they were
following an ore deposit they were 2-2.5m height, and 1-1.2m width and when they
went through non-producing formation in search for the lode they were 1.5m height,
and 0.60m width. Usually galleries lacked reinforcement and the vault-like ceiling
distributed the pressure along the sidewalls. Connection between galleries was
made through so-called shafts. Pails and buckets ensured pit drainage by hydraulic
wheel or by Archimedean screw (N. Maghiar and Ş. Olteanu, 1970).
The transportation of broken ore through galleries, mine airing through secondary shafts and
air control by means of rush light, mine lighting with oil-container rush lights represented
important facets of the mining operation. Gold ore was removed and transported to the
processing location, where it was broken to pieces. Men took the powder from the grinding
mill and washed it on a slightly tilted plank. The lightest part of the composition, the waste
rock, was washed in water, leaving the gold on a plank covered with wool cloth. Gold grain
thus obtained was melted in white clay pots.
Roman techniques and processing were also used in the medieval period up until the advent
of gunpowder. Sometime during the medieval period, a technique known as fire setting
became increasingly used. Fire setting is the technique by which rock is heated by fire,
resulting in cracking and fissures that ease excavation. Later on, modernization resulted in
to transport of mined ore by wood trolleys on wood rails.
During the modern period when small exploitations were more numerous, peasant miners
worked either in inherited mines or in leased mines. For rich gold ore, they used a hammer
and chisel to separate the ore from the waste rock. The rock was carried to the household
and ground using a mill. Only low gold grade ore was fragmented using gunpowder or
dynamite. Then the rock was carried by horses in baskets or by carts to the stamp mills
where it was further ground.
The inhabitants of Roşia Montană and Corna continued to try in modern times to strike gold
in the existing mine galleries, but due to the collapsed and unsafe nature of the galleries, this
practice is no longer current. Although tools for breaking the rock and decantation of gold
powder are no longer used, they still exist, carefully buried somewhere, to preserve the
family tradition (Mrs. Melania Muscă, from Balmoşeşti). Others are adapted to new functions
because communist nationalization rendered manual ore grinding mills useless. Drăgan
Alexandru from Gura Cornei, a former miner under the communist regime, turned the
manual stone-grinding mill into a new tool for grinding wheat.
For classification purposes, mining works discussed have been broken down into five time
periods:







Ancient works: before 300 A.D., including Roman.
Age of Migration/Early Medieval Ages: 300-1100 A.D.
Medieval: 1100-1500 A.D.
Late Medieval/Modern: 1500-1900 A.D.
Modern/Contemporary: 1900 A.D. to present.
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Mining archaeology investigations were made in the Cetate, Cârnic, Orlea, Jig and Ţarina
massifs, where the mapping of approximately 140km of underground works was
undertaken.
From among the sites encountered, the types of ancient underground works included:








Short galleries intended as research galleries and long ones for travel between
mining areas, or exploitation galleries grouped close to one another in fan, star or
grid-like orientations;
Depilages, or exploitation sites, generally obtained by extending and lowering the
basement of a simple gallery;
Inclined ascending or descending galleries, called descents, often dug from the
surface or between two exploitation areas. Most of the time they are equipped with
stairway steps;
Pillar chambers as a result of broken workings in galleries intercrossing over the
same area;
Recognition and exploitation shafts on a vertical, spiral plane, turning at right
angles and equipped with stairway steps; and,
Right communication shafts between levels are short and rare. It allows
connection of the upper and lower level. Inclined plane passages, with or without
steps, and long or short descents were preferred.

The gallery is the main type of work used and is adapted to any need. Rather few drainage
passages for circulation water were encountered; however, it is obvious that circulation
water is important at the base of the massif.
The areas that were investigated during the archaeological campaign include:










Cetate;
Cârnicel;
Cârnic;
Jig-Văidoaia;
Orlea-Ţarina;
Carpeni-Păru Carpeni;
Lety-Coş; and,
Hăbad.

5.5.1.1 The Cetate Massif
The 2001 campaign provided new information about the Cetate underground mining
networks and confirmed that it had few ancient remains suitable for studying or preservation.
The Curtile romane, the ancient open pits quarries for which this part of the site had
previously been famous, were unfortunately destroyed by open pit operations over the last
thirty years. The bottom of the open pit is presently at 890m above sea level, whereas
initially the massif was as as high as 1003 m. Unfortunately, no archeological studies were
undertaken of the past works in this area prior to its excavation. At Cetate, only two ancient
sectors were preserved and able to be studied. The Zeus sector was located in the
northwestern part of Cetate and the underground works were originally opened by cutting
with iron tools (chisels, hammers and picks) while in the southwestern part, the Găuri sector
was originally opened by fire setting.
Zeus
At Zeus, 83 straight metres of ancient works were excavated and studied. Towards the
southern side of the sector, there was an isolated gallery, G1 (10m long), which traverses a
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rocky peak and formerly lead to an open cast worksite, which had collapsed into the slope.
The largest of these ancient works was found further to the north and was grouped around
three operations in narrow stopes (Dep 1, Dep 2 and Dep 3, 1 to 2m wide) and several short
exploration galleries (G2, G3, G4). From these works, small open cast work sites were
added, worked into tiers on several levels (G6, G7, G8, G12). All these workings collectively
covered an area of 500 square meters. Excavations were carried out up to a depth of 13m
without reaching the bottom of depilage Dep 2, the deepest working. A crosscut exploration,
gallery G16 (5.60m long), transected Dep 2 and possessed a trapezoidal shape
characteristic of ancient workings (1.50 x 1.80 m).
No Roman lamps, or lamp niches were found in this area, even in the deepest parts of the
network (Dep 2 and G16). All of the workings appeared as if they were explorations of a
major mineralized structure. The small amount of exploitation of the western work sites
indicates that the Ancients did not cut major structures of the kind exploited on the eastern
side at Dep 1-Dep 2 and Dep 3, a major breccia body. The operations mostly followed the
areas where the veins crossed the breccias. In the underground workings, mostly with
square or trapezoidal shape, the mining faces follow the various branches of the veins by
trailing their progress, or towards the bottom, the axis of the work sites, to continue to follow
the ore (as in G10).
The operations took the form of long stopes, narrow and vertical or inclined and followed the
ore bodies fairly closely. These worksites sometimes opened up to the surface or to a
second level of workings at deeper levels, such as in the northern part of depilage Dep 2.
Wooden support beams supported the work sites, which were characterized by very straight
vertical walls. The supports were wedged across, jammed into notches on one side and
forced against the wall on the other side. The wood was not preserved due to the lack of
moisture and the proximity to the surface; however, presence of notches in the walls is a
clear indication of their presence. Neither ventilation nor draininage systems were found in
these networks. The systematic attack using small exploration trapezoidal galleries remains
a unique characteristic of Roşia Montană and is hardly found anywhere else in Roman
mines.
The only archeological finds were discovered in the surface fill at the entrance to the isolated
gallery G1 and consisted of fragments of common ancient ceramics, Roman tiles and bricks,
iron nails, pieces of ancient glass and a food tray in beige sandstone, a very nice piece but
hard to date exactly. These dated items revealed an accumulation of post-operations fill,
initially beginning in the 2nd century A.D. with extensions up to the end of the 4th century,
and beginnning anew in the modern era.
It therefore attests to a group of network of mining works, located close to the surface, that
were opened very early in the Roman period, at the beginning of the 2nd century.
Găuri
The mining sector of Găuri is located on the southwestern slope of the Cetate massif, and is
an area that contains extensive mining workings from various periods. The ancient area
studied is a vertical worksite that in ancient times was opened using fire setting along a
south-north axis. As of the final stage of the excavation, this working extended onto at least
two distinct levels. The Eastern wall of the worksite was extended by a cliff of about ten
meters high showing traces of excavation and some niches, but no obvious traces of cutting
with fire setting.
The excavation in the Găuri sector allowed the study of a large work site, originally opened
by fire setting in very hard dacite, intensely silicified, and preserving the dynamics of
advancing by horizontal oval-shaped corridors, put one below the other, on a vertical axis
and on three levels. Dome shaped mining faces in the ceiling confirmed the fire setting that
would have been performed using suspended firebuckets and braziers held on the end of
rods. The group of Levels 1 and 2 of the work site were stepped over a total cleared space
of 18.40m high (14m total length; 1.30 average width). A rocky suspended floor separated
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the two levels of work sites (thickness between 0.40 and 1.30 m). The floor of the lower work
site (Level 2) could not be completed cleared during the excavations.
The technique of fire setting leaves very characteristic remains: walls which are round,
smooth, made red or black by the fire, and oval shaped mining faces. The shape of this type
of mining face was seen in this section of the whole of the work site and the residual mining
face made cut in three domes at the base of Level 2, giving a diameter of 1 to 1.20m to the
workings. The upper part, which was already exploited, was gradually abandoned, as the
work site got deeper. As a result, there was no need to pass through the upper part of the
work site, and so no timbering had been installed. Only rock shards found at the base attest
to the initial opening by fire setting of Level 1. Three domes were seen in the roof of Level 2
that represented the remains of opening shafts using three successive fire buckets, and
there were also remains of work stations in front of many of the mining faces (dimensions
0.80 x 1.80 m). Except for this suspended working face and in some areas of the walls
marked by the fire, there were few remains of this ancient technique, because the modern
use of explosives has defaced and remodeled all of this second level.
The detailed study of the walls of the network permitted the distinguishing of remains of
cutting by fire setting, probably prior to the 17th century and later reworking using
explosives. However, modern excavations have resulted in the disappearance of charcoal
remnants (i.e. datable finds) from the period when this impressive work was dug out. As a
result, this worksite at Găuri could not be precisely dated, although it is higly probable that it
was dug out in Roman times, as it was identical to works opened by fire in the Piatra
Corbului sector of Cârnic, which were dated to the Roman era. However, it is not sufficient to
have mining work sites with a general rounded shape to be able to conclude that fire setting
was used. Some multi-directional attacks using gunpowder can also give this characteristic
egg-shaped profile. But traces of piercing cannot be removed and represent clear evidence
modern excavations. As a result, it can be concluded that all the underground sites
investigated in 1999 and 2000 in the Văidoaia massif are modern, and no earlier than 17th
century, as a result of their being opened using explosives.
The gold and silver vein extracted by the Ancients in the stope of Găuri, was embedded in
Cetate dacite, which is very hard, because it is strongly silicified. This explained the choice
of cutting using fire setting. The Găuri vein was made up of a set of smaller veins ranging
from several millimeters to several centimeters wide, which formed a narrow stockwork.
Adjacent to this mineralized structrure and evident all along the stope, there is also a large
outcropping mass of breccia. However, this breccia was intersected by veins, which also
intersected the dacite, which is not a favourable host for precious metals enrichment, and
was different from the tectonic breccia in the Zeus sector and at Găuri. The presence of this
breccia limited the length of the veins. By analyzing the ore grades, it was possible to
determine the content threshold for the ancient miners' operations, i.e. 1 g/t Au and 10 g/t
Ag.
5.5.1.2 The Cârnicel Massif
This small massif that adjoins the Cârnic massif to the southwest was partially explored in
2000. However, not all the massif was accessible for exploration because a significant part
of the mining works was underwater, filled in or partially collapsed. The workings visited
were modern or even recent ones. No ancient workings were observed underground, but
access problems meant that at the time, the explorations could not proceed any further.
Heavier equipment and extensive structural supporting would have been required (electrical
equipment, pump, removing the obstructions, retimbering etc.) However, on the
northwestern slope, an access to two small ancient galleries, with a characteristic
trapezoidal shape were revealed when a bulldozer was working on the trail. These workings
were only short exploitations from the surface that quickly ended in mining faces.
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5.5.1.3 The Cârnic Massif
The Cârnic massif is one of the two largest mining sectors in Roşia Montană, and the most
important from a patrimonial point of view since the the neighboring massif of Cetate was
significantly impacted by open cast mining. The ancient mining works at Cârnic were also
significantly by the excavation of network of modern works (Posepny 1868; Ghiţulescu and
Socolescu, 1941; MinVest 1992) and yet, the underground exploration of the massif was
possible thanks to the same grid-like galleries dug between 1960 and 1990, which extended
from the base level of Sf. Cruce (714 m. above sea level) up to just under the peak of the
massif (1046 m. above sea level).
The archaeological assessment in 2000 revealed a concentration of ancient works under the
southern slope that overlooks the village of Corna. These ancient works were involved in an
excavation plan sketched out in 2000, and developed on a larger scale since 2002, mainly in
the works networks called Cârnic 1, 2, 3, 9 and 10. The exhaustive topographical surveying
of the underground works started in 2003 on the western side in a sector called the Big
Network, and continued in 2004 towards the higher elevations (Cârnic 15) and towards the
eastern section called Piatra Corbului (Cârnic 6 to 25), which included the major sites
opened up by fire in ancient times, but partially altered by major modern works. The Piatra
Corbului area was surveyed in full, which allowed the identification of 14 areas of ancient
works. In 2005, the surveys were completed for the mostly modern works located under the
level of gallery "932", which forme a link between the Big Network and the works at Piatra
Corbului. This survey resulted in an almost complete topographical survey of the
underground works in this southern area of the massif, totaling about 16 km of works, 4 km
of which are Roman (12 km of modern works opened by explosives and dating from the 17th
to the beginning of the 20th centuries).
From 2002, the investigation and diggings focused on a vast group of ancient mining
networks, called the Big Network. In total, there were seven groups of underground works,
Cârnic 1-2-3-4-8-9-10, rising up the slope and all connected by horizontal galleries or
connecting sloping galleries. The Big Network alone consisted of 2750m of ancient
topographic works covering an area of 13,600 square meters. This network ascended 98m
(from 921 m. to 1019 m. above sea level on the sides) and explored and extracted a large
ore body, now referred to as the "Big Vein." This vein travelled in a general NNW-SSE
direction and sloped strongly towards the west/southwest. It consisted of a complex
structure of breccia dykes, crossed by quartz and interlacing veins. Secondary veins
branched off from this Big Vein, with gentle slopes downward. The Big Network was
deepened by a descending progression towards the interior of the massif starting from long
sloping galleries from the surface.
Cârnic 1
This ancient network was located at the heart of the massif, about 200m from the surface.
Extending for 286 square meters (13 meters by 22 meters) and covering more than 346
meters of linear works, the group of workings at Cârnic 1 were nearly vertical work sites, cut
in tiers over a height of 50 meters (between 973 and 923m above sea level). The work sites
were spread over eight very steep stopes (usually steplike excavation underground for the
removal of ore that is formed as the ore is mined in successive layers), or vertical work sites,
in five chambers on fairly large pillars and in six sloping sloping shafts or sloping galleries
with tiers or steps. Three separate levels of works were distinguished (Upper, Middle and
Lower), which could each be subdivided into three or four stepped levels.
Around these major work sites that were side-by-side or juxtaposed and have worked
intersections of sub-horizontal or sub-vertical ore bodies, there were several small
exploration galleries of characteristic trapezoidal shape. The dimensions of the trapezoidal
gallery sections varied between an average size of 1.20 to 1.40m giving a height between
1.50 and 2m and providing an opening of between 1.53 and 2.80 square meters. The
longest of these galleries at Cârnic 1 was approximately 11m and modern mining has
destroyed the larger ancient worksites, in chambers or in depilages.
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The most impressive chamber was located in the upper part of the network where it lead to
mining faces and beginnings of galleries over at least three levels. In the flooded lower level
of this chamber, wooden tools from the Roman era were preserved, such as shovels and ore
scrapers and fragments of a notched ladder made from a single tree trunk. In other places,
the walls of the ancient worksites, which were subsequently reworked, were often destroyed
by Moderns and the only things left of the initial ancient profile were the vestiges of crowns in
the ceiling and sometimes the floors. However many beginning workings or relics of ancient
mining faces, provided a good overall idea of the ancient workings.
Lamp niches were found on some levels, high up on the walls of the preserved ancient
galleries. In the fill at the work sites, the last 10 to 20 centimeters of backfill on the floor often
revealed fragments of Roman channel lamps, typical of the second century A.D., as well as
an almost complete lamp marked with an inscription (Iustus). This generally clay-like
compact fill corresponds to a circulation level where the miners in Antiquity traveled around
the mine and the broken lamps it contained represented direct evidence of the mining
activity in the network.
In the upper part of the network, a horizontal gallery seemed to be an extension of a long
sloping gallery coming from the surface. However, this shaft could not be cleared because it
was collapsed and was therefore dangerous to dig into. The horizontal gallery had a
channel along one of the walls. This was the only drainage arrangement for water found in
the Cârnic massif. The deepest works were two shafts (one of which was helicoidal in
shape), which end at a flat bottom with no other arrangement found for releasing the seeping
water. It appeared that the Cârnic massif did not pose any serious drainage problems, as
the water likely ended up going down through the lowest fissures in the massif. This
undoubtedly explains the absence of any drainage arrangements at Cârnic.
Cârnic 2
This network was located further to the south of the slope and closer to the surface than
Cârnic 1 and the two networks were joined by their lower levels. At Cârnic 2, there was one
sloping gallery obviously dug in the direction of the bottom of Cârnic 1 to make a connection,
undoubtedly benetial from the perspective of ventilation and moving loads and people. The
Cârnic 2 network occupied an area of 897 square meters (23m x 39m) and included 395
meters of developed linear works. It rose over 35 meters in height (between 932 and 946 m.
above sea level) and over three main levels (Upper, Middle, Lower) with the intermediate
level being subdivided into two further levels. The top of Cârnic 2 had galleries and sloping
exploration drifts, which crossed at right angles in various directions. It was evident that they
were excavated from the top going down into the massif starting from the bottom level of the
Cârnic 3 network, located above and sloping towards the south. It is on this upper level of
Cârnic 2 that a very long and impressive sloping exploration gallery (70 meters long
dropping 30 meters) was investigated. This gallery consisted of a cut floor with 125 steps
and containing over twenty lamp niches high up on the walls and ending on an incline at a
smooth, vertical face. This worked excavation would have meant working very hard for
several years without managing to reach another part of the mine, or finding any ore body to
exploit.
Two of the exploratory galleries (sloping galleries with steps) connected to the middle level
of Cârnic 2, which corresponded to the extraction area. These galleries continued in three
sectors from south to north. The southern part included two chambers on pillars, which
extracted sub-horizontal ore bodies (veins) were raised in benches, one behind the other.
This part of the network also included some short trapezoidal section galleries. In these
galleries, ancient fills revealed some parts of Roman lamps from the 2nd century A.D.
The northern part was heavily inclined and corresponded to a very large and very steep
stope; the result of large modern reworking that had impacted the ancient workings in this
sector. However many ancient mining faces were sporadically evident and provided a
general overview of the ancient workings. From the upper part of the work, there were two
long ancient extraction galleries, which were sub-horizontal and followed the veins for
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several tens of metres. They ended in small ancient stopes where the floor was cut in steps
or benches. In the upper part, on the northern side, Cârnic 2 was connected to the bottom of
Cârnic 4. On the southern side, the top of Cârnic 2 was connected by a large depilage to
Cârnic 3. The lower level of Cârnic 2 was accessed by a deep, wide shaft, a sort of depilage
that was deepened by Moderns. The lower part of the network continued with a long sloping
gallery that connected with the bottom of Cârnic 1.
Cârnic 3
This is a relatively well-preserved ancient network that was linked directly to the surface by a
long 50 metre-long sloping gallery that was inclined towards the centre of the massif. The
exit to the surface could not be cleared because some of it had collapsed; however, it was
cleared for about 20 meters, from the inside of the massif. This access sloping gallery shaft
opened into a small mining operation developed horizontally in all directions over two levels.
In this network, which spread over 609 square meters (21m x 29 m), corresponding to 320
square meters of linear developed works, there were six chambers on pillars, two of which
were operated over two levels with suspended rocky floors. The edges of these chambers
were marked by the beginnings of some exploration of the ore in trapezoidal shaped
galleries with maximum length of 3 to 4 meters. On the eastern and western sides, there
were two long galleries, one of them sloping upward, the other sub-horizontal, which were
extended for more than 30 meters, in search of new sectors with high-grade ore bodies. The
eastern gallery opened into a small lower network that was comprised of two small parallel
galleries and one wide rectangular-shaped shaft. The more eastern part of this upper
exploratory gallery had been affected in part by modern mining. The exploration sloping
gallery on the western side, ended in a mining face after opening into a small lateral work
site.
This Cârnic 3 network appeared as a coherent grouping of similar workings, which could
correspond to an ancient mining concession, directly connected to the surface. The lower
level of Cârnic 3 travelled through a large vertical stope into the network of exploration
galleries at the top of Cârnic 2. The distribution of the work sites between these two
networks and the directions in which the ancient miners worked, clearly showed that the
Cârnic 2 network was opened up after the Cârnic 3 network. This was also evident from
traces of tools on the walls and the general profile of the workings. It is possible that this was
an extension of the initial operation towards the interior of the massif, or a second
concession opened from the one that was closer to the surface.
Cârnic 4 and Cârnic 8
Cârnic 4 and 8 were located above Cârnic 1 and 2, and connected to these two networks by
very sloping or vertical workings. These workings were explored and their topography and
geology studied (only Cârnic 4). However, these works were located at a higher elevation
than the Cârnic 1-2-3 networks and therefore in the very steep and unstable parts of the
massive, close to the surface. For safety reasons, these two networks were not excavated.
The excavation work could only be undertaken from the surface and using heavy machinery
to remove large boulders and fallen rock that completely covered these mining works.
Cârnic 9
This network, located slightly further to the east of the Cârnic 1-2-3 networks, was
discovered from an ancient access sloping gallery. It consisted of a extensive group of
workings spread over four levels; however, three quarters of it consisted of modern workings
excavated using explosives. Most of the ancient workings in this sector were gutted and
alterred by modern excavations and three sectors representing any continuity of ancient
work merited excavation. The part of the works that travelled toward the surface, represents
a small group, structured around a long sloping gallery, which after a sharp right turn to the
east, travels into the depths of the massif including small lateral stopes, one of which
contained an ancient ladder made from a single tree.
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Beyond this upstream section, the works have been greatly affected by modern
interventions. Deeper down, there was a second small interesting sector that contained
small, narrow work sites, dug out with hand tools. These mining working were excavated, but
were not able to be dated, because Moderns removed the ancient mining fill. However in
this part of the Cârnic massif, the form and cut of the worksites, and the traces of hand tools,
made it easy to distinguish the classical and relatively systematic proportions of the workings
from the Roman era. It it possible that, as with the gallery at La Studentu near Găuri and
Cetate, these are also "medieval" or "post-medieval" works opened up between the end of
the Roman era and the 17th Century, the time when mining explosives first appeared.
The most significant mining workings studied at Cârnic 9, was an ancient network, which
was very deep, and was discovered and excavated on the lower level of this part of the
massif. The workings extended horizontally over about 300 square metres and for 85m in a
straight line. They were organized around two chambers on pillars, worked at a single level
that extends from north to south, then from east to west. In this part of the mine, it was easy
to see how the operations were organized from the opening of a series of short trapezoidal
galleries, placed one by the other. After going forward for a while, the walls between the
galleries were broken down and parts of the walls were retained to act as supporting pillars
for the chambers that were created. At the ancient communication gallery already
excavated, several fragments of channel lamps from the second century were found.
Cârnic 10
This last remarkable ancient network connected to Cârnic 9 to the south and to Cârnic 4 and
Cârnic 8 to the east. The mining network covered an area of about 2,700 square meters (45
x 60 m) and included over 400 linear metres of works developed over an approximately 21m
vertical metres. In the eastern part of the network, the ancient workings were extensively
impacted by major collapses and by modern excavations. The interesting sectors were
those located in the central part and in the three developments on the western side. Cârnic
10 is a group of sub-vertical work sites, worked in stopes following parallel tiers. These
works consisted of a series of trapezoidal galleries, opened one beside the other, with
additional works being excavated below that followed the slope of the mineralized structures,
i.e. the intersections of the veins (horizontal and vertical), and the breccia body (breccia
dykes).
These methods of exploitation gave the group a particular morphology with several mining
faces, stepped construction and which festooned the exterior limits of the three main areas
of operation. Locally, a lower level where small work sites were dug was investigated.
Fragments of Roman lamps from the second century A.D. were also found in fill at the work
sites. The floors of the highest parts were found almost bare, with little ancient or modern
rubble and the lower parts of the eastern flank were greatly altered by modern works.
The underground network at Cârnic is quite extensive. It is currently accessible as a result of
a framework of rectangular grid galleries made by recent mining works which are easy to
enter and in good condition, located one above the other at 853m and 1046m above sea
level. Direct access to the ancient workings prior to the 20th century from the surface was
not possible because all the drifts or access shafts were covered up, collapsed or masked by
dumps. The recent galleries intersect with many modern or ancient works, which are often
covered up with rubble, cave-ins and crossed by empty spaces, which require setting up
caving equipment. After a six-year study, the topographical project of the major ancient
mining networks at Cârnic is now almost finished. In addition, we have been working since
2003 on a three-dimensional presentation of the massif, which in time will allow a 3-D virtual
exploration of a part of the ancient mine. This was and extensive project which will present
the three main ancient networks, Cârnic 1-2-3, connected in three dimensions.
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5.5.1.4 Jig-Văidoaia Massif
An exploration and an assessment were carried out in 2004 on the Jig massif in the
northeast of the valley, but these investigations only revealed some works, quite recently
opened up using explosives. A test with a mechanical shovel was also undertaken in an
area of rocky outcrops near Jig-Piciorag, but only revealed a network of natural faults not
used by miners.
The little massif of Văidoaia was explored in 1999 and the works visited all appeared to have
been opened using gunpowder, and so were considered to be from after the 17th century.
Although some workings at first glance illustrated rounded shapes, a careful study of the
walls showed numerous traces of piercings, which clearly indicated that any network
currently accessible from the surface was opened up with gunpowder. No ancient work sites
were revealed in this area that was opened by with fire, or any ancient or modern working
opened using tools.
5.5.1.5 The Orlea and Ţarina Sectors
The Orlea and sectors were located on a contiguous area, to the north of lower part of the
Roşia Montană built-up area. The Roman settlement from Alburnus Maior, Orlea zone (LMI
code AB-I-m-A-00065.01) and the mining Roman exploitation from Alburnus Maior, Orlea
massif (LMI code AB-I-m-A-00065.02) has been afforded historic monument status under
Romanian Law.
Ancient waste rock dumps, some of which are now overgrown, covered a large part of the
slope. The Ţarina sector extended upstream (to the east) from the Orlea sector. Higher and
to the west, a wooded area with an area of open cast workings: cuts, ditches, collapsed
shafts and it may have been possible to further investigate some of these holes. This sector
would be worth a sustained period of prospecting, but it would preferable to find documents
in the archives to locate the most recent surface workings prior to this undertaking.
Historic mining maps from the 19th and 20th centuries (Pospeny 1868; Ghiţulescu and
Socolescu, 1941; MineVest 1992), the Ţarina sector appears to be the most exploited.
Approximatly thirty veins from north to south were marked with numbers and an east-west
vein, called the Crucii vein, intersected all these veins. These ore deposits were exploited at
two lower levels, 30 and 60 meters below ground respectively (a level currently flooded), by
the main Sf Cruce level (at 715 m. above sea level) and by a higher Racoşi level (at 750 m.
above sea level). The Sf Cruce level was easily accessible, either from a stairway from one
of the MinVest buildings, or from the existing open-air museum.
The main modern galleries where mine carts were used to transport the ore from the
exploitation areas from Cetate and Cârnic were very spacious and completely faced.
Because of this, most of the lateral galleries indicated on the old plans are walled. All the
works were surrounded by volcano-sedimentary rock sequences, quite soft, and subject to
collapse. Although located below the bottom of the valley, there was almost no water
present or seeping in. In 2004, the surveys looked at the workings at Carpeni and Orlea and
in 2005, they looked at the Ţarina sector. The boundary between the Orlea and Ţarina
areas was not very clear. Underground the limit was fixed as the North South crossbeam of
Sf Cruce. Because of this, all the works studied in 2005 were located within the Ţarina area.
Two ancient sectors were located on the boundary between the two areas, under the bottom
of the valley.
The existing ancient gallery that was part of the Alburnus Maior open-air museum was
located in the Orlea area and these works merited examination from an archeometric
perspective (detailed topography and study of the walls). The implementation of a
development programme initiatied from 1973-1975 resulted in the Sf. Cruce (St. Cross)
gallery becoming accessible to the public. Previous to this work, the gallery was flooded,
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muddy, and unsuitable for public access. The gallery combines access Roman mining
works through modern works under the Orlea Massif.
The only entrance is a three-metre long gallery followed by a 157-step descent. After
continuing along 42m of modern aged galleries, one arrives at the entrance to the Roman
Gallery.
The Roman Gallery is situated at a 725-m elevation. The gallery propping was initially of
wood, which deteriorated with age, and is today walled in prefabricated blocks. To the east,
along a length of 40 m, the gallery has an almost constant profile with the following
dimensions: ceiling=1.8m, floor=1.4m, height=18m (trapezoidal shape). The next 60m of the
gallery heads north and has various profiles. The intersection of several gold veins with the
gallery left resulted in small cavities being dug into the walls. The entire complex has
artificial lighting.
Although the gallery is still open to the public, several improvements are required to ensure
safe access. An additional access point would have to be created to provide an emergency
exit in case of cave-in or fire. Additionally, the 30-year-old steps would have to be rebuilt to
ensure safe access, especially for younger and older visitors.
At a slightly higher elevation, a small working was discovered at the Racoşi level, where a
modern gallery instersected a portion of the ancient gallery filled with mud that connected
with an ancient sloping gallery that was also filled with mud. In this work site, a notched
ladder from a single tree, in a perfect state of conservation, was found and dated using C14
to the 2nd century A.D. Although significantly damaged in 1999 when over 60 cm of an end
was sawn off for an exhibition in Germany, it was moved in 2005 to the protected sector of
the draining rooms of Păru Carpeni to make sure it was preserved.
In the Ţarina area, a timbered sloping gallery was located. It seemed to come directly from
the surface and to cover up very ancient mining works very close to the surface. In fact, a
timbering fragment removed in 2000 gave a date between 50 B.C. and 80 A.D. (mid 1st
century BC to the start of the second half of the 1st century A.D.). This area of Ţarina was
one of the most promising in the district. There, a very precise plan of the works of all
periods had been started, because a systematic survey of the area was required. This work
was completed for a large part of the western part of Ţarina, and its maze-like layout was
investigated. Many connecting circuits could be investigated by going from one level to
another, and one vein to another.
Investigations carried out in the Orlea and Ţarina areas only covered a portion of the existing
potential, which covered more than 10km of underground works. For the time being, a
topographical study of sixteen sectors of ancient works was made. Of the 6.5km of works
surveyed from various periods over two years, 5km were modern works opened up using
gunpowder and 1.5km were ancient works opened up using tools and possessing the
characteristic trapezoidal shape. These old workings were developed along the crease of
the valley, which emerges onto the MinVest buildings and reached an elevation of 725m,
which is similar to the level of Sf Cruce. Some groups are only fragments of workings
defaced by modern reworkings and/or collapses and waste rock accumulations. All these
works seemed to have been completely covered by clayey-sandy mud, and were
immediately cleared when modern excavations began: sometimes the bottom or the end of a
sloping gallery or a vertical work site; sometimes only a part of a working. On the other
hand, in the first twenty meters under the surface of the slope, they were barely accessible.
The workings investigated in this sector were relatively evenly distributed, which reflected
among other things, the strong density of the ore bodies. As the modern workings which
allow access did not cover the entire area, it is possible that there may be twice as many
ancient workings under this slope, particularly in the surface layer, and that an extensive
clearance of the surface could reveal many entrances to operations or explorations. In the
light of current information, it seems possible that some sloping galleries could be reopened
and excavated from the surface. It is also likely that workshops for handling the ore were
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installed on the surface, next to these underground access points. Therefore, it seems to be
of major importance, in view of the rarity of remains of ancient handling workshops known
currently in the valley, to plan for extensive surface excavations of both entrances to
galleries and spaces devoted for processing the ore, i.e. for ancient metallurgy.
5.5.1.6 The Coş-Lety Massif
The Coş massif was located to the north east of the valley near the urbanized area of the
village surrounded by ancient mining workings and particularly the famous Roman network
with the wooden waxed tablets discovered in the 19th century. This network, located at
878m above sea level, was discovered in 1855 when a long exploration gallery, the Cătălina
Monuleştigallery, transected it. The ancient network is made up of galleries, sloping galleries
and work sites opened up with tools and with a trapezoidal shape characteristic of workings
of the Roman era. At the time of the discovery, modern miners found twelve wooden tablets
and the remains of an elevation wheel. This discovery was described in the work by
Posepny (1868), including a map of these ancient workings. Bearing in mind the importance
of this ancient discovery, the entrance to the modern gallery was reopened between 2001
and 2003. As passes through unconsolidated rock, the gallery must have been timbered
over the majority of its length, up to the ancient workings located more than 350m inside.
In the sector with the old workings, three modern galleries lead towards the south where
they intersect with ancient works. Only one part of the network displayed on the Posepny
map are accessible today, because development at the south of the network was covered up
with fill from the Moderns. Surprisingly, preliminary investigation and a topographical study of
the developments of the ancient works was possible due to the gallery being, partially
retimbered by the Moderns, which dig into the massif to the north of the Cătălina Monuleşti
gallery, while they do not appear on Posepny's map.
An ancient sloping gallery, invaded by mud, comes down from higher works that have caved
in and appeared not to have been cleared by the miners of the 19th century. Posepny
indicates the discovery of one of the a tablet exactly in these workings. In the room located
immediately to the south of the modern access gallery, the floor of the sloping gallery was
intersected by the end of modern workings. A gallery goes off towards the south, which was
about 6m in length and a little unstable. Below, another ancient gallery goes off towards the
south and is covered up by modern debris. After about 12m towards the south, the gallery
disappeared under the rubble of a modern work site going upward, which is fairly full of
debris. It came back after 2m but it appeared to be collapsed another 2m further. Another
ancient gallery branched off to the east, rapidly covered up by modern debris, but it
remained visible for at least 9 m. These two galleries were visible on Posepny's map, and
come out on ancient works, which also probably connected with one of the modern galleries
crosscutting the ancient workings.
Posepny does not indicate the ancient workings coming down from the northern side. In the
room, a large sloping gallery goes off to the north, which rapidly turns into a landing with two
beginnings of a gallery; it is fairly full of unstable debris. The sloping gallery then continued
towards the east with a classical trapezoidal shape, but got wider again and was then
progressively invaded by muddy debris. At 12m below the level of the Cătălina Monuleşti
gallery, there was a pool of water, but nonetheless was accessible fromthe base of another
ancient sloping gallery. This one came out of an area of collapsed works, located to the
north of the modern gallery. It pushed towards the east and the northeast in a straight line
until the underwater portion. Across the water another ancient gallery under water going off
towards the north was visible. A wooden channel was also visible in this area, likely used for
water drainage. About 9m down, you could see two galleries leaving towards the southsoutheast and towards the north-northwest. Above another ancient gallery entered.
A second ancient sloping gallery came out of the same area of collapsed works. It was
timbered for the first few meters by miners in the 19th century. It pushed on towards the
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north and had a landing about 9 meters down. Towards the south, the gallery split off and
connected with the sloping gallery. A small ascending work site was found halfway down this
gallery. A spacious gallery split off towards the east for over 19 m, with the last 6m full of
overburden. Two crosses (X) were etched opposite each other on the two walls. On the
western side, the gallery was timbered by Moderns for 3 m. Below, there was an deepening
of the gallery and under the modern timbering, you can see the ancient timbering,
characterized by mortise and tenon assemblies. There was then an ancient gallery half filled
with overburden, which goes off at an angle towards the south on the eastern side. It is
underwater that appeared to connect with another gallery. On the overburden-covered floor,
you could see an ancient large ladder made of a single piece of wood (notched trunk). So we
had an ancient network coming out high up in a caved in area, which pushed towards the
north by three sloping galleries and which continued underwater about 12 meters down
compared to the level of the modern Cătălina Monuleşti gallery. Then to the east, about 25
meters down, the modern Verches gallery began, which did not intersect the ancient works.
In this sector of Coş, we can only see this ancient network for the time being, which is half
filled in, over an area of more than 600m of workings from all periods. Of the 265m of mining
workings mapped by our team, 95m involve modern works opened up by gunpowder, which
contain passages with wooden rails, and so are older, and only 170m of ancient works.
According to the map of 19th century, to two old works visited on the north side but not
mentioned by Posepny should be added the inaccessible part on the south side. Because of
this, this Roman network has a potential of at least 440m of workings developed linearly and
stepped down at least 15 m. Study of it can only begin when a new easy and safe access
will be set up to allow the huge mass of modern and ancient backfill which the digs will
generate to be evacuated and stored correctly. However, it should be noted that this Roman
network has a development and a quality of works which is very interesting, with the
possibility of even more remarkable works to be discovered in the depths, probably including
drainage equipment doubtless well preserved in a flooded level.
The famous network of Cătălina Monuleşti (Appendix E, Photograph 12) is especially
known as a result of the discovery of a set of wooden waxed tablets that was discovered by
chance there in 1855, (Appendix E, Photograph 18). Very deep in the massif, at over
100m below the surface, the network had become inaccessible since the start of the 20th
century as a result of the sliding down of the modern wood-supported gallery, which had
initially revealed the network and is at present, very unstable and flooded.
A team of fifteen miners performed research work from 2001 to 2003 by clearing 390 metres
of modern galleries and rebuilding its wooden propping over more than 100m before
reaching roman-era works.
The survey drafted in 2003 was compared to the 19th century archive of Pošepny, revealing
that network access was only possible through its northern half. The southern area
crosscutting, perhaps the modern Verkes gallery, is inaccessible due to a massive backfilling
or ground sliding. Exploring the network’s northern part revealed remarkable ancient
workings that demonstrate the same Roman-era mining practices that were revealed in the
Cârnic massif.
These specific features are:







Trapezoid galleries (Appendix E, Photograph 19);
Working faces, successive and overlapping (Appendix E, Photograph 20);
High and narrow stripped areas, similar to those of Site 19 in Cârnic5 (Appendix E,
Photograph 21);
Lighting devices with lamp niches (Appendix E, Photograph 22);
Water drainage systems with wood canals and elevating wheel (ancient wood
fragments of wheel were discovered in this area); this is something completely new
for Roşia Montană (Appendix E, Photograph 23). The specificity of the Cârnic
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Massif consists mainly in its workings’ lacking drainage systems (except for the canal
found in Cârnic1-Upper), in a massif that was undoubtedly well drained; and,
 Wooden tools such as the wooden ladder preserved in situ (Appendix E,
Photograph 24).
In spite of all these difficulties, the Cătălina Monuleşti site represents a remarkable ancient
network that represents a good prospect for research and new findings. With regards to the
southern part, in particular the portion that remains sealed and the lower level flooded,
significant potential exists for this area to have exceptional drainage systems such as an
elevating wheel (quite a few such examples were known and preserved to this day in the
Roman world).
It is also important to mention the existence of both modern and recent (17th century)
workings in this area still possess wooden rails used during recent mining works (Appendix
E, Photograph 25). The preservation of these wooden rails was possible in spite of the
difficulties inherent in the clearing of the Roman era works.
5.5.1.7 Carpeni, Păru Carpeni Sector
In 2004, further to the north of Roşia valley, topographical surveys were initiated in the
Carpeni area, a very significant sector, particularly due to the wooden equipment which was
very well preserved in the very humid environment resulting from these galleries being lower
in elevation than those in Cetate and Cârnic. Investigations of this sector lead to the
discovery of seven areas with ancient workings, including two drainage wheel rooms. The
work of exploration and topography was done starting from modern workings connected to
the Sf Cruce drift, which intersected with a large number of ancient workings. There is still a
lot of exploration to be carried out in this sector, particularly behind the concrete walls
covering various sectors of ancient works.
A very significant discovery was made in 2004 while the exploration team was on an
underground reconnaissance expedition in the Păru-Carpeni Sector and discovered the
emplacements of at least two hydraulic wheels that were used to remove water and allow
mining in otherwise flooded areas. They were located about 25m from each other and date
from the Roman era (C14 dating performed on a piece of wood). A piece of pine planking
was removed for C14 analysis and the dating given was: 1925 +/- 50 BP (40 BC – 220 AD);
which in calibrated C14 dating was between 1 cal BC and 220 cal AD (between the 1st and
2nd centuries AD). Large rectangular shaped rooms were found that were connected to a
lower gallery (which is where the water came from) and an upper gallery (towards which the
water had risen). In these rooms wooden wheels with wooden buckets were found and
would have been used to take the water from the bottom of the room to a higher gallery, and
along a wooden channel to another water wheel. The two rooms discovered in 2004 were
filled with an accumulation of preserved wooden fragments of the water wheel system.
In 2005, the drainage room located more to the southeast, was in a better state of
preservation than the previously investigated one, and was completely excavated. From this
initial room (measuring 2.30m wide, 4.50m long and 5.80m high), excavations identified two
other draining rooms connected directly by galleries to the first room; one was lower and the
other one was just above it. This group of three draining rooms connected diagonally and
dug out one on top of the other, starting at a depth of 30m are in the southeastern part of
Păru-Carpeni. The central room revealed all the pieces of wood, which had lined the roof as
well as the broken parts of an elevator wheel with buckets, dated by C14 dating to the 2nd
century AD. This is a major discovery concerning drainage in Roman mines using
machinery, which hasn’t been discovered in Europe since the 1930's and the chance
discovery in the mines in the southern part of the Iberian Peninsula.
Bibliographical research revealed that parts of a drainage wheel had been found at Roşia
Montană in the 19th century, but without the exact location being specified. In addition, there
were two blades and the axle of the wheel, which were almost complete and were on display
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at the archeological museum of Unirii in Alba Iulia. The room studied was pierced by a
modern gallery going up to the level of the water collector basin. It therefore appears very
probable that it was during this chance discovery that the modern miners removed the two
blades and axle of the wheel, which are now in the museum at Alba Iulia. Thanks to all this
items, we have been able to carry out a preliminary reconstruction of the timbering of the
roof of the room and the suspension equipment and wheel structure. Also, the system for
raising water in the mine, using a succession of three rooms with elevating wheels
connected to different drainage galeries, was studied and mapped. It seems evident that
other draining rooms must exist, which further research would allow to confirm.
During the 2005 campaign, a dendrochronologist, Christian Orcel from the Archéolabs
laboratory came especially from France to take some wood core samples in situ for analysis.
His work studying the growth rings of trees preserved in the draining room will allow the
creation of a dendrochronological timeline for pinewood in Northeastern Romania when at
this time this type of timeline with dating references, much more precise than dates obtained
from radiocarbon (Carbon 14), does not exist. The study is in progress, but has already
revealed that that most of the wood species are pine for timbering and beech for the parts of
the wheel. The upper and lower timbering of the room matches exactly and goes back to the
middle of the 2nd century AD., about 155 AD. On the other hand the pieces of supports found
in the lower gallery are probably older by about 50 years, most likely dating from late 1st
century AD. The study has to be completed for more information to be revealed on this
matter.
5.5.1.8 The Hăbad sector
The Hăbad sector extends to the southwest of Cetate and Găuri, over a hill of fields and
woods. The ancient detailed plan does not show mining works. In 1983, an archeological dig
discovered an entrance to an ancient gallery. We prospected this little sector in 2001 and in
2003 where the superficial formations can have totally masked the older remains. Among the
located remains, we can see the entrance of the La Studentu gallery. This gallery, which is
supposedly ancient, was reopened during the 2001 mission and mapped, and then the
survey was completed in 2003 for a total length of 127m (there was a collapse beyond that
point). This is a long ancient gallery worked with tools; a crosscut from north to south, very
reworked and disturbed by Moderns. The whole of this long gallery, which should lead to a
major exploitation area more to the south, was partially defaced by the installation of iron
rails on the floor and timbering over a major part of its length in the modern period (127m
length accessible, average width 1.10 m, average height 1.60m above the iron rails).
2.50m from the entrance, a little stope opened to the ceiling allowed us to follow an
intersection of six low grade quartz veins in a mostly SW-NE direction. The gallery was dug
in low hardness rock, a soft dacite which is intensely altered. In spite of the presence of iron
rails along the whole length of the gallery and timbering on big sections, several sectors with
traces of tools (chisels) in a good state of preservation confirm the opening prior to the 17th
century (start of operations using explosives). This rapid exploration has demonstrated the
presence of many traces of workings with tools, which is testament to ancient origins of the
works with no possibility to get more precise dates between Antiquity and the modern age. In
fact, the profile of the gallery shows a rounded ceiling, cut with tools, which distinguishes
them clearly from the Roman workings seen other places in Roşia Montană . They may be
medieval works.
Several ancient gallery entrances that have collapsed or are covered up appear beside the
track in this sector. Hand or a mechanical shovel can clear access to them during future
explorations. The entrance to the Deak Ferenz gallery that must join the ancient works under
Găuri has been found. This reputedly ancient sector of Hăbad with for the time being only
two ancient workings located (the La Studentu gallery and the gallery described in 1983)
would be worth additional investigation before a future open cast operation is started.
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5.5.1.9 Summary of Modern Workings
The modern workings at the Cârnic massif included galleries of small dimensions and work
sites of different kinds: huge chambers with pillars or coranda, vertical work sites, work sites
of varying, and work sites with a round or "bubble" shape. No dating techniques have so far
enabled the dating of these workings to a period more precise than between the 17th
century and early 20th century. Several galleries contained rail tracks in various states of
preservation and some with wooden switching mechanisms that are quite rare). These
tracks would have been used to guide wooden carts, used to transport ore and waste rock
from underground mining works to the surface. Some of these works were studied in 2002
and a C14 dating performed on the wooden rails has given us a chronological timespan
between the 17th and 19th centuries.
5.5.1.10 Summary of Ancient Roman Workings
The ancient workings investigated included galleries, sloping galleries, narrow stopes,
chambers on pillars and shafts, which displayed a wide variety of architecture depending on
the metallogeny of the area in which they were located. In areas with vertically oriented ore
veins, the work sites are apparently made up of galleries put one on top of the other. These
workings had rock faces with well-preserved traces of tools with breaks (benches, or
recesses), which indicated the limits of the shafts. In the work sites, these traces of tools
allow us to understand the exploitation dynamics, meaning the direction of the excavation,
how they followed the ore bodies, and the strategic choices made by the miners as the work
progressed. Certain characteristic forms found in trapezoidal sections of some exploratory
galleries were not characteristic of Roman mining. These traditions may have been of local
and of Dacian origin or have come with miners brought in from Dalmatia and Illyria.
In the hard rock that charactized the Piatra Corbului area, excavation by fire setting was
omnipresent and resulted in a characteristic architecture of vaulted ceilings and rounded,
blackened walls. In one of the work sites opened up by fire setting, charcoal residues
(evidence of fire setting), were collected and dated. C14 dating placed the fire setting in the
Roman era between the 2nd century and the end of the 3rd century. In this type of
architecture, the size of the chambers is quite expansive. The presence of lamp niches was
also an indication of ancient works from the Roman era. The sloping galleries were
comparable to inclided drifts, equipped with stairs more or less well defined, depending on
the slope. Their role was quite prominent in the spatial organization of the operations. The
vertical shafts seem to be a less prominent feature and were not very deep. The shafts
although part of the vertical organization of the operations as far as digging out the works
was concerned, were not related to transporting the ore or waste rock.
Most of the ancient workings in the Cârnic massif were subjected to major modern
reworking, which have altered, fragmented or completely destroyed them. A spatial analysis
by precise surveys has enabled the visual mapping of how this original layout would have
appeared. The ancient workings frequently completely filled by fine sediments that leached
from inaccessible surface works, or were partially filled by ancient backfill that was left
underground by the ancient miners. Apparently underwater or filled for several centuries,
these works preserved a small number of wooden artefacts (supports, abandoned
equipment, various pieces of equipment etc.) that has permitted dating to 1st century BC,
and some that were even older. However, in the absence of discoveries of material from the
Dacian period, no defendable conclusions in this regard can be made. In fact, the ceramic
pieces found so far were mainly from Roman lamps typical of the 2nd century AD
(Firmalampen), as well as some rare fragments of wide-mouthed pots that are quite common
and attributable to the Roman era.
The rational organisation of the mining system in Roşia Montană is similar to the mining
concessioning of the Roman polymetallic mine (copper, iron, gold and silver) of Vipasca
(Aljustrel, south of Portugal). Two bronze tablets, quoting the Roman mining code of this 2nd
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century A.D. Roman town, in force under Hadrian, were discovered in small hills and in a
mineshaft. Among other provisions, these law tablets speak of a delineation of mining
concessions, leased from twin shaft and opened from the surface.
5.5.2

The Roman Gold Mining Context

This section explains the national and international context of the Roman gold mine situated
in Roşia Montană. This context helps determine how important are the industrial heritage
finds from the Roman period in Roşia Montană compared to other Roman mining operations
in Romania (if they have been documented) and internationally. This is an essential step in
evaluating the relative significance of the historical and architectural heritage of Roşia
Montană.
The results of the French mission include a sequence of 22 radiocarbon dates from ancient
timbers preserved in waterlogged conditions in the mines, and from charcoal from fire
setting. The application of such an extensive scientific dating programme is unparalleled in
Romania and allows a considerable improvement in understanding the chronological
development of mining techniques in the area.
5.5.2.1 National Context
Extensive archaeological and epigraphic evidence, most of it resulting from support of
RMGC since 2000, demonstrates that Roşia Montană, both its mines and setting, was an
important Roman mining complex. It is nonetheless essential that this significance be
considered in its wider context. Inevitably, such a consideration is based on the current
state of archaeological evidence and understanding but, incomplete as these are, the
evidence for widespread Roman gold-mining operations in Romania is already extensive
and certainly sufficient to make some general assumptions possible. Romania has long
been known for its rich gold deposits, and international scholarship has drawn conclusions
for the extent of Roman gold-mining operations there for many years. These conclusions,
albeit some of them tentative, are summarised in ‘Tabula Imperii Romani’ and have been
revised and updated together with extensive bibliographies in the ‘Barrington Atlas of the
Roman World’ (R. Talbert, 2000). Additionally, other works include further mention of
ancient mining works from Roşia Montană and some similar features identified in other
mining centres for the Golden Quadrilater (Maghiar, Olteanu, 1968; Wollmann, 1996).
These have been added to the ‘Historic Study’ by Dr. Lucia Marinescu (L. Marinescu, 2002),
commissioned by RMGC in 2002, and Michaela Simion’s check-list of the current state of
archaeological research for gold-mining in Romania (Appendix D).
Ancient sources refer to the enormous quantity of gold brought out of Dacia by the Emperor
Trajan, on the final defeat of Decebalus in 106/7 A.D. It is useful to be reminded of this fact
and that evidence for Roman gold mining in Transylvania and the Banat is well known.
There are five great regions; four in the famed ‘Golden Quadrilateral,’ to the north and west
of Alba Iulia, and one in the Banat Mountains, to the south of Oţelu Roşu. In addition to
Appendix D, Roman-period mining operations are listed in the Barrington Atlas like so:
1. In the mountains and river valleys to the west of Turda (Potaissa);
2. In a vast area of mountains and valleys stretching northwest from Bucium to
Scărişoara;
3. In a region to the west of Zlatna (Ampelum);
4. In a region centred on Brad; and,
5. In the Banat mountains to the south of Oţelu Roşu.
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Table 5-1.

Evidence of Roman Mining in the Mountains and River Valleys to the
West of Turda (Potaissa)

Site Area

Interpretation of Evidence

Main Sources of Data
Referred to in Barrington Atlas

BĂIŞOARA *

Extensive evidence of Roman mining (AIUD
Museum)

D. Tudor 1968, 202

IARA *

D. Tudor 1968, 202

SURDUC

Refs to traces of Roman buildings no longer
visible.
Roman gold-mining settlement
Roman gold -washing

FĂGEŢII IERII

Roman gold -washing

D. Tudor 1968, 202

VIDOLM

Roman gold -washing

D. Tudor 1968, 202

SĂLCIUA DE SUS

Some Roman evidence

D. Tudor 1968, 202

D. Tudor 1968, 202

* = site from which significant evidence of more than minimal Roman gold-mining activity has been assembled
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Table 5-2

Evidence of Roman Mining in the Vast Area of Mountains and Valleys
Stretching Northwest from Bucium to Scărişoara.

Site Area

Interpretation of Evidence

ALBAC

Main Sources of Data
Referred to in Barrington Atlas
and by M. Simion

Roman gold-washing

T.I.R. (Aquincum) 26

SCĂRIŞOARA

Roman gold-washing

D. Tudor 1968, 202

NEAGRA

Roman gold-washing

BISTRA

Roman gold-washing

AVRAM IANCU

Roman gold-washing

VIDRA

Roman gold-washing

CÎMPENI

Roman gold-washing

T.I.R. (Aquincum) 37

LUPŞA

Roman gold-washing

T.I.R. (Aquincum) 75

Roman artifacts recovered

M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D

HĂDĂRĂU

? Roman settlement

M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D

PEŞTERA

? mining (cave)

M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D

BUCIUM *

Roman settlement and goldmines

D. Tudor 1968, 196 - 7

Extensive evidence for Roman gold mining
and settlement

M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D

LARGE BIBLIOGRAPHY
Extensive evidence and research
undertaken.
(e.g. C.I.L III, 924 – 927)
(see relevant reports)
* = site from which significant evidence of more than minimal Roman gold – mining activity has been assembled

ROŞIA MONTANĂ

(ALBVRNVS MAIOR) *

Table 5-3.

Evidence of Roman Mining in a Region West of Zlatna (Ampelum).

Site Area

Interpretation of Evidence

Main Source of Data
Referred to in Barrington Atlas
and by M. Simion

VALEA DOSULUI*

Roman gold-mining settlement

T.I.R (Aquincum) 116

TECHEREU

Roman gold-mining settlement

T.I.R (Aquincum) 110

ALMAŞU MARE *

Roman gold-mining settlement

D. Tudor (1968), 234 - 235

Roman galleries explored 1893

M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D

POIANA *

Roman gold-mining settlement

D. Tudor (1968), 189

STĂNIJA

Roman evidence

D. Tudor (1968), 193

CIB *

Roman evidence

T.I.R. (Aquincum) 46

Extensive evidence of Roman occupation
(SABINOLEA collection)

M Simion (2004) APPENDIX D

* = site from which significant evidence of more than minimal Roman gold-mining activity has been assembled
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Table 5-4.

Evidence of Roman Mining in a Region Centered on Brad.

Site Area
BAIA DE CRIŞ*

Interpretation Of Evidence

Main Source Of Data
Referred To In Barrington Atlas
And By M. Simion

Roman gold-washing and settlement
Roman galleries, water-sluices, etc.
(under today’s Commune?)

D. Tudor (1968) 192 - 3

RIBIŢA

Roman evidence

D. Tudor 91968) 192 - 3

ŢEBEA

Roman evidence

T.I.R (Aquincum) 110

CARACIU

Roman gold - mining settlement

D. Tudor (1968) 192 - 3

Evidence of mining galleries and gold-washing
reported

M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D

MESTEACĂN

Roman evidence

T.I.R (Aquincum) 79

BRAD

Roman evidence

M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D

(LA PETRENEŞTI)*

Evidence of galleries and cemeteries

PORCUREA

Roman evidence

D. Tudor (1968) 189

HĂRŢĂGANI

Roman evidence
th
18 century refs to Roman use of thermal
springs reported
Roman gold-settlement
Galleries and extensive mining evidence,
buildings, etc
Roman gold-mining settlement

D. Tudor (1968) 192

Water-wheel found in mine

M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D

Roman evidence
Some evidence of Roman mining
Roman evidence

D. Tudor 91968) 191
M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D
T.I.R. (Aquincum) 98

(CĂINELUL DE SUS)

Extensive traces if Roman goldmines reported in
1890’s

M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D

(CRIŞCIOR)

Early 19th century traces reported

M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D

ISCRONI

? evidence

T.I.R.

MAIDAN

Roman gold-working?

M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D

BĂIŢA*

FIZEŞ*

HONDOL
SĂCĂRÎMB

M Simion (2004) APPENDIX D

M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D
D. Tudor (1968) 191
M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D
D. Tudor (1968) 191

* = site from which significant evidence of more than minimal Roman gold-mining activity has been assembled
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Table 5-5.

Evidence of Roman Mining in the Banat Mountains, South of Oţelu Roşu

Site Area

Interpretation of Evidence

Main Source of Data
Referred to in Barrington Atlas
and by M. Simion

SASCA MONTANĂ

Roman evidence

See Atlas p. 21

MOLDOVA NOUĂ

Roman evidence

See Atlas p. 21

BORLOVA

Roman evidence

See Atlas p. 21

Gold-washing installations etc.

M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D

Roman evidence

See Atlas p. 21

Gold-washing installations etc

M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D

BOLVAŞNIŢA*

(nr. MEHADIA CASTRVM)
BOCŞA MONTANĂ*

Roman evidence

See Atlas p. 21

Many tools (for iron, tin, silver and ? goldmining)

M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D

Roman evidence

See Atlas p. 21

Gold-washing and? galleries

M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D

TURNU RUIENI

Roman evidence ?

M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D

VÂRCIOROVA

Roman evidence ?

M. Simion (2004) APPENDIX D

DOGNECEA *

* = site from which significant evidence of more than minimal Roman gold-mining activity has been
assembled

Conclusions
Brief in content as they are, the Roman gold-mining locations listed above and magnified in
Appendix D, demonstrate that Roşia Montană cannot have been unique in terms of its
Roman mining history. Furthermore, the evidence to date strongly hints at the presence of
at least 47 Roman gold-mining centres and related developments in Transylvania and Banat,
of which at least 14 have already produced evidence of major Roman gold-mining
operations with associated settlements and related infrastructure. Whilst it is clear that some
have disappeared under more recent developments over the last 200 years, others seem to
shine brightly as beacons encouraging future archaeological activity and research. The
importance of Roşia Montană must surely be a reflection of what is known, rather than of
what could one day be known elsewhere in Romania. As Dr. Marinescu’s study makes plain
(L. Marinescu, 2002): the sum of archaeological research to date gives ‘a deformed image of
Alburnus Maior.’ It is important that this point is stressed. The leads and hints elsewhere
strongly imply that future archaeological research elsewhere in Romania will change current
impressions of Roşia Montană. The place and the programme of archaeological
investigations from 2000-2006 are apparently of unparalleled importance now; however, it
appears that they may well not always be.
5.5.2.2 International Context
The objectives of this section are twofold: first, to complement the national (i.e. Romanian)
context section, and second, to address the Roman imperial (i.e. international) context of
Roşia Montană. Given the large area covered and the vast growing body of data available,
this exercise has had to be carried out in a very general/summary form. Nonetheless, some
invaluable and modern sources have been consulted: among them the ‘Historical Study’ by
Lucia Marinescu (L. Marinescu. 2002) and the Barrington Atlas (R. Talbert, 2000) with its
priceless database. Nonetheless, limited as this survey has been, the data reviewed is more
than sufficient to confirm that as with the national assessment, there are many international
archaeological Roman mining sites. However, it must be stressed that the picture presented
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here is based only on the sum of current knowledge. More significant evidence and
research is being added to the ‘tally’ every year.
A brief survey of the evidence from the Roman Empire as a whole demonstrates widespread
gold-mining activity. Roman gold-mines are known to have been in the following provinces:
western Britannia (S. Wales), Aquitania (W. France), Tarraconensis/Lusitania/Baetica (NW
Spain, SW Spain and Portugal), Noricum, Pannonia, Dalmatia/Moesia Superior (Austria,
Slovenia, Bosnia, Herzegovina, Albania, Kosovo, Bulgaria), Aegyptus (SE Egypt) and, of
course, Dacia (Romania).
These operations are listed in the Barrington Atlas thus:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Britannia (S. Wales)
Aquitania (W. France)
Tarraconensis/Lusitania/Baetica (Spain & Portugal).
Noricum/Pannonia/Dalmatia/Moesia
Superior
(Austria,
Herzegovina, Albania, Kosovo, Bulgaria)
5. Aegyptus (SE Egypt)
Table 5-6.

Slovenia,

Bosnia,

Evidence of Roman Mining in Britannia (S. Wales)
Site Area

LOUENTINON?
(DOLAUCOTHI or

Evidence Interpreted
Extensive evidence of Roman goldmining, galleries and water-system

Main Sources of Data
Barrington Atlas (2000).
National Trust (misc.1995-2004)

PUMSAINT)*
* = site at which evidence of significant Roman mining and infrastructural development has been recorded.

Table 5-7.

Evidence of Roman Mining in Aquitania (W. France)
Site Area

GEMILIACUM

Evidence Interpreted

Main Sources of Data

Roman settlement and gold-mine

Barrington Atlas (2000) 205

ST YRIEIX-LA-PERCHE

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 209

BLATOMAGUS

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 202

FORGEAS

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 204

(JUMILHAC-LE-GRAND) *

* = site at which evidence of significant Roman mining and infrastructural development has been noted.
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Table 5-8.

Evidence of Roman Mining in Tarraconensis/Lusitania/Baetica (Nw & Sw
Spain, Portugal)

Site Area

Evidence Interpreted

Main Sources of Data

URROS

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 380

SERRA DE S. JUSTA

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 379

MACEDINHO

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 376

JALES

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 375

TRES MINAS *

Roman gold mines

Barrington Atlas (2000) 379

POCO DAS FREITAS

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 378

SERRA DE ARGA

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 379

FRANCA

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 375

BEMBIBRE

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 373

RIO ERIA

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 378

VALDUERNA

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 380

MONTEFURADO

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 377

VALDUERNA

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 380

RIO CABRERA

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 378

RIO TURIENZO

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 378

LAS MEDULAS*

Major Roman gold mines &
infrastructure. World Heritage site.

Barrington Atlas (2000) 376
and large bibliography

PUEBLA DEL BROLLON

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 378

CASTROPODAME

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 374

EL CAUREL

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 374

LAS OMANAS

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 377

LA LEITOSA

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 376

PARAMO DEL SIL

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 378

VALLE RABON

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 380

MONTEROSO

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 377

IBOLLO

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 375

ALTO DEL PALO*

Open-cast mining with water system.
Extensive remains

Barrington Atlas (2000) 372
and other references

ABLANEDA

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 372

MIUDES

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 376

BRANA

Open-cast mining

D. Bird (BAR 940) 2001

IBOYA

Open-cast mining

D. Bird (BAR 940) 2001

FRESNEDO

Open-cast mining

D. Bird (BAR 940) 2001

RIO DE ORO

Open-cast mining

D. Bird (BAR 940) 2001

CALE

Roman

Barrington Atlas (2000) 373

THARSIS*

Roman settlement and more

Barrington Atlas (2000) 429

MEIMOA

?

Barrington Atlas (2000) 424

VIPASCA
(METALLUM VIPASCENCE)*

Extensive epigraphic evidence;
mines/galleries
? Goldworks. Famous site

Barrington Atlas (2000) 425
and extensive references

CAVEIRA

Roman

Barrington Atlas (2000) 420

URIUM (RIOTINTO)*

World famous mines.
Extensive evidence

Barrington Atlas (2000) 429
& extensive references

* = site at which evidence of significant Roman mining and infrastructural development has been noted and/or
recorded.
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Table 5-9.

Evidence of Roman Mining - Noricum/Pannonia/Dalmatia/Moesia
Superior (Austria, Slovenia, Bosnia, Herzegovina, Albania, Kosovo,
Bulgaria)
Main Sources of Data
Abridged In Barrington Atlas (2000)
See Bibliographies To Maps 49, 20, 21

Site Area

Evidence Interpreted

(Nr) DONJA GUSTERICA *

Roman settlement and gold-mines

Barrington Atlas (2000) 752

NOVO BRDO *

Roman settlement & gold-mines

Barrington Atlas (2000) 754

(Nr) GORNO KOBILE*

Roman settlement & gold-mines

Barrington Atlas (2000) 325 7 753

DOLNO KOBILE*

Roman settlement & gold-mines

Barrington Atlas (2000) 325 & 752

DOLNO UJNO*

Roman settlement and quarry

Barrington Atlas (2000) 325 & 752

GOLEMO SELO*

Roman settlement & gold-mine

Barrington Atlas (2000) 325, & 753

BISTRITSA*

Roman settlement & gold-mine

Barrington Atlas (2000) 325 & 751

PANCHAREVO*

Roman settlement & gold-mine

Barrington Atlas (2000) 325 & 754

GERMAN

Roman ? gold-mine

Barrington Atlas (2000) Map 49, F1

GORUBLJANE *

Roman settlement & gold-mines

Barrington Atlas (2000) 325 & 753

CANDALICAE

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 325 & 299 and MAP
20, B3

BISTUA NOVA and
BATHIATAE region

Several Roman gold-mines
identified

Barrington Atlas (2000) 289, 299 and MAP 20,
E5-F6

RUDNIK*

Roman gold-mining similar to
Roşia Montană

Barrington Atlas (2000) 321

KUCAINA

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 318

MAJDANPEK

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 319

RUSMAN

Roman gold-mining

Barrington Atlas (2000) 321

KRIVELJ*

Roman settlement & goldmine

Barrington Atlas (2000) 318

SLATINA

Roman ? goldmine

Barrington Atlas (2000) 322

ZLOT

Roman ? goldmine

Barrington Atlas (2000) 325

SOCANICA*

Roman gold-mining settlement &
bridge

Barrington Atlas (2000) 322

LECE

Roman ? goldmine

Barrington Atlas (2000) 318

ISKRETS

Roman ? goldmine

Barrington Atlas (2000) 317

DOMAVIA/GRADINA*

Extensive infrastructure similar to
AMPELVM

L. Marinescu (2002)

SPLONUM*

Epigraphic evidence of emigrants
to Roşia Montană

L. Marinescu (2002)

SKELANI

Gold-mining

L. Marinescu (2002)

VARVARA

Gold-mining

L. Marinescu (2002)

KOSMAJ*

Extensive evidence similar to
Roşia Montană

L. Marinescu (2002)

VISIBABA

Gold-mining

L. Marinescu (2002)

PLEVLJE

Gold-mining

L. Marinescu (2002)

NARONA

Gold-mining

L. Marinescu (2002)

CAVTAT

Gold-mining

L. Marinescu (2002)

AEQUUM*

Emigrants to Roşia Montană

L. Marinescu (2002)

NERETVEI

Gold-mining

L. Marinescu (2002)

POLJICA

Gold-mining

L. Marinescu (2002)

CETINA VALLEY

Gold-mining

L. Marinescu (2002)

RIDATAE

Gold-mining

L. Marinescu (2002)

DOCLEA

Gold-mining

L. Marinescu (2002)

* = site at which evidence of significant Roman mining and infrastructural development has been noted and/or
recorded.
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NOTE 1
The mines of MOESIA are concentrated in the following areas:





METALLI AURELIANI (Timoc Valley)
METALLI DARDANICI
(C. Bosnia)
METALLI ULPIANI
(Kosovo)
NOTE 2
The most important Roman gold mines were in Central Bosnia, with rich archaeological
evidence confirming close parallels to the mines of Dacia.
Table 5-10.

Evidence of Roman Mining in Aegyptus (SE Egypt. The “Eastern
Desert”)

Site Area

Evidence Interpreted

Main Sources of Data
Abridged In Barrington Atlas (2000)
See Bibliographies to Maps 78, 80, 81

(Nr.) GHUZZA*

Roman Fort, with settlement and goldmine

Barrington Atlas 1160

ABU ZAWAL*

Roman road-station and gold-mine

Barrington Atlas 1159

BUKHALUG*

Roman settlement and gold-mine

Barrington Atlas 1159

ERIDIYA*

Roman settlement and gold-mine

Barrington Atlas 1159

(Nr) ATALLA*

Roman Fort and gold-mine

Barrington Atlas 1172

PERSOU (Nr)*

Roman settlement and cluster of goldmines

Barrington Atlas 1172

MALGE

Possible Roman gold-mine

Barrington Atlas 1174

UMM RUS

Two Roman (?) gold-mines

Barrington Atlas 1175

WADI DABAB

Possible Roman gold-mine

Barrington Atlas 1176

(Nr) SIQDIT*

Roman settlement and gold-mine

Barrington Atlas 1175

SUKKARI*

Roman settlement and gold-mine

Barrington Atlas 1175

WADI EL-AMBOOT

Roman gold-mine

Barrington Atlas 1176

ATTUT

Roman gold-mine

Barrington Atlas 1172

(Nr) BARAMIYA*

Roman Fort and gold-mine

Barrington Atlas 1172

DUNQASH *

Roman settlement and gold-mine

Barrington Atlas 1172

SAMUT (1)*

Roman settlement and gold-mine

Barrington Atlas 1175

SIBRIT

Possible Roman gold-mine

Barrington Atlas 1175

HAMESH

Roman gold-mine

Barrington Atlas 1173

GELLI*

Roman settlement and gold-mine

Barrington Atlas 1173

UMM GARRIAT

Roman ? gold-mine

Barrington Atlas 1184

ABU FAS

Roman ? gold-mine

Barrington Atlas 1182

ALFAWA

Possible Roman gold-mine

Barrington Atlas 1176

NW COMPASI
* = site at which evidence of significant Roman mining and infrastructural development has been noted and/or
recorded.
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Conclusions
This summary assessment confirms that there is now known to have been extensive gold
mining in several provinces of the Roman Empire. Some of these, as Lucia Marinescu
points out (L. Marinescu, 2002), are in a range of Roman provinces (Pannonia, Noricum,
Dalmatia, Moesia Superior) adjacent to Dacia. Others (e.g. Spain/Portugal, Britain, Egypt)
are very far distant. Many of these sites can merely be identified as places in which
international scholarship has concluded that there was gold-mining activity. On the other
hand, a significant number of others can be shown to have been major centres with
associated infrastructure and technical development, which closely parallel those at Roşia
Montană. Some of these, indeed, also include well-preserved remains. Despite its
undoubted archaeological and historical significance, the conclusion must be that Roşia
Montană is one of a number of gold-mining centres at least of comparable importance
throughout the Roman Empire. Research into Roman gold mining and gold mines continues
and develops apace, and there can be no doubt that many more sites await discovery and
archaeological elucidation. In this respect, the following published statements from the
Barrington Atlas (Princeton, 2000) serve to make the point.
For DALMATIA/MOESIA/NORICUM
‘A significant number of places named in antiquity have yet to be located’
For PANNONIA
‘The current state of research is uneven’
For EGYPT
‘Much has been discovered in the last 20 years’
‘Progress is sure to be rapid’
‘Numerous mines have been shown for the first time’
‘A notable increase in the number of known sites can be expected’
And, last but by no means least, a recent assessment of the Roman gold mines at Pumsaint, S.
Wales, concludes ‘Without doubt, further shafts and adits await discovery.’

Clearly, the situation is changing rapidly as research adds to the growing list of Roman gold
mines and related settlements empire-wide. This can have only one implication for Roşia
Montană: many more significant sites will be discovered.
5.5.3

RoşiaMin Museum

The history of mining that has developed almost 2,000 years has given Roşia Montană a
distinctive industrial mining heritage. This industrial heritage is preserved in Roşia
Montană’s architecture, oral history and archaeology. Several elements of Roşia Montană’s
cultural heritage are preserved in the RoşiaMin museum that houses several industrial
artefacts from the past century.
Between 1971 and 1972, as a result of complex efforts, part of the ancient works in the
Orlea area was introduced into the tourist and scientific circuit. After setting up a programme
that was implemented between 1973 and 1975, the Roman works became accessible to the
public through the museum complex.
During 1981, with the help of local enthusiasts and a team from the museum in Alba Iulia, a
unique museum of mining works was organized, around which the bases of an outdoor
exhibition were laid, along with a lapidarium containing over 50 Roman stone monuments
(votive altars, aediculae sarcophagi roofs, stone and wooden mining tools, all of them items
registered in the national cultural patrimony), everything being located in the area near the
entry to the Roman mines in the Orlea Massif. Unfortunately, the museum – as it was initially
organized – was destroyed at the beginning of the 1990’s.
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The museum is presently run by RoşiaMin, a state-owned mining company, and combines
an outdoor gallery and an indoor museum and has the following features:








Roman Gallery;
Wooden stamps with nine and twelve crushers;
Stamper’s cabin;
Pattern of a gallery with accessories;
Open-air exhibition (including Roman-age votive altars); and,
Specific mining installations.

The Wooden Stamps
The two wooden stamps were reconstructed between 1970 and 1979. The only structural
and functional difference between the two stamps is the numbers of crushers.
Any person who bought (by contract) or inherited a stamp floor could build a stamp. Men
and women alike, either in their family or by hiring employees, processed gold ore with the
stamp. The stamps were in operation from the 18th of March through until 18th of November;
however, they would rarely function during the whole year because of the poor weather.
During the week, the stamps worked from Tuesday noon until Saturday morning, while in the
dry season (August, September) they would operate from Wednesday or even Thursday to
Saturday.
As a rule, the stamps were placed in a cascade, on stamp floors along the valleys, using the
difference in elevation to ensure that water would flow, a condition essential for the crushing,
segregating and concentration of gold. The ore was fed into the stamp, with the help of corfs
(basket or tub used in a mine) and troughs.
The "Californian" Stamps
The Californian stamps provided with iron crushers were a step forward in the mining
technology of Europe at the end of the 19th century. This type of stamp was used in Roşia
Montană between the two world wars and later, until they came to be replaced by ball mills.
The Fraser & Chalmers Company from England manufactured the stamp in the museum but
the year of manufacture is unfortunately unknown. This type of stamp was set to work by an
engine, usually an electric one, which manipulated the central shaft. The axle with cams,
which would raise and drop the crushers in order to crush the ore, transmitted the rotation
motion.
The Stamper's Cabin
The mining museum also contains a little wooden house covered with shingles. This was
where the stamper lived and where a variety of tools were kept:
The installation for the reprocessing of gold by means of flotation
The mining museum also contains the following mining components:





5.6

Ball mill (holding capacity - 30 tons per 24 hours); origin - Baia de Aries;
Bins;
Belt conveyer; and,
Flotation cells.

Intangible Cultural Heritage

This section deals with some local traditions practiced over the last century in Roşia
Montană. These local traditions are an important part of Roşia Montană’s intangible cultural
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heritage. The United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO)
defines intangible cultural heritage as:
“The practices, representations, expressions, as well as the knowledge and skills, that
communities, groups and, in some cases, individuals recognise as part of their cultural
heritage. It is sometimes called living cultural heritage, and is manifested inter alia in the
following domains:
Oral traditions and expressions, including language as a vehicle of the intangible
cultural heritage;
 Performing arts;
 Social practices, rituals and festive events;
 Knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe; and
 Traditional craftsmanship.
The intangible cultural heritage is transmitted from generation to generation, and is
constantly recreated by communities and groups, in response to their environment, their
interaction with nature, and their historical conditions of existence. It provides people with
a sense of identity and continuity, and its safeguarding promotes, sustains, and develops
cultural diversity and human creativity (UNESCO, 2004).”


5.6.1

Oral History Archive

The oral history archive consists of over 100 hours of digitally recorded interviews and is the
only archive of its kind in the region that describes the industrial heritage and the lives of
residents of an ancient mining community in Transylvania.
5.6.2

Spiritual Life Aspects: Ceremonials, Festivities and Feasts

The manner in which locals have celebrated festivals and conducted ceremonies differs in
some regards from other Transylvanian rural settlements. This can be attributed to the large
ethnic and religious diversity resulting from the lure of gold in Roşia Montană.
The information in this section focuses on the period between World War I and World War II.
Nonetheless, it is likely that many of the traditions referred to can be extended back to the
beginning of the 20th century, when the region was still part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
As a result of the nationalisation of mining in Roşia Montană under communism, many
traditions that were unique to Roşia Montană, described below, are no longer practiced
today.
Church Attendance
On Sunday, residents of Roşia Montană replaced their modest working clothes with their
best clothes. Women’s clothing includes elegant dresses, hats and fur coats, while men
wear patent-leather boots, black suits, neckties and plush hats. Clothing was manufactured
by local tradesmen (tailors, boot makers) or bought from other local towns.
Market Day
In Roşia Montană, each Saturday was a market day. Many sellers displayed their
merchandise in the central market near the Ajtaj Castle. Previously, sellers paid a tax to the
administrator, believed to belong to the Ajtaj family, who was supposed to clean up the area
after the market closed. Wagons from Bucium, Lupşa and Muşca carrying breadstuffs and
dairy produce arrived at daybreak. Peasants and merchants from Miceşti and Turda brought
vegetables and fruit. Jewish merchants sold raw material for local artisans, including tailors
and boot makers. Workers also came early in the morning to be hired by owners of large
pastures who needed additional labourers.
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The Ball
The favoured entertainment of young people in Roşia Montană was the ball. Smaller or
larger balls took place in different dancing halls in the centre, on Brazi Street, but mostly at
Casino. A multi-functional building, the Casino belonged to the Barta family, and it
comprised several entertainment halls, similar to Imperial Court and other European capitals.
At Casino, the rich people in Roşia Montană could also find luxurious halls for billiards,
poker, chemin de fer, roulette and two restaurants.
Influenced by Empire balls, the entertainment enabled the young people to flirt and the
adults to show their elegant clothing. Most balls were organized during winter, when locals
had more spare time. The main organizers of balls were the denomination associations;
however, participation at balls was interdenominational and without ethnic bias. One
denominational association, the Reunion of Greek Catholic Women in Roşia Montană,
played an important role in the cultural and social life of community and was involved in
national revolution in 1848 where they sent a delegate (priest Nicolae Cosma) to the Great
National Assembly at Alba Iulia. After his return, he “continued to be active, organizing
lectures, chorus singing, dramas, and literary meetings to promote patriotic sentiments
among Roşia Montană inhabitants” (Mihai Beniuc, 1997). Balls were replaced by new
“programmes’’ at the new club called “Work and Light.”
The Lighting of Ritual Fires
An archaic pre-Christian custom that is no longer practiced is the lighting of ritual fires (locals
called it Bolbote) on Roşia and Corna hills on the evening of March 9, when the Forty
Martyrs of Sevasta were celebrated according to Orthodox tradition. Ritual fires were lit with
dry slivers on stone walls separating the properties. According to local tradition, young girls
and boys jumped over the fire so that the fleas would not bite them, which was perhaps a
purifying ritual at its origin.
Easter
Easter traditions and festivals occupied an important place in residents’ spiritual lives.
Parishioners were at the divine service in the different churches in Roşia Montana and
Corna during Passion Week, which culminated on Good Friday, when special ceremonies
were held. At the Catholic Church for instance, several men in uniforms would watch the
symbolic tomb of Jesus. Traditionally people in Roşia carried food baskets with them (pound
cake, roast meat, wine) to receive the priest’s blessing. They then ate the food on the first
Easter day within their family. On the other two days of Easter Weekend, people would
participate in larger parties in the surrounding hills, weather permitting. Accompanied by
musicians, women, men and children ate, drank and danced.
Hungarian Traditions
One Hungarian custom shared by all Roşia Montană residents is perfume or water
sprinkling. Men sprinkle women with perfume or water on the second Easter day, and
women sprinkle men the following day. This old fertility ritual turned into an act of gallantry,
where sprinkling was preceded by a little poem:
I have been in the garden
I have seen a flower
I wished to take it
Is it really free?

Another Hungarian custom is Majalis, which takes the form of a folk party on May 1,
involving mostly young people. Even if cattle raising and agriculture are not major
occupations in Roşia Montană, the people still celebrate the beginning of spring on May 1.
This is a spring celebration of pastoral and agrarian life and is a festival of health and
cheerfulness.
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Mining Celebrations
As mining is important in Roşia Montană, on December 4, the Orthodox Church celebrates
Saint Varvara, the patron saint of miners. Similarly, members of the Catholic Church
conduct a service where men and women sing beneath a statue of Saint Barbara (Hungarian
version of Saint Varvara) and ask for her protection.
Christmas and New Years Eve
At Christmas, children sang traditional carols and carried stars or little houses throughout the
village until midnight, receiving cakes, fruit or money.
For young people, New Year’s Eve was another opportunity to bear traditional masks. One
ancient belief was that the end and the beginning of the year represented an extremely
dangerous moment, as mankind faced an end with the risk of never beginning again. Goatplaying (locals call it ţurca) was an individual event, conducted without pageantry, where a
young male covered by sheepskin played goat while standing, beating a rhythm and going to
different houses and taverns.
Weddings
Weddings in rural Romania are typically characterised by a relatively small number of rituals.
However, in Roşia Montană, where urban elements have developed, ceremonies differ
slightly from the typical rural wedding in the region.
Although ethnic and denominational differences have not been barriers to marriage in Roşia
Montană, the same cannot be said in the 20th century regarding differences in wealth and
prestige, which have been known to prevent marriages. According to the information
provided by one of the elder women in Roşia (Szekely Vilma, 2002), “people living in stone
houses would not marry people living in wood houses.” The same source underlined that
“side-settlers and non-natives needed to be very sly to be accepted by miners.”
Traditionally, a dowry consisted of gold, furniture and textile materials for domestic use.
Although wheel stamps were occasionally registered as part of the dowry, this was not a
customary practice as most families considered stamps as their only source of income. The
wedding was preceded by engagement, during which the relationship was offered a semiofficial status, usually during a small family party. Weddings took place after an interval of
time, several months at most, in which the couple was supposed to participate in balls. If
they did not, the agreement was broken.
Civil marriage ceremony took place in the town hall, and the wedding on the following day
lacked the customs characteristic of rural areas. On the contrary, the wedding bore an
obvious urban mark. Wedding guests were all dressed in German holiday clothes. The
bridegroom typically wore a very elegant black suit, and the bride, a white dress with veil.
The bridegroom began in the morning by heading towards the bride’s houses and was
accompanied by his relatives, godfather and godmother (usually several couples). From
there, they would travel to the church, where, after the customary service, the priest declared
them husband and wife. The party following the wedding would reflect the wealth of the
couple and did not exceed one night. Guests were not supposed to give money as a gift, but
the godfather would financially assist the newly married couple.
Funerary Practices
Among the events related to life cycles, burial has the greatest number of rites and taboos
associated with it in Roşia Montană. Interdenominational and interethnic relationships were
not uncommon and had a significant influence on the way each community buried the dead.
Nevertheless, specific denominational rituals have not disappeared. Thus the Orthodox and
Roman Catholic believers still bury the dead with hands crossed on the breast, whereas
Protestants lay the dead with arms along the body. The cult of the dead is more developed
in the Orthodox faith, ceremonies for the dead being conducted at six weeks, six months and
seven years; Catholics commemorate the dead only once a year on November 1.
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All denominations in Roşia Montană share the practice of first washing the dead, dressing
them in good clothes, and then laying the deceased on a table in a clean house. To
accompany the dead in the journey to the other world, different objects are placed in the
coffin, such as a coin for paying customs, a candle for lighting the way, or a book for prayers
or a melon. The church banner or a black cloth is fastened over the door of the room where
the deceased is laid out. The deathwatch lasts about three days, with relatives, friends and
neighbours sitting in the room until midnight or even until dawn. The significance of the
deathwatch is very clear and “The forces of the evil fight the forces of the good, and people
believe that the most efficient weapon in the world of spirits is wakefulness.” (P. Popoiu,
2004)
During the deathwatch, the host brings in cakes and drink and the attendees talk about
different things, not necessarily related to the deceased. To pass the time during the
deathwatch, people sometimes played cards or dominos. Deathwatch games represent an
old custom no longer in use, which showed that death was a natural part of the life cycle.
On the burial day, the priest reads the pardons written by the members of the family in which
the personality of the deceased is evoked. If the deceased is a young person who died
under tragic conditions, the pardons are typically longer in duration.
Before removing the coffin from the room, Roman Catholics always fastened the lid,
whereas Orthodox practitioners covered it only when it passed beyond the gate. The coffin
was never carried open in the street towards cemetery. Every ethnic and denominational
group in Roşia Montană abided by the same rule whereby the church door was closed as
the deceased was taken out, otherwise, it was said that the deceased would carry other
people to the grave. After the deceased was taken out, people in the room would start
shaking the table on which the deceased had laid, probably to drive away the lingering
spirits.
Summary
The details presented above make up a comprehensive picture of social and spiritual life in
Roşia Montană. The ethnic and denominational mosaic has made Roşia Montană distinct
from other places in the area and this is reflected in its sometimes-unique festivals and
ceremonies. Changes to Roşia Montană, including the nationalization of Romania in 1948
and fewer jobs available each succeeding year in the village, has resulted in many people
leaving the village, causing the disappearance of many customs. Nevertheless, traditions
and rites related to family events, especially burial, have been preserved due to their
conservative features.
5.6.3

Local Trades

The history of mining that has developed over more than 2000 years and has provided Roşia
Montană with a distinctive industrial mining heritage. This industrial heritage is preserved in
the architecture, oral history and the archaeology of Roşia Montană. Further information on
local trades is presented in Section “Local Economy” as it forms an important part of the
cultural landscape of Roşia Montană.
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6 Conclusions
Roşia Montană is a community evolved from its extensive mining history, a mountainous
natural landscape, and a multitude of ethnic groups that emigrated in hopes of striking gold.
As a result, although Roşia Montană in many ways resembles any small Transylvanian
village, it also possesses many distinguishing characteristics from neighbouring villages.
One characteristic is the mining history of the town that dates back almost 2,000 years to the
Roman period, or earlier documented through Roşia Montană’s archaeology and extensive
network of underground mining works. The archaeological programme, undertaken by
RMGC under the guidance and support of the Romanian government, Romanian institutions
and international expertise, uncovered evidence of several Roman structures including a
Roman precinct in Tăul Găuri, a Roman building on Carpeni hill, and several funerary
necropolises. This would seem to confirm the epigraphical evidence, for a Roman
administrative centre in the area; it is possible that other Roman buildings are under the
existing settlement in Roşia Montană.
Additionally, although Dacian toponyms are used on waxed tablets referring to Roşia
Montană (Alburnus Maior at the time), the archaeological programme did not uncover any
concrete evidence to further support this claim.
Nonetheless, exploration of the underground mining works revealed extensive and
sophisticated works dating back to the Roman period that utilised Roman mining techniques.
These underground works are consistent with other Roman mining sites around the world
including Spain, Portugal and Wales. The French team from Mirail University in Toulouse
explored a considerable network of these works in spite of difficult conditions, including
flooding and potential cave-ins. Many works were destroyed or filled with material from
modern day works, but quite a few galleries, descents and chambers were in good condition
and were subsequently investigated.
As this was the first archaeological programme of its kind in Romania, it is impossible to
evaluate the significance of the Roman settlement and associated mining operations in
relation to other clearly documented Roman sites that have yet to be explored. This carries
the danger of assigning an unrealistic significance to the Roman settlement and
underground mining works. In fact, the extensive archaeological investigations have not so
far discovered a major Roman settlement, but instead the few stone structures suggest an
important administrative presence and continued the involvement of the 13rd Legion, plus
other settlements in timber-framed houses. The number of burials and quality of funerary
monuments suggests an affluent community lived at Roşia Montană. More archaeological
programmes would also be required to determine if Romania’s other Roman mining sites
had similar networks of underground works and if, they too, had been affected by modern
mining but the evidence in general hints strongly at further similar discoveries elsewhere.
Modern mining has had many other impacts on Roşia Montană, some beneficial, others
detrimental. The wealth brought to Roşia Montană from mining income combined with the
geography of the Roşia Valley has resulted in a cluster of wealthy neighbourhoods
surrounding the market square and is distinguished by large houses, many of which are
classified as historic monuments. This area has a different settlement pattern from the linear
portion of Roşia Montană that follows Roşia Brook and this area has been declared a
protected zone; three churches are also in this area.
Modern mining has also resulted in a physical landscape scarred by open pits, waste rock
spilling into valleys, and rivers polluted by heavy metals and high acidity.
Another important consideration with respect to Roşia Montană’s strong ties to the mining
industry is that the present state-owned mine is not profitable and has been significantly
reducing its staff. As this village has always been dependent on mining rather than on
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agriculture or trades, many of the village’s young residents have been forced to leave Roşia
in search of work. This downturn in the village’s economy has impacted and continues to
threaten several elements of Roşia Montană’s cultural heritage. Churches, historic
monuments, and residents’ houses are already abandoned or have minor to extensive
structural damage. This is a trend that will likely continue or worsen as the mine employs
less people or the mine is eventually shut down. One also cannot ignore the reality that as
residents are forced into other forms of employment such as agriculture or forestry, impacts
on the cultural landscape of Roşia Montană will be significantly altered.
As can be seen from this summary, very little of Roşia Montană’s cultural heritage has
remained unaffected by its long history of mining, although some elements were preserved
in the existing RoşiaMin museum, including Roman votive altars, 20th century mining
equipment, and public access to a Roman mining gallery. However, in particular as a result
of the extensive knowledge acquired from the 6-year archaeological programme, a unique
opportunity exists to better document the evolution of this mining community over almost
2,000 years and this is increasingly urgent as economic forces continue to degrade several
aspects of Roşia Montană’s cultural heritage. This has been made possible, as a result of
the RMGC mining investments.
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Appendix A: Example of record cards produced for
historical monuments by OPUS
LOCALITATE: ROŞIA
Fişa nr.:

4.10/

MONTANĂ
casa nr. 324

NR.
CRT.
1.

IDENTIFICARE:
ADRESĂ

Roşia Montană nr. 324

PROPRIETAR

Sekely Anton

UTILIZATOR

S.C. AMERICAN DOINA S.R.L.
Asociaţia familială SNACK BAR SILVANA

2.

3.

STATUT JURIDIC:
TIPUL DE PROPRIETATE

Privată

CLASARE

Monument categorie B (cod 01 B 186)

ANALIZĂ ISTORICĂ:
DATARE

1876

PROPRIETARI ANTERIORI

Necunoscuţi

FUNCŢIUNI

-

OBSERVAŢII (persoane,

-

evenimente importante,
intervenţii asupra clădirii).
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NR.
CRT.
4.

ANALIZĂ URBANISTICĂ:
FUNCŢIUNE ACTUALĂ

Comerţ, servicii, locuire

FORMA PARCELEI

Neregulată

DIMENSIUNILE PARCELEI

-

AŞEZAREA PE PARCELĂ

Tip urban, pe aliniament

P.O.T., C.U.T.

-

REGIMUL DE ÎNĂLŢIME

S+P+E

ÎNĂLŢIME LA CORNIŞĂ

10.80 m

ÎNĂLŢIME TOTALĂ

14.30 m

TIPUL DE ACOPERIRE

Şarpantă lemn

TIPUL DE ÎMPREJMUIRE

-

ALTE CONSTRUCŢII

-

OBSERVAŢII (repere):

5.

Face parte din frontul nord-estic al pieţei.

ANALIZĂ ARHITECTURALĂ:
SISTEMUL CONSTRUCTIV

Materiale

grosime pereţi

observaţii

Demisol / Subsol

Cărămidă

65 cm

boltit

Parter

Cărămidă

65 cm

Etaj(e)

Cărămidă

65 cm

Mansardă / Pod

Structură de lemn,
învelitoare ţiglă

6.

7.

CONSERVARE, RESTAURARE:
Starea de conservare

Bună

Lucrări anterioare (reparaţii,
restaurări).

-

Posibilităţi de reabilitare

Reparaţii, amenajarea spaţiilor comerciale şi a
curţii; echipare sanitară

VALOARE:
URBANISTICĂ

Delimitarea spaţiului pieţei

ARHITECTURALĂ

Sistem construit, tipologie: II A

COMPONENTE ARTISTICE

Decoraţia faţadei principale
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NR.
CRT.
8.

DESCRIERE:
Descriere sit:

• Parcelă de dimensiuni medii cu ocupare
intensivă.
•

Zid de terasare spre proprietatea nr. 392

• Construcţia face parte dintr-un front continuu
care delimitează piaţa pe latura de N-E; accesul
pe parcelă prin gang.

Descriere obiectiv:

•

Plan în formă de “U” cu gang de acces pe
parcelă în axul faţadei

•

Organizare funcţională:
Parter - două spaţii comerciale cu acces
direct din piaţă
Etaj - camere cu treceri dintr-una în alta,
comandate de cursivă

•

Faţada principală:
simetrică faţă de gang, cu profilaturi
decorative (coloane şi ancadramente) din
tencuială

Diagramă funcţională.
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Appendix B: Pošepny Map of past mining works in Roşia
Montană
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Appendix C: List of Historical Monuments in Roşia
Montană
List of Historical Monuments (issued by MCC and published in the Official Gazette no. 646 bis of 16 July
2004, pp. 13-15, no. 140-146)
Archaeological sites







The Roman settlement from Alburnus Maior, Orlea zone (LMI code AB-I-m-A-00065.01)



The Roman galleries from Cârnic massif, "Piatra Corbului" area (LMI code AB-I-s-A-20329)

The mining Roman exploitation from Alburnus Maior, Orlea massif (LMI code AB-I-m-A-00065.02)
The Roman vestiges from Alburnus Maior, Carpeni zone (LMI codeAB-I-m-A-00065.03)
The Roman funerary monument from “Hop-Găuri”zone (LMI code AB-I-m-A-00065.04)
The “Cătălina Monuleşti” gallery from the protected zone of the historic centre of the locality (LMI
codeAB-I-m-A-00065.05)

Historical monuments located inside the Protected Zone and the buffer zone

No.

LMI code 2004

Denomination

Location

Datation
th

th

1.

AB-II-s-B-00270

The historic centre of the Roşia
Montanălocality
–
„Târgul
satului”, Piaţa, district Berg,
Brazilor street and the area
upstream of Piaţă towards the
lakes

Historic Centre

18 – 20 c.

2.

AB-II-m-B-00277

House, no. 258

Acces zone to the
Historic Centre, buffer
zone

1900-1940

3.

AB-II-m-B-00278

House, no. 273

Acces zone to the
Historic Centre, buffer
zone

1936-1940

4.

AB-II-m-B-00279

House, no 275

Acces zone to the
Historic Centre, buffer
zone

1937

5.

AB-II-m-B-00280

House, no 324

Historic Centre

1876

6.

AB-II-m-B-00281

House, no 326

Historic Centre

1876

7.

AB-II-m-B-00282

House, no 327

Historic Centre

1870-1890

8.

AB-II-m-B-00283

House, no. 328

Historic Centre

1870-1890

9.

AB-II-m-B-00284

House, no. 329

Historic Centre

1880-1900

10.

AB-II-m-B-00285

House, no. 331

Historic Centre

1870-1890

11.

AB-II-m-B-00286

House, no. 332

Historic Centre

1935

12.

AB-II-m-B-00287

House, no. 334

Historic Centre

1840-1860

13.

AB-II-m-B-00288

House, no. 340

Historic Centre

1850-1875

14.

AB-II-m-B-00289

House, no. 341

Historic Centre

1850-1875

15.

AB-II-m-B-00290

House, no. 342

Historic Centre

1830-1850

16.

AB-II-m-B-00291

House, no. 372

Historic Centre

1860-1880

17.

AB-II-m-B-00292

House, no. 373

Historic Centre

1831

18.

AB-II-m-B-00293

House, no. 376

Historic Centre

1850-1875

19.

AB-II-m-B-00294

House, no. 383

Historic Centre

1850, 1875, 1924

20.

AB-II-m-B-00295

House, no. 389

Historic Centre

1868
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No.

LMI code 2004

Denomination

Location

Datation

21.

AB-II-m-B-00296

House, no. 390

Historic Centre

1700, 1872, 1899

22.

AB-II-m-B-00297

House, no. 391

Historic Centre

1700, 1899, 1933

23.

AB-II-m-B-00298

House, no. 392

Historic Centre

1835

24.

AB-II-m-B-00299

House, no. 393

Historic Centre

1700,
1819,
1850, 1899

25.

AB-II-m-B-00300

House, no. 395

Historic Centre

1870

26.

AB-II-m-B-00301

House, no. 397

Historic Centre

1854
(inscripţie
pe faţadă)

27.

AB-II-m-B-00302

House, no. 398

Historic Centre

18th – 19th c.

28.

AB-II-m-B-00303

House, no. 407

Historic Centre

1825-1850

29.

AB-II-m-B-00304

House, no r. 408

Historic Centre

1825-1850

30.

AB-II-m-B-00305

House, no. 409

Historic Centre

1875-1880

31.

AB-II-m-B-00306

House, no. 482

Historic Centre

1900-1950

32.

AB-II-m-B-00307

House, no. 547

Historic Centre

1850-1915

33.

AB-II-m-B-00308

House, no. 549

Historic Centre

18 – 19 c.

34.

AB-II-m-B-00309

House, no. 551

Historic Centre

1840-1860, 1915

35.

AB-II-m-B-00310

House, no. 552

Historic Centre

1880, 1915

36.

AB-II-m-B-00311

House, no. 553

Historic Centre

18 – 19 c.

th

th

th

th

Historical monuments located outside the Protected Zone and the buffer zone
Nr.
crt.

Nr.
crt.
MO

Cod LMI 2004
(ID Code)

457

AB-II-m-B00269

459

AB-II-m-B00271

3

460

AB-II-m-B00272

4

461

AB-II-m-B00273

5

462

6

463

1

2

Denumire/Name
Biserica “Adormirea
Maicii Domnului”
[The Dormition of Virgin
Mary Church]
Casa parohială
ortodoxă

Localitate/Locality

Adresă/A
ddress

Sat ROŞIA MONTANĂ;
comuna ROŞIA
MONTANĂ

Datare/Datation

1741?, pridvor
[front porch] sec.
th
XIX/19 c.

Sat ROŞIA MONTANĂ;
comuna ROŞIA
MONTANĂ

137

Sec. XIX/19 c.

Sat ROŞIA MONTANĂ;
comuna ROŞIA
MONTANĂ

184

1935

Casă [House]

Sat ROŞIA MONTANĂ;
comuna ROŞIA
MONTANĂ

185

1900-1918?

AB-II-m-B00274

Casă [House]

Sat ROŞIA MONTANĂ;
comuna ROŞIA
MONTANĂ

186

1880-1915

AB-II-m-B00275

Casă [House]

Sat ROŞIA MONTANĂ;
comuna ROŞIA
MONTANĂ

191

1900-1940

[Orthodox Parish
House]
Casă cu spaţiu
comercial, azi primărie
[House with commercial
space, today Townhall]

th
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Appendix D: Mining Districts in the Roman period in
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Golden Quadrilateral
1) Brad - Săcărâmb (Baia de Criş, Ţebea, Caraciu, Ruda-Brad, Crişcior,
Câinelu de Sus, Hărţăgani, Băiţa,, Măgura-Topliţa, Certeju de Sus,
Săcărâmb)
2) Almaş - Stănija (Stănila, Techereu, Almaşu Mare)
3) Roşia Montană (Alburnus Maior), Bucium
4) Baia de Arieş (Băişoara, Surduc)
II.

Banat Mountains (in South - Sasca Montană and Moldova Nouă; aluvionars
golden exploitations - Borlova and Bolvaşniţa; Bocşa Montană; Dognecea).
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1. Albac, commune of Albac, Alba county
Location: Along the Albac stream, at the point “Gura Rezii” (near the church), ambiguos
mentions about possbile traces of Roman gold washing. Without any other indication.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: TIR, L 34, 26; G. Téglàs, in Ungarische Revue, 9, 1889, p. 330; RepAB,
1995, p. 29, nr. 5.
2. Almaşu Mare, commune of Almaşu Mare, Alba County.
Location: Metaliferi Mountains, on the plateau between the springs of the Criş şi Ampoi
Rivers, Runcu Massiv, Bojeniţa Hill.
Roman mining traces on Alexandru Vein, Sever Vein, Adriana Vein. Archaeological sites
(points) – Corneatca (Toţi Sfinţii mining point), Coronţi (Baba Hill) and Negrii Hill (Jupiter and
Junona statues)
G. Téglàs (1893), at the end of the 19th century, discovered exploited galleries that ran from
the top of the hill and were 12 m wide. Roman materials (passim). Téglàs suppose a vigilia
point.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: G. Téglàs, in Archaeologiai Értesitö 11, 1891, p. 360-362; idem, in
Archaeologiai Értesitö 14, 1894, p. 134; idem, in Klio, 1911, p. 509; V. Christescu, Viaţa
economică in Dacia Romană, Piteşti, 1926, p. 12, 16, 19; N. Maghiar, Ştefan Olteanu, Din
istoria mineritului in România, Bucureşti 1970- At p. 178, Pl. 16 is a drawing of with the
niche at the base of the Roman stairs; V. Wollmann, Der Erzbergbau, Die Salzgewinnung
und die Steinbrüche im Römischen Dakien, Cluj-Napoca, 1996, p. 137-140;V. Boroneanţ,
Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, Bucureşti, 2000, p.117.
3. Avram Iancu – Vidra de sus, com. Avram Iancu, jud. Alba
Location: On the right bank of Arieş river. Possible traces of ancient gold washing and
installations, dating from the Roman period.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: TIR, L 34, 31; M. J. Ackner, in Jarbuch der k k. Central – Comision, Wien,
1856, p. 19; C. Gooss, Chronik der archäologischen Funde in Siebenbürgenp. 112; G.
Téglàs, in Ungarische Revue, 9, 1889, p. 330; V. Christescu, Viaţa economică a Daciei
romane, Piteşti, 1929, p. 13; D. Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate in Dacia Romană, Bucureşti,
1968, p. 202; RepAB, 1995, p. 51, nr. 12.
4. Baia de Criş, commune of Baia de Criş, Hunedoara County.
An entire region named Crişul Alb Area (Măgura Caraci, Ţebea, Baia de Criş)
Location: the “Ptincuri” plateau (south of the commune) and the Feredeului peak. At
mining point Adamul Vechi- a Roman Gallery 2,00 m high, 0, 53 x 0, 35m in width and lenth.
Coins from Marcus Aurelius and Antoninus Pius (lost now) and perhaps water adduction
structures (19th century information at G. Téglàs).
It is the westernmost Roman exploitation and possession. Today’s commune overlaps the
Roman mining settlement; mining tools were discovered here (At Caraci- diorit and iron
hammers possible Romans). Medieval and modern interventions (17th-18th centuries.)
No archaeological scientific research to date.
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Bibliography: G. Kuun, Szófia Torma, G Téglàs, Hunyadvármegye története, Budapest,
1902, p. 166;. TIR L, 34, p. 44; D. Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate in Dacia Romană,
Bucureşti, 1968, p. 192-193, V. Wollman, Der Erzbergbau, Die Salzgewinnung und die
Steinbrüche im Römischen Dakien, Cluj-Napoca, 1996, p. 132-134.
5. Băişoara, commune of Băişoara, Cluj County.
Location: basin of the Mureş River, valley of the Arieş River, a tributary of the Ierţii brook,
west of Băişoara.
G. Téglàs, Şt. Ferenczi, A. Sântimbreanu and V. Wollmann affirm that there was no gold
exploitation (maybe only silver) in the Roman period, but here tools (hammers, pickaxes,
felting mill, Roman lamp) used for extracting/mining metals were discovered, and are now in
the Muzeul Orăşenesc Aiud (Museum of Aiud). On the other hand here they are mentioned
traces of roman buildings (in 19th century) but today they are not visible. (in Iara, near
Băişoara). Other traces (mining and habitat- in Făgetul Ierii, Surduc)
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: G. Téglàs, in Archaeologiai Értesitö 18, 1898, p. 432 sqq; V. Wollmann, in
Anuarul Institutului de Istorie şi Arheologie, Cluj-Napoca, 19, 1976, p. 251; V. Wollmann, Der
Erzbergbau, Die Salzgewinnung und die Steinbrüche im Römischen Dakien, Cluj-Napoca,
1996, p. 148-149. V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, Bucureşti,
2000, p. p. 123-124.
6. Băiţa, commune of Băiţa, Hunedoara County.
Location: Metaliferi Mountains, basin of the Mureş River (the Băiţa brook.), 15 km away
from Veţel (Micia).
The Roman settlement is placed maybe between near Josephi mining point on the Măgura
Massif.
Mine with a gallery system (especially silver). Screw nuts and rocks for grinding the stone
were discovered here (at present they are at the Deva Museum). In the 19th century, one
could still see traces of stone and brick masonry (hypocaustum traces). Now they are not
visible. Subterranean exploitation mine, galleries 2 m high and 0.56-0.65 m wide. Water
basin and/or to water directions that yet could be seen G. Téglàs at that time. Fortuities
discoveries: tiles, mosaics, traces of mural paintings, a lamp (MVRRI stamp), water pipes,
monetary hoard (Trajan until Septimius Severus), pots, mining tools. In connection with Băiţa
mining sites is the village, named Fizeş (commune of Păulişul) with Roman settlement
traces (between Cornet Hill and Sfredel Hill). Important – maybe from Fizeş - A wooden
double-wheel (found in a mine) was used for the extraction of the water from the galleries.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: TIR L, 34, 59; TIR L, 34, 32; G. Téglàs, in Archaeologiai Értesitö, 3, 1883, p.
142-147;idem, in A hunyadmegye történelmi és régészeti társulat évkönyve, 1884, p. 77-79;
P. Király, in Apulum, Cluj, 1892, p. 374; M. Palfy, Geologische Verhältnisse und Erzgänge
der Bergbaue des siebenbürgeschen Erzgebirges, Budapest, 1916, p. 76; V. Christescu,
Viaţa economică in Dacia Romană, Piteşti, 1926, p. 12, 19; D.Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate
in Dacia Romană, Bucureşti, 1968, p. 191; V. Wollman, Der Erzbergbau, Die Salzgewinnung
und die Steinbrüche im Römischen Dakien, Cluj-Napoca, 1996, p. 130-131;V. Boroneanţ,
Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, Bucureşti, 2000, p. 125-126.
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7. Bistra, commune of Bistra, Alba county.
Locality on the Bistra stream. Near the locality are indicated, in the 19th c., traces of Roman
gold washing, as well as tools and objects related to mining. Also was found a coin from
Caracalla (212 – 218 A.D.).
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: M. J. Ackner, in Jarbuch der k k. Central – Comision, Wien, 1856, p. 19; C.
Gooss, Chronik der archäologischen Funde in Siebenbürgen , p. 267; G. Téglàs, in
Ungarische Revue, 9, 1889, p. 330 - 333; Gh. Popa, Tablele cerate descoperite in
Transilvania, Bucureşti, 1890, p. 109; B. Csérni, Alsófehér vármegye monográfiája, 2/1,
Aiud, 1901, p.539; G Popa Lisseanu, Romanica, Bucureşti, 1926, p. 213; V. Christescu,
Viaţa economică a Daciei romane, Piteşti, 1929, p. 12; D. Pop, in Apulum, 2, 1943 – 1945,
p. 429 – 430; I. Winkler, A. Hopârtean, in Cercetări Numismatice, 1,1978, p. 21; RepAB,
1995, p. 58, nr. 17.
8. Bocşa (Vasiova), Caraş-Severin County.
Location: Dognecei Mountains, valley of the Bârzava River, the “Cracul de Aur” spot. Iron
exploitation but also gold mining (silver and tin).
Lamps, iron bars, hoes, hammers, wedges, bricks with the Legio IV Flavia Felix stamp and a
monetary hoard (from the period between 70 – 251-) were discovered.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: G. Téglàs, in Történelmi és régészeti értesitö, 1891 (Timişoara), p. 81; idem,
in Archaiologiai Közlemények, 29, 1899, p. 107; Al. Borza, in Revista Institutului Social
Banat-Crişana, 1941, p. 316; D. Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate in Dacia Romană, Bucureşti,
1968, p. 62; V. Wollman, Der Erzbergbau, Die Salzgewinnung und die Steinbrüche im
Römischen Dakien, Cluj-Napoca, 1996, p. 152-153; V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi
minelor din România, Bucureşti, 2000, p. 120.
9. Bolvaşniţa, commune of Bolvaşniţa, Caraş-Severin County.
Location: Cernei Mountains, valley of the Mehadia River, the Bolvaşniţa tributary, 5 km
upstream from the Roman camp at Mehadia.
Installations for washing the gold ore have been identified, and among the other discoveries
are ceramics and Roman coins from the 3rd century.
No archaeological scientific research to date (mining objectives).
Bibliography: D.Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate in Dacia Romană, Bucureşti, 1968, p. 62; V.
Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, Bucureşti, 2000, p. 120.
10. Borlova, commune of Turnu Ruieni, Caraş-Severin County.
Location: Ţarcului Mountains, valley of the Timiş River, the Sebeş tributary.
Discoveries: an installation for washing the gold ore, ceramics, a monetary hoard containing
hundreds of coins (the most recent ones from the times of emperor Constantius the 3rd).
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: D.Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate in Dacia Romană, Bucureşti, 1968, p. 62; V.
Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, Bucureşti, 2000, p. 120.
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11. Bucium, commune of Bucium (Buciumile), Alba County.
Bucium - Corabia ancient mining complex section.
Location: Metaliferi Mountains, valley of the Arieş River, the Breaza and Corabia
Mountains. Situated south and south-east from the commune (altitude landmark 1351 Corabia Mountain, where the Vulcoiu mine is situated).
Huge surface mining exploitation named Ieruga (breadth-20 m. and deep-30 m). Other
surface exploitation - south from Ieruga - in Maria Loretto mining spot (the volume of this
exploitation- 30000 m3 -not only roman I think). Vein exploited - “Petru şi Pavel”. Traces of
underground mining works (mines were 2 m high and 1.5 m wide at the entrance with little
niche as a lamps support visibly; towards their end the galleries became narrower). In 1929,
at Bucium, a wooden wheel axle for a cups-wheel used for the extraction of the water from
the galleries was discovered. A lot of technical artefacts (for mining) were found in the
Bucium area.
The water was brought through a canal (carregus) from the Breaza Mountain; the water
torrents were collected in water reservoirs where the gold ore accumulated (seems to by like
Hispanian Roman Gold mining piscinae described by Plinius-XXXIII, 75).
Archaeological Situation: Habitat system not researched to date. Mining system not
scientifically researched. A big necropolis (named in archaeological literature Boteş-Corabia
Necropolis) with several graves group (Poduri Hill and Boteş Hill) (cremation) with tumular
graves were partial dug by L. Bela, Téglàs and Floca. Somme epigraphically discoveries
they are known.
Bibliography: B. Csérni, Alsófehér vármegye monográfiája, 2/1, Aiud, 1901, p.141, 151; G.
Téglàs, in Ungarische Revue, 9, 1889, p. 260 sqq; idem, in Archaiologiai Közlemények, 16,
1890, p.; idem, in A hunyadmegye történelmi és régészeti társulat évkönyve, 1889-1890, p.
111, 131; 1891-1892, p. 28, 32-34; S. Rákóczy, in Bányászati és Kohászati lapok, 39, 1906,
p. 529; G. Téglàs, in Bányászati és Kohászati lapok, 42,1909, p. 484-488; Anuarul
Institutului Geografic Român, 1941, p. 255; N. Maghiar, Şt. Olteanu, Din Istoria Mineritului
Românesc, Bucureşti, 1970, p. 76; D.Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate in Dacia Romană,
Bucureşti, 1968, p. 196 – 197; V. Wollman, Der Erzbergbau, Die Salzgewinnung und die
Steinbrüche im Römischen Dakien, Cluj-Napoca, 1996, p. 140-142; V. Boroneanţ,
Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, Bucureşti, 2000, p. 117.
About necropolis: G. Téglàs, in Archaiologiai Közlemények, 16, 1890, p. 1-40, 186; IDR
III/3, p. 422-423; D. Protase, Riturile funerare la daci şi daco-romani, Bucureşti, 1971, p.104107; O. Floca, in Anuarul Institutului de Studii Clasice, 3, 1936-1940, p. 160-173; idem, in
Sargetia, 2, 1941, p. 91-98; K. Horedt, Untersuchungen zur Frühgeschichte Siebenbürgens,
Bukarest, 1958, p. 13, no. 2; Irina Nemeti, S. Nemeti, in Funeraria Dacoromana, ClujNapoca, 2003, p. 411-413.
12. Câinelul de Sus, commune of Băiţa, Hunedoara County.
Location: Metaliferi Mountains, basin of the Mureş River, near Băiţa mining spot.
G. Téglàs affirms that there were vestiges of mines on all the surrounding hills and in the
precincts of today’s village (the Câinelul, Trestia, Ruda, Măgura-Caraci, Dealul Ungurului,
Fericiaua and Poiana Techeruc villages). Roman bricks and coins were discovered not in
archaeological research.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: G. Téglàs, A hunyadmegye történelmi és régészeti társulat évkönyve,, 1889,
p. 167; D.Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate in Dacia Romană, Bucureşti, 1968, p. 192; N.
Maghiar, Şt. Olteanu, Din Istoria Mineritului Românesc, Bucureşti, 1970, p. 53; V. Wollmann,
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Der Erzbergbau, Die Salzgewinnung und die Steinbrüche im Römischen Dakien, ClujNapoca, 1996, p. 132; V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România,
Bucureşti, 2000, p. 126.
13. Caraciu, commune of Baia de Criş, Hunedoara County.
Location: Metaliferi Mountains, valley of the Crişul Alb River, the Măgura Hill.
Mentions of Roman miners’ settlements and galleries (sand and gravel resulted from
washing the gold ore) - Măgura Hill spot. Mining exploitation point - Marcul (surface mining).
In the “Valea Şteampurilor” spot one can see sand and gravel mounds resulted from
washing the gold ore. (same diorite hammer maybe prehistorically they are find in this area see above Baia de Criş).
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: V. Stanciu, Aurul Daciei şi Imperiul Roman, Timişoara, 1942, p. 33; Dorin
Popescu, in Materiale şi Cercetări arheologice, 2, 1956, p. 197 D.Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri şi
Sate in Dacia Romană, Bucureşti, 1968, p. 193; V. Wollman, Der Erzbergbau, Die
Salzgewinnung und die Steinbrüche im Römischen Dakien, Cluj-Napoca, 1996, p. 132-133;
V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, Bucureşti, 2000, p. 126.
14. Crăciuneşti, Crăciuneşti village, commune of Băiţa, Hunedoara County.
Location: Metaliferi Mountains, valley of the Mureş River, Geoagiu tributary. Possible traces
of related to Roman mining activities.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: D. Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate in Dacia Romană, Bucureşti, 1968, p.191;
V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p. 127.
15. Crişcior, commune of Crişcior, township of Brad, Hunedoara County.
Location: Metaliferi Mountains, valley of the Crişul Alb River, near Brad. Archeological
traces in the Arz Valley (large iron felting mill).
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: D. Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate in Dacia Romană, Bucureşti, 1968, p. 192;
V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p. 124; G. Gross, Chronik
der archeologischen Funde Siebenburgens, AVSL, 1876, p. 65.
16. Dognecea, commune of Dognecea, Caraş-Severin County
Location: Dognecea Mountains, Dognecea Valley, tributary of the Caraş River.
Gold, silver, copper, lead and iron were exploited here. Lead was used for melting and
separing the gold ore.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: N. Maghiar, Şt. Olteanu, Din Istoria Mineritului Românesc, Bucureşti, 1970, p.
60; Ignaz von Born, Voyage mineralogique fait en Hongrie et en Transilvanie, Paris, 1870; V.
Wollmannn, Hărţi privind exploatările miniere de la Dognecea în a doua jumătate a secolului
al XVIII-lea, Banatica, 2, 1973, p. 187 – 198; V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor
din România, 2000, p.121.
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17. Fizeş, commune of Păuliş, Hunedoara County.
Location: Metaliferi Mountains, basin o the Mureş River, Brăniştea Valley, between the
Cornet and Sfredel Hills, near Băiţa. In 1906, K. Papp reported traces of mines and Roman
settlements. See also Băiţa.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: D. Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate in Dacia Romană, Bucureşti, 1968, p. 191;
N. Maghiar, Şt. Olteanu, Din Istoria Mineritului Românesc, Bucureşti, 1970, p. 53; V.
Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p. 127.
18. Hărţăgani, commune of Băiţa, Hunedoara County.
Location: Metaliferi Mountains, basin of the Crişul Alb River.
Traces of mining activities on the “Măgura Băii”. An Antoninus Pius coin was discovered. It is
presumed that the Romans used the thermal spring near the Sf. Andrei’s (St. Andrew’s)
gallery. Koleseri said that the mine was still in use in 1717.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: S. Koleseri, Auraria Romano-Dacica, Bratislava, 1780; G. Téglàs, A
Hunyodmegyey Tortenelmi es, Regeszeti Tarsulat Evkonyve 1 1906, p. 165; D. Tudor,
Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate in Dacia Romană, Bucureşti, 1968, p.192; N. Maghiar, Şt. Olteanu,
Din Istoria Mineritului Românesc, Bucureşti, 1970, p. 162; V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia
peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p.127.
19. Hondol, commune of Certeju de Sus, Hunedoara County.
Location: Metaliferi Mountains, basin of the Mureş River, valley of the Geoagiu River.
Gold mining on the Coronda Hill, at the town’s periphery. The Săcărâmb mines were part of
the same complex.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: D. Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate in Dacia Romană, Bucureşti, 1968, p. 191; V.
Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p.128.
20. Iscroni, commune of Aninoasa, Hunedoara County.
Location: Vulcan Mountains, valley of the Jiu River.
The mine is localized in the Tabulae Imperii Romani.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p. 128.
21. Peştera – “La Poduri” mine, commune of Ocoliş, Cluj County.
Location: basin of the Mureş River, valley of the Arieş River, the Ocoliş stream, left slope,
north-east of the town.
In the “La Poduri” point there is a cave that functioned as a mine in an undefined period.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p. 124.
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22. Lupşa, Alba County
Location: near the Baia de Arieş. Gold ore was washed here. Roman ceramics and objects
were discovered in the alluvial deposits.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: N. Maghiar, Şt. Olteanu, Din Istoria Mineritului Românesc, Bucureşti, 1970, p.
56., Rep AB 1995.
23. Măgura – Topliţa, commune of Certeju de Sus, Hunedoara County.
Location: Metaliferi Mountains, basin of the Mureş River, valley of the Geoagiu River.
Gold mines at the village periphery; a Roman funeral urn was discovered here.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: D. Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate in Dacia Romană, Bucureşti, 1968, p. 191;
V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p.128.
24. Maidan, commune of Oraviţa, Caraş-Severin County.
Location: Aninei Mountains, basin of the Caraş River.
Gold and probably other metals were exploited here.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p. 121.
25. Marga, commune of Marga, Caraş – Severin County.
Location: Muntele Mic, valley of the Timiş River, valley of the Bistra River.
Gold and probably other metals were exploited here.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p. 121.
26. Mesteacăn, Hunedoara County.
Only ore extraction traces were found here.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: D. Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate in Dacia Romană, Bucureşti, 1968, p. 192.
27. Moldova Nouă, Caraş-Severin County.
Location: Locvei Mountains, Boşneag Valley, Clisura Dunării.
Gold, silver, copper, lead and iron were extracted here.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p. 122; N.
Maghiar, Şt. Olteanu, Din Istoria Mineritului Românesc, Bucureşti, 1970, p. 59.
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28. Nera, commune of Sasca Montană, Caraş-Severin County.
Location: Locvei Mountains, valley of the Nera River.
Possible traces related to ancient mining.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p. 122.
29. Petroşani, Hunedoara County.
Location: Vulcan Mountains, valley of the Jiu River.
Mentioned in the TIR; gold ore was washed here (a bust of Ares was discovered in one of
the washing installations).
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: N. Maghiar, Şt. Olteanu, Din istoria mineritului în România, 1970, p. 60, V.
Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p. 125.
30. Ruda – Brad, Hunedoara County.
Location: Metaliferi Mountains, valley of the Crişul Alb River.
There are two galleries, one with a length of 180 m, the other 650 m long, both of them 1 m
high and aproximately 60-70 cm wide.
In CIL III, tabulae ceratae VI and VII, we find the information that, because of the narrowness
of the galleries, transportation of the crushed ore was done by children.
Traces of the roman exploitation can be seen on the terrain, that precise spot being called
“Treptele Romane” (“The Roman Steps”).
Discoveries: Roman pots, coins, lamps (AOE), wheels used for the evacuation of water
from the mine, tools for crushing the ore, an inscription (VEP) on a rock.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p. 125; D.
Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate in Dacia Romană, Bucureşti, 1968, p. 192; N. Maghiar, Şt.
Olteanu, Din istoria mineritului în România, 1970, p. 53; Dolgozatok az Erdely, Nemzeti
Muzeum Erem-es Regisegtarabol, Cluj, 1916, p. 68, fig. 15.
31. Săcărâmb, commune of Certeju de Sus, Hunedoara County.
Location: Metaliferi Mountains, basin of the Mureş River, valley of the Geoagiu River.
The Romans exploited only the gold tellurium (later called “săcărâmb”, silvanite) and only
where it was visible to the naked eye. The ore left by the Romans inside the galleries
contained gold up to 30 g/tone.
At an altitude of aproximately 780 m, at the southern end of the Cetraş massif, there were
ancient exploitations (Roman?) with a N-S orientation that M. J. Ackner explored along 25 m
in length .
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p. 128;
Maghiar, Olteanu 1970, p. 56; Tudor 1968, p. 191; Wollmann, 1996, p. 131; Mittheilungen
der k.k. Central-Commission zur Erforschung und Erhaltung der historischen Baudenkmale,
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Wien, 1, 1856, p. 13; Rakoczy S. în Banyaszati es Kohaszati lapok, Budapest, 39, 1906, p.
477; V. Christescu, Viaţa economică în Dacia Romană, 1929, p. 12)
32. Sasca Română, commune of Sasca Montană, Caraş-Severin County.
Location: Locvei Mountains, valley of the Nera River.
Not only gold, but silver, copper, lead and iron were also extracted here.
Roman mine opened in Banatul Timişoarei. Information provided by Fr. Griselini, Versuch
einer politischen und naturlichen geschichte des Temesvarer Banats, in Briefen I, Viena
1780, p. 294; II, p.44.
Traces of this exploitation were discovered in the Besedin Hill, where in 1776 a stone with
the following inscription was found: Flavia ingenua <vi>xit Annos XX. Iulius Flavianus
coniucti Moes… h<oc> m<onumentum> p<osuit.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p. 122; N.
Maghiar, Şt. Olteanu, Din Istoria Mineritului Românesc, Bucureşti, 1970, p. 58-59.
33. Sălciua de Sus, commune of Sălciua, Alba County.
Location: On the Arieş river.
Information from the 19th. C. about traces of Roman gold washing on the river’s bank.
Discoveries of some coins from Marcus Aurelius (161 – 180 AD), Septimius Severus (193 –
211 AD), Severus Alexander (222 – 235 AD). Without any other details upon the discovery
place.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: TIR, L 34, 98; M. J. Ackner, în Jarbuch der k k. Central – Comision, Wien,
1856, p. 24; C. Gooss, Chronik der archäologischen Funde in Siebenbürgen , p. 112; V.
Christescu, Viaţa economică a Daciei romane, Piteşti, 1929, p. 17; D. Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri
şi Sate în Dacia Romană, Bucureşti, 1968, p. 202; I. Winkler, A. Hopârtean, în Cercetări
Numismatice, 1,1978, p. 21; RepAB, 1995, p. 163, nr. 157.
34. Scărişoara, commune of Scărişoara, Alba County
Along the Arieş river are indicated traces of possible installation for gold washing from
Roman period.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: D. Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate în Dacia Romană, Bucureşti, 1968, p. 202.
35. Slatina, Caraş-Severin County.
Location: Semenic Mountains, valley of the Timiş River, Slatina Valley.
Gold and probably other metals were exploited here.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p. 123.
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36. Surduc, commune of Iara, Cluj County (see above Băişoara site).
Location: Muntele Mare, valley of the Arieş River, Iara tributary.
The gold ore exploitation was made by washing.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p.124; TIR,
L 314, 107.
.
37. Surducu Mare, commune of Forotic, Caraş-Severin County.
Location: Dognecea Mountains, valley of the Caraş River, Cornereţ tributary.
Not only gold, but silver, copper and lead were also exploited here.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p. 123.
38. Ţebea, Hunedoara County.
The Roman mines were placed on the Măgura Hill, which they cut through a transversal line
20 m long. In the ”Iosif la Tufe” and ”O Adam” mines Roman galleries were identified. In the
last one water drains were identified.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: N. Maghiar, Şt. Olteanu, Din Istoria Mineritului Românesc, Bucureşti, 1970 p.
56; D. Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate in Dacia Romană, Bucureşti, 1968, p. 192.
39. Teliuc, commune of Teliucul Inferior, Hunedoara County.
Location: Poiana Ruscă Mountains, valley of the Cerna River, tributary of the Mureş River.
Near the mines there we find the Cinciş necropolis.
Bibliography: V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p. 126; N.
Maghiar, Şt. Olteanu, Din Istoria Mineritului Românesc, Bucureşti, 1970, p. 51; V.
Christescu, Viaţa economică a Daciei Romane, Piteşti, 1929, p. 30-35; O. Floca, Villa rustica
şi necropola daco-romană de la Cinciş, Acta M. N., 2, 1965, p. 163 – 193; D. Protase,
Problema continuităţii în Dacia în lumina arheologiei şi numismaticii, Bucureşti, 1966.
40. Trestia, commune of Băiţa, Hunedoara County.
Location: Metaliferi Mountains, basin of the Mureş River, Cârteju – tributary stream in the
valley of the Geoagiu River, near Băiţa.
G. Téglàs (1883) mentions skeletons of slave (?) miners in chains were found in collapsed
old galleries in the extraction spots “Sibilla”, “Maria Victoria” and “Istvan”.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p. 129; N.
Maghiar, Şt. Olteanu, Din Istoria Mineritului Românesc, Bucureşti, 1970, p. 53; D. Tudor,
Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate in Dacia Romană, Bucureşti, 1968, p. 191-192; V. Christescu, Viaţa
economică a Daciei Romane, Piteşti, 1929, p. 17; Samuel Koleseri, Auraria Romano –
Dacica., Bratislava, 1780, p. 41-43, p. 51-52; G. Téglàs, AE 3 1883, p. 145.
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41. Valea Dosului (commune of Izvorul Ampoiului), pertaining of Zlatna town today;
Alba county.
Location: very close of the ancient site Ampelum.
Indications about habitation traces of Roman perios, and traces of underground mining
exploitations from the same time (on the south-eastern and bort-western slopes of
Dumbrava hill).
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: TIR, L 34, 116; B. Cserni, Alsófehér vármegye monográfiája, 2/1, Aiud, 1901,
p. 141, 551; T.P. Ghiţulescu, M. Socolescu, în Anuarul Institutului de Geologie a României,
21, 1941, p. 409; RepAB, 1995, p. 113, nr. 98.
42. Vărad: commune of Coronini (ancient Pescari), Caraş-Severin County.
Location: Clisura Dunării, north of the Valea Vărad village.
Gold, silver, copper and iron were exploited here. Nearby there are cemeteries from the
Roman period. In 1848, when the modern road was built, some objects that belonged to a
miner were discovered.
Discoveries: lamps, fragments of silver ore, fragments of pyragyrite.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia minelor şi peşterilor din România, 2000, p. 123; N.
Maghiar, Şt. Olteanu, Din Istoria Mineritului Românesc, Bucureşti, 1970, p. 60; S. Koleseri,
Auraria Romano-Dacica, p. 245; S.C.I.V. 2, 1965, p. 400.
43. Vârciorova, Mehedinţi County.
Location: Muntele Mic, valley of the Timiş River, valley of the Bolvaşniţa River.
Possible traces of Roman mining exploitation.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: V. Boroneanţ, Arheologia peşterilor şi minelor din România, 2000, p. 129; N.
Maghiar, Şt. Olteanu, Din Istoria Mineritului Românesc, Bucureşti, 1970.
44. Vidolm, com. Ocoliş, jud. Alba.
Location: on the upper Arieş river.
Information from the 19th c. about traces of Roman gold washing instalations along the river.
G. Téglàs bought in here an axe, supposed to be of Roman period. A series of chance finds
of coins, dating from the 2nd – 3rd c. AD.
No archaeological scientific research to date.
Bibliography: TIR, L 34, 118; I. Téglàs, Manuscrise şi note excerptate de I.I. Russu; D.
Tudor, Oraşe, Târguri şi Sate în Dacia Romană, Bucureşti, 1968, p. 202; I. Winkler, A.
Hopârtean, în Cercetări Numismatice, 1,1978, p. 23; RepAB, 1995, p. 205, nr. 209.
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Appendix E: Photographs
Photograph 1. Example of a stamp mill

Photograph 2. Impacts of historical mining on the Roşia Valley physical landscape
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Photograph 3. Hummocky terrain from historic waste rock dumping

Photograph 4. Topographic survey of archaeological trenches
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Photograph 5. Example of trial trench excavation

Photograph 6. Excavation of an entire site with evidence of an ancient structure
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Photograph 7. Roşia Montană town square/central market
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Photograph 8. Examples of architectural features in Roşia Montană

Wrought iron lattice (Austro-Hungarian influence)

Mining symbol

Archway with Austro-Hungarian detailing
Austro-Hungarian archway

Austro-Hungarian archway and detailing

Austro-Hungarian door handle
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Photograph 9. Churches and Prayer Houses located in Roşia Montană and Corna

CORNA: ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH

ROŞIA MONTANÃ: ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH

ROŞIA MONTANÃ: GREEK CATHOLIC CHURCH
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Photograph 10. Churches and Prayer Houses located in Roşia Montană and Corna

CORNA: GREEK CATHOLIC CHURCH

ROŞA MONTANĂ: ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH

ROŞIA MONTANĂ: UNITARIAN CHURCH
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Photograph 11. Churches and Prayer Houses located in Roşia Montană and Corna

ROŞIA MONTANĂ: REFORMED CHURCH

CORNA: BAPTIST PRAYER HOUSE #2

ROŞIA MONTANĂ: PENTECOSTAL PRAYER HOUSE
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Photograph 12. Examples of religious building interiors

Interior of Roşia Montană Greek Catholic Church

Inside of Roşia Montană Unitarian Church
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Photograph 13. Examples of structural damage to religeous buildings

ROŞIA MONTANĂ: REFORMED CHURCH

ROŞIA MONTANĂ: GREEK CATHOLIC CHURCH
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Photograph 14. Examples of roman artefacts uncovered during the archaeological programme

Photograph 15. Roman precinct from Tău Găuri
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Photograph 16. Building on Carpeni Hill
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Photograph 17. Roman underground works located in the Cârnic massif

B. Cauuet ©

B. Cauuet ©
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Photograph 18. Cătălina Monuleşti

B. Cauuet ©

Photograph 19. Trapezoidal underground Roman mining works
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Photograph 20. Example of successive and overlapping working faces

B. Cauuet ©

Photograph 21. Example of high and narrow stripped areas

B. Cauuet ©
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Photograph 22. Example of roman lamp niches in underground works

B. Cauuet ©

Photograph 23. Example of a water drainage system with wood canals
B. Cauuet ©
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Photograph 24. Wooden ladder, preserved in-situ

B. Cauuet ©

Photograph 25. Recent gallery with wooden rails used to transport ore to surface
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Photograph 26. Roman-era water wheel found at Păru Carpeni

The chamber of the intermediary water wheel camber in the
moment of its discovery by the mining archaeologists.
Between the wooden elements can be observed a monoxile
stair in situ.

Fragments of the wooden channel situated in the upper level of
chamber of the hydraulic wheel.

The lateral sides of the compartments of the hydraulic wheel.

The upper part of the hydraulic wheel – detail.
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Appendix F: Historic Studies in the Roşia Montană Area
Prior to 2000
Roman artefacts were discovered by various chroniclers, antiquarians and foreign travellers
that came to Transylvania on political, military or diplomatic missions as early as the 16th-17th
centuries. One of them was Ioannes Mezerzius (János Megyericsei, 1470–1517),
archdeacon of Cojocna and then later canon at Alba Iulia, who describes in his epigraphic
catalogue an epitaph (CIL III 1262) discovered in that period in a church at Abrud, but the
inscription was probably brought from the Alburnus Maior area (IDR, III/3, p. 409 – 410, no.
418). Also in the 16th century, a French traveler that studied in Padua – Pierre Lescalopier
– mentioned in his work that was preserved as a manuscript4 the copying of a few Roman
inscriptions that were built in the walls of houses in the same gold exploitation area between
Zlatna and Abrud.
Martin Opitz – a representative figure of Transylvanian Humanism at the beginning of the
17th century, was also preoccupied with the study of historical vestiges from Transylvania.
During his professorship at the Alba Iulia gymnasium of Prince Gabriel Bethlen (1613 - 1629)
of Transylvania, he transcribed a series of inscriptions from the Alba Iulia – Zlatna area. His
manuscript, entitled Dacia sive Rerum Dacicarum Commentarius5, is now lost, but some of
the inscriptions he transcribed are found in Janus Gruterius’ work – Thesaurus
Inscriptionum, 2nd ed.
Giuseppe Ariosti’s work has been dated to the same period. An Italian nobleman, captain
in the Austrian army during Emperor Charles VI’s reign (1711–1740), Ariosti took part in the
construction of the Alba Iulia fortress and in his spare time he drew sculptural monuments
and transcribed inscriptions. He intended to send the actual monuments to Vienna by water
and, unfortunately, part of the ships they were on sank and the cargo lost. Once they
reached Vienna some of the monuments were destroyed and some were built in the walls of
the National Library in Vienna. Ariosti’s manuscript, of which only three copies have been
preserved in Vienna, Verona and Venice, is entitled Iscrizioni antiche trovate e raccolte tra le
rovine delle quattro principali colonie Romane della Transilvania (Ulpia Traiana, Apulum,
Abrud-Zlatna, Turda) dal conte Gioseppe Ariosti nobile Bolognese, Ferrarese e Senese,
capitano d'infanteria nel reggimento Gaier, e parte di esse dal medesimo condotte in Vienna
d'Austria per comando della sacra Cesarea Cattol. Real Maesta di Carlo VI Imperatore
de'Romani l'anno MDCCXXIII.
The antiquities from this area became object of study for the humanist scholars especially
starting with the second half of the 18th century, when the Imperial Chancellery started to
modernize the mining process, and through the authority of central and local monastic
centres (real mining companies avant la léttre) a vast effort to organize the specific industrial
infrastructure in the area was undertaken (artificial ponds – “tăuri”, a network of canals,
stamp-mills, installations for primary ore processing). These interventions on the initial
configuration of the landscape at Roşia Montană had, among other consequences, the
discovery of various archaeological artefacts. Thus, probably during the works on the
construction of the artificial pond named Tăul Cornii, near the village of Corna, south of
Roşia Montană, a funerary altar (CIL III 1264) and a funerary stela (CIL III 1267) were
discovered in 1765. At the end of the 18th century the altar was transported to the Church of
St. Nicholas in Abrud and later came in the collection of the Museum of the Gold in Roşia
Montană. The funerary stela also reached Abrud at the end of the 18th century, and was
rediscovered in 1957 by I. I. Russu in the old Calvinist cemetery in Abrud, on the Băieşului
Hill (IDR, III/3, pp. 404 – 407, no. 414; pp. 410 – 411, no. 419).
4

Voyage fait par moy, Pierre Lescalopier, l’an 1574 de Venise à Constantinople par mer jusques à Raguse et le reste
par terre et le retour par Thrace, Bulgarie, Walch, Transilvanie ou Dace, Hongrie, Allemagne, Friul et Marche Treuisane
jusques à Venice (Apud Paul Cernovodeanu, in SMIM, 4, 1960, pp. 433–462).
5
Also known as the Rerum Dacicarum libri.
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In 1712 Samuel Köleséri published a series of inscriptions from the western Carpathians in
the volume entitled Auraria Romano-Dacica, and the Jesuite monk Ioan Fridwaldssky
approached the same theme in In Romano-Transilvanicae honoribus comiti Andreae ab
hadik oblatae ab Josepho Thoroczay de Thoroczko, published in 1767.
In the first half of the 19th century (1830-1840) Anton Steinbüchel, an erudite director of the
Imperial Numismatic and Antiquities Cabinet in Vienna, intended to publish a Corpus
inscriptionum antiquarum imperii Austriaci. So initiated, by apealling to the administration, a
vast operation aimed at protecting and transcribing epigraphic monuments from all-over the
Habsburg Empire. The publicly recognized objective of this effort was the creation of an
“overall image, as clear as possible, of a province that was once under the rule of the
Romans”. As an answer to a petition of the imperial official Csajka Joszeph – the supreme
judge of Abrud –, testifies in a rather ambiguous language, a number of inscriptions were
destroyed by being thrown in the Găuri Lake (according to the correspondence from the
State Archives in Budapest, Gub. Trans. Praesidialia, F. 37, no. 456; see N. Lascu, ActaMN,
5, 1968, pp. 137 - 142; IDR, I, p. 47; V. Wollmann, Mineritul ..., 1996, p. 12, n. 16).
The remarkable work of Ignatius Reinbold should also be mentioned. Reinbold was a
chamber physician on the Zlatna domain in 1811–1846, between 1836-1842 he put together
an album-manuscript containing black and grey water colour drawings of monuments and
inscriptions in the Alba County called Monumenta Romana quae anno 1836 in Dacie loci
delineavit nunc vero a. 1842 ad usum musei Transilvanici noviter descripsit. Most important
to us are the 39 water colours mentioned as being discovered in the Zlatna area. The
manuscript was seen by doctor Lugosi Fodor András from Deva and by J. F. Neigebaur
(1783-1866) – Consul and Counsellor of Prussia in Bucharest –. The latter, while on a trip to
Transylvania, wrote down all the monuments, inscriptions and archaeological materials he
encountered, and later mentioned them in his work Dacien aus den Ueberresten des
klassischen Alterthums, mit besonderer Rücksicht auf Siebenbürgen. Topographisch
zusammengestellt, Kronstadt (Braşov) 1851.
Returning to Lugosi Fodor András’ contribution one must not overlook the very precise
information given in his book Führer durch Siebenbürgen für Freunde vaterländischer
Alterthümer in verschiedenen Teilen und Ortschaften6 that was finished in around 1840 and
was also preserved as a manuscript The 7th volume of his work, that was preserved in the
library of the “Muzeul Ardelean”, contains a series of sculptural and epigraphic monuments,
especially funerary ones, that were discovered in the first half of the 19th century at Roşia
Montană. In 1906, some of these monuments (CIL III 1262) were part of a private collection
in Zlatna, probably that of Lukács Béla, along with similar artifacts from the Ampelum area,
as well as fragments of pottery, lamps and stamped bricks. Another two monuments (CIL III
1268, 1272) were located in the middle of the 19th century in the residence of Romulus Gritta
(later the Henzel Károly residence) in Roşia Montană, where they were seen and studied by
Th. Momsen. All the monuments were photographed in 1906, during a trip organized in the
Apuseni Mountains by the Magyar Mining and Metallurgical Association based in Budapest.
After 1950 the two stelae – CIL III 1268, 1272 – were recovered by Aurel Sântimbreanu, one
from the residence of Gh. Coroi (Roşia Montană, no. 111), and taken to the lapidarium of the
Museum of the Gold in Roşia Montană (see V. Wollmann, Sargetia, 14, 1979, pp. 195-201,
n. 16 - 20; V. Wollmann, Mineritul ..., 1996, p. 12, Pl. XX).
A special category of discoveries is the wax tablets discovered by chance in the 18th-19th
centuries in the ancient mining galleries at Roşia Montană. By their unique character and
their contents these 29 (initially they were probably over 30) epigraphic documents – whose
text has been preserved – are now in museum collections in Berlin (TabCerD XIV), Blaj
(TabCerD III, VII, VIII, XXI, XXII, XXV), Budapest (TabCerD I, II, V, VI, IX, X, XII, XIII, XV,
XVII, XIX, XX, XXIV), Cluj (TabCerD III, XI, XVIII) and in the collection of the Battyaneum
Library in Alba Iulia (TabCerD IV). Their discovery was caused by the same above-

6

Also known under the title Führer durch das an Seltenheiten reiche Dazien.
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mentioned impetus in the mining activities that started during the reigns of Marie-Thérèse
(1740-1780) and Joseph II (1780-1790).
Important through their uniqueness and the abundance of information they contain, the 25
wax tablets that were preserved and interpreted offer precise information on the economic
situation, on the habitat, on the religious life and juridic relations that governed the mining
community that inhabited the area. The tablettes also mention a series of toponyms that the
scholars attribute to secondary residential structures. Thus, in these documents the following
settlements are mentioned: Alburnus Maior – nine mentions (including indications
concerning the location of statio Resculum, vicus Pirustarum; TabCerD I, II, IV, V, IX, X, XIII,
XIV, XVIII, XXI), the canabae legionis XIII Geminae at Apulum – two mentions (TabCerD VII,
VIII), and the rest are settlements that have not yet been located on the terrain (vicus
Deusara – two mentions, respectively in TabCerD II, XIV; Kartum – one mention,
respectively in TabCerD VI; Immenosum Maius – one mention, respectively in TabCerD XI).
The general opinion among specialists is that the tablettes were hidden for safety reasons
inside a practically inaccessible gallery in a moment of danger, probably in relation to the
Marcomanic attacks on Dacia in the period between 160-170 AD.
With the discovery of the wax tablets in the middle of the 19th century, the preoccupation for
registering and publishing the antiquities in the Roşia Montană area enters a new phase. It is
worthwhile noticing in this context the journey to Transylvania, undertaken By Th. Mommsen
in 1857, a trip that included Roşia Montană7. Due to this extraordinary scholar, work started
in Berlin in 1863 on editing a monumental work – the catalog containing inscriptions from all
areas of the Roman Empire (Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum). The inscriptions from Dacia
are included in volume III.
Another contribution worth mentioning is that of Franz Pošepný (1836–1895). After finishing
the Politechnical Institute in Prague and the Mining Academy in Pribřam, Pošepný became a
mining engineer at Roşia Montană, most probably between 1856–1868. In this capacity he
drew an exceptional document (Appendix B), a map, on a scale of 1: 2880, that contains
precise and detailed information concerning the geological characteristics of the area, as
well as archaeological mentions – Geologisch-montanistische Karte des Goldbergbaureviers
Abrudbanya-Verespatak. Immediately after this period he was named chief geologist for the
entire Hungary (1870).
Equally important for the reconstruction of the main reference points concerning the situation
in the Roşia Montană area at the end of the 19th century is the work of Téglás Gábor, a
naturalist, epigraphist and self-taught archaeologist; he was also one of the organizers of the
Archaeological and Historical Society of the County of Hunedoara, as well as one of the
organizers of the museum in Deva. He published numerous articles concerning the
antiquities in the Transylvanian area, mentioning the monuments from the Roşia Montană
area that were known at that moment, correcting and adding to the information on these
monuments, which had been presented before by M. J. Ackner, J. F. Neigebaur and C.
Gooss.
We must also mention here the works of M. J. Ackner (Decennal-Aufzeichnungen der
archäeologischen Funde in Siebenbürgen vom Jahre 1845 - 1855) and C. Grooss (Chronik
der archäologischen Funde in Siebenbürgen). One of their contemporaries, Plotény Géza –
a geologist and mining specialist –, contributed to the identification and description of several
epigraphic monuments and ancient objects discovered during works for the expansion and
modernizing of the mining exploitation at Roşia Montană. In the same period the brother of
Téglás G., Téglás István – a self-taught archaeologist as well, who was also a professor
and school inspector at Turda –, explored the Arieş River valley, building up an impressive
7

The correspondence between Mommsen and the Transylvanian scholar G. D. Teutsch leaves a very clear image of the
trip Mommsen had undertaken to Transylvania. On September 23 1859 he reached Cluj, where for several days he
attentively studied the inscriptions in the J. Kémeny collection. From Cluj he went to the Roman fort near Ilişua (located on
the Someşul Mare River). From here he continued on to Turda, the Luncani – Aiud commune, to Blaj, Zlatna, Abrud,
Roşia-Montana, Alba Iulia, Sibiu, Orăştie, Valea Haţegului, Deva, Micia (Veţel), Mintia and Zam.
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collection of ancient artifacts related to gold washing, extraction of salt and other minerals,
as well as an important documents archive (see V. Wollmann, Mineritul ..., 1996, p. 16, n.
16, pp. 16 – 17, n. 27 - 30). We should include the trip undertaken by the Téglás brothers to
the Roşia Montană area in 1888, during which they identified a series of epigraphic
monuments – in Simon Hansel’s residence (CIL III 7820, CIL III 7826, CIL III 7828), in
Henzel Károly’s residence (those probably came from Romulus Gritta’s residence) (CIL III
7820) and in M. Ebergényi’s garden (CIL III 7829) –, some of which have been published,
others have remained unpublished until the second half of the 20th century. Some of the
artefacts remained for a period of time in the garden of the Normal School in Abrud, and
later became part of the collection of the Museum of the Gold in Roşia Montană (IDR III/3, p.
377, no. 382; p. 389, no. 395, 397; p. 399, no. 408; p. 402, no. 411).
Another important episode in the history of the research of the ancient Alburnus Maior is the
editing, probably immediately after 1918/1919, of the manuscript entitled Anonymus
Montanisticus, currently preserved in the State Archives, the Cluj branch. In V. Wollmann’s
opinion, this manuscript – written in German and in a very technical idiom – “could have
been made up by an engineer that had worked in one of the gold mines in the Brad-Crişcior
or Roşia Montană areas. Most probably it is the same person who had translated G. Téglás’
works into German. Apart from a series of information compiled from Fr. Pošepný’s and G.
Téglás’ works, this work contains a series of previously unknown field information
concerning vestiges of ancient gold mining in the Roşia Montană area (see V. Wollmann,
Mineritul ..., 1996, p. 20, n. 43).
Before World War II Constantin Daicoviciu, the ancient history specialist, the great
archaeologist and epigraphist, published a series of inscriptions from Alburnus Maior in a
study entitled “Neue Mitteilungen aus Dazien (Funde und Einzeluntersuchungen)” in Dacia,
7-8, 1937-1940, p. 299-336.
In the 20th century, more precisely starting with 1975, the epigraphic discoveries at Roşia
Montană were the object of systematic publishing in the Epigraphic Corpus of Roman Dacia.
The first volume (IDR I) of this monumental work, put together by the eminent epigraphist
Ioan I. Russu from Cluj, put to good scientific account the information on the wax tablettes,
everything being included in a ample study that accompanied their publication. In 1982, in
the same series (IDR III/3), all the inscriptions known up to that moment from the Roşia
Montană area were published through the effort of the same Ioan I. Russu.
Based on all this information and starting with the analysis of the wax tablets, at the end of
the 20th century a picture of the ancient Alburnus Maior was basically drawn, even if in a
bookish way, but which did not lack elements of archaeological topography. Synthesizing all
this information, the Repertoriul arheologic al judeţului Alba (1995) (The Archaeological
Repertoire of the Alba County) presented the following conclusions: in the period between
the 16th-20th centuries, due to mining, agricultural and construction works, a series of
artifacts dated to the Roman period were discovered, as well as architectural monuments,
inscriptions, tools, jewellery, coins etc (with the mention that many of these had no known
place of discovery, were unpublished or only mentioned in various sources, while others
were lost). To the south, east and north of the modern mines were identified minining areas
that were also dated to the Roman period, but were not adequately researched. According to
this information the Roman settlement (sic!!) stretched south-westwards, westwards to
Corna, maybe north of Roşia, on the left side of the Roşia Valley, on the Carpeni Hill and in
the Nanu River Valley. Another civil settlement is signaled in an ambiguous manner at the
“Pădurea Popii” reference point. Roman necropolises seem to be located all around the
heart of the commune and near the modern “Cetatea Mică” Mine, near the road to Abrud, at
“Vatra Roşii”, in the present day Catholic cemetery, on the Ţarina Hill, in the area between
the Nan River valley and the Băii River. The existence of a necropolis is suggested by the
funerary stela discovered in the area, at the “Tăul Secuilor” reference point – west of the
Orlea Massif. On the territory of the Roşia commune the document signals a Roman tumular
necropolis, without further information. The sacred areas were identified exclusively by
mapping the discovery points of the votive altars, that is on Carpeni and Ţarina Hills, on the
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Nanu River Valley and in the Orlea Massif respectively. Roman gold exploitations were
located – especially based on the discovery points of the wax tablets – near the civil
settlement on Cetatea and Cârnic Hills, in the Ecaterina Monuleşti (Cătălina-Monuleşti)
Gallery and in the Letea (Lety) and Rotunda Massifs. The document also mentions that on
the “Cetatea Mică” Hill there seems to be a Roman iron exploitation8, without presenting any
archaeological argument to sustain this affirmation. All this archaeological information is
presented without the minimal verification of the sources and, even more, by using
topographic references that do not correspond to the situation found in the field. Thus, about
Roşia Montană it was possible only to state that it was an area with archaeological potential,
in which no archaeological investigations proper had been undertaken, so necessary for
drawing the precise elements of the site.
Of the same point of view is the research undertaken by Volker Wollmann in the second half
of the 20th century, V. Wollmann being considered a specialist in mountain archaeology. In
1996, he published in Cluj a book on mining in Roman Dacia that contains references to
Roşia Montană (Mineritul metalifer, extragerea sării şi carierele de piatră în Dacia Romană
/Der Erzbergbau, die Salzgewinnung und die Steinbrüche im Römischen Dakien).

8

Repertoriul arheologic al judeţului Alba, Alba Iulia, 1995, pp. 158-161.
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Appendix G: Archaeological Chance Finds Before 2000
1786 – two wax-coated tablets were discovered at the foot of Mount Rotunda, north-east of
Roşia Montană, in a gallery of the “St. Lawrence” Mine belonging to Gheorghe Iancu (a
native from Roşia Montană). One of them was destroyed when fire was used in order to dry
it and the other one, containing a Greek inscription, was later deciphered (CIL III: p. 933,
TabCer IV). With the tablettes a metal stilus used for writing was also found (see I. I. Russu,
StComSibiu, 12, 1965, p. 68; IDR, I, pp. 172, 206 – 209);
1788 – one wax tablet – in fact a tryptychon (CIL III: pp. 924 – 927, TabCer I) – was
discovered in the Letea (Lety) Massif, located east of the historical centre of Roşia Montană,
in a lateral gallery of the “St. Joseph” Mine. In 1835 the artifact became part of the
collections of the National Museum in Budapest (CIL III, pp. 924 - 927, n. 1; IDR, I, pp. 172,
192 - 198; RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 13);
1790 – two fragments of tablets were discovered also in the Letea (Lety) Massif, in a mine
gallery (CIL III: p. 928, TabCer II). They were donated to the National Museum in Budapest
(CIL III, p. 928, n. 2; IDR, I, pp. 173, 198 - 201; RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 13);
1791 – again in the Letea (Lety) Massif, in a gallery of the “St. Joseph” Mine, a young man
called Rákósi discovred a “human skeleton” along with 6 wax tablets about which we have
no further information. The existing information concerning this discovery is fragmentary and
contradictory (J. F. Neigebaur, Dacien ..., 1851, p. 191, 24; CIL III, p. 921, n. 1; IDR, I, p.
173; RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 13);
1820 (1824) – several lime-tree tablets “written in ink on both sides” were discovered in
“vitriolic water”in the Cârnicul Mare Massif – south of the historical center of Roşia Montană
– in the “St. Ladislau” Mine, during the cleaning of an old gallery. One of them was
fragmentary (CIL III, p. 957, TabCer XXI). Around 1850 the tablets were part of the collection
belonging to M. J. Ackner, in Guşteriţa (see J. F. Neigebaur, Dacien ..., 1851, p. 191; IDR, I,
pp. 173, 253 - 254; RepAB, 1995, p. 160, no. 11).
1820/1830 – in this period a funerary stela was discovered in the Roşia Montană area (CIL
III 1262), that was later built into the walls of the Gritta residence in the commune. Here it
was seen later, during an investigation initiated by Anton Steinbüchel and later by Theodor
Momsen.
Bibliography: IDR, III/3, p. 409, no. 417.
1840 – a funerary stela was discovered in the Roşia Montană area (CIL III 1265), that was
later built – the inscription facing the street – into the walls of the house at no. 389 (owned by
Ioan
Madan
and
subsequently
by
Loieret
Károly,
Tóth
Árpád).
Bibliography: IDR, III/3, pp. 406 – 407, no. 415.
1847 – A. Kurz and J. Neigebaur discovered a funerary stela in the Roman-Catholic church
in Abrud, walled inside the tower (CIL III 1274); it probably came from the Alburnus Maior
area. In the Reformed Church cemetery in Abrud, J. Neigebaur also discovered a funerary
stela
fragment
(CIL
III
1273)
in
a
bad
state
of
preservation.
Bibliography: IDR, III/3, pp. 416 – 418, no. 425; p. 419, no. 427.
1854 – the most important lot of tablet (11) was discovered by L. Diószegi in the “Ohaba –
Sf. Simion” Gallery, located west of the Tăul Cornei, south of Roşia Montană towards the
village of Bucium. 9 of them became part of the collection of the National Museum in
Budapest, and two are now part of the collection of the National Transylvanian History
Museum in Cluj (CIL III: p. 948, TabCer X; p. 954, TabCer XVII). In the same year L.
Diószegi discovered in the galleries of the Cârnicul Mare Massif several more tablets, who
were unfortunately totally corroded and undecipherable. These also became part of the
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collection of the National Museum in Budapest. A series of entirely or fragmentarily
preserved tablettes – whose place of discovery is unknown – are probably part of this lot, too
(CIL III: p. 948, TabCer IX; p. 949, TabCer XI - XII; p. 952, TabCer XIV; p. 954, TabCer XVI)
(see C. Gooss, Chronik, p. 126; R. Röhle, ActaMN, 6, 1969, pp. 515 - 516; IDR, I, pp. 173 –
174, 231 – 238, 242 – 243; RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 15);
1855 – mining installations (remains of a wooden construction for strengthening the mine
walls, a wheel for the evacuation of the water from the mine in case of inundation) as well as
ceramic and wooden pottery, along with lamps and ancient mining tools and 10 wax tablets
were discovered in an abandoned gallery of the “St. Catherine” Mine (“Cătălina - Monuleşti”),
situated on the historical centre of Roşia Montană. The tablets were later published by Th.
Momsen (CIL III: pp. 934 – 935, TabCer V; pp. 936 – 939, TabCer VI; pp. 940 – 943, TabCer
VII; pp. 944 – 947, TabCer VIII; pp. 950 – 951, TabCer XIII; p. 953, TabCer XV; p. 956,
TabCer XX; p. 957, TabCer XXI; p. 958, TabCer XXIV; p. 959, TabCer XXV) (see G. Téglás,
UR, 9, 1889, p. 269; idem, AÉ, 12, 1892, p. 383; idem, BKL, 38, 1905, pp. 598 – 599; V.
Christescu, ViaţaEc, 1929, p. 14; D. Tudor, IstSclav, 1957, pp. 265 – 269; I. I. Russu,
StComSibiu, 12, 1965, p. 68; IDR, I, pp. 174, 209 – 231, 239 – 242, 243 – 246, 249 – 254;
RepAB, 1995, p. 160, no. 12).
1855 – traces of a drainage installation in a specially equipped site were discovered in the
Cătălina-Monuleşti Gallery, approximately 60m deep and 200m away from the gallery
entrance.
Bibliography: V. Wollmann, Mineritul ..., 1996, pp. 116 – 118 and n. 48 (see Fr. Posepny, in
OesterrZBHW 16, 1868, p. 167), Pl. XXXVI/1, LXIX/6 – 9, LXXX/1.
1857 – during a study and documentation trip in Transylvania, undertaken with a view to
publishing the monumental Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum, Th. Mommsen also visited the
Roşia Montană (Alburnus Maior) area, occasion on which he identified a series of epigraphic
monuments previously discovered in the area (CIL III 1260, discovered on Carpen Hill, CIL
III 1270) and in local households (the Popasake residence – CIL III 1261, CIL III 1275; the
Janko Francisc residence – CIL III 1263; the Romulus Gritta residence – CIL III 1268, CIL III
1271, CIL III 1272, CIL III 1276, CIL III 1277; the Ioan Madan residence – CIL III 1269).
Bibliography: IDR, III/3, pp. 384 – 385, no. 390; p. 389, no. 396; pp. 403 – 404, no.
413; pp. 411 – 416, no. 420 – 424; pp. 419 – 421, no. 429 – 431.
1860 – a votive altar dedicated to Silvanus was discovered in the Ţarina area. The
monument was found with difficulty by Téglás Gábor, in the hamlet of Sălişte near Abrud,
around 1888 (CIL III 12564).
Bibliography: IDR, III/3, p. 395, no. 404.
1868 – a votive altar dedicated to Iupiter Optimus Maximus was discovered at Ţarina, in the
Orlea Massif (mentioned by Téglás Gábor around 1888). The monument was used up to
around 1925 as an altar / communion table in the orthodox church in Roşia Montană. After
1966 it became part of the collection of the museum in Turda. Bibliography: IDR, III/3, pp.
386 – 387, no. 392.
1873 – O. Hirschfeld discovered a votive altar dedicated to Diana in St. Nicholas’ Church in
Abrud. The monument probably came from the Alburnus Maior area.
Bibliography: IDR III/3, pp. 381 – 382, no. 387.
1880/1885 – a series of Roman votive altars (4) were discovered around the Ferdinand
Gallery (or, according to V. Wollmann, probably in the Hăbad area, in a place named
Brădoaia); they were kept for some time in the garden of the “Horea, Cloşca şi Crişan”
Highschool in Abrud. They were preserved after their discovery because they were built in
the walls of the entrance to the “Ferdinand” Gallery. They were seen and described by
Téglás G. at the end of the 19thcentury (CIL III 7823 in the museum in Turda; CIL III 7821,
CIL III 7824, CIL III 7825 in The Museum of the Gold in Roşia Montană)
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Bibliography: IDR III/3, pp. 383 – 384, no. 389; pp. 387 – 388, no. 393; V. Wollmann,
Mineritul ..., 1996, p. 297, Pl. XXVI/3.
The upper part of a Roman funerary stela from the Tăului Secuilor area, that was
walled in the cellar of the old school workshop in Roşia Montană.
1936 – a votive altar dedicated to Silvanus, along with a coin issued by Emperor Marcus
Ulpius Traianus, were discovered in the Valea Nanului reference point (the Nanu River
Valley), South-West of Roşia Montană. In 1957 the monument was kept in the house of the
person who discovered it, namely Ştefan Székely (Roşia Montană, no. 169), and later (1966)
became part of the collection of the museum in Turda.
Bibliography: I.I. Russu, Materiale, 6, 1959, p. 884, no. 21; IDR, III/3, p. 394, no. 403;
RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 16.
It was probably the same Ştefan Székely that discovered, on Carpeni Hill – located
on the left side of the Nanu River Valley –, 4 votive altars with Greek inscriptions, and one
altar inscribed in Latin and dedicated Genio collegii. One of the four altars inscribed in Greek
was kept in the 1950’s at the headquarters of the old Întreprinderea Minieră Baia Mare (The
Baia Mare Mining Enterprise –nowadays the location of the Museum of Maramureş County).
Bibliography: C. Daicoviciu, Dacia, 7 – 8, 1937 – 1940, pp. 300 – 303; I.I. Russu,
StComSibiu, 12, 1965, pp. 68 - 71; IDR III/3, pp. 382 – 383, no. 388; pp. 390 – 391, no. 398
– 400; p. 400, no. 409; V. Wollmann, Sargetia, 14, 1979, p. 193, n. 5 - 10; RepAB, 1995, p.
160, no. 4.
1941/1942 – a votive altar dedicated to Apollo was discovered in the Ţarina Massif, NorthWest of Roşia Montană.
Bibliography: IDR, III/3, p. 379, no. 384.
1947 – a funerary column with the inscription D M T(rius) [VTyCH] S PATRO[NO] was
discovered in the border area of Carpeni Hill. It was discovered by Nicodim Bădău (Roşia
Montană, no. 161) , who kept it in his house in the 1970’s. Part of this monument, as well as
a pulvini fragment from an unpublished monument, are still owned by the Bădău family.
Bibliography: V. Wollmann, Sargetia, 14, 1979, p. 197; IDR, III/3, p. 418, no. 426.
1949 – a Roman votive altar was discovered in the summer of that year on Carpeni Hill,
South-Southwest of Roşia Montană, during the construction of the local soccer stadium. The
monument was lost shortly after the discovery (around 1950).
Bibliography: V. Wollmann, Sargetia, 14, 1979, p. 197, n. 15; IDR, III/3, p. 385, no.
391.
1960 – several Roman bricks, among which were hypocaust bricks, were discovered on
Carpeni Hill, during works at the local stadium.
Bibliography: V. Wollmann, Sargetia, 14, 1979, p. 197; RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 20.
At Tăul Ţarinei (the Ţarina artificial pond), in the Gîrda hamlet, North-East of Roşia
Montană, a votive altar dedicated to Silvanus by Hermes Myrini was discovered by I. Mera
and D. Haizer. The monument was brought – in unknown conditions – to Iaşi.
Bibliography: N. Gostar, SCIV XIII, 1962, pp. 129 – 130; V. Wollmann, Sargetia, 14,
1979, p. 196; IDR, III/3, p. 396, no. 405; RepAB, 1995, p. 160, no. 9c.
1963 – digging in his own courtyard (Roşia Montană, no. 335), A. Ivăşcanu discovered a
fragment from a votive stone slab, which is preserved at the present moment in the
lapidarium of the museum in Roşia Montană.
Bibliography: IDR III/3, pp. 380 – 381, no. 386.
1967 – 1972 – at A. Sântimbrean’s initiative systematic research was undertaken in the
galleries in the Ţarina area (the veins 77 – 81); on this occasion it seems that they found
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galleries that could be dated to the Roman period. Later on, we do not know a precise date,
V. Wollmann took a sample for Carbon 14 dating.
Bibliography: V. Wollmann, H. Ciugudean, Apulum 42, 2005, pp. 105-106.
1969 – a Roman iron mining hammer was discovered in the waste taken out of the “St.
Ladislau” Mine in the Cârnic Massif.
Bibliography: A. Sântimbreanu, V. Wollmann, Apulum, 14, 1974, p. 257; RepAB,
1995, p. 161, no. 23.
1972 – an altar dedicated to Iovis Optimus Maximus by Amonius was discovered by chance
in the Orlea Massif, very close to the soil surface.
Bibliography: V. Wollmann, Sargetia, 14, 1979, pp. 193 – 194; IDR, III/3, p. 388, no.
394; RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 21.
1976 – an arched funerary stela (with crown, medallion and inscription) was discovered in
the Orlea Massif in the Tăul Secuilor (the Szeklers’ artificial pond) area, North-West of Roşia
Montană. The crown is made up of two lions set in a back-to-back position, and the
medallion contains the image of two men and a child.
Bibliography: V. Moga, Ruxandra Manta, SCIVA, 29, 3, 1978, pp. 437 – 439; IDR,
III/3, p. 403, no. 412; RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 22.
1981 – a votive altar dedicated to Silvanus was discovered during the construction of the
road linking Roşia Montană to Roşia Poieni, in the “Citera” reference point. The monument is
now part of the collection of the Museum of the Gold in Roşia Montană.
Bibliography: V. Wollmann, I. T. Lipovan, Potaissa, III, 1982 (1983), p. 92; IDR, III/3,
p. 397, no. 405a.
1983 – a Roman sacred area (sacellum, lucus), containing approximately 25 votive altars
(entirely or partially preserved) made of limestone as well some of their bases, was
discovered during an archaeological investigation undertaken by V. Wollmann in the northeastern extremity of the Hăbad Massif, in the Brădoaia reference point.
Bibliography: V. Wollmann, AIIAC, 27, 1985 – 1986; RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 24; V.
Wollmann, Mineritul ..., 1996, p. 195, 296, pl. XIV298, pl. LI.
A funerary stone sphinx (probably from one of the Roman necropolises presumed to
have been located in this area) was discovered south-west of Roşia Montană, in the Tăul
Cornii area.
Bibliography: RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 25; V. Wollmann, Mineritul ..., 1996, p. 296,
pl. XV.
1984 – a mostly Roman mining works complex was discovered in the Carpeni Massif, near
the “Păru-Carpeni” Gallery (height: +719).
Bibliography: V. Wollmann, Mineritul ..., 1996, p. 144; V. Wollmann, H. Ciugudean,
Apulum 42, 2005, pp. 105-106.
1994 – a funerary stone sphinx (probably from one of the Roman necropolises presumed to
have been located in this area) was discovered south-west of Roşia Montană, in the Tăul
Cornii area.
Bibliography: RepAB, 1995, p. 161, no. 25; V. Wollmann, Mineritul ..., 1996, p. 296,
pl. XV.
For the first time, during a mountain expedition led by V. Wollmann in October,
samples for a Carbon 14 dating were taken from the wooden reinforcements of the galleries
in the Orlea and Păru Carpeni galleries.
Bibliography: V. Wollmann, Mineritul ..., 1996, p. 23, n. 50; V. Wollmann, H.
Ciugudean, Apulum 42, 2005, pp. 105-108.
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Appendix I:

Record cards of the archaeological sites of
Roşia Montană area

1. Găuri - Hop - Hăbad - Tăul Ţapului
2. Valea Nanului (Nanului valley)
3. Carpeni
4. Cârnic massif
5. Cetate massif
6. The Historical Zone of Roşia Montană (Lety and Coş massifs)
7. Jig – Văidoaia massif
8. Ţarina
9. Orlea massif
10. Pârâul Porcului - Tăul Secuilor
11. Valea Cornei (Corna valley)
12. Tăul Cornei - Corna Sat
13. Balmoşeşti
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 1. Găuri Hop Hăbad Tăul Ţapului

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Archaeological site’s name Roşia Montană - Găuri-Hop-Hăbad-Tăul Ţapului.
Archaeological site’s RAN code 6770.01, 6770.05, 6770.08, 6770.09, 6770.10, 6770.11, 6832.03.
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) Roşia Montană
Commune Roşia Montană
Point: Hop, Hop-Găuri, Hop-Botar, Tăul Găuri, Hăbad Brădoaia, Hăbad Biserică, Hăbad Oprişa,
Vasinca, Tăul Ţapului.
Address
Landmark southwest of Cetate massif
Land owner -
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AITAY SABINA
AVRAM CORNEL
BOIA NICOLAE
CIOARA IOAN
CIOARA MARIA
COTET REGHINA
COTET REGHINA, COTET CONSTANTIN
COZMA BAZIL
CRISAN AURELIAN, DRAGAN OVIDIU, BOTAR VASILE, CENUSA MINODORA, OLTEAN
CRISTINA, DANDEA VIRGIL, DRAGAN IOAN
CRISAN CORNELIA
DANDEA VIRGIL
DEVIAN VALER
DRAGAN MARIA
FELEA AUREL
FELEA NICOLAE
JURCA ANA, CRETU RODICA, BABUT VIORICA, VASII ROZALIA
LETERNA MINERVA, SOIT GEORGETA, BISTRAE MARIA, LETERNA GH, CIOARA
AUGUSTA
LETERNA VIORICA
OCOL SILVIC CAMPENI
OLTEAN CRISTINA
OPRISA IOSIF, POPA IRINA, STOICA OPRISA MARIAN, MIHETIU EMIL NICOLAE, OPRISA
PUIU STEFAN , MIHETIU IOAN GH.
BISERICA ORTODOXA
RESIGA IOAN
SUK ALEXANDRU
SUK ALEXANDRU/ TOMUS MARIOARA
SUK FLORICA
SUK MIRCEA,SUK ALEXANDRU,SUK IOAN,BOTAR OLGA, ZLAGNEAN M,MORAR
C.,MALEA E.,TUHUT E,
SICOE E,HATEGAN G
HAIZER ELEONORA, MANEA SALVINA
TOMUS MARIOARA
TOMUS NICOLAE
VASINCA ELENA
IVASCAN
FELEA AUREL
RAT ZENO
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
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10. Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
534459.238
534376.746
533989.034
533880.757
533897.522
533895.263
534280.454
534533.480

11. Longitude (coordonate STEREO 70 )
354939.963
355166.815
355109.071
355084.212
354587.965
354432.132
353928.378
353879.943

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Altitude 820 m – 940 m
Geographical landmarks South West from Cetate massif
Hydrographical landmarks Pârâul Găurilor, Tăul Găuri, Tăul Ţapului
Site’s first research date 1982
Progress period campania 2000, 2001 campaign, 2002 campaign, 2003 campaign
Campaign no. 4 campaigns
Epoch code 32, 5.
1

14

162

312

43

11

141

163

313

431

111

142

2

32

432

112

143

21

321

5

113

15

211

322

12

151

212

33

13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4

132

16

31

41

133

161

311

42
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19. Site type code 11 (114, 116); 21 (211, 212), areas for ore’s primary processing.
1

12

134

31

11

121

2

311

111

122

21

312

112

123

211

313

113

124

212

32

114

13

22

115

131

221

116

132

222

117

133

3

20. Site area (in sq.m.) 619,219.377 sq.m.
21. Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium
Poor
Heavily impacted

X

22. Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1

2

3

4

5

Floods

1

2

3

4

5

Acid rains

1

2

3

4

5

Natural fire

1

2

3

4

5

Fires

1

2

3

4

5

Animals

1

2

3

4

5

Insects

1

2

3

4

5

Tornados

1

2

3

4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Anthropic risks
Demolition

1

2

3

4

5

Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5
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23. Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
24. Last and first name of the research team members MNIR: Mihaela Simion, Adela Bâltâc, Christina
Ştirbulescu, Gabriel Bălan, Emil Dumitraşcu, Cătălina Mihaela Neagu, Decebal Vleja, Rodica MarghituOanţă, Sorin Marghitu-Oanţă, Mihai Vasile, Cătălin Bem, Silviu Oţa; FIB: Ioan Carol Opris; cIMeC:
Corina Borş; MIA Bacău: Lăcrămioara Istina, Marius Istina; MNUAI:Vasile Moga, Aurel Dragotă,
Constantin Inel, Adrian Gligor, Radu Ciobanu, Matei Drâmbarean; MCDR: Adriana Pescaru, Virginia
Rădeanu, Angelica Bălos, Romică Pavel, Daniel Ţuţuianu, Nicolae Cătălin Rişcuţa; IAIAC: Sorin Ilie
Cociş, Adrian Ursuţiu, Călin Cosma.
25. Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania
26. Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project: National Union Museum –
Alba Iulia; Bucharest University - Faculty of History, Institute of Archaeology and History of Art – Cluj
Napoca, “Iulian Antonescu” Museum – Bacău; CIMEC – Institute of Cultural Memory Bucharest,
Museum of Dacian and Roman Civilisation– Deva
27. The aim of the archaeological research identification and research of the archaeological structures of
the site
28. Brief description of the archaeological situation
The area is situated in the immediate vicinity of the Cetate massif (the southern slope), having been seriously
damaged by mining operations carried here throughout time (the presence of dumps and other primary waste
products of processed golden ore). Also, the opening of the surface mining quarry, in 1970, has permanently
modified the initial configuration of the terrain and has irrevocably destroyed most of the archaeological patrimony
of the Cetate massif and the area around it.
By instituting in the year 2001 the National Program of Research Alburnus Maior, a global approach of the
archaeological problem proper to the Alburnus Maior site has been carried out.
The archaeological surface research within this program has taken place in the areas partially preserved
following the opening of the Cetate quarry in the 70’s, in the same time with the underground archaeological
research.
th

Even as early as the 19 century, the perimeter has become known in the social-archaeological literature as the
origin of a series of epigraphic documents, part of them engraved in the entrance wall to the “Ferdinand de Sus”
(Upper Ferdinand) Gallery. Also, relying on personal observations made in mid 19th century Roşia Abrudului and
surrounding areas, the geologist Fr. Pošepny signalled near the Găuri area a series of ancient traces, more
precisely the traces of a Roman necropolis.
Concerning the vicinity of the Cetate massif, the discovery in 1983 of an important lot of epigraphic material in an
archaeological context (named by the author of the research „open air temple – lucus”) opened discussions on
the possibility of locating in this area one of the habitation nuclei or an administrative structure attested at
Alburnus Maior, according to the “Dalmatian system”, respectively Kastellum Ansium.
The results of the archaeological campaigns between the years 2000–2003 have distinguished and delimitated
the archaeological potential of the area around the Cetate area and naturally, of the one grouped around and
near traces of ancient mining exploitation researched at Găuri. An image of a unitary archaeological ensemble
began to emerge, showing elements which indicated specific forms of habitat, a cremation necropolis, sacred
areas, possible communication networks between various points of interest, all related to extraction sites and,
most likely, to primary ore processing sites off the south-western slopes of the Cetate massif.
Archaeological surface research
A) The Roman cremation necropolis at the Hop-Găuri site (researched by MNUAI, MNIR)
The toponym Hop refers to two hills in the Găuri and Tăul Găuri artificial lake area. The necropolis is situated on
the right side of the road coming from Roşia towards the “Cetate” surface quarry. Documentary and cartographic
sources from the 19th century give clues to pinpointing the place of a Roman necropolis near the Deak Ferencz
Gallery. Also, one must indubitably relate this necropolis to the circular funeral monument of the Basil Cozma
site, researched in the 2002 campaign. While the diagnosis was being made in the campaign of 2000, 4
cremation graves have been identified and researched. In the year 2001, the systematic research of this
objective was started by a team from the National Museum of Union in Alba Iulia. Along with the ones of 2000,
169 funerary archaeological complexes (cremation graves) were fully researched (published preliminarily in the
first volume of the Alburnus Maior monographic series). In the year 2002 the archaeological excavations in the
Hop area were resumed – by a group belonging to the Romanian National History Museum – on the lower
western slope of the hill, and another 86 funerary complexes were researched (81 cremation graves, 5
complexes of uncertain function). The graves investigated between 2000 and 2002 are divided into two distinct
categories – cremation graves with on-the-spot cremation and ad ustrina cremation graves (where the cremation
of the corpse took place in a different location than the grave itself). Certain criteria differentiating the graves are
to be considered, such as the size of the pit, remains from the funeral bed, structures and outer layouts of the pits
of the graves, presence of funeral urns or stone cistae. From this point of view, a possible preliminary typology
based on these aspects indicates:
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a) Graves with cremation remains laid directly in the pit, without separating the calcined bones from the residues
of the pire. Most of the researched graves belong to this category, irrespective of the type of cremation, on-thespot or on a pyre located elsewhere. The pits of the graves are exclusively rectangular and the sizes and depths
at which they were identified vary. The cremated remains have been discovered scattered on the bottom of the
sepulchral pits. The inventory was deposited on the cremated remains, after which the funeral complexes were
sealed.
b) Graves with cremation remains contained in various types of recipients. Four graves of this type have been
discovered up to the present moment. They are graves where the remains of the cremation were laid in stone
cistae or ceramic urns after removing the residues from the pyre (coal and ash, elements of primary funeral
furniture).
c) Complexes with uncertain function are represented by small, shallow holes located near some of the graves.
They are dug in the ground and are usually of a circular shape. Ceramic objects and fragments of glass were
discovered in two of them.
The presence of structures and outer layouts of the pits of the graves is also attested in this necropolis, from the
simple shape of the stone ring to the complex shape of the funeral precinct. Thus, in the Hop necropolis three
funeral precincts have been discovered.
The inventory of the graves is quite poor and consists of ceramic objects of different shapes, sizes and
functionalities (cups, pitchers and lamps), glass recipients (unguentaria) and metal objects (clothing accessories).
Following the preliminary analysis of the archaeological material found in the investigated complexes (coins,
ceramics and other types of artefacts with dating potential) it was established that the necropolis at Hop-Găuri
nd
has functioned as a funeral space in the 2 century A.D. and a specific dynamics of the burials can be noticed
during the reign of Emperors Hadrian (117-138) and Antoninus Pius (138-161).
An important archaeological objective was identified and investigated in the immediate vicinity of the necropolis,
at about 450 meters to the south-west. It is a circular funeral monument, with two on-the-spot cremation graves.
The remains of the cremation were sealed in brick rooms. The main funeral monument and the graves inside it
have suffered throughout different historical eras at least two destructive interventions. Outside the monument,
about 2.75 meters to the south, two other Roman cremation graves with the cremated remains laid directly in the
pit have been discovered and investigated. Also, the western extremity of the monument, as well as the two
exterior graves has been partially destroyed by a modern seasonal fitting up.
This funeral complex is dated to the a period ranging from 140/144 A.D to approximately 180 A.D., during the
reign of Emperors Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius respectively, and it represents, without any doubt, the
funeral manifestation of the local elite characteristic of the group of colonists located at south of the Cetate massif
(Kastellum Ansium). The objective’s preservation and restoration is under way.
Investigating this objective was part of the research made on a much larger area, between Găuri Valley and
Corna Sat, which did not indicate the presence of other archaeological vestiges, except for the location of a
stamp mill from the interwar period.
B) Structures of habitat, axes of communication. In the immediate vicinity of the mining exploitation area (infra,
the underground archaeological investigation) a series of structures of habitat as well as traces of the ancient
road network have been identified and investigated (MNIR, MNUAI). They represent two buildings with stone
walls bound with earth, in a precarious state of preservation (the sites at Găuri and Hop Botar). Archaeological
research has also underlined the presence of an early phase of settlement in the same area in the Roman period,
materialized by wooden dwellings of a rudimentary form (planimetrics of these structures were reconstituted
based on traces of former trajectories of the wooden walls). The archaeological inventory is relatively poor and
specific to habitation areas of habitat - ceramics, grinders, lamps, nails and spikes respectively.
South-east of these complexes segments of a vicinal road network (with a variable width of 2.60-2.80 m and 3.40
– 3.55 m) were identified.
The traces of civil dwelling on the Hăbad Brădoaia plateau (the Oprişa property - MCDR research) are part of the
same structure. Although in the perimeter several elements belonging to a building complex have been identified,
for one of them the researchers attribute the function of a civil dwelling (L2 – building with a foundation made of
stone walls bound with earth, divided in five distinct rooms, two separate functioning phases; dimensions : 25.00
m x 9.50 m). The archaeological inventory provided by this objective is rather poor and made up of ceramic
vessels, two fibulae and iron objects. Also, the habitat complex can be related to a part of Roman road (width
2.00 m), identified in the same investigated area. The relationship between this fragment of road and the one
identified in the Hop–Găuri area is worth mentioning.
Also, the research of this ensemble has been completed by the information provided by the investigation of
another complex of buildings of civil function, from the Tăul Ţapului site (MNIR, MJBC research). The research of
this objective was part of the investigation of a much larger area, between Seliştea Valley and Nan Valley, using
the Tăul Ţapului artificial lake as orientation. The limitrophe area of the lake has been investigated (by trial
trenches) on a series of private properties. Out of the entire area, only a limited area was of archaeological
interest. The traces have been identified and studied, consisting only of foundations, those of a dwelling complex,
dating from the Roman period, made up of a rectangular central building (16.20 x 13.40 m) and another, probably
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annexed to the former (22.00 x 13.00 m). The archaeological material is quite scarce, and very little of the
constituent elements of this archaeological ensemble has been preserved.
C) Sacred areas
The Hăbad area (MNIR, MCDR, IAIAC)
Excavations undertaken on the Hăbad-Brădoaia plateau have confirmed the existence of the sacred areas
investigated through archaeological trial trenches in 1983-1984 by V. Wollmann. The research was undertaken
by teams from MCDR and IAIAC, in the 2001 and 2001 campaigns, on the property of the Greco-Catholic Church
and on the property of the Oprişa family, and has discovered seven Roman buildings, precariously preserved (in
certain cases the original trajectories of the walls was identified only on the basis of the imprint left by the wall),
very likely made of wood, with stone foundation bound with earth, as well as part of the road which crossed the
area in Roman times.
One of the buildings, pertaining of a category of apse-shaped structures, is of a type encountered in Roman
Dacia as well as in other parts of the Empire. In Dacia, this type of buildings is to be found at Ulpia Traiana
Sarmizegetusa, Porolissum and Germisara. These structures have been interpreted as temples, or more recently
as buildings pertaining to the collegia-headquarters type. In the case of the building at Hăbad, any of the two
functions is possible, given the inscriptions discovered.
Another building was shaped by three walls that formed a plan which can be interpreted as similar to that of a
classic temple. The edifice was in the shape of a rectangle, the long side oriented north-south. The perimeter wall
probably enclosed a yard. The epigraphic altars (found in the site) of the temple garden are oriented westward,
according to the established rules (Vitruvius IV, 5, 2). Such plans of temples are also to be found in other centres
of Roman Dacia. Concerning three other hypothetical buildings (only the walls at the northern and western
extremities of the plateau remain), one can not make pertinent considerations due to the precarious state of
preservation. It is still not out of the question that one of the buildings may have belonged to the consular
beneficiaries attested in the inscriptions found on the Hăbad plateau.
According to the authors of the research, the complexes in question may not only represent sacred areas, but
also of a habitat structure, positioned on either side of the road. Four epigraphic votive altars have been
discovered, together with fragments of altars, ceramics (amphorae, pitchers, lamps, pots, cups, bowls), metal
pieces (spikes, fragments of a dagger, pieces of a pickaxe, a hatchet with covering for handling), fragmentary
fibulas (made of bronze and iron).
Also, on the Vasinca property, about 100 m west of the Hăbad plateau, a possible sacred area has been
identified and investigated (5 votive altars, out of which three epigraphic).
The modern/contemporary age
D) Other discoveries (MNIR)
In the immediate vicinity of the Cetate area, concentrations of mining residue were found (dumps, washing
debris, old stamp mill sites). The traces of a construction with stone foundations (dwellind) have also been
investigated, and were dated to the end of the 18th century – the beginning of the 19th century (Hop–Botar) (MNIR
research).
On the property of the Greco-Catholic Church of Roşia Montană (MNIR research) the traces of a very
rudimentary stone fitting up have been identified (foundations of unfashioned stone coming from a building, out of
which two rooms have been identified). The study of this structure has shown the fact that it is a primary golden
ore-processing installation site (stamp mill), as well as its annexes (cram), which was later turned into seasonal
shelters for animals (the last phase of functioning of the layout is dated by a 1965 coin – dates also confirmed by
information obtained from local people).
Archaeological trial trenches undertaken in the entire area has provided no other data concerning the existence
of archaeological vestige.
Underground researches
E) Hăbad sector. The Hăbad sector extends to the southwest of Cetate and Găuri, over a hill of fields and woods.
The ancient detailed plan does not show mining works. In 1983, an archeological dig discovered an entrance to
an ancient gallery. We prospected this little sector in 2001 and in 2003 where the superficial formations can have
totally masked the older remains. Among the located remains, we can see the entrance of the La Studentu
gallery. This gallery which is supposedly ancient, was reopened during the 2001 mission and mapped, then the
survey was completed in 2003 for a total length of 127 m (there was a collapse beyond that point). This is a long
ancient gallery worked with tools; a crosscut from north to south, very reworked and disturbed by Moderns. The
whole of this long gallery which should lead to a major exploitation area more to the south was partially defaced
by the installation of iron rails on the floor and timbering over a major part of its length in the modern period (127
m length accessible, average width 1.10 m, average height 1.60 m above the iron rails).
2.50 m from the entrance, a little stope opened to the ceiling allowed us to follow an intersection of six low grade
quartz veins in a mostly SW-NE direction. The gallery was dug in low hardness rock, a soft dacite which is
intensely altered. In spite of the presence of iron rails along the whole length of the gallery and timbering on big
sections, several sectors with traces of tools (chisels) in a good state of preservation confirm the opening prior to
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the 17th century (start of operations using explosives). This rapid exploration has demonstrated the presence of
many traces of workings with tools which is testament to ancient origins of the works with no possibility to get
more precise dates between Antiquity and the modern age. In fact, the profile of the gallery shows a rounded
ceiling, cut with tools, which distinguishes them clearly from the Roman workings seen other places in Roşia
Montana. They may be medieval works.
Several ancient gallery entrances which have collapsed or are covered up appear beside the track in this sector.
Access to them can be cleared by hand or a mechanical shovel during future explorations. The entrance to the
Deak Ferenz gallery which must join the ancient works under Găuri has been found. This reputedly ancient
sector of Hăbad with for the time being only two ancient workings located (the La Studentu gallery and the gallery
described in 1983) would be worth additional investigation, if it will be the case. The future open cast operation
will not affect this sector.
29. Type of research Preventive archaeological research.
30. References
A)
CCA 2001 (2002), pp. 210–211, no. 173,3.
CCA 2002 (2003), pp. 254–256, no. 182.
Alburnus Maior I, 2003, pp. 193–251; 501-505; 505-507.
CCA 2002 (2003), pp. 105–106, no. 63.
Alburnus Maior II, 2005.
B)

CCA 2001 (2002), pp. 254-257, no. 182; 261-262, no. 185; 264-265, no. 188; 265-266, no. 189.

Alburnus Maior I, 2003, pp. 45-80; 81-122; 123-148.
C)

IDR III/3.
Wollmann 1986, pp. 235-295; Wollmann 1996, pp. 199-221.
CCA 2001 (2002), pp. 262-263, no. 186.
Alburnus Maior I, 2003, pp. 124-129; 149-192.

CCA 2001 (2002), pp. 264-265, no. 188; 263-264, no. 187.
E)
CAUUET B. (dir.), Mines d’or antiques de Dacie. Le massif de Cetate (Roşia Montana, Roumanie),
DFS, Romanian Ministry of Culture and Religion, 2001, pp. 30-31, 76-77, 112 fig.38, 213-216 fig.181-187
(unpublished report).
CAUUET B. (dir.), Mines d’or antiques de Dacie. Les massifs de Cârnic et deCoş (Roşia Montana, Roumanie),
DFS, Romanian Ministry of Culture and Religion, 2003, pp. 53, 156 fig.59 (unpublished report).
CAUUET B., ANCEL B., RICO C., TAMAS C., Ancient mining networks. The French archaeological missions
1999-2001 (Roşia Montana, NW Romania), Alburnus Maior I – Chapter V, Mining Archaeology, P. Damian (éd.),
Bucharest, 2003, pp. 465-526 (published in English and Romanian).
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 2. Valea Nanului (Nanului valley)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Archaeological site’s name Roşia Montană - “Valea Nanului” (sacred zones, cremation necropolis,
constructive structures)
Archaeological site’s RAN code 1160.03
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) Roşia Montană
Commune Roşia Montană
Point “Szekely”, “Drumuş”, “Dalea”, “Tomuş”.
Address
Landmark Cetate massif
Land owner -
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BEJENARU AURELIA
BOIA NICOLAE
COPROS IOSIF
COROI EUFEMIA
COTET REGHINA
DALEA AURELIA
DRUMUS ROZALIA,PAUN NICOLETA,
DRUMUS CAMELIA,DRUMUS VICTOR
BISERICA GRECO CATOLICA
MERA NICOLAE
MIC AUGUSTA
NARITA ILIE,(CORCHES NICOLAE,
C. MARITA)
OAIDA REMUS
RAT ZENO, AGAVRILOAIE MARIA,
BARA ELENA
RAT ZENO, COROIU LAURA, OAIDA VIORICA
SZEKELY LUDOVIC
HAIZER ELEONORA, MANEA SALVINA
TATAR EUGEN, TATAR MARIA,
LUPEA MARIANA, PUTICIU ADRIAN,
CLEJAN LUCIA
TODAN IOAN
TOMUS IOACHIM
ZLAGNEAN ELENA, KELL STEFAN,
JURCA ELISABETA MARIANA
DALEA VIRGIL, DALEA AURELIA,
DRAGOESCU MARINELA, MIHON MARGARETA
ZLAGNEAN ELENA, KELL STEFAN,
JURCA ELISABETA MARIANA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN
HARAGUS GOLGOTIU
ROMSILVA
TOMUS IOACHIM
BARA REMUS
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10. Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
534970.182
534533.930
534596.086
535025.262
535086.574

11. Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
354629.925
354741.327
354273.674
354028.008
354522.263

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Altitude about 750 - 830 m
Geographical landmarks Valea Nanului
Hydrographical landmarks towards North and East from Găuri stream.
Site’s first research date 2000
Progress period 2000 campaign, 2001 campaign.
Campaign no. 2 campaigns
Epoch code 32
1

14

162

312

43

11

141

163

313

431

111

142

2

32

432

112

143

21

321

5

113

15

211

322

12

151

212

33

13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4

132

16

31

41

133

161

311

42
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19. Site type code 131, 21
1

12

134

31

11

121

2

311

111

122

21

312

112

123

211

313

113

124

212

32

114

13

22

115

131

221

116

132

222

117

133

3

20. Site area (in sq.m.): 253,008.026 sq.m.
21. Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium
Poor

X

Heavily impacted
An area full of waste dumps, past mining galleries, agricultural works.
22. Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1

2

3

4

5

Floods

1

2

3

4

5

Acid rains

1

2

3

4

5

Natural fire

1

2

3

4

5

Fires

1

2

3

4

5

Animals

1

2

3

4

5

Insects

1

2

3

4

5

Tornados

1

2

3

4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Anthropic risks
Demolition

1

2

3

4

5

Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5
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Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5

23. Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
24. Last and first name of the research team members INMI (former CPPCN): Cristina Crăciun, Anişoara
Sion, Sergiu Iosipescu, Raluca Iosipescu, Constantin Mehedinţeanu, Gabriel Mehedinţeanu; IAB: Vlad
V. Zirra, Liana Oţa, Adriana Panaite, Cristina Alexandrescu, Anca Ganciu, Adina Boroneanţ, Alexandru
Dragoman.
25. Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania
26. Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project: “Vasile Pârvan” Institute of
Archaeology – Bucharest; National Institute for Historical Monuments – Bucharest.
27. The aim of the archaeological research - identification and research of the archaeological structures
inside the site’s perimeter
28. Brief description of the archaeological situation
The area is limited to the north and east by the river bed of the Găuri brook to the west by the peaks of the hills
from the right bank of the Nan Valley. The southernmost point of the area is marked by the village road between
Roşia-Tăul Ţapului-Sălişte-Abrud. Out of this perimeter, stretched on a rather large surface, the geographic micro
area from the east of the Nan Valley detaches itself; known in the Pošepny map under the name of Curisiul
Monului. Geologically speaking, the hills, with a maximum altitude of 815 m, have the same volcanic origin as the
Cetate mining perimeter. Except for the two mentioned rivers, in the area there are two or three locations with
permanent springs.
The area is unpopulated, currently approximately 45% of the surface being covered with deciduous forests. The
terrains are being used for grazing and as hay fields; on small areas of the grazing spaces, terraces for
agricultural farming have been set up. On such a terrace, on the Szekely property, five other votive altars have
been discovered in 1936 (IDR III/3, nos. 388, 399, 400, 403, 409).
The entire area is crossed by underground mining galleries: thus, on the north-eastern limit of the investigated
th
perimeter there are entrances to two important exploitation galleries from the end of the 19 century: the Miskolcs
and Ferdinandul de Jos(the Lower Ferdinand) Galleries. Moreover, old sterile dump heaps, sometimes of
impressive dimensions, covered with vegetation, are visible in the whole area.

Surface archaeological investigation (IAB, CPPCN/INMI)
Archaeological investigation has lead to the discovery of four cult buildings (temples), on the Dalea (IAB
research), Szekely, Tomuş and Drumuş (CPPCN/INMI research) properties. It consists of buildings with a
spatial organization typical to the temples of the Greco-Roman world, built of stone walls bound with earth and
precariously preserved. These apparently modest structures, with a character specific to the sacred architecture
in Dacia, integrate the site in the large provincial background, from the point of view of religious manifestation.
The archaeological investigation within these objectives has lead to the enrichment of the epigraphic corpus of
Roşia Montană with 35 entirely-preserved and fragmentary votive altars dedicated to the main divinities of the
Greco-Roman pantheon, as well as to specific local divinities. Relatively large amounts of carbonised wood,
especially near walls, certify the wooden superstructure of the buildings.
Near these sacred area was identified another, on the Drumuş and Szekely properties. Here, four Roman
cremation graves have been investigated, all partially dertroyed by subsequent interventions. Except for these
points of archaeological interest, following investigations have not distinguished the existence of any more
archaeological vestiges.
29. Type of research: Preventive archaeological research.
30. References:
IDR III/3
CCA 2001 (2002), p. 257, nr. 183; p. 266-272, nr. 190.
Alburnus Maior I, 2003, p. 255-286; 287-338; 339-384; 490-500.
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 3. Carpeni

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Archaeological site’s name Roşia Montană, “Dealul Carpeni”(habitation, cremation necropolis, mining
exploitation).
Archaeological site’s RAN code 6770.05
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) Roşia Montană
Commune Roşia Montană
Point“Bisericuţa”, “Tomuş”, “Balea”, “Păru Carpeni”
Address
Landmark in the centre of today Roşia Montană locality, the area situated siuth from the stadium,
Carpeni hill
Land owner
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BADAU PETRU
BADAU PETRU
BAR FELICIA,SZEKELY BENONE
BIRAU MARCEL OLIMPIU,
BIRAU FRUSINA FLORIN MARIUS,
MARZA CORNELIA
BOCSAN LUDOVICA ECATERINA
CENUSA E.
COROI NICOLAE
COROI NICOLAE
FORTUNA ALEXANDRU
FORTUNA ALEXANDRU,
FORTUNA GRIGORE,STEFANIA,
ELVIRA,DORINA,
WAGNER IRINA
FORTUNA AUREL
FOTUNA NICOLAE ADRIAN
STATUL ROMAN
JURCA EUFEMIA
STATUL ROMAN
TEREN TENIS/TEREN FOTBAL
STATUL ROMAN
TOMUS MARIOARA
TOMUS MARIOARA,TOMUS DORIN,
DINCA DORINA
TUHUT TATIANA
STATUL ROMAN
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
HARAGUS SORIN,GOLGOTIU TIBERIU,
GOLGOTIU LUCIAN
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10. Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
535461.266
535465.343
535458.065
535114.792
535114.792
535228.416
535279.627

11. Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
354447.568
354629.018
354876.459
354893.263
354691.620
354454.769
354409.959

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Altitude about 750 – 805 m
Geographical landmarks southwest – Nanului valley, north – Orlea massif
Hydrographical landmarks towards north and norteast from Roşia stream
Site’s first research date 2000
Progress period 2001 campaign, 2002 campaign,2003 campaign
Campaign no. 3 campaigns
Epoch code 32
1

14

162

312

43

11

141

163

313

431

111

142

2

32

432

112

143

21

321

5

113

15

211

322

12

151

212

33

13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4

132

16

31

41

133

161

311

42
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19. Site type code 11, 21.
1

12

134

31

11

121

2

311

111

122

21

312

112

123

211

313

113

124

212

32

114

13

22

115

131

221

116

132

222

117

133

3

20. Site area (in sq.m.) 141,882.248 sq.m, with the mention that the site comprises also an underground
sector
21. Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium

X

Poor
Heavily impacted

22. Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1

2

3

4

5

Floods

1

2

3

4

5

Acid rains

1

2

3

4

5

Natural fire

1

2

3

4

5

Fires

1

2

3

4

5

Animals

1

2

3

4

5

Insects

1

2

3

4

5

Tornados

1

2

3

4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Anthropic risks
Demolition

1

2

3

4

5

Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5
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23. Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
24. Last and first name of the research team members : MNIT: Dorin Alicu, Valentin Voişan, Ovidiu Ţentea,
Felix Marcu, Viorica Rusu-Bolindeţ, Adriana Isac, Cristian Roman, Emilian Bota; UTAH: : Beatrice
Cauuet - scientific coordinator, Bruno Ancel, Claudiu Arcălean, Laurent Bailly, Béatrice Bechiri, Matthieu
Boussicaul, Antoine Constans, Didier Galop, Lucreţia Ghergari, Radu Hodiş, Corina Ionescu, Sarah
Laurent, Mélanie Mairecolas, Jean-Paul Metailie, Fabrice Monna, Gabriel Munteanu, Alexandru Murariu,
Christian Orcel, Romică Pavel, M. Poujol, André Rebiscoul, Christian Rico, Călin-Gabriel Tamaş, Ioan
Tanţău
25. Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania.
26. Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project: National History Museum of
Transylvania, Cluj Napoca; Toulouse University, Le Mirail, France.
27. The aim of the archaeological research - identification and research of the archaeological structures
inside the perimeter of the site
28. Brief description of the archaeological situation
A) Surface archaeological investigation (MNIT)
The Carpeni Hill is situated in the central area of the current commune of Roşia Montană. Archeologically
speaking, this is the area where archaeological vestiges are more abundant, and their quality, judging by the
degree of preservation and historical-archaeological value, is special. Here a Roman fortress was a supposed to
have existed. Interesting signallings of archaeological objectives relate to the central area of the plateau, known
as “Bisericuţă”. Although the discoveries made here (epigraphic monuments, bricks) have been mentioned
several times in the literature, information is still imprecise. Some materials coming from a building with
hypocaust installation were briefly mentioned more than once. Most of the times, the tegular material found hare
was related to the presence of the Legio XIII Gemina at Alburnus Maior, without any stamped bricks ever being
discovered. Recent archaeological research (2000-2003, MNIT) on the Carpeni Hill has distinguished elements of
habitat and a funeral area, more precisely houses and two groups of graves, and in the north-western part of the
hill two buildings with hypocaust installations – the E 2 building situated in the central part of the plateau and E 1
situated in the south-western extremity. Previous signallings indicate discoveries that can be situated in the
northern area of the mountain massif, on the property of the Bădău family and in the area of what now is the
stadium, along with the southern part of the hill. This context needs mentioning the fact that the integrity of the
site has been affected, in the 1950’s by the construction of this stadium and in the 1970’s by the building of a
block of flats in the northern part of the Carpeni Hill.
It is hard to set chronological or functional relationships between the three archaeologically investigated sites.
The difficulties lie in that, on the one hand, in the actual stage of the investigations, we do not possess data
concerning the road network in the area and on the other hand, the conformation of the terrain from the eastern
part of the hill has been modified by the depositing of sterile dump heaps resulted from modern mining activities,
a fact which enhanced the difficulty for our field research as well as for the evaluation of the results. Also, the
majority of the hill is presently covered in forests.
We can speak of a relation between edifices E 1 and E 2, given that both were complete with hypocaust
installations, built out of tegular material marked with the stamp of the Legio XIII Gemina, the wall-building
technique being also similar (walls bound with mortar and plastered). One can argue at least a partial
contemporaneity of the buildings, the duration of their use being different. E 1 edifice had a single construction
phase, very important repairs cannot be spotted from an archaeological point of view.
In the two buildings an impressive quantity of bricks, tegulae and tegulae mammatae was discovered, more
rarely imbrices or tubuli. Out of all the tegular stamped material included in our discussion, only rather small
fragments were preserved, due to which a categorisation could only sporadically be made, only in the cases
where the thickness of the brick could be determined! The materials in question have been discovered in levels of
debris, and thus we cannot gather supplementary information regarding the dating of this type of stamps.
The archaeological topography of the Carpeni Hill indicates the existence of certain elements of habitat in the
western area and of cult edifices (?) or attestations of colegia (?) in the northern and southern areas. In the
central and eastern areas lie E 1 and E 2, both hypocaust buildings. The function of these edifices may be
connected to administrative or fiscal activities of the mining area or to other public activities. Further action will
determine whether we can localise in this area the camping of certain legionary units which at this moment we
know have participated in construction activities, at least in the first half of 2nd century AD. Discoveries of military
equipment in this buildings can only constitute clues pointing to this.
Also, in the western extremity of the Carpeni Hill, another funeral ground has been brought to attention (eight
Roman cremation graves were investigated), as well as modest civil habitation structures dating from the same
era.
Relying on the results of research undertaken between 2000-2003, the Carpeni Hill area was appointed an
archaeological reservation area.
B) Păru-Carpeni mining sector (UTAH)
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In 2004, more to the north of the valley of Roşia, topographical surveys were started in the Carpeni area, a very
promising sector, particularly due to the wooden equipment which have been very well preserved in a very humid
environment, leading to the discovery of seven areas with ancient workings, including two drainage wheel rooms.
The work of exploration and topography was done starting from modern workings connected to the Sf Cruce drift
which intersected with a large number of ancient workings. There is still a lot of exploration to be carried out in
this sector to increase our knowledge, particularly behind the concrete walls covering various sectors with ancient
works.
A very significant discovery was made in 2004. Our exploration team which was on an underground
reconnaissance expedition in the Păru Carpeni sector discovered the emplacements of at least two hydraulic
wheels for draining (pumping) in the mine. They are located about 25 m from each other and date from the
Roman era (C14 dating performed on a piece of wood). In fact, a piece of pine planking was removed for C14
analysis and the dating given was: 1925 +/- 50 BP (40 BC – 220 AD); which in calibrated C14 dating is between
1 cal BC and 220 cal AD (between the 1st and 2nd centuries AD). They found large rectangular shaped rooms,
connected to a lower gallery (which is where the water came from) and an upper gallery (towards which the water
had risen). In these rooms they found elevator wheels with wooden buckets which took the water to be drained
from the bottom of the room to raise it to a higher gallery, along a wooden channel, place at the height of the
higher gallery and along the wheel. The two rooms discovered in 2004 were filled with an accumulation of
preserved wooden pieces which had fallen into piles.
In 2005, the draining room located more to the southeast which was in a better state of preservation than the
other one, was completely excavated. From this initial room (measuring 2.30 m wide, 4.50 m long and 5.80 m
high), excavations identified two other draining rooms connected directly by galleries to the first room; one was
lower and the other one was just above it. This group of three draining rooms connected diagonally and dug out
one on top of the other, starting at a depth of 30 m are in the southeastern part of Păru Carpeni. The central room
revealed all the pieces of wood which had lined the roof as well as the broken parts of an elevator wheel with
buckets, dated by C14 dating to the 2nd century AD. This is a major discovery about drainage in Roman mines
using machinery which is the first one in Europe since the 1930's and the chance discovery in the mines in the
southern part of the Iberian peninsula. Here the discovery is part of a controlled archeological project which will
enable us to understand the whole set up and restore it completely.
From our bibliographical research, we knew that parts of a drainage wheel had been found at Roşia Montana in
the 19th century, but without the exact emplacement of this type of pumping equipment being specified. In
addition, there are two blades and the axle of the wheel which are almost complete on display at the
archeological museum of Unirii in Alba Iulia. The room studied was pierced by a modern gallery going up to the
level of the water collector basin. It therefore appears very probable that it was during this chance discovery that
the modern miners removed the two blades and axle of the wheel which are now in the museum at Alba Iulia.
Thanks to all this items, we have been able to carry out a preliminary reconstruction of the timbering of the roof of
the room and the suspension equipment and wheel structure. Also, the system for raising water in the mine,
using a succession of three rooms with elevating wheels connected to different drainage galeries, was studied
and mapped. It seems evident that other draining rooms must exist in addition to this equipment going up
towards the surface, which further research will allow us to confirm.
During the 2005 campaign, bearing in mind the discovery under the massif of Peru-Carpeni of an important
collection of preserved Roman wood remains, a dendrochronologist, Christian Orcel from the Archéolabs
laboratory came especially from France to take some wood core samples in situ for analysis. His work studying
the growth rings of trees preserved in the draining room will allow us to create a dendrochronological timeline for
pinewood in Northeastern Romania where for the time being this type of timeline with dating references, much
more precise than dates obtained from radiocarbon (Carbon 14) does not exist. The study is in progress, but we
already know that most of the wood species are pine for timbering and beech for the parts of the wheel. The
upper and lower timbering of the room match exactly and go back to the middle of the 2nd century AD., about
155 AD. On the other hand the pieces of supports found in the lower gallery are probably older by about 50
nd
years, most likely dating from late 1st century AD, early 2 century. The study has to be completed for us to be
able to provide more information.
29. Type of research Preventive archaeological research.
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report).
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 4. Masivul Cârnic (Cârnic Massif)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Archaeological site’s name Roşia Montană, “Masivul Cârnic” (mining exploitation).
Archaeological site’s RAN code 6770.01
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) RoşiaMontană
Commune Roşia Montană
Point “Cârnic”
Address
Landmark on the southern side of the Roşia valley, (access via level +958), between the historical
centre of the locality and the Cetate pit
Land owner
CARIERA CETATE
OCOLUL SILVIC CAMPENI
OPRISA MARIA
SZEKELY ADELINA
STATUL ROMAN
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN
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10. Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
535505.439
535503.000
535488.000
535468.000
535481.000
535481.000
535354.224
535282.790
535236.972
535140.284
535073.180
534948.712
534927.066
534906.863
534889.000
534864.163
534830.000
534784.000
534765.930
534718.817
534667.722
534730.083
534683.904
534670.376
534681.657
534655.114
534620.608
534569.513
534509.128
534468.650
534471.968
534394.000
534394.000
534468.160
534532.378
534604.533
534655.763
534674.523
534718.538
534711.323
534638.446
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534539.099
535096.799
535065.604
535132.708
535199.812
535243.826
535271.245
535282.069
535346.286
535432.151
535466.785
535489.875

11. Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
356081.577
356099.000
356123.000
356157.000
356172.000
356266.003
356396.825
356466.094
356485.937
356511.912
356535.002
356557.731
356551.958
356544.021
356522.000
356508.950
356491.000
356424.000
356406.383
356409.701
356413.683
356326.113
356291.479
356235.182
356136.974
356117.066
356091.851
356048.719
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356053.364
356024.167
355992.979
355894.778
355739.132
355745.987
355693.314
355668.781
355670.224
355617.551
355572.094
355556.219
355560.549
355500.000
355500.000
355578.588
355606.006
355643.527
355678.161
355727.227
355746.709
355836.902
355963.895
356010.796
356072.128
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Altitude : max. 1081 m
Geographical landmarks: point “Piatra Corbului”.
Hydrographical landmarks :
Site’s first research date: 1999
Progress period: 2000 campaign, campnia 2001, 2002 campaign, 2003 campaign, 2004 campaign,
2005 campaign.
17. Campaign no.: 6 campaigns
18. Epoch code 32, 5.
1

14

162

312

43

11

141

163

313

431

111

142

2

32

432

112

143

21

321

5

113

15

211

322

12

151

212

33

13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4

132

16

31

41
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133

161

311

42

19. Site type code underground mining exploitation
1

12

134

31

11

121

2

311

111

122

21

312

112

123

211

313

113

124

212

32

114

13

22

115

131

221

116

132

222

117

133

3

20. Site area (in sq.m.) : 766,037.917 sq.m., for the underground: the Big Network covers around 2750 m
of ancient mining works on an area of 13.600 sq.m., with a level difference of 98 m (between levels
+921 and +1019 m)
21. Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium
Poor

x

Heavily impacted

22. Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1

2

3

4

5

Floods

1

2

3

4

5

Acid rains

1

2

3

4

5

Natural fire

1

2

3

4

5

Fires

1

2

3

4

5

Animals

1

2

3

4

5

Insects

1

2

3

4

5

Tornados

1

2

3

4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5
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Anthropic risks
Demolition

1

2

3

4

5

Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5

23. Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
24. Last and first name of the research team members UTAH: Beatrice Cauuet Bruno Ancel, Beatrice
Bechiri, Gerald Bonnamour, Thierry Moindrot, Christian Vialaron , P. Abraham, C. Assoun, dr. A. Beyrie,
C. Catrisse, A. Costans, N. Feier, J. Girard, E. Guilini, E. Kammenthaler, G. Lehrberger, M. Mairecolas,
S. Painsonneau, C. Rico, V. Ruttner, G. Thiéry; UBB: Călin Tamaş, Claudiu Arcălean, Gabriel
Munteanu, Alexandru Murariu, Cosmin Stremtan, Lucreţia Ghergari, Claudia Ionescu; MCDR: Romică
Pavel.
25. Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania
26. Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project: Toulouse University, Le
Mirail, France; Babeş Bolyai Univeristy, Cluj Napoca; Museum of Dacian and Roman Civilization, Deva.
27. The aim of the archaeological research - identification and research of the archaeological structures
inside the site’s perimeter.
28. Brief description of the archaeological situation
Physical-geographic characteristics of the perimeter on the surface of the Cârnic mountain massif are unsuitable
for the setting up of habitat structures at least because of two categories of causes:
A rocky uneven terrain, with steep slopes and boulders where the native rock lies under a very thin vegetal layer.
Constant and sustained antropical intervention throughout time, materialised by heaps of sterile dump and
massive mining sterile sediments and other direct traces of exploitation.
Surface archaeological research has not shown occupancy of the space, the perimeter being exclusively
dedicated to mining exploitation. Also, during the operations of identifying and clearing of possible ways of
access to the ancient mining works on the surface of the Cârnic mountain massif (the archaeological research
work undertaken by the French team together with a team from the MNIR) no traces of actual occupancy of the
space have been noticed throughout different historical eras.
Underground researches (UTAH)
The Cârnic Massif
The Cârnic massif is one of the two largest mining sectors in Roşia Montană, and the most important from the
mining archaeological investigations point of view because the neighboring massif of Cetate has been gobbled
up by an open cast operation. This massif has been excavated by a Daedelus of modern works as shown by the
summary plans which show the development of the mining operation: Pošepny 1868; Ghiţulescu and Socolescu,
1941; Minvest 1992. Today the underground exploration of the massif is possible thanks to new grid-like galleries
dug between 1960 and 1990, which extend from the base level of Sf Cruce (714 m above sea level) up to just
under the peak of the massif (1046 m above sea level).
A special report in 2000 revealed a concentration of ancient works under the southern slope which overlooks the
village of Corna. These ancient works were involved in an excavation plan sketched out in 2000, and developed
on a big scale since 2002, mainly in the works networks called Cârnic 1, 2, 3, 9 and 10. The exhaustive
topographical surveying of the underground works started in 2003 on the western side in a sector called the Big
Network, and continued in 2004 towards the higher elevations (Cârnic 15) and towards the east in the section
called Piatra Corbului (Cârnic 6 to 25) which includes the major sites opened up by fire, but partially disfigured by
major modern reworking. The Piatra Corbului area was surveyed in full, which allowed the identification of 14
areas of ancient works. In 2005, the surveys were completed of the works which are mostly modern, located
under the level of gallery "932", which forms the link between the Big Network and the works at Piatra Corbului.
So now we have a topographical survey which is almost complete of the underground works in this southern area
of the massif, totaling about 16 km of works, 4 km of which are Roman (12 km of modern works opened by
explosives and dating from the 17th to the beginning of the 20th centuries).
Since 2002, exploration and diggings have focused on a vast group of ancient mining networks, called the Big
Network. There are seven groups of underground works in all, Cârnic 1-2-3-4-8-9-10, rising up the slope and all
connected by horizontal galleries or connector sloping galleries. This Big Network alone consists of 2750 m of
ancient topographic works covering an area of 13,600 square meters. It rises 98 m in height (from 921 m to 1019
m above sea level on the sides) and has explored and extracted a large ore body, which we call the "Big Vein." It
goes in a general NNW-SSE direction and slopes strongly towards the west/southwest. It is a complex structure
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of breccia dykes, crossed by quartz veins and interlacing veins. Secondary veins branch off from this Big Vein,
with gentle slopes downward. The Big Network was dug by a descending progression towards the interior of the
massif from long sloping galleries from the surface.
Cârnic 1. This ancient network is at the heart of the massif at about 200m from the surface. It extends for 286
square meters (13 meters by 22 meters) and covers more than 346 meters of developed straight line works. The
Cârnic 1 network concerns close to vertical work sites, cut in tiers over a height of 50 meters (between 973 and
923 m above sea level). The work sites are spread over eight very steep stopes (or vertical work sites), in five
chambers on fairly large pillars and in six sloping shafts or sloping galleries with tiers or steps. We distinguished
three levels (Upper, Middle and Lower) of works which can each be subdivided into three or four stepped levels.
Around these major work sites which are side by side or juxtaposed which have worked intersections of subhorizontal or sub-vertical ore bodies, there are several small exploration galleries with the characteristic
trapezoidal shape. The dimensions of the trapezoidal gallery sections vary between an average size of 1.20 to
1.40 m to give a height between 1.50 and 2m, offering an opening of between 1.53 and 2.80 square meters. The
longest of these galleries is barely longer than 11m at Cârnic 1. The big work sites in chambers or in stopes have
mostly been taken over by Moderns.
The most impressive chamber is located in the upper part of the network where it leads to mining faces and
beginnings of galleries over at least three levels. In the flooded lower level of this chamber, wooden tools from
the Roman era have been preserved, such as shovels and ore scrapers and fragments of a notched ladder made
of a single piece of wood (C14 dating). In other places, the walls of the ancient work sites which have been
reworked were often broken down by Moderns and the only things left of the initial ancient profile are the vestiges
of crowns in the ceiling and sometimes the floors. However many beginning or relics of ancient mining faces
enable us to get a good overall idea of the ancient workings.
Lamp niches are found on some levels, high up on the walls of the preserved ancient galleries. In the fill at the
work sites, the last 10 to 20 centimeters of backfill on the floor have often revealed fragments of Roman channel
lamps, typical of the second century A.D., as well as an almost complete lamp marked with an inscription
(Iustus). This generally clay-like compact fill is where the miners in Antiquity traveled around the mine and the
broken lamps it contains are a direct witness to the mining activity in the network.
In the upper part of the network, a horizontal gallery seems to be an extension of a long sloping gallery coming
from the surface. But it cannot be cleared to get to the outside because it has collapsed and is therefore
dangerous to dig into. The horizontal gallery has an overdeeping in a channel along one of the walls. This is the
only drainage arrangement for water found in the Cârnic massif. The deepest works are two shafts (one of which
is helicoidal in shape) which end at a flat bottom with no other arrangement found for releasing the seeping
water. It appears that the Cârnic massif did not pose any serious drainage problems, as the water no doubt
ended up going down through the lowest fissures in the massif. This undoubtedly explains the absence of any
drainage arrangements at Cârnic.
Cârnic 2. This network is located more to the south of the slope and closer to the surface than Cârnic 1. The two
networks are joined by their lower levels. At Cârnic 2, there is one sloping gallery obviously dug in the direction of
the bottom of Cârnic 1 to make a connection, undoubtedly a good idea for ventilation, and moving loads and
people. The Cârnic 2 network occupies an area of 897 square meters (23m x 39m) and includes 395 meters of
developed linear works. It rises over 35 meters in height (between 932 and 946 m above sea level) and over
three main levels (Upper, Middle and Lower), the intermediate level is subdivided into two further levels. The top
of Cârnic 2 corresponds to galleries and sloping exploration drifts which cross at right angles in different
directions. They were obviously dug out from the top going down into the massif starting from the bottom level of
the Cârnic 3 network, located above and offset towards the south. It is on this upper level of Cârnic 2 that we find
a very long and beautiful sloping exploration gallery (70 meters long dropping 30 meters), with a cut floor with
125 steps and containing over twenty lamp niches high up on the walls. It ends on an incline at a smooth, vertical
face. This beautifully worked excavation would have meant working very hard for several years without managing
to reach another part of the mine, or finding any ore body to exploit.
Two of the exploration galleries (sloping galleries with steps) bring you out to the middle level of Cârnic 2 which
corresponds to the extraction area. They continue in three sectors from south to north. The southern part
includes two chambers on pillars which extracted sub-horizontal ore bodies (veins). They go up by tiers one
behind the other. Some short trapezoidal section galleries complete the group. In these galleries, ancient fills
have revealed some parts of Roman lamps from the 2nd century A.D.
The northern part is heavily inclined and corresponds to a huge very steep stope, the result of large modern
reworking which greatly disfigured the ancient works in this sector. However many ancient mining faces can be
seen here and there which give a general overview of the ancient works. From the upper part of the work there
are two long ancient extraction galleries, which are sub-horizontal and followed the veins for several tens of
meters. They end in small ancient stopes where the floor is cut in steps or tiers. In the upper part, on the northern
side, Cârnic 2 is connected to the bottom of Cârnic 4. On the southern side, the top of Cârnic 2 is connected by a
large stope to Cârnic 3. The lower level of Cârnic 2 is accessed by a deep, wide shaft, a sort of stope which goes
down into the depths, where it seems to have been deepened by Moderns. The lower part of the network
continues with the long sloping gallery connecting with the bottom of Cârnic 1.
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Cârnic 3. This is a relatively well preserved ancient network which communicates directly with the surface by a
long sloping gallery inclining towards the center of the massif and over 50 meters long. The exit to the surface
cannot be cleared because some of it has collapsed. It has been cleared for about 20 meters, but from the inside
of the massif. This access sloping gallery gave directly onto a small mining operation developed horizontally in all
directions and over two levels.
In this network, which spreads over 609 square meters (21 m x 29 m) corresponding to 320 meters of linear
developed works, there are six chambers on pillars, two of which were operated over two levels with suspended
rocky floors. The edges of these chambers are marked by the beginnings of some exploration of the ore in
trapezoidal shaped galleries, with a maximum length of 3 to 4 meters. On the eastern and western sides, there
are two long galleries, one of them sloping, the other sub-horizontal, which were pushed in for more than 30
meters, looking for new high grades ore bodies. The eastern gallery gives into a small lower network comprising
two small parallel galleries and one wide rectangular shaped shaft. The more eastern part of this upper
exploratory gallery has been defaced in part by modern mining. The exploration sloping gallery on the western
side ends in a mining face after giving onto a small lateral work site.
The Cârnic 3 network looks like a group of similar workings all of a kind, which could be ancient mining
concession which is very individualized and goes directly to the surface. The lower level of Cârnic 3 goes through
a large vertical stope into the network of exploration galleries at the top of Cârnic 2. The distribution of the work
sites between these two networks and the directions in which the ancient miners worked, identifiable by the
traces of tools on the walls and the general profile of the workings, clearly shows that the Cârnic 2 network was
opened up after the Cârnic 3 network. This could be an extension of the initial operation towards the interior of
the massif, or a second concession opened from the one which is closer to the surface.
Cârnic 4 and Cârnic 8. Cârnic 4 and 8 are located above Cârnic 1 and 2, and connect to these two networks by
very sloping or vertical workings. They have been explored and their topography and geology studied in full (only
Cârnic 4). However, they are at higher level than the Cârnic 1-2-3 networks and therefore in the very steep and
unstable parts of the massive, close to the surface. For safety reasons, these two networks have not been
excavated. The excavation work to be done can only start from the surface and using heavy machinery to
remove the huge blocks of fallen rock which cover the accesses. This type of research can be planned as part of
an open pit operation at the Cârnic massif, which would allow us to add to our knowledge of the ancient workings
in the massif.
Cârnic 9. This network located slightly more to the east of the Cârnic 1-2-3 mining networks, was discovered
from an ancient access sloping gallery, found by testing with a mechanical shovel. It consists of a huge group of
workings spread over four levels, however three quarters of it consists of modern workings dug out with
explosives. In face, most of the ancient workings in this sector were gutted and disfigured by modern
excavations. We only found three sectors representing any continuity of ancient work which are worth excavating.
The part going towards the surface is a remarkable little group structured around a long sloping gallery, which
after a sharp right turn to the east goes down into the depths of the massif and in little lateral stopes, one of which
contained an ancient ladder made of one trunk of wood.
Beyond this upstream section, the works have been greatly defaced. Deeper down, there is a second small
interesting sector which contains small, narrow work sites, dug out with tools. These mining workings have been
excavated, but not dated, because the base of the workings was excavated by Moderns who took away the
ancient fill. However in this part of the Cârnic massif, the form and cut of the worksites, the traces of tools (fine
and with a certain freshness) it is easy to distinguish the classical and relatively systematic proportions of the
workings from the Roman era. It may be that, just like the gallery at La Studentu near Găuri and Cetate, these
are also "medieval" or "post-medieval" works opened up between the end of the Roman era and the 17th
Century, the time when mining explosives first appeared.
Finally, the most significant mining workings studied at Cârnic 9 is an ancient network, which is very deep, found
and excavated on the lower level of this part of the massif. The works go in horizontally over about 300 square
meters and along 85 m of workings in straight line. They are organized around two chambers on pilars, worked at
a single level which extends from north to south, then from east to west. In this part of the mine, it is easy to see
how the operations were organized from the opening of a series of short trapezoidal galleries, placed one by the
other. After going forward for a while, the walls between the galleries were broken down and parts of the walls
were retained to act as security pillars for the chambers so created. At the ancient traffic level already excavated,
several fragments of channel lamps from the second century have been found.
Cârnic 10. This last remarkable ancient network connects with Cârnic 9 to the south and with Cârnic 4 and
Cârnic 8 on the eastern flank. The mining network covers an area of about 2,700 square meters (45 x 60 m) and
includes over 400 m of workings in straight lines developed over a height of about 21 m. In the eastern part of the
netwwork, the ancient workings have been very disturbed by major collapses and by modern excavations. The
interesting sectors are those located in the central part and in the three developments on the western side.
Cârnic 10 is a group of sub-vertical work sites, worked in stopes following parallel tiers. In fact, these are a series
of trapezoidal galleries, opened one beside the other, then some below the others by following the slope of the
mineralized structures, i.e. the intersections of the veins (horizontal and vertical), and the breccia body (breccia
dykes).
This gives the group a particular morphology with many mining faces, stepped, which festoon the exterior limits of
the three main areas of operation. Locally, we find a lower level where small work sites were dug. Fragments of
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Roman lamps from the second century A.D. have also been found in fill at the work sites. The floors of the
highest parts have been found almost bare, with little ancient or modern rubble. On the other hand, the lower
parts of the eastern flank have been greatly defaced and covered by modern works.
The underground network at Cârnic is quite extensive. It is currently accessible thanks to the framework of
rectangular grid galleries, made by recent mining works which are easy to enter and in good condition which are
one above the other at 853 m and 1046 m above sea level. Direct access to the ancient workings prior to the
20th century from the surface is currently not possible, because all the drifts or access shafts are currently
covered up, collapsed or masked by dumps. The recent galleries intersect with many modern or ancient works
which are often covered up with rubble, cave-ins and crossed by empty spaces which require setting up caving
equipment. After a six-year study, the topographical project of the major ancient mining networks at Cârnic is now
almost finished. In addition, we have been working since 2003 on a three-dimensional presentation of the massif,
which in time will allow a 3-D virtual exploration of a part of the Ancient mine. This a big, long project which will
present the three main ancient networks, Cârnic 1-2-3, connected in three dimensions.
Modern Workings. The modern workings at the Cârnic massif include galleries with low headroom and work
sites of different kinds: huge chambers with pillars or coranda, vertical work sites, work sites which slope to a
greater or lesser degree, and work sites with a round or "bubble" shape. No dating techniques have so far
enables us to date these workings to an exact period between the 17th century and early 20th century. Additional
excavations and a thorough examination of the records must be done in the future so we can be more precise in
our chronology. Several galleries contain wooden haulageways (some with wooden points, very rare relics) in
various states of preservation. Some of these works were studied in 2002 and a C14 dating performed on the
wooden rails has given us a chronological timespan between the 17th and 19th centuries. After further study,
some remarkable wooden equipment may be removed, stabilized and conserved to be displayed in a special
museographic facility at the site.
The Ancient Roman Workings. The ancient workings include galleries, sloping gallery, narrow stopes,
chambers on pillars and shafts which display a wide variety of architecture depending on the metallogeny. On the
vertical veins, the work sites are apparently made up of galleries put one on top of the other. They have vertical
walls which have well-preserved traces of tools with breaks (banquettes, thrusts), which indicate the limits of the
shafts which robbed them. In the work sites, these traces of tools allow us to understand the exploitation
dynamics, which means the direction of the excavation, how they followed the ore bodies, the strategic choices
made by the miners as the work progressed. We can see the characteristic form in a trapezoidal section in some
exploration galleries which is not a Roman mining tradition. This tradition may be of local Dacian origin or have
come with miners brought in from the regions of Dalmatia and Illyria. Further research will provide us with more
information about these technical questions.
In hard rock (area of Piatra Corbului), excavation by fire setting is omnipresent and gives a characteristic
architecture of vaulted ceilings and rounded, blackened walls. In one of the work sites opened up by fire setting,
charcoal residues, the vestiges of working with fire, have been gathered high up at a work site (a charcoal
deposit preserved on a shelf) and dated. C14 dating places the fire setting in the Roman era between the 2nd
century and the end of the 3rd century. In this type of architecture, the size of the chambers is quite spectacular.
The presence of lamp niches is also an indication of ancient works from the Roman era. The sloping galleries are
comparable to inclined drifts, equipped with stairs more or less defined depending on the slope. Their role is quite
large in the organization of the operations. The shafts seem to be less frequent and not very deep. They are part
of the vertical organization of the operations as far as digging out the works is concerned, but not related to
transporting the products.
Finally, most of the ancient workings in the Cârnic massif have been subject to major modern reworking, which
have defaced them, cut them up or even destroyed them. A spatial analysis by exact surveys has enabled us to
recreate the original layout of these works. They are often filled by fine sediments leached from inaccessible
surface works, or partially filled by ancient filling, left underground by the ancient miners. Apparently underwater
or filled for several centuries, these works generally preserve items in wood (supports, abandoned equipment,
various pieces of equipment etc.) which have sometimes been found. In this way, we have collected and dated
several pieces of wood from the 1st century BC, and even some which are older. But in the absence for the time
being of discoveries of pieces characteristic of the Dacian period, we should be cautious and avoid reaching any
conclusions. In fact the ceramic pieces found so far are mainly from Roman lamps typical of the 2nd century AD.
(Firmalampen), as well as some rare fragments of pots in flared shapes which are quite common and attributable
to the Roman era.
The Cârnicel Massif. This little massif which adjoins the Cârnic massif to the southwest was also partially
explored in 2000. But not all the massif is accessible for exploration because a good part of the mining works is
under water, filled in or partially collapsed. The works visited are modern or even recent ones. No ancient work
was observed underground, but the access problems mean that for the time being the explorations cannot go any
further. Heavier equipment would be needed for that (electrical equipment, pump, removing the obstructions,
retimbering etc.) However, on the northwestern slope, we could see there was an access to two small ancient
galleries, with a characteristic trapezoidal shape, revealed when a bulldozer was working on the trail. These are
little searches dug from the surface and quickly coming onto mining faces.
29. Type of research Preventive archaeological research.
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 5. Masivul Cetate (Cetate Massif)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Archaeological site’s name Roşia Montană, “Masivul Cetate” (mining exploitation)
Archaeological site’s RAN code 6770.01
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) RoşiaMontană
Commune Roşia Montană
Point“Găuri”, “Zeus”.
Address
Landmark towards south from today’s locality Roşia Montană to Corna valley
Land owner
BOBAR EUGEN
BOCA MARIA
CARIERA CETATE
CENUSA IOAN
CENUSA SILVIA
FEDERAL COOP
FELEA GHEORGHE
HALDA VALEA VERDE
IANC ELENA, GOCENAR ELISABETA
MANEA SAVINA
OCOLUL SILVIC CAMPENI
PASCA ELENA
STATUL ROMAN
SZEKELY BELA IOSIF
TUHUT TATIANA
TOMUS DIANA ELENA
HALDA HOP
DABULEAN ZENO, DAMINGHER
LUCRETIA,
LETERNA ILARIA ZOICA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
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10. Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
534459.088
534663.317
534821.539
535013.844
535109.996
535283.810
535328.188
535363.320
535381.811
535281.961
535169.167
535076.883
534958.371
534849.425
534719.840
534563.105
534363.951

11. Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
354941.328
354886.782
354857.836
354867.081
354917.006
354970.630
355046.442
355179.576
355331.200
355408.862
355468.032
355461.809
355466.183
355455.428
355455.089
355427.163
355201.370
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Altitude prezervată – 920 m exterior carieră
Geographical landmarks the northeastern and southern slopes of Cetate massif
Hydrographical landmarks
Site’s first research date 1999
Progress period 2000 campaign, 2001 campaign
Campaign no. 2 campaigns
Epoch code 32, 5.
1

14

162

312

43

11

141

163

313

431

111

142

2

32

432

112

143

21

321

5

113

15

211

322

12

151

212

33

13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4

132

16

31

41

133

161

311

42

19. Site type code underground mining exploitation
1

12

134

31

11

121

2

311

111

122

21

312

112

123

211

313

113

124

212

32

114

13

22

115

131

221

116

132

222

117

133

3

20. Site area (in sq.m.) 493712, 521 sq.m.
21. Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium
Poor
Heavily impacted

X
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22. Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1

2

3

4

5

Floods

1

2

3

4

5

Acid rains

1

2

3

4

5

Natural fire

1

2

3

4

5

Fires

1

2

3

4

5

Animals

1

2

3

4

5

Insects

1

2

3

4

5

Tornados

1

2

3

4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Anthropic risks
Demolition

1

2

3

4

5

Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5

23. Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
24. Last and first name of the research team members UTAH: Beatrice Cauuet Bruno
Ancel, Thierry Moindrot, Christian Vialaron, P. Abraham, R. Carre, C. Dardignac, J. Girard, Estelle
Guilini, G. Lehrberger, C. Rico, V. Ruttner; UBB: Călin Tamaş, Călin Baciu, Sorin Faur, Lucreţia
Ghergari, Corina Ionescu
25. Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania
26. Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project: ToulouseUniversity, Le
Mirail, France; Universitatea Babeş Bolyai, Cluj Napoca;
27. The aim of the archaeological research - identification and research of the archaeological structures
inside the perimeter of the site
28. Brief description of the archaeological situation
Due to the site’s damage by the open quarry, this type of research could not be undertaken. Archive studies were
done which corroborated the information about the aspect of the site until the beginning of the 1970’s.
Underground archaeological researches. The 2001 campaign (May, June and July) allowed us to get new
information about the Cetate area and to confirm that it has few ancient remains suitable for studying or
preservation. The Curtile romane, the ancient open pits for which this part of the site had previously been famous
were unfortunately destroyed by open pit operations over the last thirty years. Currently the bottom of the open pit
is stabilized at 890 m above sea level, while initially the massif went as high as 1003 m; so 113 m have been
destroyed by Minevest's recent operations, and this occurred with no prior archeological studies of the ancient
works on the surface and underground. At Cetate, only two ancient sectors have been preserved and studied, in
the northwestern part, the Zeus sector opened up by cutting with iron tools (chisels, hammers and picks) and in
the southwestern part, the Găuri sector opened up by fire setting.
Zeus Sector. At Zeus, 83 straight meters of ancient works have been excavated and studied. Towards the
southern side of the sector there is an isolated gallery, the gallery G1 (10 m long) which traverses a rocky peak
and formerly gave onto an open cast worksite which has now collapsed into the slope. The largest of these
ancient works is found more to the north and is collected around three operations in narrow stopes (Dep 1, Dep 2
and Dep 3, 1 to 2 m wide) and at least 6.50 m deep, several short exploration galleries (G2, G3, G4). To these
works are added small open cast work sites, worked into tiers on several levels (G6, G7, G8, G12). All these
workings together cover an area of 500 square meters. Excavations have been carried out up to a depth of 13 m
without reaching the bottom of depilage Dep 2, the deepest working. A crosscut exploration, gallery G16 (5.60 m
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long) transected Dep 2 at depth, which had a trapezoidal shape characteristic of ancient workings (1.50 x 1.80
m).
All over this area, no Roman lamps, or lamp niches have been found, even in the deepest parts of the network, in
Dep 2 and G16. All of the workings look as if they are explorations of a major mineralized structure. The small
amount of development of the western work sites indicates that the Ancients did not cut major structures of the
kind exploited on the eastern side at Dep 1-Dep 2 and Dep 3, a major breccia body. The operations mostly
followed the areas where the veins crossed the breccias. In the underground workings, mostly with square or
trapezoidal shape, the mining faces follow the various branches of the veins by trailing their progress, or towards
the bottom, the axis of the work sites to stick with the ore (as in G10).
The operations take the form of long stopes, narrow and vertical or inclined by following the ore bodies fairly
closely. These worksites can open up to the surface or at a second level of workings at deeper levels, such as in
the northern part of depilage Dep 2. The work sites with very straight vertical walls were evenly supported by
wooden support beams. They were shimmed transversely, jammed into notches on one side and forced against
the wall on the other side. The nearness to the surface means that the wood has not been preserved, but the
presence of the notches is witness to its presence. We did not note any particular ventilation or draining
arrangements in these networks. The systematic attack in little exploration trapezoidal galleries remains a
peculiarity of Roşia Montană and is hardly found anywhere else in the Roman world.
The only archeological finds were discovered in the surface fill at the entrance to the isolated gallery G1. They
are fragments of common ancient ceramics, Roman tiles and bricks, iron nails, pieces of ancient glass and
especially a food tray in beige sandstone, a very nice piece but hard to date exactly. These dated items reveal an
accumulation of post-operations fill, between the 2nd century A.D. with extensions up to the end of the 4th
century, then during the modern era. It therefore attests to a network of mining workings opened very early in the
Roman period, at the beginning of the 2nd century and close to the surface.
Găuri sector. The mining sector of Găuri is located on the southwestern slope of the Cetate massif, a high
pierced all the way up with mining workings of various periods. The ancient area studied is a vertical worksite,
opened up using fire setting along a south-north axis. This working is stepped over at least two levels at the final
stage of the excavation in 2001. The Eastern wall of the worksite is extended by a cliff of about ten meters high
showing traces of excavation – traces of piercing and some niches – but no obvious traces of fire setting.
The excavation in the Găuri sector allowed us to study a large-size work site opening up by fire setting in a very
hard dacite host rock, intensely silicified and preserving the dynamics of advancing by horizontal oval-shaped
corridors, put one below the other, on a vertical axis and on three levels. Dome shaped mining faces in the ceiling
confirmed the fire setting with suspended firebuckets, braziers held on the end of rods. The group of Levels 1 and
2 of the work site is stepped over a total cleared space 18.40 m high (14 m total length; 1.30 average width). A
rocky suspended floor separates the two levels of work sites (thickness between 0.40 and 1.30 m). The floor of
the lower work site (Level 2) could not be completely cleared during the excavations.
The technique fire setting leaves very characteristic remains: walls which are round, smooth, made red or black
by the fire, and oval shaped mining faces. The shape of this type of mining face is seen in the section of the
whole of the work site and the residual mining face made cut in three domes at the base of Level 2. This gives a
diameter of 1 to 1.20 m to the workings. The upper part, which was already exploited, was gradually abandoned
as the work site got deeper. Because of this, there was no need to pass through the upper part of the work site,
and so there was no timbering installed. Only rock shards found at the base attest to the initial opening by fire
setting of Level 1. Three domes can be seen in the roof of Level 2, the remains of opening up using three
successive fire buckets, and there is also the remains of a work station using multiples fire buckets (dimensions
0.80 x 1.80 m). Except for this suspended working face and in some areas of the walls marked by the fire, there
are few remains of this ancient technique left, because the modern use of explosives has defaced and remodeled
all of this second level across the board.
The detailed study of the walls of the network has allowed us to distinguish the remains of cutting by fire setting,
probably prior to the 17th century and the later reworking by explosives. But the modern excavations have
unfortunately made the charcoal (i.e. datable finds) disappear, remnants of the period when this wonderful work
was dug out. This means we cannot precisely date this major work site at Găuri which must have been dug out in
Roman times because it is identical to works opened up by fire in the Piatra Corbului sector of Cârnic which were
dated to the Roman era. This study will show that it is not enough to have mining work sites with a general
rounded shape to speak about fire setting. Some multi-directional attacks using gunpowder can also give this
characteristic egg-shaped profile. But traces of piercing cannot be removed and are a witness by themselves of
the modern excavations. So all the underground sites visited in 1999 and 2000 in the Văidoaia massif are
modern, and at least not prior to the 17th century, because they were opened up using explosives.
The gold and silver vein extracted by the Ancients in the stope of Găuri is hosted by Cetate dacite which is very
hard, because it is strongly silicified, which explains the choice of fire setting. The Găuri vein is made up of a set
of smaller veins ranging from several millimeters to several centimeters wide, which form a narrow stockwork.
Beside this mineralized structure all along the stope, there is also a large outcropping mass of breccia. But this
breccia intersected by the veins which also crosscut the dacite is not a favorable host for precious metals
enrichments, because it is different from the tectonic breccia in the Zeus sector and at Găuri its presence limited
the length of the veins. By analyzing the ore grades, we can get an exact idea of the grade threshold for the
ancient miners' operations, i.e. 1 g/t Au and 10 g/t Ag.
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29. Type of research: Preventive archaeological research.
30. References:
CAUUET B. (dir.), Mines d’or antiques de Dacie. Le massif de Cetate (Roşia Montană, Roumanie), DFS,
Romanian Ministry of Culture and Religion, 2001, 216 p., 187 ill. (unpublished report).
CAUUET B., ANCEL B ., RICO C., TAMAS C., Ancient mining networks. The French archaeological missions
1999-2001 (Roşia Montană, NW Romania), Alburnus Maior I – Chapter V, Mining Archaeology, P. Damian (éd.),
Bucharest, 2003, pp. 465-526 (published in Romanian and English).
CAUUET B., TAMAS G.C., Dynamics of exploitation and types of mining workings in Alburnus Maior ancient
mining site (Roşia Montană, NW Romania), Studia – Geologia, 6th International Symposium on Mineralogy, ClujNapoca (Romania) – 18-21 Sep. 2003, University of Babes-Bolyai, 2003, pp. 31-33.
TAMAS G.C., GHERGARI L., IONESCU C., CAUUET B., The relationships between breccia structures and ore
th
veins. A case study from the Cetate Hill, Roşia Montană deposit (Romania), Studia – Geologia, 6 International
Symposium on Mineralogy, Cluj-Napoca (Romania) – 18-21 Sep. 2003, University of Babes-Bolyai, 2003, pp.
124-126.
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 6. Zona Istorică Roşia Montană (Historical Area Roşia
Montană)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Archaeological site’s name Zona Istorică Roşia Montană (Historical Area Roşia Montană)
Archaeological site’s RAN code
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) Roşia Montană
Commune Roşia Montană
Point Piaţă (Market), Berk and Brazi districts
Address
Landmark Roşia Montană
Land owner
Latitudine
Longitude
Altitude
Geographical landmarks Jig Văidoaia massif, Cârnic massif, Lety Coş massif
Hydrographical landmarks Tăul Mare, Tăul Brazi, Tăul Anghel, Roşia stream
Site’s first research date 2000
Progress period July
Campaign no. a campaign in 2000 for surface investigations, between 2004-2005 undeground
investigations campaigns
18. Epoch code
1

14

162

312

43

11

141

163

313

431

111

142

2

32

432

112

143

21

321

5

113

15

211

322

12

151

212

33

13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4

132

16

31

41

133

161

311

42
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19. Site type code
1

12

134

31

11

121

2

311

111

122

21

312

112

123

211

313

113

124

212

32

114

13

22

115

131

221

116

132

222

117

133

3

20. Site area (in sq.m.) about 1.300.000 sq.m.
21. Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium
Poor

X

Heavily impacted
22. Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1

2

3

4

5

Floods

1

2

3

4

5

Acid rains

1

2

3

4

5

Natural fire

1

2

3

4

5

Fires

1

2

3

4

5

Animals

1

2

3

4

5

Insects

1

2

3

4

5

Tornados

1

2

3

4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Anthropic risks
Demolition

1

2

3

4

5

Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5
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23. Last and first name of the scientific coordinator: Paul Damian (since 2001)
24. Last and first name of the research team members: surface archaeological investigations - Sergiu
Iosipescu, Raluca Iosipescu (2000 campaign); underground archaeological investigations – Beatrice
Cauuet, Bruno Ancel, Călin Tamaş
25. Organizer institution of the archaeological researches Design Centre for National Cultural Heritage
(today INMI), National History Museum of Romania (since 2001)
26. Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project Toulouse University Le
Mirail, UTAH Laboratory
27. The aim of the archaeological research - identification and research of the archaeological structures
inside the site’s perimeter
28. Brief description of the archaeological situation
Surface archaeological investigation (MNIR, FIB, IAB, CPPCN/INMI, MNIT)
Historical-documentary information identifies three galleries in this area (St. Laurent, St. Joseph and CătălinaMonuleşti) where wax trays were discovered at the end of the 18th century and beginning of the 19th century.
In the first area investigated, the excavations focused on investigating the area around the entrance to the
Cătălina-Monuleşti Gallery. No traces of habitation or artefacts prior to the Austrian imperial period were found.
Starting with the year 2002, proceedings to reopen the gallery for an expert study were begun, another goal
being the future organization of public access.
Archaeological research then oriented itself south-east of the centre of Roşia Montană, limited in the south-west
by Tăul Brazi, in the south-east by Şulei Peak (1060 m) and by the road to Roşia Poieni. The investigation made
(MNIT) by terrain evaluation consisting of surface research, confronting aerial pictures and the completion of 35
trial trenches has not lead to the finding of traces of settlement, except for a temporary settlement dated to the
modern period.
Also, some of the archaeological trial trenches made in the stage of the evaluation study (the 2000 campaign)
had as a result the identification of possible traces of space occupancy in the periods of the early Middle Ages
(the Calvaria site) in the yard of the now days Catholic Church. On the basis of the little archaeological
information, but also with the confirmation of elements of historical tradition, it is to be supposed that the Middle
Age mining settlement was situated in the area of the nucleus of what is now the Piaţa of Roşia Montană.
During the year 2003, research (MNIR, FIB, IAB) was completed in the eastern and north-eastern part of this
perimeter, towards the Jig mountain massif, only without providing significant archaeological information.
The entire area of the Roşia Montană Historical Centre is declared protected.
Underground archaeological researches (UTAH, UBB)
Coş massif. The Coş massif is located to the north east of the valley near the urbanized area of the
village surrounded by ancient mining workings and particularly the famous Roman network with the wooden
waxed tablets discovered in the 19th century. This network, located at 878 m above sea level, was discovered in
1855 when it was transected by a long exploration gallery, the Cătălina Monuleşti gallery. The ancient network is
made up of galleries, sloping galleries and work sites opened up with tools and with a trapezoidal shape
characteristic of workings of the Roman era. At the time of the discovery, modern miners found twelve wooden
tablets and the remains of an elevation wheel. This discovery is described in the work by Pošepny (1868),
accompanied by a map of these ancient workings. Bearing in mind the importance of this ancient discovery, the
RMGC reopened the entrance to the modern Cătălina Monuleşti gallery between 2002 and 2004. As it goes
through unconsolidated rocks, it must have been timbered over a major part of its length, up to the ancient
workings located more than 350 m inside.
In the sector with the old workings, three modern galleries lead towards the south where they intersect with
ancient works. Only one part of the network displayed on a map by Pošepny is accessible today, because
development at the south of the network was covered up with fill from the Moderns. Surprisingly, we were able to
visit and do a topographical study of the developments of the ancient works, partially retimbered by the Moderns,
which dig into the massif to the north of the Cătălina Monuleşti gallery, while they do not appear on Pošepny's
map.
An ancient sloping gallery, invaded by mud, comes down from higher works which have caved in, which appears
not to have been cleared by the miners of the 19th century. Pošepny indicates the discovery of a tablet exactly in
these workings; was the item visible from the surface? In the room located immediately to the south of the
modern access gallery, the floor of the sloping gallery is intersected by the end of modern workings. A gallery
goes off towards the south, which is about 6 m in length and a little unstable. Below, another ancient gallery goes
off towards to the south which is covered up by modern debris. After about 12 m towards the south, the gallery
disappears under the rubble of a modern work site going upwards, which is fairly full of debris. It comes back
after 2 m but it appears to be collapsed another 2 m further. Another ancient gallery branches off to the east,
rapidly covered up by modern debris, but it remains visible for at least 9 m. These two galleries are visible on
Pošepny's map, and come out on ancient works which also probably connect with one of the modern galleries
crosscutting the ancient workings.
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The ancient workings coming down from the northern side are not indicated by Pošepny. In the room, a large
sloping gallery goes off to the north, which rapidly turns into a landing with two beginnings of a gallery; it is fairly
full of unstable debris. The sloping gallery then continues towards the east with a classical trapezoidal shape, but
it gets wider again and is then progressively invaded by muddy debris. At 12 m below the level of the Cătălina
Monuleşti gallery, there is a pool of water, but nonetheless you can reach the base of another ancient sloping
gallery. This one comes out of an area of collapsed works, located to the north of the modern gallery. It pushes
towards the east and the north-east in a straight line until the part under water. Across the water you can see
another ancient gallery under water going off towards the north. On of the sloping gallery, you can see a wooden
channel. About 9 m down, you can see two galleries leaving towards the south south-east and towards the northnorthwest. Above another ancient gallery comes in.
A second ancient sloping gallery comes out of the same area of collapsed works. It was timbered for the first few
meters by miners in the 19th century. It pushes on towards the north and has a landing about 9 meters down.
Towards the south, the gallery goes off which connects with the sloping gallery. It shows a small ascending work
site halfway along. A spacious gallery goes off towards the east for over 19 m, with the last 6 m full of filling. Two
crosses (X) have been etched opposite each other on the two walls. On the western side, the gallery was
timbered by Moderns for 3 m. Below, there is an overdeeping of the gallery and under the modern timbering, you
can see the ancient timbering, characterized by mortise and tenon assemblies. There is then an ancient gallery
half filled with filling, which goes off at an angle towards the south on the eastern side. It is under water and
appears to connect with another gallery. On the filling-covered floor, you can see a large ladder made of a single
piece of wood (notched trunk) of ancient manufacture. So we have an ancient network coming out high up in a
caved in area, which pushes towards the north by three sloping gallery and which goes on under water about 12
meters down compared to the level of the modern Cătălina Monuleşti gallery. Then to the east, about 25 meters
down, comes the modern Vercheş gallery which did not intersect the ancient works.
In this sector of Coş, we can only see this ancient network for the time being which is half filled in over an area of
more than 600 m of workings from all periods. Of the 265 m of mining workings mapped by our team, 95 m
involve modern works opened up by gunpowder which contain passages with wooden rails, and so are older, and
only 170 m of ancient works. According to the map of 19th century, to two old works visited on the north side but
not mentioned by Pošepny should be added the inaccessible part on the south side. Because of this, this Roman
network has a potential of at least 440 m of workings developed linearly and stepped down at least 15 m. Study
of it can only begin when a new easy and safe access will be set up to allow the huge mass of modern and
ancient backfill which the digs will generate to be evacuated and stored correctly. However, it should be noted
that this Roman network has a development and a quality of works which is very interesting, with the possibility of
even more remarkable works to be discovered in the depths, probably including drainage equipment (water
wheel ?) doubtless well preserved in a flooded level.
29. Type of research Preventive archaeological research
30. References
CCA 2000 (2001)
CAUUET B. (dir.), Mines d’or antiques de Dacie. Les massifs de Cârnic et de Coş (Roşia Montană, Roumanie),
DFS, Romanian Ministry of Culture and Religion, 2003, pp. 51-52, 153-155, fig. 56-58 (unpublished report).
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 7. Jig – Văidoaia Massif

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Archaeological site’s name Roşia Montană, “Jig–Văidoaia” (cremation necropolis, primary processing
workshop for auriferous ore, temporary modern habitation)
Archaeological site’s RAN code 6770.03
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) RoşiaMontană
Commune Roşia Montană
Point “Jig –Piciorag”
Address
Landmark toward North from the Historical Centre Roşia Montană
Land owner
BARA LUCRETIA
BIRLA MARIA
BIRLA TRAIAN
CIMPEAN ELENA
CIOARA MARIA
GRUBER MARIA
NAPAU AUREL
URS GHEORGHE
STATUL ROMAN
KOVACS SOFIA
BOTAR GHEORGHE
BERINDEI ELISABETA
JURCA ELVIRA
BARA LUCRETIA
BIRLA MARIA
BONDRIC AUREL, BONDRIC ANA ANGELA
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10. Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
536087.506
536225.569
536297.799
536326.691
536294.910
536173.564
536066.664
536056.332

11. Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
355955.461
355974.680
356032.464
356130.697
356228.929
356234.707
356191.370
356070.445
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Altitude about 885-1005 m.
Geographical landmarks the northern side of the Roşia valley, Jig massif area
Hydrographical landmarks Roşia stream (right bank)
Site’s first research date 2003
Progress period 2003 campaign, 2004 campaign.
Campaign no. 2 campaigns
Epoch code 32, 5.
1

14

162

312

43

11

141

163

313

431

111

142

2

32

432

112

143

21

321

5

113

15

211

322

12

151

212

33

13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4

132

16

31

41

133

161

311

42
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19. Site type code 21 (211, 212), 11, primary processing workshop; mining exploitation
1

12

134

31

11

121

2

311

111

122

21

312

112

123

211

313

113

124

212

32

114

13

22

115

131

221

116

132

222

117

133

3

20. Site area (in sq.m.) 59774,785 mp.
21. Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium
Poor

X

Heavily impacted
22. Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1

2

3

4

5

Floods

1

2

3

4

5

Acid rains

1

2

3

4

5

Natural fire

1

2

3

4

5

Fires

1

2

3

4

5

Animals

1

2

3

4

5

Insects

1

2

3

4

5

Tornados

1

2

3

4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Anthropic risks
Demolition

1

2

3

4

5

Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5

23. Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
24. Last and first name of the research team members MNIR: Mihaela Simion, Gabriel Bălan, Ionuţ Bocan,
Sorin Cleşiu, Emil Dumitraşcu, Cătălina Neagu, Vleja Decebal; IAB: Vlad V. Zirra, Irina Achim, Adriana
Panaite, Florian Matei Popescu, Alexandru Dragoman, Mircea Dabâca; UTAH: Beatrice Cauuet Bruno
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Ancel, Claudiu Arcălean, Beatrice Bechiri, Gerald Bonnamour, Thierry Moindrot, Gabriel Munteanu,
Alexandru Murariu, Romică Pavel, Cosmin Stremţan, Călin Tamaş, Christian Vialaron
25. Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania
26. Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project: “Vasile Pârvan” Institute of
Archaeology Bucharest; Toulouse University, Le Mirail, France.
27. The aim of the archaeological research - identification and research of the archaeological structures
inside the site’s perimeter.
28. Brief description of the archaeological situation:
Surface archaeological investigation (MNIR, FIB, IAB)
The main orientation points are the Văidoaia and Jig mountain massifs. Archaeologically speaking, two distinct
areas have formed, imposing the use of distinct methods of research: Văidoaia and Jig – Piciorag. The research
was done during 2003-2004.
The Văidoaia area was the first to be investigated (MNIR, FIB, IAB) and it comprises the northern part of the
Roşia Montană village, as well as the area around the Văidoaia mountain massif. It must be mentioned that the
southern extremity of this area overlaps with the actual village. No traces of settlement or of artefacts discovered
in contexts prior to the modern period have been discovered. A few ceramic fragments that can be attributed to
the Roman Age are included in the category of the worn up archaeological material, in the conditions of a
permanent transformation of the area’s landscape due to mining exploitation (it is one of the areas visibly marked
by prior mining exploitation in the Roşia Montană area).
The Jig – Piciorag area (MNIR, IAB)
The Roman cremation necropolis at Jig Piciorag. In total 34 plain and barrow-shaped funeral complexes have
been identified and investigated. The objective is located south-west of the Jig mountain massif, on the Gomboş,
Artemiza and Bara Marcela properties. Most of the funeral complexes are on-the-spot cremation burials (bustum
type), with a predilection for the north-west – south-east orientation. Concerning the type of pit, 29 graves have a
simple, convex pits and five have stepped pits. Also, five of the graves have preserved outer layouts (ring). More
than half of the funeral complexes were subsequently disturbed. Because of this, the pieces forming the funeral
ware, as well as the initial inventory of the graves, are found in the category of common pieces (ceramic
recipients, illegible, precariously preserved coins and highly corroded metal fragments, the function of which
cannot be commented upon as of yet). For the investigated graves, the total lack of glass objects is ascertained.
The necropolis is in a chronological relationship of conteporaneity and succession with another investigated
objective, an ore exploitation and processing perimeter. The composing elements of the ensemble consist of
a very poorly preserved building with perimeter walls and distinctive dividing. The general orientation of the
building is north-east – south-west. What lacks are elements of elevation from the covering structure. The
presence of certain complexes related to ore extraction activity (canals, traces of extraction through fire), as well
as the existence of complexes related to ore processing activity (grinding mortars, large central hearth) justify the
hypothesis according to which the function of the object is of an industrial type.
It has to be said that, in the south-eastern extremity (the Câmpean property), the necropolis is seriously affected
by the presence of certain seasonal living structures dating from the modern and contemporary period.
Undeground researches. An exploration and a diagnosis were carried out in 2004 on the Jig massif in the
northeast of the valley, but these investigations only revealed some works, quite recently opened up using
explosives. A test with a mechanical shovel was also undertaken in an area of rocky outcrops near to JigPiciorag, but only revealed a network of natural faults not used by miners.
The little massif of Văidoaia was explored in 1999 by our team and the works visited all appeared to have been
opened up using gunpowder, and so were after the 17th century. In fact, and although some workings show at
first glance that they have rounded forms, a careful study of the walls shows numerous traces of piercings, which
clearly shows that any network currently accessible from the surface was opened up with gunpowder. So no
ancient work site was revealed in this area which was opened up by fire setting, or any ancient or modern
working opened up using tools.
29. Type of research Preventive archaeological research.
30. References
CCA 2003 (2004), 262-264, 264-267
CCA 2004 (2005), 297-298.
CAUUET B. (dir.), Mines d’or antiques de Dacie. Exploration du district de Roşia Montană (Monts Apuseni,
Roumanie), DFS, French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2000, pp. 9-10 and 79, fig.54 and 55 (unpublished
report).
CAUUET B. (dir.), Mines d’or antiques de Dacie. Les massifs de Cârnic, Jig et Orlea-Ţarina (Roşia Montană,
Roumanie), DFS, Romanian Ministry of Culture and Religion, 2004, pp. 53-57, fig. 55-69 (unpublished
report).
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 8. Ţarina

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Archaeological site’s name Roşia Montană, “Ţarina – Kapolna” area (cremation necropolis)
Archaeological site’s RAN code 6770.04
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) Roşia Montană
Commune Roşia Montană
Point “Kapolna”
Address Roşia Montană
Landmark Kapolna (the chapel of the Roman Catholic Church)
Land owner
BARA LUCRETIA
BLAJAN ALEXANDRU
BLAJAN MARCU
CABULEA GRATIAN,
(CAMPEAN ELENA)
CIMITIR COMUNAL
CL/SCOALA/GRADINITA
CRISTOIU ION
DAVID IOAN
GLIGOR VIOREL
JURJ VALERIA ANA,
GRUBER ANDREIU COLOMAN
KOVAKS SOFIA
MANTA RUXANDRA
MORAR OCTAVIAN
OPRISA PUIU STEFAN,
OPRISA CRISTINA, OPRISA STOICA MARIANA
POJGHI IOAN
S.M. ROŞIA MONTANA
TRIFAN LUDOVIC
BISERICA CATOLICA
CORNEA MARIA, CORNEA CRISTINA
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10. Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
535963.116
535954.988
535677.281
535642.060
535609.547
535808.684

11. Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
355484.292
355835.151
355870.373
355763.354
355449.071
355359.663

12. Altitude 815 – 855 m.
13. Geographical landmarks on the north side of Roşia valley, westwards from Jig-Văidoaia massif and
eastwards of Orlea mssif.
14. Hydrographical landmarks northern bank of Roşia stream
15. Site’s first research date 2000
16. Progress period 2003 campaign, 2004 campaign, 2005 campaign.
17. Campaign no. 3 campaigns
18. Epoch code 32
1

14

162

312

43

11

141

163

313

431

111

142

2

32

432

112

143

21

321

5

113

15

211

322

12

151

212

33

13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4

132

16

31

41

133

161

311

42
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19. Site type code 21 (211, 212)
1

12

134

31

11

121

2

311

111

122

21

312

112

123

211

313

113

124

212

32

114

13

22

115

131

221

116

132

222

117

133

3

20. Site area (in sq.m.) 144.969, 412 sq.m.
21. Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium
Poor

X

Heavily impacted
22. Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1

2

3

4

5

Floods

1

2

3

4

5

Acid rains

1

2

3

4

5

Natural fire

1

2

3

4

5

Fires

1

2

3

4

5

Animals

1

2

3

4

5

Insects

1

2

3

4

5

Tornados

1

2

3

4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Anthropic risks
Demolition

1

2

3

4

5

Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5
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23. Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
24. Last and first name of the research team members : IAIAC: Sorin Cociş, Aurel Rustoiu, Călin Cosma,
Adrian Ursuţiu, Vitalie Bârcă, Eugenia Beu Dachin; MNUAI: Vasile Moga, Matei Drîmbărean, Constantin
Inel, Cristinel Plantos; MNIT: Dorin Alicu, Emilian Bota, Valentin Voişian, Carmen Ciongradi; MCDR:
Adriana Pescaru, Adriana Ardeu, Costin Daniel Ţuţuianu, Cătălin Rişcuţa, Mariana Egri, Gică Băieştean,
Ioana Barbu, Anca Timofan, Mihai Căstăian; INMI: Cristina Crăciun, Emil Lupu, Raluca Iosipescu,
Sergiu Iosipescu, Anişoara Sion, Cătălin Bojică.
25. Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania
26. Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project: Institute of Archaeology and
History of Art, Cluj – Napoca, National Union Museum, Alba Iulia, National History Museum of
Transylvania, Cluj – Napoca, Museum of Dacian and Roman Civilization, Deva, National Institute for
Historical Monuments, Bucharest
27. The aim of the archaeological research – identification and research of the archaeological structures
from the cremation necropolis.
28. Brief description of the archaeological situation:
Surface archaeological investigation (IAIAC, MNIT, INMI, MNUAI, MCDR, IAB)
Archaeologically speaking, the area of interest is a perimeter located approximately on the southern extremity of
this sector. It concerns the site bearing the local toponym Kapolna (the actual property of the Roman-Catholic
parish and the property of the Jurj family). The unexpected discovery, throughout time, of various epigraphic
funeral monuments or of disparate elements of funeral architecture, succinct signallings included in the scientific
literature, as well as definite results of archaeological trial trenches undertaken in the 2000 campaign, have
determined the localization in this point of a Roman cremation necropolis. Particularly because of that, this site,
together with the entire limitrophe area, has benefited of a prioritised approach simultaneously with the
systematic investigation of the rest of the perimeter.
The Roman cremation necropolis of Ţarina
Research done here between 2003 - 2005 (on the properties of the Catholic Church , Bara, Gligor, Manta,
Kovacs, Trifan and Jurca) have lead to the identification and investigation of a number of 495 funeral complexes
(2003 - 80 graves, 2004 - 370 graves, 2005 - 45 graves). Up to the current stage of the research, the cremation
necropolis at Ţarina is the largest at Roşia Montană, in surface as well as in number of existent funeral grounds.
If the southern, western and eastern boundaries are practically known, the northern one remains to be identified,
yet mentioning the fact that to the north-east it neighbours one of the current cemeteries of Roşia Montană.
The funeral rite is exclusively cremation with the presence of both types of ritual – on-the-spot-cremation as well
as ad ustrina. Concerning the preponderance of these two types, although the actual stage of the investigation
with views on publication of this archaeological objective is still in a preliminary stage, a predilection for the ad
ustrina type can be observed. The pits of the graves are generally simple, rectangular, although, in a small
proportion, the stepped-pit grave is also present (in the case of the bustum-type graves). It is worth mentioning
the presence of exterior funeral layouts (three precincts) with constructive elements similar to those investigated
in the case of the cremation necropolis at Hop Găuri (the last stone row under the form of a two-slopes block).
Also, elements of funeral architecture are present, generally discovered in secondary position (two funeral steles,
fragments of funeral steles, a funeral crowning element and different funeral monuments and medallions). The
inventory of the necropolis is typical for such an objective and consists of ceramic recipients of different shapes
and sizes, glass recipients, lamps, a few golden jewels, a gem etc. Coins are relatively rare and in a precarious
state of preservation, but they can offer, together with other dating objects, elements for a more and more exact
dating of the necropolis.
In the vicinity of the cremation necropolis, towards the South and East, a possible primary golden ore processing
has been identified, with elements that allow its probable dating to the Roman period (mobile inventory made up
of a series of artefacts connected to this type of activity– stone grinding mortars, grinding tables, a canal system
etc.). Also, it needs to be mentioned that the southern limit of the cremation necropolis is overlapped by traces of
a modern settlement and contemporary fittings.
Concerning the rest of the area (North Ţarina) the original landscape has been seriously disturbed by anthropic
intervention connected to activities of golden ore processing. The archaeological material is rather scarce, mainly
consisting of contemporary artefacts. The presence of sterile dump heaps and the canal system related to the
local artificial ponds network is one of the characteristics of the investigated surface. The few ceramic fragments
and fragments of Roman artefacts were discovered in secondary position, with the material moved during the
various works that have modified the initial configuration of the terrain.
For the undeground archaeological mining investigations see the record card for Orlea site below. At the current
stage of the research, the preliminary data do not allow to make a verz clera disctincion of the Ţarina and Orlea
sites in respect to the undeground sectors.
29. Type of research Preventive archaeological research.
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30. References
Alburnus Maior I, Bucharest 2003, p. 31-33
CCA 2003 (2004), 264-280
CCA 2004 (2005), 187
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 9. Orlea Massif

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Archaeological site’s name Roşia Montană, Orlea massif (underground mining exploitation).
Archaeological site’s RAN code
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) RoşiaMontană
Commune Roşia Montană
Point “Orlea”
Address
Landmark in the centre of the locality, accross the cityhall and the state mining exploitation
administrative buildings
Land owner
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BIDIGA MINERVA
BIRAU IOSIF
BIRAU TOMA
FELEA VETURIA, PLACINTA ZORITA
MIHNEA ILEANA
STATUL ROMAN
STATUL ROMAN
SEDIU MINA
SUBERT FRANCISC/ILEANA
SZABO
SZEKELY LADISLAU
SZEKELY LADISLAU
TOMUS NICOLAE/TOMUS DANIELA
BOBAR EUGEN
BOBAR EUGEN
SABAU FRANCISC
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
SABAU IOAN
BOIA NICOLAE, DAVID EUGEN
BOIA NICOLAE, DAVID EUGEN
NEDEL AUGUSTA
SABAU IOAN, SABAU FRANCISC,
SABAU GHERASIM
SABAU IOAN, SABAU FRANCISC,
SABAU GHERASIM,DAVID EUGEN
SABAU IOAN, SABAU FRANCISC,
SABAU GHERASIM
SABAU IOAN, SABAU FRANCISC,
SABAU GHERASIM
SABAU IOAN, SABAU FRANCISC,
SABAU GHERASIM
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10. Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
536385.473
536367.404
536202.528
535870.517
535653.694
535649.177
535757.589
536182.201

11. Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
354738.357
354952.921
355009.386
355016.161
354921.301
354810.631
354684.151
354659.306
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Altitude max. 755 – 920 m.
Geographical landmarks the northern side of Roşia valley
Hydrographical landmarks Roşia stream.
Site’s first research date 2000
Progress period 2000 campaign, 2003 campaign.
Campaign no. 2 campaigns
Epoch code 32, 5.
1

14

162

312

43

11

141

163

313

431

111

142

2

32

432

112

143

21

321

5

113

15

211

322

12

151

212

33

13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4

132

16

31

41

133

161

311

42
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19. Site type code underground mining exploitation
1

12

134

31

11

121

2

311

111

122

21

312

112

123

211

313

113

124

212

32

114

13

22

115

131

221

116

132

222

117

133

3

20. Site area (in sq.m.) - 218,952.245 sq.m., with a special remark that the site has an important
undeground sector under current investigation
21. Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium
Poor

X

Heavily impacted
22. Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1

2

3

4

5

Floods

1

2

3

4

5

Acid rains

1

2

3

4

5

Natural fire

1

2

3

4

5

Fires

1

2

3

4

5

Animals

1

2

3

4

5

Insects

1

2

3

4

5

Tornados

1

2

3

4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Anthropic risks
Demolition

1

2

3

4

5

Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5

23. Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
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24. Last and first name of the research team members UTAH: Cristina Crăciun, Anişoara Sion, Sergiu
Iosipescu, Raluca Iosipescu, Constantin Mehedinţeanu, Gabriel Mehedinţeanu.
25. Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania
26. Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project: National Institute for
Historical Monuments – Bucharest, Toulouse University, UTAH Laboratory
27. The aim of the archaeological research - identification and research of the archaeological structures
inside the site’s perimeter.
28. Brief description of the archaeological situation
Surface archaeological investigation (CPPCN/INMI, MNIR)
The Orlea toponym refers to a vast area that includes the surface of the actual Orlea mountain massif.
Concerning the signalling of surface archaeological discoveries, the clues are extremely few. Practically, with the
exception of two votive altars (IDR III/3, 392, 394), discovered in the southern extremity of the perimeter (in rather
unreliable conditions in 1886 and 1962) the archaeological material is almost inexistent. This is due to the distinct
characteristics of the area in question. Thus, inside the Orlea mountain massif an intense mining activity is
documented throughout almost two millennia. This mountain massif has also suffered deterioration similar to that
of the Cetate mountain massif before its systematic exploitation, more precisely its partial collapse. It needs
mentioning that in the southern half of the area in question, the administrative headquarters of the Roşia Montană
mining factory have been established for the last 250 years. Thus, the initial land configuration was significantly
modified, making it very hard to conduct a surface archaeological investigation. A series of human interventions,
related to the processing and exploitation of gold ore have continuously transformed the configuration of the area,
out of which we mention the use of most of the perimeter in the last two centuries as dumping area, and the
works from the Austrian period on the artificial ponds network with its respective canals, which has also affected
the area.
During 2000 a series of archaeological trial trenches have been undertaken (CPPCN) in the perimeter considered
at that time to belong to the Orlea area, on the Marc Aurel property and in the Tăul Secuilor area. At the current
level of information, the results of this investigation relate to the Roman cremation necropolis of Pârâul Porcului –
Tăul Secuilor (see below).
In the archaeological research campaign of 2003, a series of archaeological trial trenches were undertaken
(INMI) on several properties on the north-east part of the perimeter, in the vicinity of the small Orlea cemetery,
without showing archaeological potential.
Concerning the underground archaeological potential, this is well documented through the signalling, throughout
time, in the context of various mining operations, of certain traces of ancient exploitation, preserved on certain
portions.
Between the years of 1971 and 1972, following complex works, part of the ancient operations of the Orlea area
were organized for public access. After the organizing program between 1973 and 1975, the Roman works
became accessible to the public through the premises of the museum complex. In the course of 1981, with the
help of passionate people in the area and with the aid of a team from the Alba Iulia museum, a unique museum
of mining was inaugurated, around which an open-air exhibition was based, that of a lapidarium with a patrimony
of over 50 Roman stone monuments (votive altars, funeral steles, aediculae sarcophagi covers and lids, mining
tools made of rock and wood, pieces inventoried in the national cultural patrimony) , everything placed in the
space near the entry to the Roman galleries under the Orlea mountain massif. Unfortunately, the museum, in its
initial shape, was destroyed in the beginning of the 1990’s.
Mining archaeology preliminary researches (UTAH, UBB)
Orlea and Ţarina sector. The Orlea and Ţarina sectors are contiguous and are developed under the
lower part of the Roşia Montană agglomeration. Orlea develops towards the northwest upstream from the
Minvest company's buildings. A large part of the slope is covered by a pile of ancient dumps, some of them
overgrown, and some bare and pocked. The Ţarina sector extends the Orlea sector upstream from the valley. On
the surface, the vegetation makes it hard to get a feel for the landscape. Higher up towards the west, you reach a
wood with an area of open cast workings: cuts, ditches, collapsed shafts and sometimes it looks as if it would be
possible to get into some of these holes. This sector would be worth a sustained period of prospecting, but would
be first of all preferable to find documents in the archives to locate the most recent surface workings.
On the old plans of the 19th and 20th centuries, the Ţarina sector always appears to be the most exploited. About
thirty veins from north to south are marked with numbers and an east-west vein, called the Crucii vein, cuts
through all these veins. These ore bodies are recognized and exploited by two levels of lower works -30 and -60
(a level currently flooded), below the main Sf Cruce level (at 715 m above sea level) and by a higher Racosi level
(at 750 m above sea level). The Sf Cruce level is easily accessible, either from a stairway opening into a building
at Minvest, or from the tourist mine (38 m down) a section with ancient workings.
The main modern galleries where trains went along to evacuate the ore from the exploitation areas from Cetate
and Cârnic are very spacious and completely faced. Because of this, most of the lateral galleries indicated on the
old plans are walled. All the works are surrounded by volcano-sedimentary rock sequences, quite soft, subject to
collapses. Although located below the bottom of the valley, there is almost no water coming in. In 2004, the
surveys looked at the works at Carpeni and Orlea. In 2005 they looked at the Ţarina sector. The boundary
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between the Orlea and Ţarina areas is not very clear: this would definitely be the little valley which opens on to
the level of Minvest's buildings. Underground we have deliberately chosen to fix this limit as the important North
South traverse of Sf. Cruce. Because of this, all the works studied in 2005 are located within Ţarina area. Two
ancient sectors are located in fact on the boundary between the two areas, under the bottom of the valley.
In the Orlea area, there is the very nice ancient network of the tourist mine Alburnus Maior. These works
deserved to be examined from the archeometric point of view (detailed topography and study of the walls).
Higher up, a little working was discovered at the Racosi level where a modern gallery crosses a portion of the
ancient gallery invaded by mud and connecting with an ancient sloping gallery which is also filled by mud. In this
work site, a notched ladder from a single trunk of wood, in a perfect state of conservation, was dated using C14
to the 2nd century A.D. Although it suffered severe damage in 1999 (over 60 cm of an end was sawn off for an
exhibition in Germany), we had it moved in 2005 to the protected sector of the draining rooms of Paru Carpeni to
make sure it is preserved. The exploration of this sector should be continued in the future.
In the Ţarina area, a remarkable timbered sloping gallery has been located. It seems to come directly from the
surface and to cover up ancient mining works very close to the surface. In fact, a timbering fragment removed in
2000 gave a date between 50 B.C. and 80 A.D. (mid 1st century BC to the second half of 1st century AD). This
area of Ţarina is one of the most promising in the district. There, a very precise plan of the works of all periods
has been started, because a systematic survey of the area was required. This work was completed for a large
part of the western part of Ţarina, and its maze-like layout has currently been overcome. Many connecting
circuits can be traveled by going from one level to another, and one vein to another.
Investigations carried out in the Orlea and Ţarina areas only cover a portion of the existing potential which covers
more than 10 km of underground works. For the time being, they allowed us to make a topographical study of
sixteen sectors of ancient works, a priori independent. Of the 6.5 km of works from all periods surveyed over two
years, 5 km are modern works opened up using gunpowder and 1.5 km are ancient works opened up using tools
and with the characteristic trapezoidal shape. These old workings are developed along the crease of the valley
which opens up onto the Minvest buildings and reach the deep side at 725 m which is almost the level of Sf
Cruce, just like Orlea and Carpeni. Some groups are only fragments of workings defaced by modern reworkings
and/or collapses and aggradations. On the other hand, all these works seem to have been completely covered by
clayey-sandy mud, and were immediately cleared when modern excavations began: sometimes the bottom or the
end of a sloping gallery or a vertical work site; sometimes only a part of a working. On the other hand, in the slice
of the first twenty meters under the surface of the slope, they are barely accessible.
They are evenly distributed in the sector studied. It reflects among other things the strong density of the ore
bodies. As the modern workings which allow access do not cover the whole space, we may assume that there
may be twice as many ancient workings under this slope, particularly in the surface slice, and that an extensive
clearance of the surface would not fail to reveal many entrances to operations or explorations. In the light of
current information, it seems possible that some sloping gallery could be reopened and excavated from the
surface. We may also assume that workshops for handling the ore were installed on the surface, next to these
underground access points. Therefore, it seems to be of major importance, in view of the rarity of remains of
ancient handling workshops known currently in the valley, to plan for extensive surface excavations to both
entrances to galleries and spaces devoted for processing the ore, i.e. for ancient metallurgy.
29. Type of research Preventive archaeological research.
30. References
IDR I, IDR III
Wollmann 1996
Wollmann 1999
CAUUET B. (dir.), Mines d’or antiques de Dacie. Exploration du district de Roşia Montana (Monts Apuseni,
Roumanie), DFS, Ministère des Affaires Etrangères françaises, 2000, pp. 9, 38-40, 134-156, fig.57 à 62
(rapport inédit).
CAUUET B. (dir.), Mines d’or antiques de Dacie. Les massifs de Cârnic, Jig et Orlea-Ţarina (Roşia Montana,
Roumanie), DFS, Ministère de la Culture et des Cultes roumain, 2004, pp. 32-34, 41, fig.40-42 (rapport
inédit).
CAUUET B., (dir.), Mines d’or antiques de Dacie. Les massifs de Cârnic et de Paru Carpeni (Roşia Montana,
Roumanie), DFS, Ministère de la Culture et des Cultes roumain, 2005, pp.17-27, fig.13-32 (rapport inédit).
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 10. Pârâul Porcului – Tăul Secuilor

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Archaeological site’s name Roşia Montană, “Pârâul Porcului – Tăul Secuilor” (cremation necropolis)
Archaeological site’s RAN code 6770.06
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) Roşia Montană
Commune Roşia Montană
Point “Pârâul Porcului – Tăul Secuilor”
Address - Roşia Montană
Landmark Tăul Secuilor and north from point “Gura Minei (access to the level +714) / La Dâmbuţ”
Land owner
BARA IOAN SI MARIA
BOTIS RODICA, FODOR DORINA,
DAVID FLORICA, BOTAR ANA, DAVID NICOLAE, BOTNARIUC LUCIA
CENUSA NICOLAE
DRAGOMIR
COTET DRAGOMIR
COTET ELENA
COTET IOAN
COTET VIOREL / COTET ELENA
DAN VOICULESCU
MARC DOREL
MERA LUCRETIA
OAIDA REMUS
SOIT ALEXANDRU
SOIT IOAN
TOMUS IOACHIM
VAJDA IOSEFINA, GHEORGHE
MARC AURELIA
PUIULET
VADAN NICOLAE
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10. Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
535732.513
535850.645
536122.237
536236.086
536287.860
536276.766
536156.576
535979.064
535825.252
11. Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
354073.899
353903.878
353867.445
353901.861
353968.428
354046.090
354169.978
354225.450
354177.678
12. Altitude 760 – 850 m
13. Geographical landmarks on the northern side of Roşia valley, westwards from the Orlea massif
between Ignăteşti and Balmoşeşti villages.
14. Hydrographical landmarks to the east from the Porcului stream and southwest from Tăul Secuilor
15. Site’s first research date 2000
16. Progress period 2004 campaign, 2005 campaign.
17. Campaign no. 2 campaigns
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18. Epoch code 32
1

14

162

312

43

11

141

163

313

431

111

142

2

32

432

112

143

21

321

5

113

15

211

322

12

151

212

33

13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4

132

16

31

41

133

161

311

42

19. Site type code 21 (211, 212)
1

12

134

31

11

121

2

311

111

122

21

312

112

123

211

313

113

124

212

32

114

13

22

115

131

221

116

132

222

117

133

3

20. Site area (in sq.m.) 139,686.243 sq.m.
21. Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium

X

Poor
Heavily impacted
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22. Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1

2

3

4

5

Floods

1

2

3

4

5

Acid rains

1

2

3

4

5

Natural fire

1

2

3

4

5

Fires

1

2

3

4

5

Animals

1

2

3

4

5

Insects

1

2

3

4

5

Tornados

1

2

3

4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Anthropic risks
Demolition

1

2

3

4

5

Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5

23. Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
24. Last and first name of the research team members : MNIR: Mihaela Simion, Gabriel Bălan, Ionuţ Bocan,
Emil Dumitraşcu, Cătălina Mihaela Neagu, Eugen Paraschiv, Decebal Vleja, Mihai Vasile; IAB: Achim
Irina, Bârzescu Iulian, Ioniţă Adrian, Măgureanu Andrei, Măgureanu Despina, Panaite Adriana, Popescu
Anca, Toderaş Meda, Vlad V. Zirra, Cristian Ştefan, Alexandru Dragoman; FIB: Cătălin Bojică, Carol
Căpiţă, Florentina Ghemuţ, Antal Lukacs, Alexandra Ţârlea. Au mai paticipat: MNIR: Alexandru Raţiu,
Vlad Nicolae, Alexandra Ion, Andra Samson, Katia Moldoveanu, Nicoleta Nedelcu, Ani Ologu, IAB:
Comşa Alexandra, Semuc Cătălina, Ştefan Cristian, Morintz Alexandru, FIB: Andrei Gândilă, Cătălin
Pavel, Gabriel Stoian.
25. Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania
26. Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project: FIB, Bucharest; IAB,
Bucharest
27. The aim of the archaeological research - identification and research of the archaeological structures of
the cremation necropolis
28. Brief description of the archaeological situation
Surface archaeological investigation (MNIR, IAB, FIB)
The Roman cremation necropolis. The site is located in the north-western part of the current commune Roşia
Montană (Alba County). Geographically, the perimeter where the funeral complexes have been identified and
investigated is positioned on a plateau, at the approximate altitude of 740–810 m (the approximate surface of the
2
area the necropolis stretches is approximately 10.000 m ). The entire area is known by the toponym Tăul
Secuilor. The name comes from the presence, in the Eastern extremity of the site, of a former artificial lake,
presently almost clogged. The north-western extremity is marked by the transverse corridor of the water course
named with the hydromym Pârâul Porcului (with a flowing direction of NW-SE).
The area where the archaeological investigation has concentrated presents itself as a succession of small
plateaus, which follows the course of the slope on the north-south – south-west direction. The integrity of the
ensemble was partially affected by operations to construct the artificial pond.
Thus, the entire initial configuration of the area suffered an human intervention generated by:



The construction, in the modern period, of the Tăul Secuilor artificial lake and of the drainage
system connected to this arrangement;



Construction of a vicinal road assuring the connection between the Ţarina area and the dwellings of
the Tăul Secuilor area (the road practically crosses the cremation necropolis and partially destroyed
a series of funeral complexes);
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The recent construction of a number of dwellings with annexes or stables;

The construction, in the last years, of the water adduction pipe, this construction determining the
appearance of disfunctionalities in the water level in the soil, more precisely the formation of
swamps, thus affecting research and sampling of the material from archaeological grounds
positioned in the vicinity.
The current function of the space, aside from the works mentioned above, is that of a grazing area (hay field).
The information regarding the archaeological potential in the area known by the toponym of „Tăul Secuilor” is
underlined by the chance discoveries written in several specialized publications, as well as through trial trenches
undertaken in 1984 and 1986 and then in 2000. Chance archaeological discoveries are documented starting with
the 19th century, such attestations existing throughout the next century in various locations in this perimeter.
The preventive archaeological research campaign in 2004 meant a systematic approach of the entire perimeter in
order to complete a full investigation on the necropolis area that will be affected by a future sandstone quarry.
Thus, it has been found that the necropolis stretches on a surface bigger than that known from former historicalarchaeological literature. Precisely because of that, although the perimeter was formerly known as Tăul Secuilor,
it was decided that the toponym be extended to the entire perimeter of the necropolis, meaning Pârâul Porcului Tăul Secuilor. Also, clearly, in the current stage of the research, we cannot talk about the presence of corpses
within this necropolis, hypothesis formulated by some authors on the basis of a false interpretation of the function
of some elements of archaeological architecture (chaperones constituting the final row of the wall) as
„sarcophagus lids”.
In the actual state of the research, an estimation concerning the north-western, western and south-western
boundaries was successfully made. 287 cremation graves have been identified (out of which 277 have been
investigated), of on-the-spot or ad ustrina cremation tyes.
Generally, the sepulchral pits are burnt, rectangular, and the remains of the cremation (charcoal, ashes and
calcinated bones) are laid on the bottom of the sepulchral pit. More than half of the investigated graves have
outer layouts composed of a ring of stones, placed in a single row. In most of the cases, the graves with stone
rings are barrow-shaped, following the adding of earth and its settling inside the ring, in order to delimitate the
funeral space. Rarely enough, they are covered with a pelt of small rocks. In more than two thirds of the cases,
later intervention (pits) were discovered over the graves, with a diameter between 0.80 – 1.20 m.
The funeral inventory is made up of pieces characteristic to necropolises of Roman Dacia: ceramics, metal and
glass objects. The coins are generally in a poor state of preservation, and the ones who could be identified are
set in the chronological frame of the 2nd century A.D. This is confirmed by the preliminary analysis of the
ceramics. Also, the marks of the lamp producers (CAI, CASSI, FESTI, FORTIS, OCTAVI, SEXTUS, LUCIA,
nd
VETTIUS) fit perfectly from a chronological point of view in the 2 century A.D.
Also, a building dating back to the Roman times has been identified and partially investigated; it was in a poor
state of preservation, with elements that indicate a possible sacred function.
29. Type of research Preventive archaeological research.
30. References Alburnus Maior I, Bucharest 2003, p. 31-33, CCA 2004 (2005), 187.
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 11.Valea Cornei

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Archaeological site’s name Roşia Montană - “Valea Cornii” (modern and contemporary habitation;
past locations of stamp mills).
Archaeological site’s RAN code 6832.05
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) Corna
Commune Roşia Montană
Point “Islaz 3 ”, “Toda”, “Botar”, “Cioară”, “Jorja”, “Jurcă”.
Address
Landmark on the Corna valley, towards east from the Abrud town, along the county road Abrud – Roşia
Poieni.
Land owner
TUHUT PETRU
VASINCA GHEORGHE
(BOTAR GEORGETA), CAMPEAN GABRIELA
AMOROZA ALEXANDRU
AVRAMUT NICOLAE
AVRAMUT VIRGINIA
BABAN AUREL
BISERICA BAPTISTA
BISERICA GRECO CATOLICA
BISERICA ORTODOXA
BORZA ALEXANDRINA, MIHET EMIL, MIHET IOAN
BOTAR ANGELA
BOTAR ELENA
BOTAR GHEORGHE/BOTAR LUCRETIA
BOTAR ILIE
BOTAR ILIE,BOTAR ANA
BOTAR LUCRETIA
BOTAR NICOLAE
BOTAR OLIMPIA, BOTAR PAVEL
BOTAR PAVEL, BOTAR OLIMPIA
BOTAR PETRU
BOTOS AVRAM
BOTOS AVRAM, BOTOS GABRIELA
BRADU STEFAN
BRICIU AVRAM
CENUSA MIRCEA
CENUSA REMUS
CENUSA SORIN
CENUSA VIORICA
CHENDRIS GHEORGHE
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CIANI ILEANA, CIANI BENIAMIN, CATINAS SEFORA, DRAGAN CORNELIA
CIANI ILEANA, DRAGAN CORNELIA, CATINAS SEFORA, CIANI BENIAMIN, C. IOSIF, C. PETRU
CIMITIR
COSMA DUMITRU
COSMA IUSTIAN
DUMITRAS GHEORGHE,DUMITRAS DANIEL
COZMA SOFIA
COZMA NICOLAE
CRISAN CORNELIA, DRAGAN BASIL, PETRUTA, MARIA LIVIA
DANDEA FLORICA
DANDEA VALER,DANDEA VIRGIL,COSMA BASIL
DANDEA VIRGIL
DAVID ELENA
DAVID GHEORGHE
DAVID ZICU
DRAGAN GHEORGHE
DRAGAN IOAN
DRAGAN IOAN / VASINCA EUGENIA
DUMA GEORGETA
FURDUI ANA
GHEORGHITA VASILE
HANES MIREL
HEBEDEAN MARIA
IANCU MARIUS / IANCU MARIA
JORJA MINERVA
JORJA MIRCEA
JORJA MIRCEA, JORJA PETRONELA
JORJA MIRCEA, RAPANU CORNELIA
LAMBA AUREL
STATUL ROMAN
LAZAR AVRAM
LAZAR AVRAM SI MARIA
LAZAR TITU ANDREI
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN
MAGAZIN
MALEA IOAN
MARZA CONSTANTIN
MARZA ELENA
MARZA MARIA
MARZA PAVEL
MARZA PAVEL, (BOTAR ELISABETA, BOTARIU ILIE)
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MIGNEA GHEORGHE
MIGNEA PETRU, (DRAGAN ILIE)
OCOLUL SILVIC CAMPENI
OLTEAN CRISTINAOLTEAN NICOLAE,COBORI MARIETA
OLTEAN NICOLAE
PETRICA
PETRINCA ANA
RIPEANU CORNELIA
SCOALA / CAMIN CULTURAL
SIMEDREA ISPAS
SOIT OVIDIU
SOIT PAVEL
DRAGAN GHE., D. ILIE,
D. AURELIA, HARAH MARIA, PITIGUS MINERVA, DARAMUS DITIA, DRAGAN MONICA
SOIT TATIANA
STATUL ROMAN
SULEA NICOLAE
TOMUTA IOAN
TUHUT PETRU
TUHUT PETRU, TUHUT NICOLAE
VASILE GHEORGHE
VASINCA EUGENIA / BOTAR LUCRETIA
VASINCA GHEORGHE
VASINCA TEOFIL
DEOANCA VALENTIN,MELANIA
TUSA RODICA
DEOANCA VALENTIN, D.MELANIA,
TUSA RODICA, T. EUGEN, TODEA ALEX
DANDEA FLORICA, PIRONCU MARIA, DANDEA EUGEN
DRAGAN IOAN
TUHUTIU PETRU, CRISAN NICOLAE
BORZA ALEXANDRINA, MIHET EMIL, MIHET IOAN
OLTEAN NICOLAE
TUHUT PETRU
COSMA MARIA
TUHUTIU PETRU, TUHUTIU CRISAN NICOLAE
CENUSA ANGHEL
BISERICA GRECO CATOLICA/STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN/ROMSILVA
STATUL ROMAN
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10. Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
533547.292
534180.024
534214.694
534180.024
534041.343
533859.324
533553.070
533142.806
532830.080
532822.684
532900.345
533014.635
11. Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
355128.148
355552.859
355734.878
355911.118
356064.245
356110.472
355925.564
355506.632
355161.085
354985.422
354872.628
354825.996
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Altitude about 700 – 850m
Geographical landmarks southwards from Cârnic massif and westwards from the road to Roşia Poieni .
Hydrographical landmarks Corniţa valley.
Site’s first research date 2001
Progress period 2001 campaign, 2002 campaign.
Campaign no. 2 campaigns
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18. Epoch code 5.
1

14

162

312

43

11

141

163

313

431

111

142

2

32

432

112

143

21

321

5

113

15

211

322

12

151

212

33

13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4

132

16

31

41

133

161

311

42

19. Site type code primary processing workshops (stamp mills), modern habitation
1

12

134

31

11

121

2

311

111

122

21

312

112

123

211

313

113

124

212

32

114

13

22

115

131

221

116

132

222

117

133

3

20. Site area (in sq.m.) 871,112. 115 sq.m.
21. Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium

x

Poor
Heavily impacted
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22. Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1

2

3

4

5

Floods

1

2

3

4

5

Acid rains

1

2

3

4

5

Natural fire

1

2

3

4

5

Fires

1

2

3

4

5

Animals

1

2

3

4

5

Insects

1

2

3

4

5

Tornados

1

2

3

4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Anthropic risks
Demolition

1

2

3

4

5

Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5

23. Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
24. Last and first name of the research team members MNIR: Adela Bâltâc, Christina Ştirbulescu, Mihai
Vasile, Ionuţ Bocan.
25. Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania.
26. Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project:
27. The aim of the archaeological research – identification and research of the archaeological structures
inside the site’s perimeter
28. Brief description of the archaeological situation:
Surface archaeological investigation (MNIR)
The settlements of the Corna Valley are attested in documents much later than those of the Roşia Montană or
Bucium, perhaps also due to the fact that its inhabitants weren’t too much involved in mining activities, but rather
in raising animals or agriculture (on small spaces in the so-called “garden patches”). The first mentioning of
th
mining activities appear only in the 16 century with the mentioning of ore grinders (traditional installations of
processing gold ore) and gravel washers but with no reference to the habitat. Also, it needs mentioning the fact
that there is no documented owner of mine shafts or ore grinders with the residence in one of the hamlets that
make up the Corna village. The Corna toponym is more frequent in documents and official papers after 1850
(together with the administrative separation from the town of Abrud, officiated in 1860), so the moment of birth of
th
th
the current place can be set at the end of the 18 century or the beginning of the 19 century. This documentary
information has been confirmed by the archaeological investigation undertaken in 2001-2002.
Accordingly, the entire Corna Valley was investigated (both sides), as well as the secondary valley through which
access was made to Roşia Montană. Aside from traces of mining activity (former arrangements of ore grinders or
washers bound by the artificial ponds system through the afferent canal network) or seasonal arrangements
(stables), the archaeological investigation didn’t discover other types of historical vestige.
29. Type of research Preventive archaeological research.
30. References CCA 2002 (2003), p. 106-107.
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 12 Tăul Cornei – Corna Sat

1. Archaeological site’s name Roşia Montană - “Tăul Cornii – Corna Sat” (cremation necropolis, modern
habitation).
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Archaeological site’s RAN code 6832.02
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) Corna
Commune Roşia Montană
Point “Tăul Cornii – Corna Sat”, Tăul Cartuş.
Address
Landmark Tăul Corna and southwards from Cârnic massif, Piatra Corbului area
Land owner
GURAN ILIE, DAMIAN RODICA,
COSMA LEONTINA
BOTAR DANIEL
BOTAR MARIA
CIANI ILEANA, CIANI VASILE
COSMA VICTORIA
CRISAN ZORITA
DUMITRAS DANIEL, DUMITRAS GHEORGHE
FURDUI CORNELIA, FURDUI PETRU VIOREL,
(VISA MARIA, JURCA GH)
GEORGEA LIVIU
GOLGOT BENIAMIN, JORJA ANETA,
JORJA ILIE
GURAN CLARA
GURAN ILIE
HEBEDEAN FLORIA
IHUT VIORICA
STATUL ROMAN
JORJA ILIE
GEORGEA LIVIU
JORJA NETI
JURCA EUGENIA
JURCA GRATIAN
JURCA IUSTIAN, JURCA EUGENIA,
MOGA AURELIA, IHUT VIORICA,
NEFERU
JURCA LEONTINA
JURCA LETITIA
JURCA SABIN / JURCA GRATIAN
JURCA VIORICA
JURJA DITEA / COPROPRIETARI
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JORJA DITIA, CRISAN IOAN,
NICOARA CORNELIA,
CRISAN AUREL, STEFANI MARIA OLGA
NETERU NICOLAE, NICULESU ROZICA
PETREAN DOINA
PETREAN VASILE
PETREANU DOINA
PLIC SILVIA
STAN LUCIAN
TAULCORNA
TRIFAN MARIA
VASINCA ILIE
VASINCA TIBERIU
PETRUTA VASILE
HEBEDEAN MARIA
VASINCA ILIE
NARITA DOINA
JURCA LEONTINA
COZMA DUMITRU
NARITA DOINA, N.REMUS, N. VIOREL,
N. OTILIA, N. GH. MIRCEA
JORJA GHEORGHE
CRISAN AUREL
STEFANI MARIA
CRISAN IOAN
JORJA DITEA
NICOARA CORNELIA
JURCA LETITIA
BOTAR DANIEL
JORJA GHEORGHE
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10. Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
534648.477
534739.231
534726.887
534644.736
534603.595
534369.835
534309.993
534289.422
534239.826
534309.344
534422.138
534581.154

11. Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
356451.824
356641.550
356729.502
356844.540
357072.689
357098.870
357016.586
356657.532
356268.135
356157.739
356126.305
356320.919

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Altitude 880 – 1040 m
Geographical landmarks southwards from Cârnic massif and westwards from Roşia Poieni road
Hydrographical landmarks Tăul Cornii, Tăul Cartuş.
Site’s first research date 2000
Progress period 2002 campaign.
Campaign no. a campaign
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18. Epoch code 32, 5.
1

14

162

312

43

11

141

163

313

431

111

142

2

32

432

112

143

21

321

5

113

15

211

322

12

151

212

33

13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4

132

16

31

41

133

161

311

42

19. Site type code 21 (211), 11 (114, 116)
1

12

134

31

11

121

2

311

111

122

21

312

112

123

211

313

113

124

212

32

114

13

22

115

131

221

116

132

222

117

133

3

20. Site area (in sq.m.) 327,831.145 sq.m.
21. Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium

x

Poor
Heavily impacted
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22. Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1

2

3

4

5

Floods

1

2

3

4

5

Acid rains

1

2

3

4

5

Natural fire

1

2

3

4

5

Fires

1

2

3

4

5

Animals

1

2

3

4

5

Insects

1

2

3

4

5

Tornados

1

2

3

4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Anthropic risks
Demolition

1

2

3

4

5

Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5

23. Last and first name of the scientific coordinator Paul Damian
24. Last and first name of the research team members MNIR: Christina Ştirbulescu, Ionuţ Bocan, Mihai
Vasile, Virgil Apostol, Sorin Cleşiu, Marius Dincă; cIMeC: Corina Borş; IAB: Vlad V. Zirra, Mircea
Dabâca, Andrei Măgureanu, Liana Oţa, Daniel Spânu; MNUAI: Vasile Moga, Cristinel Plantos,
Constantin Inel, Radu Ciobanu, Matei Drâmbarean; MCDR: Adriana Pescaru, Mihai Căstăianu, Angelica
Bălos, C-tin Daniel Ţuţuianu; IAIAC: Sorin Ilie Cociş, Adrian Ursuţiu, Călin Cosma, Ioan Stanciu, Gelu
Oloşutean, Constantin Ilieş, Sorin Nemeti, Eugenia Beu-Dachin, Vitalie Bârcă; MNIT: Felix Marcu,
Ovidiu Ţentea, Valentin Voişan, Monica Bodea, Tiberiu Tecar.
25. Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National History Museum of Romania
26. Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project: National Union
Museum – Alba Iulia; Institute of Archaeology and History of Art – Cluj Napoca; Cimec – Institute of
Cultural Memory Bucharest; Museum of Dacian and Roman Civilisation– Deva; “Vasile Pârvan” Institute
of Archaeology – Bucharest; National History Museum of Transylvania – Cluj Napoca.
27. The aim of the archaeological research – identification and research of the archaeological structures
of the cremation necropolis and inside the site’s perimeter
28. Brief description of the archaeological situation
Surface archaeological investigation (MNIR, MNIT, IAB, MCDR, IAIAC)
The Roman cremation necropolis at Tăul Corna. The area in the vicinity of Tăul Corna was known in
documentary sources as the originating place of some epigraphic pieces and pieces of funeral architecture from
th
the beginning of the 19 century. It should be said that the area of the necropolis was most likely affected by
construction work and upkeep of the artificial lake, known from the18th century and in the course of the 20th
century by dwellings annexes and gardens of various owners.
During the preventive archaeological research campaign of 2002, the area west and south of Tăul Corna was
investigated, more precisely the properties of Dumitraş Ioan, Furdui Petru, Jurcă Letiţia and Golgoţ Beniamin,
2
meaning a total investigated area of approximately 7.000 m , thus investigating around 95% of the necropolis.
324 funeral grounds were discovered and investigated. Generally, the sepulchral pits are burnt and the remains
of the cremation (charcoal, ashes and calcined bones) are laid on the bottom of the sepulchral pit. The pits of the
graves are generally simple, rectangular, although in a small proportion the alternative of the stepped-pit exists
(in the case of bustum-type graves). Part of the graves has outer layouts (ring). Also, very rudimentary funeral
precincts were discovered. Funeral architecture elements (funeral lions) rarely discovered. The inventory that
resulted consists of: lamps, glass recipients, fragments of provincial pottery, iron nails, coins, pieces of funeral
architecture – funeral lions or other fragments of figurative monuments. Following the preliminary analysis of the
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archaeological material from the researched complexes (coins, ceramics or other types of artefacts with dating
potential) it is to be distinguished that the Tăul Cornii necropolis functioned as a funeral space in the 2nd century
A.D.
At the same time, the entire area of the current Corna village was investigated. The results of the research
underlined the fact that, aside from the Roman cremation necropolis, eccentrically positioned and related to the
Cârnic mountain massif, the area was occupied at the earliest by structures of habitat dated to the Habsburgic
period.
Note: the results of the archaeological research concerning the Tăul Cornei necropolis was in an advanced state
of processing for monographic publication, in the course of the year 2006.
29. Type of research Preventive archaeological research.
30. References Alburnus Maior I, Bucharest 2003, p. 31-33, CCA 2002 (2003), p. 92- 104.
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FS-RAN2
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE RECORD CARD: 13. Balmoşeşti

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Archaeological site’s name Balmoşeşti – Islaz (presumed Roman/medieval fortification)
Archaeological site’s RAN code 6770.06
County Alba
Locality (city / village et.) Roşia Montană
Commune Roşia Montană
Point “Islaz”.
Address
Landmark
Land owner
FURDUI CALIN, BUDA MARIANA
SOIT GRIGORE

10. Latitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
536473.399
536447.403
536435.024
536435.024
536453.593
536482.065
536515.489
536545.199
536579.861
536598.429
536605.857
536605.857
536600.905
536592.240
536579.861
536558.816
536537.771
536503.109
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11. Longitude (STEREO 70 coordinates)
353374.307
353327.266
353301.270
353274.035
353254.229
353252.991
353264.132
353291.366
353326.028
353354.500
353386.686
353420.110
353442.393
353459.723
353467.151
353470.865
353456.010
353416.396

12. Altitude 890 – 910 m.
13. Geographical landmarks – the peak area of the northern side of the Roşia valley, between
Balmoşeşti hamlet and Vârtop village
14. Hydrographical landmarks
15. Site’s first research date 2000
16. Progress period 2000 campaign.
17. Campaign no. a campaign
18. Epoch code 32
1

14

162

312

43

11

141

163

313

431

111

142

2

32

432

112

143

21

321

5

113

15

211

322

12

151

212

33

13

152

213

34

131

153

3

4

132

16

31

41

133

161

311

42

19. Site type code 124
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1

12

134

31

11

121

2

311

111

122

21

312

112

123

211

313

113

124

212

32

114

13

22

115

131

221

116

132

222

117

133

3

20. Site area (in sq.m.) 22,488.662 sq.m.
21. Preservation state
Very good
Good
Medium
Poor

X

Heavily impacted
22. Risk factors
Natural risks
Earthquake

1

2

3

4

5

Floods

1

2

3

4

5

Acid rains

1

2

3

4

5

Natural fire

1

2

3

4

5

Fires

1

2

3

4

5

Animals

1

2

3

4

5

Insects

1

2

3

4

5

Tornados

1

2

3

4

5

Water in excess in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of salinity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Excess of acidity in the soil

1

2

3

4

5

Anthropic risks
Demolition

1

2

3

4

5

Partial impact

1

2

3

4

5

Vandalism

1

2

3

4

5

Thefts

1

2

3

4

5

Provoked fires

1

2

3

4

5

23. Last and first name of the scientific coordinator
24. Last and first name of the research team members INMI (former CPPCN): Cristina Crăciun, Anişoara
Sion, Sergiu Iosipescu, Raluca Iosipescu, Constantin Mehedinţeanu, Gabriel Mehedinţeanu.
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25. Organizer institution of the archaeological researches National Institute for Historical Monuments –
Bucharest.
26. Partner institutions in the framework of the archaeological research project:
27. The aim of the archaeological research - identification and research of the archaeological structures
inside the site’s perimeter .
28. Brief description of the archaeological situation
Surface archaeological investigation (MNIR, CPPCN)
The Balmoşeşti - Gura Minei area is an area located at about 3 km of Gura Roşiei and at 4 km of the Piaţă site,
at the end of the St. Cross site (level +714). The area is located north of the main road connecting the two
locations. From the point of view of the morphology of the terrain subjected to investigation, it presents itself as
the northern slope of the main valley of the Roşia spring and represents the extreme point of closure of the
valley, forming, along with its symmetric opposite from the south, quite narrow quays. The water’s course
determines, in the inferior part of the area, a smooth strip with a variable width whose maximum doesn’t go above
approximately 20 m. It is used for the layout of the road, the industrial railway that served the mining activity, as
well as a few current households. Also, it must be noticed that the investigated area is crossed by the layout of
the pipes of joining the sewage system and the fresh water network. The diggings occasioned by these
arrangements, sometimes still visible, haven’t put forth any type of archaeological material, with the exception of
sporadic ceramic fragments of a recent nature, similar to those underlined in personal research.
A first series of archaeological trial trenches were undertaken in the 2000 with the occasion of
completing the diagnosis study (CPPCN), the investigated area being situated in the peak area of the northern
slope of the Roşia Valley, between the Balmoşeşti hamlet and the Vârtop village, in the site called Islaz. On this
occasion a fortress with ditch and vallum was identified and dated to (on the basis of the discovered
archaeological inventory) the Roman period.
During 2003 a series of archaeological trial trenches (MNIR) were undertaken in the immediate vicinity
of point Gura Minei, but which have failed to provide archaeological data.
29. Type of research Preventive archaeological research.
30. References
CCA 2001
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